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Abstract 

When reading newspaper articles around the topic of batteries one could get the 

impression that each week a breakthrough technology arrives on the market that 

offers high energy and high power batteries based on materials that are naturally 

abundant and cheap. One of the reasons that extensive research in this area is still 

needed is the scale-up challenge of such promising technologies. It is a very long 

way from material research in which a material with a highly interesting energy-

storage property is discovered to a large-scale producible battery cell that offers the 

requested properties for a long lifetime with a minimum of safety concerns under 

real live conditions.  

In this thesis the aim was to show part of this challenges in the framework of a 

multidisciplinary project for a promising but not yet commercialized cathode active 

material (CAM). Together with three other Chairs of the Technical University of 

Munich, the scale-up of the various cell production processes was examined for a 

high energy and cost-effective lithium- and manganese-rich NCM material (LMR-

NCM). The process starts with a design phase where the different perspectives are 

shown regarding the optimization of an electrode active material on the electrode 

level vs. the optimization concerning the full-cell performance for given 

requirements. The next stage of the thesis is focused on two main challenges that 

appeared during the transfer to the pilot line production, namely the calendering of 

the cathode electrode and the formation of the cell. The former required the 

development of a holistic understanding of the CAM and the electrode pore 

structure, and the latter was addressed by studying the overall gas evolution with 

respect to the formation temperature and time. Based on the significant 

temperature rise that was observed during cycling of the produced multilayer 7 Ah 

pouch cells, in the second part of the thesis focus is placed on the origin and effect 

of the cathode active material´s inherent voltage hysteresis between the charge and 

discharge process. The amount of “lost” energy due to the current independent 

voltage hysteresis was measured time-resolved with the help of in situ micro-

calorimetry. On the material level, different diffraction techniques were used to 

understand the structural changes that lead to this unusual behaviour. 
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Kurzfassung 

Liest man Zeitungsartikel zum Thema Batterien, gewinnt man den Eindruck, dass 

jede Woche eine neue bahnbrechende Technologie auf den Markt kommt, welche 

hohe Energie und Leistung mit günstigen und reichlich vorhandenen Materialien 

bietet. Einer der Gründe weshalb in diesem Bereich noch viel geforscht werden 

muss ist die Herausforderung, diese vielversprechenden Technologien in großem 

Maßstab umzusetzen. Es ist ein langer Weg von der Materialforschung, bis zu einer 

im Großmaßstab herstellbaren Batteriezelle, die unter realen Bedingungen ihre 

Leistung über eine lange Lebensdauer mit einem Minimum an Sicherheitsbedenken 

erbringt. Ziel dieser Arbeit war es, einen Teil dieser Herausforderungen in einem 

multidisziplinären Projekt für ein vielversprechendes, aber noch nicht 

kommerzialisiertes Kathodenaktivmaterial (KAM) aufzuzeigen. Mit drei weiteren 

Lehrstühlen der Technischen Universität München wird die Hochskalierung der 

verschiedenen Prozessschritte der Batteriezellproduktion für ein energiereiches 

und günstiges Li-und Mn-reiches NCM-Material (LMR-NCM) untersucht. Dies 

beginnt mit einer Designphase, in der die unterschiedlichen Perspektiven 

hinsichtlich der Optimierung eines Materials auf der Elektrodenebene vs. der 

Optimierung hinsichtlich der gesamten Zellleistung für gegebene Anforderungen 

aufgezeigt werden. Die nächste Phase konzentriert sich auf zwei Hauptprobleme, 

die bei der Überführung in die Pilotproduktion auftraten: das Kalandrieren des 

Kathodenmaterials und die Formierung der Zelle. Der erste Punkt wird im Hinblick 

auf ein ganzheitliches Verständnis der Porenstruktur des KAM´s und der Elektrode 

behandelt und der zweite Punkt bezieht sich auf die Gasentwicklung. Auf der 

Grundlage der während des Betriebs beobachteten Temperaturerhöhung der 

produzierten 7 Ah-Pouch-Zelle, wird im zweiten Teil der Arbeit der Schwerpunkt 

auf den Ursprung und die Auswirkungen der Spannungshysterese zwischen dem 

Lade- und dem Entladevorgang gelegt. Die Verlustenergie aufgrund der 

stromunabhängigen Überspannung wurde mit in situ Mikrokalorimetrie 

zeitaufgelöst gemessen. Auf der Materialebene wurden verschiedene 

Beugungstechniken eingesetzt, um die strukturellen Veränderungen zu verstehen, 

die zu diesem ungewöhnlichen Verhalten führen. 
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1 Introduction 

Ever since Alessandro Volta presented the voltaic pile over 200 years ago, battery 

technology has been a key factor in the development of many other fields of 

technology. Today, probably the mostly discussed uses of batteries are for portable 

electronics, electric mobility, and grid storage. However, the oldest, still widely used 

rechargeable battery is the lead acid battery (LAB). At rather low costs, it provides 

high surge currents as a starter battery and serves as motive power battery or as 

stationary storage battery. LABs covered around 30% of the 2019 battery demand.1 

However, with an energy density of around 30 Wh/kgcell, they are far away of the 

>250 Wh/kgcell currently desired for portable electronics or electric vehicles.2,3 The 

first commercialization of a Li-ion battery by Sony Corporation used a soft-carbon 

anode and a lithium-cobalt-oxide (LCO) cathode achieving an energy density of 

≈80 Wh/kgcell.4 In order to reach the energy densities required for their use in 

electric cars, the host materials of both electrodes have been optimized over the last 

years: the carbon has been replaced by graphite, optionally with 1-20 wt% of 

silicon, and for the cathode electrode, Ni-rich layered metal oxides dominate the 

commercial marked. These developments went hand in hand with cell setup 

improvements, and both were needed to increase the energy density by a factor of 

three. 

Some of the first questions when Li-ion battery research for electric mobility is 

discussed in public include: Do we need a further improvement of the energy 

density or what is limiting the use of batteries? Are batteries the solution to change 

to a fossil fuel free car mobility? To answer these questions, it is necessary to 

combine different perspectives, but as a first step here a pure energy balance 

approach is used. The two mainly discussed alternatives for internal combustion 

engine vehicles (ICEV), namely battery electric vehicles (BEV) and fuel cell electric 

vehicles (FCEV) are compared. Alternative mobility solutions are only long-term 

alternatives if their energy is provided from renewable primary energy sources like 

solar, wind, biomass, geothermal, or hydro energy. Such renewable energy sources 

are generally affected by their fluctuating availability, but it can be assumed here 
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that this can be compensated by large energy storage installations (either by 

stationary batteries, by pumped water storage power plant, by liquid hydrogen 

storage, etc.). As large-scale battery and fuel cell productions for electric vehicles 

has evolved very recently, reliable data about long-term production and recycling 

costs are almost impossible to obtain, and are therefore not considered for this 

estimation. In the study of Ligen et al.,5 a comparison of FCEVs and BEVs with ICEVs 

was made, whereby they assumed the following energy demand: 17 kWh/100 km 

(BMW i3) with a variance of 15-29 kWh/100 km for BEVs, and 0.9 kg of 

hydrogen/100 km (Toyota Mirai) with a variance of 0.9-1.2 kg/100 km for FCEVs. 

Their breakdown energy calculation from grid/pump-to-car shows an efficiency for 

the transport, storage, and distribution of electricity of for BEVs between 66-78% 

(the lower number accounts for an intermediate stationary storage), while for the 

generation of hydrogen for FCEVs and for its transport, storage and distribution an 

efficiency of 57-60% is given (the lower number is related to 70 MPa compared to 

35 MPa H2 storage). These numbers must further be reduced by the demand for 

operating the renewable energy source, resulting in efficiencies (Eoutput/ Eoutput-

operating) from 87% for photovoltaics up to 99% for hydro-electric power plants. 

Finally, by taking the efficiency of the battery engine system (81-87%) and the fuel 

cell system (45%) in the car into account, an overall energy efficiency from well-to-

wheel of 47-67% for BEVs and 22-27% for FCEVs is calculated. These numbers are 

summarized and compared with FCEVs in Table 1, showing that both of the 

alternative propulsion technologies are, even when considering an intermediate 

energy storage, more energy efficient than most combustion engine-powered 

vehicles that have an overall efficiency of only 14-26%. 

Table 1: Efficiencies of energy transformation from well-to-wheel (as a product of the well-to 

grid/pump, the grid/pump-to-car and the car-to-wheel efficiencies) calculated for internal combustion 

engine vehicles (ICEVs), battery electric vehicles (BEVs), and fuel cell electric vehicles (FCEVs). 
 

ICEV BEV FCEV 

well-to-gid/pump 83-89%6,7 87-998 87-998 

grid/pump-to-car 99%6 66-78%5 57-60%5 

Car-to-wheel 17-30%9–11 81-87%7,9 45%9 

Well-to-wheel 14-26% 47-67% 22-27% 
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In Figure 1, a conversion of the grid-to-wheel step by Ligen et al.5 is provided, 

including an intermediate storage option (lower efficiency of line 2 in Table 1), in a 

more representative way with the possible driving range with 100 kWh grid 

energy. 

 

Figure 1: Comparison of driving ranges of FCEVs (0.8-1.2 kg H2/100 km;) and BEVs (15-

29 kWh/100 km) with 100 kWh of grid energy, reprinted from “Mobility from Renewable Electricity: 

Infrastructure Comparison for Battery and Hydrogen Fuel Cell Vehicle” by Ligen et al.,5 licensed under 

CC BY 4.0.  

A more recent report published by the NGO “Transport and Environment” includes 

a similar comparison of grid/pump-to-wheel efficiencies.12 The authors reported 

77 % efficiency for BEVs (compared to 53-68 % by Ligen et al.) and 33 % for FCEV 

(compared to 26-27% by Ligen et al.). The study assumes a combustion engine 

efficiency of 30-36% (for petrol/diesel engines), and the author compares these 

numbers further with the efficiency of eFuels and methane powered engines. The 

efficiency numbers in this newer study are overall a little higher (due to the more 

up-to-date efficiency data, but providing fewer included technical details). 

Consistent is the ratio of efficiency (2.3x higher for BEVs than FCEVs) and the 

conclusion that the two technologies are currently the most promising alternatives 

for fossil fuels regarding an efficient energy conversion. 

Simply from an energy conversion efficiency perspective, batteries seem to be the 

first choice. However, hydrogen has similar to fossil fuels (≈12 kWh/kg)13 a very 

high gravimetric energy density (35 kWh/kg),14 and the charging speed is around 

15 times faster than for BEVs.5 Based on this, hydrogen fuel cells may be most 
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suitable for powering high energy demanding vehicles (like busses or trucks), at 

least until there are engineering solutions like multi-plug charging. 

In 2019, Germany needed 725 TWh15 of energy (sum of all primary energy sources 

used) for its transport sectors, which divides into 49% for private street transport, 

32% for bus and trucks, 14% for flights, and 2% each for water and rail transport 

(divided by the European average).16 In the aim of an 80% electrification of the 

combusting converted energy, it would be necessary to have an additional energy 

of 100 TWh for cars, respectively 165 TWh for all transport on the street (calculated 

with averaged values from Table 1). This means in Germany an overall electricity 

increase of ≈20-33% (from the 501 TWh used in 2019), which is quite a challenge, 

especially regarding the fact that a renewable energy increase of 50-80% would be 

needed, as at the moment around 40%17 of the used electricity comes from 

renewable sources. However, if it is considered that an increase in these sources of 

65% over the last 10 years has occured,18 this seems not impossible. 

If the electrical generation challenge is left to engineering and policies, any battery 

development still must take account of the fact that future batteries allow for 

mobility which is cost-competitive with combustion engines and that the 

availability of the required raw materials can be assured in a sustainable manner. 

Most of car components have been optimized for more than 100 years, but the 

battery used in state-of-the-art BEVs is still quite new, and with 40% of the total 

cost of a BEV, certainly at a point, where any future optimization would have a large 

impact.19 If the cost analysis is broken down even further, 60-75% of the battery 

price arises from its materials prices,1,20 with the cathode(30-45%)1,21 being the 

most cost-intensive one. While other significant cost factors like separators or 

copper current collectors face mainly mechanical challenges with regards to weight 

loss and therefore cost, the cathode active materials (CAMs) have to fulfil in addition 

several electrochemical functions while also their cost must be reduced. The future 

battery has therefore to increase the energy/cost ratio and simultaneously fulfil the 

material’s availability boundary conditions. The first point can be reached by using 

materials that are either cheap or have a high energy storage capacity. 

A promising, not yet commercialized CAM that offers both characteristics, is a Li- 

and Mn-rich layered oxide material (LMR-NCM). While the transition metal 
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composition of state-of-the-art CAMs is approx. 80-85% nickel, 5-10% cobalt, and 

residual 5-10% aluminium (for NCA) or manganese (for NCM), LMR-NCMs consist 

of 25-30% Ni, 5-15% Co, and 60-65% Mn. While ongoing research is aimed toward 

eliminating cobalt,22,23 its replacement by nickel just delays the discussion about 

materials availability and cost reduction. In February 2021, the commodity price 

for Ni (21 USD/kg)24 was an order of magnitude higher than that of Mn 

(2 USD/kg)25 and also the availability differs by order of magnitude.26,27 From a 

capacity point of view, LMR-NCM offers a reversible capacity of around 

250 mAh/g,28–30 compared to state-of-the-art Ni-rich materials (i.e., NCAs and 

NCMs) with capacities limited to 200 mAh/g,31which is a remarkable increase.  

One of the topics of this thesis is to point out, that such comparisons are too 

simplistic and that it is necessary to compare a least the full-cell chemistry system 

rather than only individual material properties. This includes the needed materials 

balancing and the inactive materials that are required, as well as the inclusion of 

the actual cell potential when materials are combined and cycled in an application-

oriented mode. In the work for this thesis, the question is addressed to what extent 

cell performance can be predicted by small lab cells, and the full up-scale process is 

accompanied of LMR-NCM cells from coin half-cells to multilayer, 7 Ah pouch-cells. 

On the way, mechanical difficulties arising from a semi-automatic production 

process are discussed. In the end, electrochemical challenges arising from the 

increased active-to-passive material ratios in the energy density optimized pouch 

cells are addressed and compared with the initial lab results. The so-called “OCV-

hysteresis”, is considered as one of the most challenging characteristics of the LMR-

NCM material, and its impact and origin are discussed in more detail in the second 

part of this work. 
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2 Theory 

2.1 The Lithium-Ion Battery Basic Working Principle 

A lithium-ion battery (LIB) converts reversible electrical energy (from the grid) to 

chemical energy (in the battery) or vice versa. In Figure 2, a schematic 

representation of a LIB working principle is shown. More detailed information 

about the individual components follows in the subsequent sections. 

 

Figure 2: Schematic illustration of the the working principle of lithium-ion batteries, with graphite on 

the anode side and LMO2 (M=NivCoxMnyAlz, v+x+y+z=1) on the cathode side, reprinted from 

“Understanding electrochemical potentials of cathode materials in rechargeable batteries” by Liu et al.,32 

licenced under CC BY-NC-ND 4.0. 

The electrode with the lower lithiation potential (= potential needed to lithiate the 

active material) is the “negative” electrode. On this electrode, the oxidation reaction 

occurs in the discharge direction of the battery and the electrode is therefore the 

anode (by convention, the negative electrode of a LIB is called the anode, 

independent of the reaction direction). The example in Equation (1) shows the 

oxidation reaction where the lithiated graphite anode active material is oxidized. 

LiC6 → Li1-xC6 + xLi+ + xe‒ (1) 
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In contrast, the electrode with the higher lithiation potential is the positive 

electrode, being referred to as the “cathode”. Equation (2) shows the reduction of 

lithium transition metal oxide, where the transition metal M (or sometimes also 

oxygen) is reduced.  

Li1-xMO2 + xLi+ + xe‒ → LiMO2 (2) 

Both active materials are often mixed with small amounts (0-5 wt%) of conductive 

agents and binders. The conductive agents serve to electronically connect the active 

particles better with each other and the current collector (most often the case for 

the cathode) and/or they open, due to their branched structure, the ionic pathways 

in the electrolyte phase within the pores of the electrode (applied mostly in anodes). 

The binder keeps the electrodes flexible and mechanically connects the active 

material particles with the current collector metal foil. The porous separator 

electronically isolates the two electrodes while the electrolyte in its pores provides 

the ion conduction pathway between the electrodes. 

The overall reaction of a graphite/lithium transition metal oxide Li-ion battery is 

shown in Equation (3): 

LiC6 + Li1-xMO2 
����ℎ���	

⇌
�ℎ���	

Li1-xC6 + LiMO2  (3) 

The (dis)charge energy of the battery is defined by the related integral of the cell 

voltage over the capacity of electron equivalents that can be transferred while 

(dis)charging. Often this is simplified by the product of the (dis)charge capacity 

times the average (dis)charge voltage as written in Equation (4). In lithium-ion 

batteries the so-called “rocking chair” concept describes the back and forward 

movement of lithium-ions between two electrodes. As each reduced lithium-ion 

takes up one electron, the capacity of the electrodes can be directly correlated with 

the amount of lithium that can be reversibly stored within the electrodes. The 

obtained voltage is the difference between the two electrodes’ lithiation potential 

minus the overpotential obtained by applying a current. 

�	��� ��ℎ� = ����������ℎ� × ∅   �	�� ������	 ��� (4) 

To compare different active materials, cell setups, or battery systems, the energy is 

normalized either by weight referred to as gravimetric energy density (Wh/kg), or 
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by volume, referred to as volumetric energy density (Wh/l). Batteries are further 

characterized by their electrical power capability which describes the amount of 

energy that can be released over a given amount of time or, like written in Equation 

(5), the current that is provided while (dis)charging. 

∅���	� ��� = ����������ℎ� × ∅ �	�� ������	 ��� ���	 �ℎ�⁄  

���	� ��� = �!��	� ��� × �	�� ������	 ��� 

(5) 

The unit of the current is generally given in Ampere (A) or Coulomb per second 

(C/s). For simple comparison of charge discharge capabilities of cells, the applied 

current is often given with respect to the overall capacity of the battery cell referred 

to as “C-rate”. The current of the C-rate is defined by X times the cell capacity, where 

1/X is the time (in h) during which the capacity of the cell can be fully charged or 

discharged. Mathematically, this is described by the relation in Equation (6).  

C − rate �A� = XC = X�1 ℎ⁄ � ∗ Cell Capacity �Ah� (6) 

The difference between the charge and discharge process is usually described by 

efficiencies. The ratio of exchanged charge carriers (capacity) is defined by the 

round-trip coulombic efficiency (CE) in Equation (7). Values below 100% mean that 

during the charge of the battery lithium-ions are de-intercalated from the cathode 

active material without being reversibly intercalated into the anode active material 

or that additional, non-reversible redox reactions are taking place. 

��!���2�� 	33���	�� ���%� = ���ℎ���	 �������� ��ℎ�
�ℎ���	 �������� ��ℎ� × 100 (7) 

The round-trip energy efficiency (EE) of a charge/discharge cycle is less than 100% 

and is a product of the coulombic efficiency and the ratio of the discharge/charge 

voltages, as given in Equation (8). 

�	��� 	33���	�� ���%� = ����ℎ���	 �	��� ��ℎ�
�ℎ���	 �	��� ��ℎ� × 100 

= �� × ∅ ����ℎ���	 ������	 ���
∅ �ℎ���	 ������	 ���  × 100 

(8) 

The term “overpotential” in general describes the deviation of the measured cell 

potential from their thermodynamic reversible potential. This can be caused by 
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several kinetic and transport resistances. The overpotentials lead to a higher charge 

and a lower discharge potential than the thermodynamically given open circuit 

voltage (OCV). The non-electrochemically transferred (“loss”) energy that 

corresponds to the area between the charge/discharge curves is dissipated as heat 

and corresponds to the colored area in Figure 3. The overall cell resistance consists 

of ohmic (electrical and bulk material related), activation, and mass transport-

related contributions. In Figure 3, the ohmic resistances are separated into the 

contributions of the electron transport in the current collector system (cc) and the 

lithium-ion transport through the potential gradient within the electrolyte (ohm, 

elyte). The mass-transport related overpotential is divided into the individual 

concentration gradient of lithium-ions due to either solid-state lithium transport 

within the active materials (conc, an & conc, ca), or due to gradients within the 

electrolyte phase (conc, elyte). The activation overpotential (act) arises due to the 

individual charge-transfer resistances at the active material/electrolyte interfaces 

of anode and cathode.  

 

Figure 3: Simulated discharge and charge curves of a NCA-LCO blend/graphite cell at 5C and 20°C with 

deconvoluted overpotential contributions. Reprinted figure from “Model-Based Overpotential 

Deconvolution, Partial Impedance Spectroscopy, and Sensitivity Analysis of a Lithium-Ion Cell with Blend 

Cathode” by Quarti et al.,33 licensed under CC BY 4.0. 
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2.2 LIB Cathode Active Materials 

Ever since Goodenough and co-workers introducedLiCoO2 (LCO)34 in 1980, which 

can be paired with a graphite anode, the cathode active material has been the active 

lithium source and determines the capacity of the full-cell. In terms of the 

previously used classical LIB described in Section 2.1, it can be seen in Figure 4a) 

that the gravimetric energy density of the cell is largely governed by the cathode.35 

Furthermore, if the cost of the electrode materials21 shown in Figure 4b) is included, 

it is clear that an improvement of the energy/cost term is most effectively reached 

with the development of the cathode material.  

 

Figure 4: a) The weight ratio of the cell components in a Li/NCA pouch cell, reprinted with permission 

from “Practical Evaluation of Li-Ion Batteries” by Li,35 copyright 2019 by Elsevier Inc. b) calculated cost 

breakdown for a baseline 50-kW, 8-kWh PHEV20 based on NCA–Gr. The changes in cost structure from 

doubling the power or doubling the energy, reprinted with permission from “Manufacturing Costs of 

Batteries for Electric Vehicles” by Gallagher et al.,21 copyright 2014 by Elsevier B.V. 

LCO and generally the LMO2 (M=NivCoxMnyAlz, v+x+y+z=1) materials are cathodes 

belonging to the so-called layered oxide materials, shown in Figure 5a). The 

transition metals (M) and the lithium-ions occupy the octahedral sites of alternating 

layers of a cubic close-packed stacking sequence of the oxide ions.36 The theoretical 

capacity for complete lithium extraction in LiCoO2 amounts to 274 mAh/g, but the 

practical capacity is limited to ≈140 mAh/g, because the structure is unstable at 

high degrees of delithiation, where poorly reversible phase transitions and/or the 

irreversible loss of oxygen from the lattice occur.37 
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Figure 5: Crystal structure of the three lithium-insertion compounds in which the Li+-ions are mobile 

through the 2-D (layered), 3-D (spinel), and 1-D (olivine) frameworks. Reprinted from “Comparative 

Issues of Cathode Materials for Li-Ion Batteries” by Julien et al.,36 licensed under CC BY 3.0.  

In addition to the limited capacity due to structural instabilities of LCO, also the 

price of cobalt (≈3 times higher than for example Ni38 and ≈26 times higher than 

Mn25) as well its availability and the ethical questionable aspects of mining the 

material39 has motivated the search for alternatives. Staying with the structure of 

layered oxides, a widely used approach started to partially substitute the cobalt 

with nickel and manganese40 or with nickel and aluminum.41 The first resulted in 

the so-called NCM materials which initially were made with a Ni/Co/Mn atomic 

ratio of 1/1/1 (called NCM-111, with ≈ 160 mAh/g), subsequently synthesizing 

materials with higher Ni content (for example NCM-811, that has a practical 

capacity of ≈ 200 mAh/g). The alternative layered oxide state-of-the-art material is 

also nickel-rich but instead of manganese a small amount of aluminium is used 

(called NCA that also delivers ≈ 200 mAh/g).42 For both material classes, the future 

trend is to reduce the cobalt amount to below 1 % and to further increase the nickel 

content.43,44 The use of iron as a redox active metal (≈500 times less expensive then 

cobalt)38 would be even more cost effective, however, it does not crystallize in the 

layered oxide structure.45 Alternatively, iron can be used in a phospho-olivine 

structure as shown in Figure 5c) as LiFePO4 (LFP). Since oxygen is covalently 

bonded, LFP is structurally very stable and in combination with its relatively low 

operational voltage window (average discharge voltage of ≈3.3 V), it provides a long 

cycle life and fulfils high safety standards.46 Disadvantages of LFP are its 

comparatively low specific capacity (165 mAh/g) and, due to the one-dimensional 

channels for li-ion transport, a slow solid-state lithium diffusion and a low 

electronic conductivity.36 The family of spinel type (in Figure 5b) cathode active 

materials also provides very good structural stability and Materials like LiMnO4 or 
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LiNi0.5Mn1.5O4 (LNMO) are frequently used in applications. LMnO4 is mainly added 

to NCMs due to its thermal stability and high power capability; it is generally used 

in combination with other cathode active materials because its inherent capacity of 

≈ 110 mAh/g is not that interesting.30,47 LNMO provides due to its high voltage 

plateau at 4.7 V still a high energy density, despite its relatively low capacity of 

≈ 140 mAh/g. However, most electrolytes are unstable at such high voltages, 

resulting in electrolyte decomposition and low cycle life.46,48 An overview over the 

here discussed cathode active materials and their characteristics is found in  

Table 2. 

Table 2: Overview of cathode active materials with regards to their reversible specific capacity, average 

discharge (dis.) potential vs. Li+/Li, calculated resulting energy densities, and other 

characteristics.30,45,46,49 

Code Structure Spec. capacity 

(mAh/g) 

Dis. potential 

(V vs Li+/Li) 

Energy density 

(Wh/kg) 

Characteristics 

LCO layered 150 3.9 585 + Good cycle life 
 
-  Expensive 

NCM 111 layered 160 3.8 608 + Increasing energy 
    density with higher 
    Ni content 
 
-  Decreasing thermal 
    and cycling stability 
    with higher Ni 
    content 

NCM 622 layered 180 3.7 666 

NCM 811 layered 195 3.7 722 

NCA layered 195 3.7 722 + High energy and 
   power density 
 
-  Moderate thermal 
    stability 

LMn2O4 spinel 110 4.1 451 + High power and 
    thermal stability 
 
-  Low cycle stability 

LNMO spinel 140 4.7 658 + Inexpensive 
 
-  Electrolyte 
    instabilities 

LFP olivine 165 3.4 561 + Good thermal and 
    lifetime stability, 
    inexpensive 
 
-  Limited capacity 

 

Besides the above discussed commercialized cathode active materials, many more 

candidates have been discussed in the literature as promising next-generation 

cathode active materials.50 Many of them belong either to more disordered 

structural families (rock-salt or polyanionic compounds like Li1+x(FeNb)1-xO2, 
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Li2NiO2F, or LiMnPO4, Li2FeSiO4) or undergo a classical conversion reaction (e.g. 

FeF3, sulfur,…). However, redox reactions of such compounds are most often 

accompanied by irreversible side reactions, and are complicated by the 

presence/formation of electrically non-conducting phases; furthermore, in many 

cases, the materials do not provide the cyclable lithium by themselves. Advances in 

related fields like electrolyte stabilities, pre-lithiation of the anodes, or volume-

change mitigation strategies could potentially enable the use of some of these 

materials for future applications. 

 

2.3 Prospects of Next-Generation Li- and Mn-Rich 

NCMs as Cathode Active Materials 

With regard to the next-generation cathode active materials, this section focuses on 

Li- and Mn-rich layered oxides (LMR-NCM), a material that belongs to the layered 

transition metal oxide family of NCMs but with some structural differences. LMR-

NCMs offer attractive performance benefits, but there remain several challenges 

that currently hamper their use in commercial applications. 

 

2.3.1 LMR-NCM Crystal Structure 

In terms of its structure, LMR-NCM can be seen as an NCM where a certain amount 

of transition metals are replaced with lithium , as visualized in Figure 6 by Rozier 

et. al.51 

 

Figure 6: Evolution of the layered oxide chemistry fuelled by cationic substitution within the transition 

metal layers by partial replacement of Ni/Co/Mn with Li to form Li-rich NMC phases. Reprinted with 

permission from “Li-Rich Layered Oxide Cathodes for Next-Generation Li-Ion Batteries: Chances and 

Challenges” by Rozier et al.51, copyright 2015 by the Electrochemical Society. 
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The over-lithiation can be either expressed as Li1+xM1-xO2 or as Li[LixM1-x]O2. The 

substitution of M3+ by Li+ requires the remaining M elements to have an increasing 

share of M4+, so that the maximum Li content in the transition metal (TM) layer 

amounts to x = 1/3.51 Li[Li1/3Mn2/3]O2, better known as Li2MnO3, is one of the well-

studied compounds that crystallize in the O3-layered structure.52–54 In regular (not 

over-lithiated) NCMs, the transition metals are randomly distributed within the TM 

metal layer, whereas in Li2MnO3 one LiO6 octahedron is ideally surrounded by six 

MnO6 octahedra in order to form a honeycomb pattern. For the materials discussed 

within this work, namely with x=0.14-0.2 << 1/3, the in-plane ordering is not as 

straightforward and in terms of X-ray reflections it is discussed in more detail in 

Section 4.3. In some of the literature the material is described using a two-phase 

notation, e.g., y Li2MnO3  (1-y) LiMO2 (y=0.33-0.5), which emphasizes the synthetic 

background of the material but, as also discussed in Section 4.3, a homogeneous TM 

distribution with long-range Li ordering appears more reasonable for the material 

considered in this work.55  

 

2.3.2 The Redox-Processes in LMR-NCMs 

The structural changes due to the over-lithiation lead to interesting follow-up 

questions. One of them is related to the underlying redox processes. The theoretical 

capacity of regular NCMs is calculated by assuming each lithium in the Li layer can 

be de-intercalated as Li+ and therefore one of the transition metals must be oxidized 

to preserve the charge neutrality. For regular NCMs the theoretical capacity (if 

every TM is oxidized once) is ≈279 mAh/g. If there is an over-lithiated NCM where 

some of the TMs are replaced by lithium atoms, they can no longer compensate 

completely for a full lithium extraction, assuming that the maximum transition 

metal oxidation state is 4+. Considering the numbers in Table 3 for LMR-NCMs with 

different degrees of over-lithiation, it can be seen that 1/4 till 1/3 of the capacity 

cannot be compensated by TM oxidation, implying that it must be compensated by 

the partial oxidation of the oxygen anions. Charge compensation through oxygen 

redox has already been discussed in a few instances with regard to regular NCMs,56 

and is the commonly used explanation for the non-TM based charge compensation 

in over-lithiated NCMs.57,58 
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Table 3: Theoretical capacities through lithium extraction, TM oxidation, or non-TM based oxidation 

for NCMs with low (Li/TM=1.14/0.86), mid (Li/TM=1.17/0.83), and high (Li/TM=1.2/0.8) degrees of 

over-lithiation. 

LMR-NCM material Low (1.14) Mid (1.17) High (1.2) 

Theo. capacity 

through Li extraction 

345 mAh/g 361 mAh/g 377 mAh/g 

Theo. capacity 

through TM oxidation 

261 mAh/g 256 mAh/g 252 mAh/g 

Theo. capacity 

through non-TM redox 

84 mAh/g 105 mAh/g 125 mAh/g 

 

2.3.3 The OCV-Hysteresis of LMR-NCM 

Even though the OCV-hysteresis is discussed in-depth sections 0 - 4.4, one of its 

consequences is considered in this section, namely the unique voltage profile of 

over-lithiated materials. Regarding the voltage profile of LMR-NCMs, three, maybe 

connected but in appearance different, phenomena are observed and illustrated in 

Figure 7: a) an activation process during the first charge step, b) discharge voltage 

fading over cycle life, and c) a current independent voltage hysteresis between the 

charge and the discharge process (OCV-hysteresis).  

 

Figure 7: Illustration of the three voltage profile phenomena discussed in this Section2.3.3: a) an 

activation process during the first charge step, b) discharge voltage fading over cycle life, and c) a 

current independent voltage hysteresis between the charge and the discharge process (OCV-

hysteresis). Panel a) and b) are reprinted with permission from “Li-Rich Layered Oxide Cathodes for 

Next-Generation Li-Ion Batteries: Chances and Challenges” by Rozier et al.,51 copyright 2015 by the 

Electrochemical Society, panel c) is reprinted from “Comparative Evaluation of LMR-NCM and NCA 

Cathode Active Materials in Multilayer Lithium-Ion Pouch Cells: Part II. Rate Capability, Long-Term 

Stability, and Thermal Behaviour” by Kraft et al.,59 licensed under CC BY 4.0.  
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One of the drawbacks of LMR-NCMs is often assigned to the poor coulombic 

efficiency of the first formation cycle.60–62 However, with the more advanced 

materials used within this work, very comparable efficiencies were achieved in full-

cells within reversible cycling conditions between LMR-NCM (84%) and NCA 

(85%).63 The voltage difference between the first and the following charge cycle is 

still not fully understood. The first-cycle voltage plateau correlates with an initial 

removal of lithium from the Li layer (indicated with a red 1 in Figure 7a) and 

secondly a removal of lithium from the TM layer (indicated with a red 2 in Figure 

7a)64,65 accompanied by a switch from cationic to anionic redox activity.66 

Nevertheless, the absolute potential must be dominated by some structural 

rearrangements to follow afterwards a lower, reversible potential curve. Another 

drawback of the material is the so-called voltage fading of LMR-NCMs. This “fading” 

mechanism describes the decrease of lithium site energy and therefore is related to 

a lowering of the usable energy of the material. The origin of this effect is commonly, 

assigned to a shift from anionic redox to Mn redox due to a gradual transformation 

of the layered structure into a spinel-like structure. 67–70 The extent of the voltage 

fade depends on the transition metal stabilization and with the main material used 

within this thesis, the decay of the mean discharge voltage is around 0.6 mV/cycle. 

This is almost three times higher than measured for regular NCMs, but compared 

to the energy loss between charge and discharge (up to 300 mV/cycle) this seems 

negligible. The latter phenomena are therefore prioritized in this thesis.  

In Section 0, the impact of the OCV-hysteresis on the energy efficiency of the 

produced battery cells is discussed. With a reduced EE for LMR-NCM cells of 88% 

compared to the 98% for comparable NCA cells, resulting in a remarkable 

temperature difference at higher C-rates, this phenomenon particularly relevant for 

large cells and cell packs, as discussed by Kraft et al.71 Assuming that the energy 

inefficiency is due to lost heat, a follow-up question that is important for thermal 

modelling is, whether the heat release is evenly distributed over the charge and 

discharge process. These questions in combination with other heat release 

phenomena within the cell are discussed in Section 4.4.  
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In a more fundamental approach in Section 4.3, interest has been placed on the 

question of where does the OCV-hysteresis come from? By the use of in situ XRD it 

was seen that the OCV-hysteresis seems to correlate with a structural hysteresis. 

With the help of structural refinement of cycled ex situ samples, it was further 

possible to reveal that the structural hysteresis seems to be symmetrical around the 

TMs (TM-TM distance and TM layer height). All these findings could still be 

explained by the two most prominent explanations in the literature, namely the TM 

migration into the Li layer72 or a hysteresis based on the oxygen redox process.66 

By combining neutron diffraction (ND) that can differentiate better the individual 

TMs due to their non-weight related scattering factors (in contrast to XRD), there 

was the hope that one might be able to correlate a possible TM migration with the 

structural hysteresis. The analysis of the diffraction data itself takes up the major 

part of the section 4.3, but the discussion of it can also be considered when 

evaluating other literature in this area. Finally, it can be stated that within the 

uncertainty of the methods, no correlation could be seen, suggesting that the origin 

of the OCV-hysteresis is not a simple TM migration mechanism. 

 

2.3.4 The Gassing behaviour of LMR-NCM 

Oxygen release is a topic that has to be discussed when talking about a possible 

commercial application of LMR-NCM. In this thesis, “oxygen release” is often treated 

in the more general context as gassing. Differentiation is further made between 

gassing as a challenge with regards to mechanical cell design and cell integrity and 

gas evolution that can lead to (electro)-chemical follow-up reactions within the cell. 

The latter phenomena are extensively studied in the literature and the most 

important reactions for LMR-NCM due to gassing are summarized in Figure 8. Due 

to either voltage dependent electrolyte decomposition,73,74 thermally induced FEC 

decomposition,75,76 or SOC dependent oxygen release,77 protons are generated 

within the cell system. Together with the electrolyte salt, the protons react to HF 

that further reacts with the cathode surface, forming a resistant LiF layer and 

dissolving transition metals. Both reactions result in a loss of cyclable lithium, and 

the TM dissolution further catalyses electrolyte decomposition on the anode side 

that is accompanied by additional gassing reactions.78 
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Figure 8: Summary of gassing related reactions in LMR-NCM. Panel a) describes the voltage dependent 

H+ generation described by Metzger et al.73, Freiberg et al.74, and Pritzl et at.76 Panel b) describes the 

SOC dependent H+ generation due to singlet oxygen release from the cathode material at high SOC and 

is reprinted with permission from “Singlet Oxygen Reactivity with Carbonate Solvents Used for Li-Ion 

Battery Electrolytes” by Freiberg et al.,77 copyright 2015 American Chemical Society. Panel c) describes 

the thermal FEC decomposition to VC, described by Kim et al.75 Panel e) describes the catalytic cycle of 

the generated protons and is reprinted from “Li2CO3 decomposition in Li-ion batteries induced by the 

electrochemical oxidation of the electrolyte and of electrolyte” by Freiberg et al.,74licenced under CC BY-

NC-ND 4.0. Panel d&f) describe the reactions of the etched-out transition metals and are adapted 

(separated into panel c &f) from “Electrolyte and SEI Decomposition Reactions of Transition Metal Ions 

Investigated by On-Line Electrochemical Mass Spectrometry” by Solchenbach et al.,78 licensed under CC 

BY 4.0. 

The mechanical challenges caused by the gas evolving due to any of the undesired 

reactions shown in Figure 8 are so far almost neglected in the literature. Probably 

mainly because (mechanical)-gassing studies require realistic ratios of electrode to 

electrolyte to headspace ratios. This can hardly be achieved in lab-scale cells and 

therefore multilayer cells are needed, which in turn however, requires cell 

production equipment. Mechanical challenges due to gassing are related to the 

pressure build-up inside the battery cell, which may compromise the sealing 

tightness of the cell, but may also lead to electrical contact problems due to bubbles 

within the electrode stack that resulting in an inhomogeneous current distribution. 

A first discussion of these topics is done in Section 3.2 and Section 4.1, but extended 

studies would certainly help the commercialization of the material.  
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2.4 LIB Anode Active Materials 

Even though the cathode is with regards to the energy density and cost reduction 

the main bottleneck of the current LIB development, it is the anode active material 

that mainly determines the fast-charging ability of the battery cell and is one of the 

main reasons for cell aging. The charging rate is limited on the anode side due to 

the lithium plating process that can occur in parallel to the lithiation of the graphite 

particles. The higher the charging current, the higher the overpotential (as 

explained in Section 2.1). If the original reduction potential plus the activation and 

mass transport overpotential is below the potential for lithium plating (i.e. below 

0 V vs. Li+/Li), the plating process is favorable.79 If this plating process arises under 

non-controlled conditions, it leads to lithium dendrite formation (Li metal branches 

that grow towards the cathode) which can short-circuit the cell if the electrically 

insolating separator is penetrated. The same reaction also enhances the so-called 

solid–electrolyte-interphase (SEI) reaction on the anode side. The SEI is formed by 

the undesired reduction of electrolyte components on the anode electrode by, 

parasitic reactions that occur at the interface between the electrolyte and the 

surface of the anode active material particles. Within this thesis they are sometimes 

considered because many of these reactions irreversibly consume lithium-ions, 

which therefore decrease the capacity. Some of the reaction products of the SEI 

formation lower as well the electrical and the ionic transport through the anode 

electrode and therefore increase the overpotential of the cell. However, a certain 

build-up of a surface layer is also necessary to passivate the anode surface and 

suppress continuous electrolyte reduction reactions. 

There are a variety of possible anode materials which have been researched, and 

Figure 9 summarizes their average discharge potentials and specific capacities 

given in terms of their theoretical gravimetric (Figure 9a) and volumetric (Figure 

9b) capacities.48 The classical LIB as shown in Figure 2 uses graphite on the anode 

side. Graphite is an intercalation material and provides a low lithiation potential 

(≈0.1V vs. Li+/Li) and a reversible capacity of around 355 mAh/g. The low potential 

provides on one hand a high cell potential but on the other hand it is also prone to 

electrolyte reduction and Li plating.  
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Figure 9: Approximate range of average discharge potentials versus the specific capacity of the most 

commonly discussed anode active materials a) gravimetric and b) volumetric capacities. Reprinted 

with permission from “Guidelines and trends for next-generation rechargeable lithium and lithium-ion 

batteries” by Wu et al.,48 copyright 2020 by the Royal Society of Chemistry. 

For applications where cyclability and safety are prioritized over energy density, an 

alternative commercial material (black in Figure 9) like LTO is used. In energy 

density optimized cells, state-of-the-art automotive suppliers use small (5-20 wt%) 

amounts of silicon based compounds within the anode.80 Silicon itself alloys with 

lithium and provides a maximum theoretical reversible capacity of 3579 mAh/g 

forming (Li15Si4).81 However, the full capacity is accompanied by a volume 

expansion of ≈300%. This expansion leads to a whole cascade of challenges, like 

continuous growth of the SEI layer and electrical isolation of active material 

particles within the electrode82. To mitigate this problem, the silicon particles are 

either used as a nano-sized carbon composite,83 embedded in an amorphous and 

conductive matrix (as SiOx, x=1-2), 84 or they are only partially lithiated.85 The 

addition of the above-mentioned 5-20% of SiOx allows the electrode to be 

significantly thinner and to increase the charging currents. If higher fractions of 

small silicon particles are used, surface reactions are also enhanced and too much 

cyclable lithium is lost. Therefore, various prelithiation86 methods are currently 

being researched in order to show which could offer reduced charging times with 

fully silicon based anodes. The probably most elegant solution would be an anode 

that would allow homogenously plate and strip lithium on/from a suitable 

substrate. So far, the help of high temperature, pressure, special electrolytes, or low 

cycling rates are still necessary for this solution. These restrictions have to be 

overcome for a commercially reliable application of this concept. 
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2.5 Electrolytes & Separators for LIBs 

2.5.1 LIB Electrolytes  

The electrolyte system ensures the Li+-ion transport between the electrodes. To 

fulfil this task and to stay inert towards the other cell components, the following 

requirements have to be fulfilled: 

• The lithium salt has to be soluble in a high concentration for good 

conductivity. 

• The Li+-ions need to be mobile in an as wide as possible temperature 

window (e.g., viscosity control over a wide temperature range) for good 

conductivity. 

• The electrolyte must be stable against decomposition within a voltage 

window of ≈0 and 4-5 V vs Li+/Li. 

• The electrolyte must be inert against both electrode materials, the current 

collector materials as well as the separator within the operated voltage 

window. 

• To increase battery safety, the electrolyte should be non-flammable, with a 

high boiling point and with a high stability against thermal decomposition. 

• To minimize cell weight, the density of the electrolyte should be low. 

• The electrolyte should have good wetting properties of the separator and 

electrodes. 

The perfect electrolyte that does not need a trade-off between these points has not 

been discovered yet, and therefore the right choice depends on the specific 

application. Standard Li-ion batteries use cyclic ethylene carbonate (EC) in 

combination with linear carbonates such as dimethyl (DMC), diethyl (DEC), and 

ethyl methyl carbonate (EMC). EC ensures the dissolution of the salt due to its high 

dielectric constant, while the linear carbonates decrease the electrolyte viscosity 

and its freezing point, thus enabling fast Li+-ion transport. LiPF6 is the most used 

electrolyte salt due to its good solubility and conductivity. This electrolyte system 

however does have room for improvement regarding electrochemical stability and 

safety aspects. The carbonates, especially EC are not stable at low potentials; 

however, by building up an SEI layer on the anode side, this issue can be minimized 
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but requires further passivating electrolyte properties.87 The most common SEI-

forming additives are vinylene carbonate (VC) and fluoroethylene carbonate (FEC). 

On the cathode side, the limitation of their stability is at around 4.6 V vs. Li+/Li, 

which further reduces the choice of possible cathode candidates. Various gassing 

reactions, as described in Figure 8, are the consequences of (electro)-chemical 

parasitic reactions, and in several studies related to electrolyte additives the goal 

has been to inhibit these reactions by looking at different additive strategies.88,89  

A technical solution that once promised to be the brake-through solution for all 

these problems are solid-state electrolytes. By using a solid, often a glass or a 

ceramic based ionic conductor, the problem of the thermal stability of classic 

electrolytes was expected to be solved by ideally also overcoming the 

electrochemical stability window of liquid electrolytes. In reality, solid electrolytes 

suffer even more from electrochemical instabilities at their interfaces and still need 

high cell pressures to overcome contact resistances at the interfaces of the 

electrolyte and the active materials.90,91 Although it is indeed the most promising 

available solution to address the thermal instability of LIBs, and therefore could 

drastically improve LIB safety, it seems the system itself still needs some more 

development time to be able to offer this. 

 

2.5.2 The Separator 

The separator provides electrical separation of the two electrodes while allowing 

the electrolyte to travel through. The ideal separator should have the following 

properties: 

- Thin and light to keep the cell energy density high. 

- Porous in order to allow good Li+-ion conductivity between the electrodes. 

- Electrochemically inert to avoid reactions within the applied voltage range. 

- Mechanically stable to particle penetration (shortcut prevention). 

- Thermally stable regarding porosity changes and shrinkage. 

Even though thin separators naturally have less mechanical stability towards 

penetration, the thickness of separators has been substantially decreased over the 

last decade. Classically a porous layers of 9-25 µm thick polymer films (for example 
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polypropylene (PP)) have been used for separators. While these materials fulfil the 

first three points of the list above, the safety aspects seem to be the most critical 

ones. This used to be addressed with the so-called “shutdown” separators,92 

consisting of 3 layers (PP/polyethylene(PE)/PP) with the middle layer being of a 

material with lower melting point. In this case, of when the cell temperature gets 

too high, for example due to overcharge, the middle layer melts and closes the pores 

and thereby blocks the ionic pathway between anode and cathode. This approach 

may help successfully against the initial short-circuit, however at a certain 

temperature (around 160°C) also PP starts to melt and the bigger the cell format, 

the less time there is available to make the shutdown mechanism work. For better 

thermal, but also mechanical stability, most of the currently used separators have a 

thin ceramic coating. The coating makes them very robust against the thermal 

impact, but is not trivial to apply, as the coating process itself requires the use of 

binders and solvents. For these coatings, the first three points need to be addressed 

again and they depend on the chosen cell chemistry. The porosity, which is linearly 

correlated to the separator performance that is dominated by the tortuosity,93 is a 

key parameter to address. 

 

2.6 LIB Cell Formats and Systems  

In the previous chapters, the individual materials within the cell were discussed. 

This part addresses the “Cathode-Separator-Electrolyte-Anode” composition in the 

energy system for possible applications. The final energy system requires a certain 

power (W) or a combination of voltage (V) and current (A) with in most cases an as 

high as possible capacity (Ah). The charge averaged discharge cell voltage depends 

as discussed in Section 2.1 on the current and is for NCM-Graphite based cells 

normally between 3.5-3.8 V. The capacity of the cell can vary from a few mAh up to 

100 Ah and depends on the application as well as the cell format. The latter is 

related to how separator/anode/separator/cathode layer (upper part in Figure 10) 

is packed into the cell case. Single layers are used in coin cells (right upper part in 

Figure 10) but the inherent energy is thus very limited. For applications in most 

power tools or electric vehicles, one of the three lower shown options in Figure 10 

is chosen. All three options have made it into the electric vehicle market and it 
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would exceed the scope of this work to discuss them in detail, but when choosing a 

certain cell format, the following points are usually considered: 

• Volumetric and gravimetric packing density in a given application.94 

• Safety, especially propagation and thermal runaway (TR) containment of the 

cells integrated into an application. 

• Fabrication and quality effort/costs. 

• Thermal management of the cells in the application. 

 

Figure 10: Overview of the most common cell formats (pouch cell, round cell, and prismatic cell) 

obtained by either stacking, rolling, or winding of the cell material layers. The upper part of the figure 

is reprinted from “Implications of the Heat Generation of LMR-NCM on the Thermal Behaviour of Large-

Format Lithium-Ion Batteries” by Kraft et al.,71 licensed under CC BY 4.0 and supplemented with the cell 

stack break down. The lower part of the figure (schematic cell images) is reprinted with permission 

from “Making the Case for Electrified Transportation” by Bilgin,95 copyright 2015 by IEEE. 

Depending on the operating voltage of the energy system, the cells are connected in 

parallel (left side in Figure 11) and/or in serial (right site in Figure 11). The current 

and voltage of the connected cells in most applications is controlled by the battery 

management system (BMS), where additional features like temperature or pressure 

control are added, and where the status of the battery is monitored. All 

measurements, diagnostics, and performance data within this work focus on single-

cell data and a deeper dive into this topic is not provided. 

 

Figure 11: Schematic of a parallel (left side) and a series (right side) circuit with a 2 Ah cells of 3.5 V. 
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3 Specific Methods of this Thesis 

3.1 LIB Energy Density Considerations 

The overall aim of the government-funded project (ExZellTUM II)96 was to transfer 

the manganese-rich chemistry from a lab-scale to a semi-automated prototype 

production line. The first milestone required that the produced cell should have a 

gravimetric energy density of at least 150 Wh/kg at a 1C discharge rate. The 

subsequent questions related to these requirements were:  

• How can the energy density be maximized at this C-rate? 

• On which development level is it necessary to optimize the cell i.e., what can 

be optimized using coin cells and what requires the final multilayer pouch 

cells. 

• How can the scaling effects be estimated? 

The third question was not answered in general within the project, but several 

areas where scaling effects were observed were highlighted and important scale-

up criteria could be isolated. The first two questions were addressed in the design 

phase of the project for the first time, and are part of the article presented in Section 

4.1. The following sections explain the steps that were considered in that article to 

create the “cell-configuration tool” which is explained in more detail in Section 

3.1.3. Some exemplary screening results are presented to explain the development 

steps of the method, but are for themselves of little value and not in-depth 

discussed. 

 

3.1.1 Choice of the Development Level for Cell Optimization 

Why not use the final multilayer pouch cell format to optimize the cell components? 

One important aspect is the material requirement and with that, the costs per 

development cycle. For example, the preparation of electrodes for coin cell testing 

requires few grams of active materials while several hundred grams are required 

for multilayer pouch cells. Another issue is also, that often only a limited amount of 

novel active material are available and that ink making requires much more 
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material than the actual amount contained in the final cells. Another factor that is 

significantly reduced by testing on the coin cell level is the manufacturing effort. 

Typically, one skilled student can produce a coin cell within three days, with around 

0.3 hours needed per cell (rough estimated, see Table 4 for details). However, the 

same outcome took more than two  weeks on the pilot line, with two people working 

at each step on average, resulting in a time requirement of around 4.2 hours cell. 

The last argument against using the final multilayer pouch cell format for cell 

optimization is the difficulty to study the effect of a single electrode (working 

electrode, WE) in multilayer cells, as its performance cannot be easily be decoupled 

from its counter electrode (CE). 

Table 4: Estimated working hours to build a coin half-cell vs. a multilayer pouch full-cell using the pilot 

line.  

Step Lab time 

/#cells 

[min/cell] 

Lab time 

/cell 

[min] 

Pilot line time 

/#cells 

[min/cell] 

Pilot line time 

/cell 

[min] 

Mixing & coating, WE 120/50 2.4 300/50 6 

Mixing & coating, CE   300/50 6 

Calendering, WE 30/50 0.6 120/50 2.4 

Calendering, CE   120/50 2.4 

Cutting to format, WE 2/1 2 120/50 2.4 

Cutting to format, CE   120/50 2.4 

Separator cutting 2/1 2   

Transfer in & out 
of glovebox 

30/20 1.5   

Cell assembling 
& filling 

5/1 5 60/1 60 

Test start & formation 5/1 5 45/1 45 

Total  19  127 

 

The last point of the previous paragraph can also be used as a counter argument 

and leads to the more fundamental question about the scientific advantages and 

drawbacks of half-cell use during parameter screening. The disadvantages of using 

half-cells for screening tests must be considered and their impact on the cell 

performance should be known before using them for full-cell design decisions. The 

following deviations should be considered: 
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• The loss of cyclable lithium cannot be considered, as a lithium counter 

electrode provides an infinite lithium reservoir. 

• Long-term cycle live cannot be studied, as lithium dendrite formation would 

probably be dominant compered to full-cells. 

• Another specific issues of half-cells over mid-to long-term cycling l are cross 

talk offsets between the Li-metal anode and the cathode. As, described by 

Oswald et al,97this can lead to much shorter cycle life of half-vs. full-cells. 

• The thermal mass of the cell stack in coin cells is negligible compared to the 

cell housing, so that a coin cell stays at the surrounding temperature, 

whereas in a scaled-up cell, the possible heating up of the cell during 

operation must be considered.  

• The rate capability of half-cells is often interfering to that of full-cells, due to 

the high impedance of a lithium metal anode compared to a high-surface 

area graphite anode. For short-term tests, however, this can be accounted 

for when using a reference electrode.  

Despite of all these shortcomings, it was decided to do the first iteration steps with 

coin half-cells. The focus in the design phase was clearly on the cathode electrode, 

as it was based on a new, not yet commercialised LMR-NCM cathode active material. 

The first milestone of achieving a relatively fast discharge rate (1C) also required a 

careful optimization of the cathode electrode. For this, different cathode loadings 

were explored and using half-cell eliminated the need of simultaneously preparing 

areal capacity-matched graphite anodes. For the design iterations used in this work, 

a short discharge rate test was chosen (with less than 30 cycles) and the half-cells 

were slowly charged with a 0.5C rate. With this approach, the impact of cathode 

porosity could be studied without any artefacts arising from the use of a lithium-

metal CE. This approach is a little more challenging for the cathode loading 

optimization, as the overpotential on the lithium-metal is not negligible, but is 

tolerable at low charge rates.  

Another aspect to consider when using a coin cell format are the CAM/electrolyte 

and the pore/electrolyte volume ratios. As is seen in Table 5, these ratios vary 

between the tested cell formats. However, most of the known effects of these ratios 

(difference in the molar amounts of additives, Li loss due to cross-talk, electrolyte 
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decomposition and/or consumption) mainly appear as long-term effects and are 

therefore acceptable for the screening process used in this work. 

Table 5: CAM/electrolyte and pore/electrolyte volume ratios, calculated for the coin and multilayer 

pouch cell electrodes, as described in Schreiner et al.63 For the glass fiber (GF) separator, a thickness of 

210 µm and a porosity of 90% was assumed. For the PP-based separator, a thickness of 25µm and 55% 

porosity was used. 

 Coin half-cell 

2 GF-Sep. 

Coin full-cell 

1 PP-Sep. 

Multilayer 

pouch cell 

CAM 21 mg 21 mg 31.900 g 

Pore volume 90 µl 11 µl 21 ml 

Electrolyte volume 100 µl 30 µl 32 ml 

CAM/electrolyte ratio 0.21 g/ml 0.7 g/ml 1 g/ml 

Electrolyte/pore volume ratio 1.1 2.7 1.5 

 

Other aspects that may have an impact are the compression of the electrodes (in the 

case of this work, it was attempted to keep it in a similar range of 0.2 MPa) and the 

electrolyte-to-headspace ratio. The latter point is important when there is interest 

in the exact electrolyte composition, however it was found to be of minor 

significance for the initial optimization of the cathode electrode. 

 

3.1.2 Maximization of the Energy Density at a Given C-rate 

After the best available testing configuration and test sequence was identified, it 

was necessary to decide what parameter variations were to be screened for. Unlike 

a full-cell development in industry, the footprint of the cell and the geometric ratios 

of the electrodes were chosen based on the production site capabilities, and all 

materials regarding the cell assembly were given. Through the cathode material 

supplier (BASF, Germany), the active material and a special electrolyte were 

obtained as well as a proposed electrode composition. For the anode, the active 

material was acquired from the supplier (SGL Carbon, Germany). Graphite-based 

anodes are already an industrial standard, so that the optimization focus of this 

work was on the cathode, and general best practices were used for the anode 

electrode. By “simply” optimizing the cathode, the following points needed to be 

decided on: 
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• Number of cathode layers 

• Composition of the cathode 

• Loading of the cathode 

• Loading ratio between cathode and anode (based on which capacities) 

• Porosity of the cathode 

The first point was relatively straightforward in view of the aims of the project. As 

it was desired to maximize the energy density without having to consider cell to cell 

propagation or cell cooling, it was decided to use the maximum number of layers 

that fitted into the deep-drawn pocket of the pouch foil. By using this approach, the 

amount of active material was maximized in the cell relative to the non-active 

masses of pouch foil and tabs. 

For the cathode composition, an already pre-tested recipe was received through the 

material supplier. To see if this could be further optimized, a higher fraction of CAM 

(as the proposed one of 92.5% was relatively low) was tested. However, the 

material is well known to have a low electrical conductivity,98 which is indicated by 

the strong dependence of the rate capability on the amount of carbon black (CB) 

additive to the cathode electrode as shown in Figure 12. 

 

Figure 12: Comparison of discharge rate test of cathode electrodes with either 92.5%/3.5%/4% or 

94%/3%/3% CAM/binder/carbon black (CB), given in terms of wt%; the CAM loading were 

≈7.2 mgCAM/cm2. The cells were cycled in coin half-cells with glass fiber separators and 100 µl RD2137 

(1M LiPF6 in 12 vol% FEC, 64 vol% DEC, 24 vol% of a proprietary co-solvent, and 2 wt% of a proprietary 

stabilizing additive, BASF) electrolyte at 45°C with a C/2 CCCV charge and the indicated discharge rates. 

The figure is reprinted with permission from of “Optimization of Li-Rich Layered NMC Cathodes’ Material 

Composition in regard to the Upscaling Process for Next-Generation Li-Ion Batteries” by Matthias Lex,99 a 

supervised semester thesis at the Technical University of Munich. 
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The next step was to improve the intrinsic poor electrical conductivity of the 

material with a better conductive additive than carbon black. For this, two 

conductive graphites (SFG6L and KS6L both from TIMCAL, Switzerland) as well as 

carbon nanotubes (the supplier is confidential) were tested, exchanging 2% of the 

original 4% CB (TIMCAL, Switzerland) with these alternative conductive additives. 

Figure 13 shows the results of these trials, but no improvements were observed for 

the tested combinations. On the basis of these results, the proposed recipe of 92.5% 

AM, 3.5% binder, and 4% CB for the cathode electrode was used for the rest of the 

project. 

 

Figure 13: Comparison of discharge rate tests of cathode electrodes with different conductive carbon 

compositions. The electrode were uncompressed (refers to a electrode porosities of 53- 56 vol. %) with 

a CAM loading of 11-12 mgCAM/cm2. The cells were cycled in coin half-cells with glass fiber separators 

and 100 µl RD2137 (1M LiPF6 in 12 vol% FEC, 64 vol% DEC, 24 vol% of a proprietary co-solvent, and 2 

wt% of a proprietary stabilizing additive, BASF) electrolyte at 25°C with a C/2 CCCV charge and the 

indicated discharge rates. The figure is reprinted with permission from of “Improving the electrical 

conductivity of HE-NMC in Li-ion batteries by optimized calendering and conductive carbon composition” 

by Rebecca Wilhelm.,100 a supervised bachelor thesis at the Technical University of Munich. 

 

To determine the optimum CAM loading, a rate test in half-cells was performed. 

With the help of the “cell configuration tool” (explained in more depth in the next 

section), the sweet spot between a high capacity at (high) C-rates and a high ratio 

of CAM loading can be found. The former is usually achieved by low CAM loadings 

due to an improved ionic transport through the electrode, which enables a very 

homogeneous usage of the active material. However, as seen from a cell weight 
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optimization perspective, a high AM loading is preferred, as it minimizes the 

contribution by the inactive masses of the current collectors and the separator.  

The “balancing” of cathode and anode areal capacities (mAh/cm2) is 

straightforward with most cathode active materials, but certainly not with LMR-

NCM. To avoid lithium plating it is necessary to balance the anode areal capacity to 

be slightly higher than that of the cathode (usually a balancing factor (BF) between 

1.05-1.2 is applied). However, the question is what cathode capacity should be used 

for this calculation. In industry often the “nominal” or, as specified in the cell 

configuration tool, the “reversible capacity at C/10” is used. By doing so, any first-

cycle inefficiencies are neglected and the assumption is made that the active 

materials in the anode and the cathode have no or an equal temperature 

dependency. Another inaccuracy could arise from the different voltage windows in 

which the half-cells and full-cells are cycled. For example, if a cathode is cycled in a 

half-cell between 2.0-4.3 V, the same electrode would need to be cycled against a 

graphite anode between 1.9-4.2 V, considering that the average potential of 

graphite is at 0.1 V. This aspect is most often considered for the higher voltage limit 

but rarely for the lower one because for most of the cathode/anode combinations 

there is not much capacity difference in this region. For an industrial standard 

electrode, these “half-cell” effects cancel each other almost out. The anode has a 

first-cycle inefficiency of around 10% and the cathode half-cell shows some 

inefficiency due to initial over-lithiation and a kinetically very slow re-lithiation at 

the end of the discharge process. However, for the case of a LMR-NCM, the cathode 

has a very high and temperature-dependent first-cycle irreversible capacity loss. In 

Table 6 most of the combinations of the above discussed effects are summarized. In 

orange , the balancing factor (BF) version most often employed for LIBs is marked 

using the nominal capacities (1st discharge capacities at 25°C) and the loadings 

were set to the commonly used BF of 1.1. All other, here called effective balancing 

factors (BFeff), were calculated with the same loadings as uses for the BF but using 

the indicated “effective” capacities. In green the ones that would have physical 

meaning are marked, namely the ratio between all Li+-ions that leave the cathode 

side and the ones that are used on the anode side (determined by half-cell testing). 

The resulting BFs are often very close or even below one and anyone working on 

these should be aware of these numbers when using LMR-NCM electrodes to avoid 
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lithium plating due to insufficient lithium capability of the anode electrode. For the 

cell design used in this work, a BF of 1.2 was chosen; regarding the reference 

capacities to guarantees that also for the green marked BFeff combination in  

Table 6, the ratio is above 1.1. 

Table 6: Effective balancing factors (BFeff) calculated by using the indicated “effective” capacities with 

the loadings according to the orange marked balancing factor (BF) that is based on the nominal 

capacities. In green, the BFeff with the most physical meaning are marked. 

LMR-NCM Balancing 

Variations 

LMR-NCM 

[mAh/g] 

Graphite 1st DCHA, 

355 mAh/g 

Graphite 1st CHA 

382 mAh/g 

25°C, 1st DCHA 261 BF set to 1.1 BFeff =1.18 

25°C, 1st CHA 300 BFeff =0.96 BFeff =1.03 

45°C, 1st CHA 320 BFeff =0.90 BFeff =0.97 

25°C, 1st DCHA 

(0.1 V corrected) 

255 BFeff =1.13 BFeff =1.21 

 

Last but not least, the porosity of the cathode was addressed. Similar to the 

optimization of the LMR-NCM loading, it was desired to find the sweet spot between 

energy density and electrode performance. The more the electrode is compressed, 

the lower the obtained electrode volume and the less electrolyte is needed to fill the 

pores, thereby reducing electrolyte mass and consequently, increasing the energy 

density of the cell. Less porosity, however, reduces the ionic conduction through the 

electrode, furthermore, high compression could lead to CAM particle cracking. 

Some compression protects the electrode from material loss/damage during 

manufacturing and can improve the electrical conductivity. In the paper of Section 

4.1, the effect of compression was examined with a discharge rate test, and the 

sweet spot was found by using the “cell configuration tool” (explained in the next 

section). This study however, showed also one of the limits of the theoretical design 

prediction, and in the calendaring of the electrode for the multilayer pouch cells 

quite some challenges were faced when trying to reach the targeted cathode 

porosity. This is described by Schreiner et al.63 and is addressed in Section 4.1. 
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3.1.3 Utilization of the Half-Cell Data in the “Cell Configuration 

Tool” 

In the last sections, it was explained in which cases half-cell tests for electrode 

optimization were found to be useful. As a next step, the Excel-based “cell 

configuration tool” (available as supporting information from Schreiner et al.63) 

was used to predict the energy density of the final multilayer pouch cells on the 

basis of half-cell data.  

The information that was needed to feed into the “cell configuration tool” are: 

• The geometry of all parts in the cell (length, width, height). 

• The specification of the cell component raw materials (crystallographic 

density for electrode materials, material density for all other materials). 

• The electrode composition and the desired electrode porosity or density. 

• The half-cell cycling information of both electrodes at the formation rate and 

at any other C-rates of interest. 

The half-cell results of the cathode (capacities) were corrected by the anode 

irreversible loss if the anode irrev. loss > cathode irrev. loss (otherwise no 

correction is needed because the irreversible loss from the cathode is already 

accounted for in the half-cell results), and by the voltage window-adapted capacity 

difference, see Equation (9)&(10): 

6�	�. �	�� �������� ����	8. ��9	 �������� > ���	8. ���ℎ�9	 ���������
= ��	�. ���ℎ�9	 ℎ��3�	�� �������� 
− �������� �ℎ�� �� ���� 9!	 �� � ��9	 �9���	9 8�����	 ��9��
− ����	8. ��9	 �������� − ���	8. ���ℎ�9	 �������� �  

(9) 

6�	�. �	�� �������� ����	8. ��9	 �������� < ���	8. ���ℎ�9	 ���������
= ��	�. ���ℎ�9	 ℎ��3�	�� �������� 
− �������� �ℎ�� �� ���� 9!	 �� � ��9	 �9���	9 8�����	 ��9�� 

(10) 
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Less complicated was the correction as well the average discharge voltage levels 

from the cathode that were used to obtain the final cell voltage, see Equation (11): 

∅ 9���ℎ���	 �	�� 8�����	
= ∅ 9���ℎ���	 ���ℎ�9	 ℎ��3�	�� 8�����	 
− ∅ �ℎ���	 ��9	 ℎ��3�	�� 8�����	  

(11) 

With this material information from the half-cell tests, the tool can already be used 

to calculate the initial cell performance in a surprisingly accurate way as shown for 

the formation results by Schreiner at al.63 However, predicting the formation results 

is probably the easiest case for such tools and many influences for further 

predictions are not yet considered, like cell aging, cell heating, cell gassing, cell 

swelling, impedance evolution, etc. Moreover, the tool is simple enough that the 

taken assumptions can be clearly understood and therefore adaptions and 

improvements are possible by any user, unlike in more sophisticated tools that can 

only be used as a black box. 
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3.2 (Long-Term) Gassing Measurements 

The general issue of gassing with LMR-NCM materials and the most agreed sources 

for it are explained in Section 2.3.4. In this section, the options for influencing the 

cathode gassing and the methods to measure it will be discussed in more detail. 

3.2.1 Temperature/Material Dependence of LMR-NCM 

Performance and Gassing 

The influence of temperature on cathode gassing has been discussed by Jung et al. 

for regular NMCs in terms of lattice oxygen release (in the form of O2, CO, and CO2) 

and the amount of evolved gas was found to increase by more than two times when 

the temperature was increased from 25°C to 50°C. Teufl et al.101 measured a 

material-dependent gas release for LMR-NCMs. The more the material was over-

lithiated, the more gas release was observed by OEMS. The “0.33 Li2MnO3” based 

material (which is similar to the one used in this thesis) showed around four times 

less gassing than the “0.5 Li2MnO3” based one. The author´s explanation of this 

observation is that higher the degree of over-lithiation lead to a more extensive 

lattice oxygen release that in turn is accompanied by follow-up gassing reactions. 

The authors further correlated an increase of lattice oxygen release with the 

formation of thicker and more resistive spinel/rock-salt surface layers; thereby, the 

increased oxygen release adversely affects the full-cell performance during a cycle 

life test. These findings are consistent with the observation of Erickson et al.,102, 

who observed a higher capacity after formation when the formation itself was 

performed at 0°C or 15°C instead of 30°C or 45°C. In addition, the impedance 

spectra taken after a low-temperature activation showed a lower overall resistance 

of the cathode compared to these taken after the high temperature activation. 

Erickson et al., however, suggested an alternative hypothesis namely that the LMR-

NCM bulk structure is better retained due to the softer formation at low 

temperatures, thereby leading to less TM migration and better enabling lithium re-

intercalation. The other possible hypothesis fits more to the idea of Jung et al. and 

Teufl et al., namely that the “softer” low-temperature formation leads to a lower 

degree of delithiation, and with it to less oxygen evolution and therefore to a thinner 

resistive spinel/rock-salt surface layer. Based on the latter hypothesis, the 

application-oriented follow-up questions are: 
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• Does a low-temperature formation lead to less gassing in general? 

• What influence do these formation conditions have on the long-term gassing 

behaviour? 

• How “robust” are LMR-NCMs that underwent a low-temperature formation 

towards a subsequent operation at high temperature?  

• Are LMR-NCM particles that underwent a low-temperature formation stable 

or do they simply experience a delayed activation? 

To answer the last two questions, we performed a simple cycling test, similar to the 

one from Erickson et al.,102 where the 1st cycle of the formation was either at 25°C 

or 45°C and the cycling afterwards either done at 25°C (Figure 14a) or at 45°C 

(Figure 14b). The cells cycling at 25°C showed a better rate performance, when they 

had undergone a formation at low temperature but their capacity did not differ 

significantly at low rates. This trend, however, is reversed when cycling the cell at 

45°C (Figure 14b). Moreover, these results partially contradict the one from 

Erickson where the cells were cycled at 45°C. The one with cold formation suffered 

more strongly from cycling at elevated temperatures and performed worse in the 

rate capability test as well as in the capacity retention after 25 cycles.

 

Figure 14: Discharge rate capability test at 25°C of LMR-NCM/lithium coin half-cells with different 1st-

cycle activation temperatures at C/15 (CC) between 2.0 V and 4.8 V. The subsequent cycles were 

conducted between 2.0 V and 4.7 V at different discharge rates (C/2, 1C, 3C, and C/2, all in CC mode) and 

with a CC charge at C/2 followed by a CV phase until the current decreased to below C/20. The cycling 

was performed at a) 25°C or b) 45°C. The coin cell setup corresponds to the one used in the article by 

Schreiner et al.,63 with the indicated LMR-NCM loadings and the cathode porosities marked in each 

panel. 

The explanation used to explain these findings follows the idea of Teufl et al.101 The 

“soft” formation at 25°C with subsequent cycling at this temperature seems to lead 

to less cell resistance and therefore fits well with his explanation of a thinner 

spinel/rock-salt layer. In contrast, the poor performance obtained when the cells 
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were cycled after the low-temperature formation at 45°C is suspected to be the 

consequence of an incomplete 1st-cycle activation. Therefore, the delithitation and 

transformation are delayed but not limited anymore to the first cycle. For the case 

that this assumption is true, an increased gassing effect should also be observed 

when a change is made from low-temperature activation to high-temperature 

cycling. This experiment would also be expected to provide the answers for the first 

two gassing related questions at the beginning of this section. Regarding up-scaling 

of cells, gassing is never welcome, but during the formation procedure, the evolved 

gasses can at least be removed at the degassing step (that anyway is needed to 

remove anode SEI gasses). “Delayed” gassing, occurring after the cell has left the 

production site is, on the other hand, clearly undesired and should be avoided. 

 

3.2.2 OEMS Measurements of Cell Gassing 

In the research group of the author of this thesis many special OEMS setups have 

been developed and studied intensively, which started with the work of Tsiouvaras 

et al.103 and Metzger et al.104 For the approach used in this work, interest was not 

primarily placed on the mechanistic origin of the gassing but on the overall gas 

amount. For this, a simplified one-compartment version of the original OEMS cell 

was used, as shown in Figure 15. Details of the used electrode preparation and 

electrolyte can be found in the OEMS section in the article by Schreiner et al.63 

 

Figure 15: Adapted OEMS setup of Tsiouvaras et al.104 that shows the OEMS cell used for measurements 

done in this thesis. The middle part hosts the cell stack that consists of a conventional anode, the 

separator, and the cathode. The cathode in this setup is not coated as usual on aluminium foil but on a 

stainless steel mesh to allow unhindered gas transport from the bottom of the cell to the capillary. More 

details about the used setup in this thesis can be found in the experimental section in the article by 

Schreiner et al.63The headspace of the cell is around 10 ml. The tubes right and left can be closed by the 

green valves, which allows the flushing of the cell with either a calibration gas or argon. The capillary is 

indicated and connects the cell with the mass spectrometer system. 
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For the overall gas analysis, the corrected signals of CO2, H2, CO, and O2 from the MS 

were calibrated using a calibration gas. To avoid too much of an under-pressure in 

the OEMS cell caused by the gas removed through the capillary, the cell was flushed 

with argon after the first cycle and the subsequent cycles were measured 

separately. In Figure 16 the different gassing reaction that are attributable to the 

different gassing mechanism are highlighted, together with the relevant references. 

 

Figure 16: OEMS measurements with LMR-NCM working electrodes and graphite counter electrodes 

using an RD2137 (1M LiPF6 in 12 vol% FEC, 64 vol% DEC, 24 vol% of a proprietary co-solvent, and 

2 wt% of a proprietary stabilizing additive, BASF). The upper panels show the voltage profile vs time 

during a formation cycle (left side) at 25 °C with a C-rate of C/15 and a CV step at 4.7 V till C/30 or max 

30 min. The right-hand panel shows the voltage profile of the 4 subsequent cycles at 25 °C with C/5 and 

a CV step at 4.6 V till C/10 or max. 30 min (note that this was done after flushing the cell with Ar). The 

lower panels show the amount of released gas (i.e., of CO2, CO, H2, and O2 in units of μmol/gCAM) over the 

first-cycle activation (left side) as well as over cycles 2–5 (right side). 

 

Next we return to the question whether the formation temperature affects the 

overall gas amount and what happens after the formation. In Figure 17 the total 

amounts of evolved gasses are summarized up for four tested temperature 

combinations of formation (1st number of the x-axis label) and cycling (2nd number 

x-axis label). 
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Figure 17: Summed up total amount of evolved gasses measured for different combination of formation 

(1st cycle) and cycling (cycle 2-5) temperatures (data taken from measurements as shown exemplarily 

in Figure 16). 

The main observations of Figure 17 are the following: 

• The gassing in the first formation cycle increases with increasing formation 

temperature. 

• The formation temperature also influences the extent of gassing in the 

subsequent cycles, i.e., the higher the formation temperature the lower is the 

amount of evolved gasses in the subsequent cycles. 

• The overall gassing did not change significantly, except for the 5°C 

formation, the latter measurement is, however, also not completely 

comparable, as only a partial activation leads to lower capacities in the 

subsequent 4 cycles. 

The results are in agreement with the hypothesis posed at the beginning of this 

section, i.e., the higher the formation temperature the more the LMR-NCM material 

is being activated, accompanied by gassing. A delayed activation upon a subsequent 

temperature increase for the subsequent cycles is as well observed. However, to 

prove the assumption that this also correlates with the spinel/rock salt layer 

formation, it is necessary to have additional resistance measurements and/or TEM 

cross-section images like those provided by Teufl et al.101 for the LMR-NCMs with 

different degrees of over-lithiation. For the scale-up project, it was clear from these 

results that a formation was needed at an elevated temperature in order to 

minimize gassing after the formation as much as possible. 
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Despite using the “best” formation conditions, as shown in the paper of Section 0, 

the tested cells experienced continuous gassing. The cycling had to be stopped after 

300 cycles when the first of a series of cells started to burst under the increased 

internal pressure. In Figure 16 it can be seen that the overall gassing is a 

combination of the cathode gassing at a high delithiation degree and the 

“background” gassing that is associated with (thermal) electrolyte instabilities as 

described by Teufl et al.105,106 More information on the gassing rate after the 5th 

cycle would allow to give a more accurate projection of the pressure-rise-induced 

life time restrictions for cells with LMR-NCM cathodes. However, designed for 

answering specific mechanistic questions, the OEMS method suffers from the 

following drawbacks when it comes to evaluate the long-term gassing behaviour: 

• OEMS measurements are limited to a maximum duration of around 30h 

(otherwise the decrease of the internal cell pressure influences the gas flow 

through the capillary into the MS and as the internal pressure is not 

monitored, the MS signal cannot be anymore converted into a molar 

concentration). 

• For volatile electrolyte component (e.g., DEC), the decrease of the OEMS cell 

pressure over time leads to an increase of their molar fraction in the 

headspace. With the rather big headspace of the OEMS cell (10-12 ml), this 

effect can lead to severe changes of the background signal. 

• Only relatively large amounts of electrolyte can be used (∼10 fold higher 

CAM/electrolyte ratio than in a real battery cell), as some excess for flushing 

and the evaporation due to the headspace and the flow through the capillary 

has to be considered. 

• The measurement effort and costs to determine “only” the gas amounts is 

very high, as the full OEMS setup including a separate cycler and an OEMS 

cell is needed. 

To overcome these limitations, the development of a pressure sensor-based method 

was proposed (see next section) in order to quantify long-term gassing rates. 
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3.2.3 Method to Determine Long-Term Gassing Rates  

The development of the pressure sensor-based method started with the adaptation 

of the already described OEMS cell. B. Strehle (a colleague of the research group) 

had mounted a pressure sensor on the OEMS cell in order to determine the under 

pressure that evolves during the OEMS measurement and his original setup is 

shown in Figure 18. 

 

Figure 18: Adapted OEMS setup from Figure 15 that shows the OEMS cell with the Swagelok pressure 

sensor (circled in red) mounted on top of the cell casing. 

The used pressure sensor is an original part from Swagelok (PTI-S–AA1.6-21QA–B) 

that allows an accuracy of 0.5% for the detection of pressure in a range from 0-

1.6 bar (i.e., 8 mbar). In order to mount it on the OEMS cell, a tube adapter (from 

¼ inch to ½ inch) was connected to the cell in order to enable the connection to the 

welded fitting of the welded fitting of the OEMS cell. The first step was to verify that 

the summed-up amount of evolved gas during an OEMS experiment (calculated 

from the individual amount of gas constituents recorded by the MS and by using the 

ideal gas law) is in agreement with the gas amount calculated from the measured 

gain in pressure(also using the ideal gas law). 

The measurements presented in Figure 19 show the gas amount calculated from 

the pressure sensor signal (blue, tot=240 µmol/gCAM) and the OEMS measurement 

(black, tot=251 µmol/gAM) measured over the first formation cycle, as done using 

the components described before in Figure 15 and Figure 18. 
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Figure 19: Comparison of two LMR-NCM/ graphite cell measurements collected in an OEMS-pressure 

cell as shown in Figure 18, with the inlet explained in Figure 15. a) Voltage curves of the OEMS cells. In 

black, the curve of the cell connected to the MS is shown and in blue, the cell where the capillary to the 

MS is closed and the pressure change is recorded. b) Calculated gas amount, either by MS sampling of 

the gas flow (black) or by measuring the pressure change (blue). 

Even though the absolute values fit quite well (< 5% deviation), the signal of the 

pressure sensor is rather noisy. An LMR-NCM/graphite OEMS cell (headspace of 

≈14 ml) showed a total gas evaporation of ≈250 µmol/gCAM within the first cycle. As 

it had a cathode loading of 12 mgCAM/cm2 and an electrode diameter of 15 mm, the 

expected overall pressure gain would be 5.6 mbar according to Equation (12). 

∆� = ∆>�
�  ;  

∆ = ���ℎ�9	 ���9�� @ �
��AB ∗ ���ℎ�9	 ��	����A� ∗ ������ C���

� D ;  

� = 293 H; � = 14 �� 

(12) 

The accuracy of the pressure transducer of 0.5 % over a pressure range of 0-1.6 bar 

implies an overall accuracy of only 8 mbar, which is in the range of the expected 

pressure change. Therefore, it is not surprising that the calculated amount of 

evolved gas via the pressure sensor (blue line in Figure 19b) is rather noisy. 
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As the electrodes used in this work were based on a strongly gassing cathode active 

material that was already applied at a high loading, a pressure resolution 

improvement by increasing Δn in Equation (12) is therefore not feasible. However, 

the overhead volume can be decreased by changing the cell setup. This led to the 

development of a “T-cell-pressure” setup (shown in Figure 20) which offers the 

following advantages: 

• A subsequent reduced headspace (by a factor of≈ 10 compared to the OEMS 

cell setup). 

• No electrolyte excess is needed and it is therefore closer to application 

relevant cell setups. 

• The smaller dimensions of the cell allows to place more cells in the climate 

chambers and thus to conduct more experiments in parallel. 

In order to minimize the headspace, an inset with a small hole was placed into the 

connection between the pressure sensor membrane and the cell, so that only a 

channel with a 1.1 mm diameter is left open as a connection between the cell and 

the pressure sensor membrane. Furthermore, for the initial measurements, the 

spring in the T-cell was removed to avoid any fluctuating headspace. 

 

Figure 20: Image of the “T-cell-pressure” setup which consists of  a T-cell setup107 where the reference 

electrode part is replaced by the connection to the Swagelok pressure sensor. On the right side, a 

schematic drawing of the inner part of the “T-cell-pressure” setup is shown. 
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In order to quantify the moles of evolved gas, the exact volume of the headspace of 

the cell must still be determined, which is not trivial. In Table 7, the so-far published 

setups to measure pressure changes in lab-based cells are summarized. The two 

systems which offer a promising pressure resolution (e.g., headspace volume to 

electrode area < 2 ml/cm2) are affected by the same challenge of determining the 

exact headspace volume, and a major part of the related papers are dedicated to 

describe the method to quantify the headspace and the resulting errors. Therefore, 

the three methods that have been used are addressed in the following and the non-

corrected results based on the presented assumptions are shown. 

Table 7: Summery of pressure measuring setups and their cell headspace to electrode area ratio. Either 

based on a modified OEMS cell, a T-cell, or a DEMS (differential electrochemical mass spectrometry) 

cell, each with an attached pressure sensor. 

System Group/Ref. Headspace/ 

electrode area 

Head space determination 

OEMS cell 

+ P-sensor 

Gasteiger 
see Figure 18 

7.9 ml/cm2 Δp of released vacuumed cell volume into a 
defined system volume. See Equation (13) 

T cell 

+ P-sensor 

Gasteiger 
see Figure 20 

1.5 ml/cm2 Different methods compared, discussed in 
the following 

DEMS cell 

+ P-sensor 

Janek108 0.6 ml/cm2 Δp of different gas flows used to calibrate 
ΔV 

T cell 

+ P-sensor 

Garcia-Araez109 0.4 ml/cm2 Δp of released vacuumed cell volume into a 
defined system volume. See Equation (13) 

T cell 

+ P-sensor 

Tarascon110 7.8 ml/cm2 Not given 

 

For the first test, the T-cell with the pressure sensor was simply filled with water 

and weighed, then the setup was dried and weighed again. From this a volume of 

1.45 +/- 0.2 ml was determined ,which fits quite well with the 1 - 1.4 ml estimation 

made by calculating all empty volumes based on the T-cell drawing and adding the 

volume that connects the cell with the pressure sensor. However, as shown in 

Figure 21, gassing measurements for an NCA-/graphite system (sample setup as 

shown in Figure 15, Figure 18, and Figure 20 but with the electrode loading as used 

by Schreiner et al.63) yielded in around 5x less gassing for the T-cell setup compared 

to two different OEMS setups (one with and one without a pressure sensor). 
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Figure 21: Comparison of measured total gassing of two OEMS measurements (black and gray), a 

pressure measurement in an OEMS cell (blue), and two pressure measurements in a T-cell (light and 

dark red). All measurements were performed with the NCA-Graphite cell chemistry described by 

Schreiner et al.,63 using the cell setups described in Figure 15, Figure 18, and Figure 20. 

To exclude any real difference in the gassing behaviour, additional measurements 

with more and less electrolyte within the same cell setup were made subsequently, 

but this showed only minor differences for the formation cycle (<20%). The 

inevitable conclusion was that the headspace volume estimation must be incorrect.  

The method used method in the literature but not considered so far is the volume 

determination by measuring the pressure difference when connecting an evacuated 

and calibrated volume to the cell that is filled with gas at an ambient pressure. The 

measuring system is simple but has some experimental difficulties for the here used 

setup. Figure 22 shows a schematic drawing of the setup to determine the cell 

volume by the use of Equation (13). The volume of interest, i.e., the internal cell 

volume (VC), is connected via a valve to the pressure measuring system (VS) that is 

connected via a second valve to a vacuum pump. By using Equation (13), it is 

possible to determine Vc by knowing Vs. For these measurements the following 

protocol was used: 
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1. The system is set under vacuum by having both valves open. 

2. The valve next to the vacuum pump is closed and the (low) pressure in the 

system (p0C+S) is measured. 

3. The valve next to the cell is closed and the volume of the system (VS) is set 

under ambient air by removing the connection to the pump and open the 

valve next to the pump. 

4. The valve next to the pump is closed and the ambient pressure of the system 

(ps) is measured 

5. The valve next to the cell is opened and the pressure change due to the 

before evacuated cell volume (Δpc+s) is measured. 

 

Figure 22: Schematic drawing of the setup to determine the cell volume (VC) by a known system volume 

(VS) and a measurable pressure change due to a connection to the previously evacuated cell by a vacuum 

pump. 

��JK�L� ∗ M�LNJ = �L ∗ �LNJO K �J ∗ �J   
�L ∗ M�LNJ K �J ∗ M�LNJ = �L ∗ �LNJO K �J ∗ �J  

�L = �J ∗ �J − M�LNJ
M�LNJ − �LNJO  

(13) 

By using this method, the volume VC indicated in Figure 22 is determined. For this, 

care needs to be taken because VC includes the volume that connects the cell to the 

system with the valve. For bigger systems (like the OEMS cell), this is a minor 

contribution because the connection point already contains a valve and therefore 

only the small connection piece needs to be subtracted (that can be calculated from 

the Swagelok drawing). For the T-cell, this connection piece needs to include a valve 

and its volume then needs to be subtracted (between 2-4 ml at least), which is large 

compared to the assumed volume of the cell (1.45 ml). Therefore, there was an 

initial hope to find a way to avoid this method, however after looking at the results 
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in Figure 21, it had to be concluded that a “hidden” volume in the T-cell pressure 

setup must have been neglected. 

Moritz Bock (a Ph.D. student of the research group, who took over the topic) later 

found this hidden cell volume. He used the pressure method and determined the T-

cell-pressure setup volume to be 4.22 ml (which is ≈3-fold larger than the original 

estimate of 1.45 ml). The additional volume is attributed to the headspace behind 

the “pressure membrane” indicated in Figure 20, this volume is not accessible by 

liquid water, so that it had not been considered before. The initial measurement 

does not match yet perfectly with this factor 3 correction, but with the electrolyte 

difference and other small deviations, the measurement difference to the OEMS cell 

is in the region of the cell-to-cell variation. Before optimizing this system, it is 

necessary take into consideration that with the corrected headspace the system has 

now a headspace to electrode ratio of 4.4 ml/cm2. This compromises the initial 

attempt to improve the measurement accuracy by reducing the cell headspace, and 

therefore an improved pressure sensor was added (with less inner headspace) for 

the next generation setup.  
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4 Results 

In the following four subsections the published articles of this PhD thesis are 

presented. Section 4.1 starts with a consideration of the challenges of up-scaling the 

LMR-NCM material from coin lab cells to multilayer pouch cells made on a pilot-

line. The focus is set on processing challenges that are encountered when producing 

cells with an LMR-NCM based cathode. To clearly distinguish them from other cell 

materials and setup challenges, all production steps, performance/durability tests 

and analyses were considered in parallel with analogously produced cells with an 

NCA based cathode. In the electrode manufacturing process, the calendering step 

needed a deeper understanding of the morphological structure of the LMR-NCM 

material that is characterized by the significant porosity of the secondary particles. 

Later, with regard to the cell manufacturing section, the formation process was 

adapted in order to avoid extensive cathode related gassing during the subsequent 

cycle live tests. Finally, the measured gravimetric energy density of the multilayer 

pouch cells was compared with the projections made on the basis of coin half-cell. 

In Section 0, the electrochemical test results of the multilayer pouch cells designed 

according to the previous chapter are discussed. One of the main findings of this 

work is that the reversible OCV-hysteresis between the charge and the discharge of 

LMR-NCM based cathodes results in an substantial increase of the multilayer pouch 

cell temperature even at relatively low C-rates due to the current independent 

additional energy inefficiency caused by the OCV-hysteresis. 

The origin of the OCV-hysteresis of LMR-NCMs and the associated heat evaluation 

during charge and discharge are studied in more detail, in the two following 

sections. Section 4.3 focuses on investigating the structural origin of the OCV-

hysteresis. The OCV-hysteresis within a charge/discharge cycle is correlated to 

reversible structural changes of the lattice parameters, and the role of transition 

metal migration is critically discussed and investigated by a combined refinement 

of XPD and NPD data. 

In Section 4.4, the energy inefficiency and the associated heat release of LMR-

NCM/graphite cells are quantified. By in situ calorimetry it was possible to 
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determine the SOC resolved heat release of the OCV-hysteresis, which was 

compared with other energy losses arising from different resistances in the cell. 

 

4.1 The Challenge of Up-Scaling the Production of 

Li- and Mn-rich Based Cells 

In this section the article “Comparative Evaluation of LMR-NCM and NCA Cathode 

Active Materials in Multilayer Lithium-Ion Pouch Cells: Part I. Production, Electrode 

Characterization, and Formation” is presented. The manuscript was submitted in 

January 2021 and published in March 2021 as a peer-reviewed publication in the 

Journal of the Electrochemical Society. It is available as an “open access” article and 

distributed under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 License (CC 

BY). Tanja Zünd presented some findings of the electrode production part at the 

Batterieforum in 2019 and 2020 in Berlin. The results of the formation part were 

shown at the 235th Meeting of the Electrochemical Society (2019) in Dallas, USA. 

The permanent web link to this article can be found under: 

https://iopscience.iop.org/article/10.1149/1945-7111/abe50c. 

Lithium- and manganese-rich nickel-cobalt-manganese oxides (LMR-NCMs) offer 

high reversible specific capacities of up to 280 mAh g-1.51,101,111 So far, most of the 

promising cell results with LMR-NCMs have been published based on small active 

area lab cells, characterizing the cathode active material but generally not in a 

realistic cell environment with respect to cathode loadings, separator, and 

CAM/electrolyte ratio. The aim of this publication was to evaluate how and to what 

extend coin half-cell data can be utilized to predict the initial cell energy density of 

multilayer pouch cells. The approach was accompanied by a investigating the scale-

up of the various process steps in manufacturing of multilayer pouch cells in order 

to validate the simple assumptions used in the cell configuration tool. To highlight 

the unique challenges associated with LMR-NCM materials and to provide a 

baseline, all steps were carried out in parallel with a well-established NCA cathode 

active material. The CAM loading and the density of the cathode electrodes were 

varied in lab half-cells, using the half-cell data in combination with the cell 

configuration tool to find the optimum between rate capability and cell -level 
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energy density. The results show that the LMR-NCM electrode performance 

depends more strongly on the CAM loading than the NCA electrodes, and for 

discharge rates up to 1C, an optimum of 11-15 mg/cm2 was determined for LMR-

NCM cells. In contrast, coin half-cell data showed for both cathode active materials 

that there is no significant capacity decrease for porosities down to 32%, which 

compared to non-calendered cathodes increases the energy density by up to 18%.  

When attempting to produce such low-porosity cathodes on the pilot line calender, 

the two cathode materials behaved quite differently. While electrode porosities of 

32% (2.7 g/cm3) could be achieved for NCA electrodes, reflecting the state-of-the-

art for cathodes,112,113 LMR-NCM electrodes were not processable to the same 

porosity. Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) images of calendered and 

uncalendered electrode cross-sections of the two materials showed that for the 

same porosity, NCA electrodes have more space between the secondary 

agglomerates. This suggested that there must be more porosity within the 

secondary particle agglomerates of the LMR-NCM material. The so-called “inner 

particle porosity” of the LMR-NCM material cannot be reduced by calendering 

without breaking the secondary particles and/or without embossing the current 

collector foil. By mercury porosimetry it was possible to confirm and quantify the 

inner porosity of the LMR-NCM secondary agglomerates. They contain around 12% 

porosity (compared to 4% in the case of the NCA material) at pore diameters 

(<240 nm) which are mainly attributed to pores within the second agglomerates 

and only to a small fraction to pores produced by the carbon black additive. The 

challenges of the extensive gas release during the first cycle of LMR-NCM cathodes 

have been extensively discussed from a mechanistic point in the 

literature.101,106,114,115 In the last section of the article, this gassing issue was 

considered from an engineering aspect, resulting in an adapted formation protocol 

to prevent a premature cell opening due to cell gassing. Finally, the predicted 

energy density of the multilayer pouch cells was compared with those measured 

after formation, and the deviations were discussed along with further possibilities 

for improvements. 
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Since the commercialization of lithium-ion batteries (LIBs), the
cathode active material (CAM) capacity has been the limitation for
increasing the energy density of LIB cells and battery packs.1–3 In
addition to the performance and safety,4,5 cathode active materials
have a significant impact on the price of LIBs because of the high raw
material costs for nickel and cobalt containing CAMs.6,7 Lithium- and
manganese-rich nickel-cobalt-manganese oxides (LMR-NCM) offer
high reversible specific capacities up to 280 mAh g−1 8–10 and show a
significant cost advantage over Ni-rich NCMs due to the roughly one
order of magnitude lower raw material cost of manganese
(2 USD kg−1)11 compared to nickel (21 USD kg−1).11,12 In contrast
to these advantages, there are still challenges to overcome for the
commercialization of LMR-NCM, such as the observed discharge
voltage fading,10,13–15 the oxygen release in the first few cycles16 from
the near-surface region of the material,10,17 and a pronounced charge-
discharge voltage hysteresis.1,18

LMR-NCM cells with high reversible capacities over several
hundred cycles have already been demonstrated on a laboratory scale
(typically using coin cells) for optimized material compositions, surface
coatings, and tailored electrolytes.9,10,19 Thus, many promising results
have been reported for LMR-NCM CAMs at the coin cell level,
which, however, are usually based on small CAM loadings (e.g.,
3–7 mgCAM/cm

2)19–22 that are typically assembled with 50–120 μl of
electrolyte, resulting in a high mass ratio of electrolyte to CAM (e.g.,
masselectrolyte/massCAM of 13/1 to 48/1).20,21 Only very few examples can
be found in the literature, where full-cell coin cells were assembled with
such low amounts of electrolyte that result in masselectrolyte/massCAM
ratios (e.g., masselectrolyte/massCAM of ≈ 1.6/110,23) that more closely
approach those in large-scale cells, viz., masselectrolyte/massCAM ≈ 1/1,24

also used for the multilayer pouch cells produced in this work (see
Production step 10: electrolyte filling in the Experimental section). Since

the amount of electrolyte in the cell, often expressed in terms of the
masselectrolyte/massCAM ratio (sometimes also as masselectrolyte/Ah)

25,26 is
known to critically affect the cycle-life when using active materials with
intrinsically low coulombic efficiency (e.g., with silicon based27,28 or
with lithium metal anodes26) and/or when using electrolyte
additives,29,30 a rigorous evaluation of new active materials, particularly
with regards to cycle-life, can only be obtained by tests with large-scale
cells (e.g., with the here used multilayered, large-format pouch cells).

Since the costs for battery cells mainly depend on the costs of
the cathode active material6,7 and the scrap rates within the
production,6,7,31 special attention should be paid to minimize the
CAM raw materials costs and to precise process control.6

Throughout the entire process chain, flaws and uncertainties in the
production process are propagated accumulated, which significantly
decreases the overall yield.6 SCHMIDT et al.32 described and analyzed
this propagation of production uncertainties along the process chain
and illustrate their influence on the final battery cell.

This paper provides a guideline for each production step of LMR-
NCM/graphite cells in comparison to NCA/graphite cells, and also
highlights the additional challenges of fabricating LMR-NCM/graphite
large-scale multilayer pouch cells compared to small-scale laboratory
coin cells. The ability to produce both types of cells, starting from the
formulation and mixing of electrode coating slurries all the way to the
formation of the finally obtained battery cells using manual methods as
well as the pilot scale production line at the Technical University of
Munich33 makes it possible to compare the effects of each production
step on the final performance of the cells and to determine the accuracy
with which the gravimetric and volumetric energy density of large-scale
cells can be projected based on coin cell data. Furthermore, additional ex-
situ and operando characterization tools were used to study the influence
of the individual process parameters in the various steps to produce
laboratory coin cells and multilayer pouch cells, which yielded new
insights with regards to the relationship between active material proper-
ties, their processability, and the final cell performance.

The here investigated process steps start with the mixing
procedure of the individual electrode materials, followed by the
coating process. The electrodes are then calendered to the targetedzE-mail: david.schreiner@tum.de
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thickness to achieve the desired electrode density or porosity, a step
that is required to increase the energy density of the final cells as
well as to improve the electrical conductivity across the electrode34

and to minimize the contact resistance between the cathode electrode
coating and the current collector.35 Depending on the desired
application and composition of the electrodes, they are generally
calendered from an initial porosity of 45%–60% to typically
18%–35%.1,6,36,37 Depending on the chosen active materials, the
lower limit for the electrode porosity can be posed by either
limitation in electrode wetting38 or the onset of mechanical breakage
of the active material particles.39,40 Since the cell performance and
rate capability significantly depend on the ionic and electrical
conductivity across the electrode thickness,34 which in turn depend
on the extent of electrode compaction and electrode porosity, it is
necessary to carefully investigate the calendering-induced changes
of the electrode pore size distribution, which can be done using
mercury porosimetry.41 The achievable compaction of electrodes
depends strongly on the morphology of the chosen CAM and can
only partially be compensated by using heated calendering rolls,42–44

or the close adequate conductive carbon black components.45

The other investigated production steps, which differ signifi-
cantly between preparing large-format cells and laboratory-type coin
cells, are the processes of filling the cells with electrolyte and cell
formation. A large number of influencing factors in the electrolyte
filling process46 and the relationships between the electrolyte filling
process, the wetting of the porous materials in the cell with
electrolyte, as well as the cell formation and degassing procedure
for a given cell format47 result in a great variety in the currently used
process designs that are described in the literature.48 Degassing is
necessary for large-format cells during their initial formation, since
with an increased amount of active material, the gas produced during
the first charge increases proportionally with the amount of active
material or with the number of electrode layers, while the cell
volume stays almost the same in stacked cells that are sealed under
vacuum. Therefore, the degassing process is an important part of the
large-format cell process chain (in contrast to small-scale cells), and
removing the gas produced during or after the first charge and
discharge cycle is an industrial standard,49 even though it is scarcely
considered in the literature.

Since studies of small-scale laboratory cells can therefore not
fully address all the aspects that need to be considered for the
manufacturing of large-format cells, this work examines the produc-
tion steps of multilayered pouch cells with a target capacity of
5.5 Ah at a discharge rate of 1C (corresponding to ≈6–7 Ah at
C/10). For this purpose, full-cells with two different cathode active
materials are considered, either lithium- and manganese-rich NCM
(LMR-NCM) or NCA, highlighting the various challenges in the

large-format cell production process and examining the particular
differences between the preparation of small-scale cells and large-
format cells. A focus of this paper is the often neglected process step
of electrode calendering in the preparation of small-scale cells, for
which the electrodes are frequently only compressed20,21,50 by
applying a constant compression force rather than being calendered
or are even non-compacted at all.14,19,22

It will be shown that it is not possible to compact LMR-NCM
electrodes to commonly used cathode porosities (≈30%–35%) with
the same process parameters used for NCA. The differences in pore
size distribution and electrode structure for the two CAMs will be
examined by mercury porosimetry and scanning electron micro-
scopy (SEM) cross-sectional analysis. Finally, material adapted
calendering parameters are given that allow further processing.
Mercury porosimetry is introduced as a method to allow CAM
developers to predict the later compaction potential of synthesized
CAMs without the possibility of testing it on an industrial calendar.
The formation/degassing procedures used for conventional CAMs
(e.g., NCM and NCA) cannot be used for LMR-NCM based cells
due to the strong first-cycle gassing of this material. Therefore an
optimized procedure for the formation and degassing of large-format
LMR-NCM/graphite cells is developed using on-line electroche-
mical mass spectrometry (OEMS) measurements.51 We also com-
pare the cell performance after the formation of the two cell
chemistries on both the material and the cell level, and compare
the results with the up-scale prediction based on coin cell pre-
experiments. The rate capability, long-term stability, and thermal
behavior of the produced large-format multilayer pouch cells are
described in Part II of this study.52

Experimental

Production of multilayer pouch cells.—The multilayer pouch
cells were produced on the pilot scale production line33 at the Institute
for Machine Tools and Industrial Management (iwb) of the Technical
University of Munich (TUM). The electrode production with the
process steps mixing, coating, drying, and calendering took place in a
clean room class 1000/ISO 6. The following process steps of the cell
assembly were carried out on a semi-automated assembly line in a dry
room with a dew point of −40 °C. To support the discussion of each
process step and the corresponding process parameters, Fig. 1
provides an overview of the entire process chain of the multilayer
pouch cell production at the iwb (processes conducted in the clean are
gray colored, those in the dry room are blue colored). Additional cell
setup information can be found in the attached Excel-based cell

configuration tool in the supporting information (available online at
stacks.iop.org/JES/168/030507/mmedia), where all masses and

Figure 1. Schematic of the battery production process chain of lithium-ion pouch cells at the iwb, divided into electrode production (upper row) and cell
assembly (lower row). The electrode production consists of the process steps mixing (1), coating and drying (2), calendering (3) conducted in a clean room (gray
colored), as well as vacuum drying of the coils conducted in the dry room with a dew point of −40 °C (blue colored). The cell assembly includes confectioning
(5), electrode stacking (6), contacting of the electrode stack (7), packaging (8), vacuum drying of the open pouch cells (9), electrolyte filling (10), as well as the
formation and degassing of the cells (11), all of which is conducted in a dry room (blue colored) with a dew point of −40 °C.
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of 47% (ρcoating = 2.22 g cm−3) to 42% (ρcoating = 2.43 g cm−3) at
25 °C. Like the anodes for the LMR-NCM electrodes, the anodes for
NCA were also calendered to 30% porosity (ρcoating = 1.55 g cm−3).

Production step 4: vacuum drying (electrode coil).—The elec-
trode coils were dried in a vacuum oven (TR03 LFC from Waldner
Process Systems, Germany) for three alternating drying and vacuum
cycles. Each drying cycle was carried out at a drying temperature of
120 °C and begins at ambient pressure in the dry room (dew point
−40 °C) and includes the following evacuation cycle:pevac1 = 400
mbar, pevac2 = 200 mbar, pevac3 = 100 mbar, pevac4 = 50 mbar,
pevac5 = 30 mbar, pevac6 = 20 mbar dwell time (tevac1 = 30 min,
tevac2 =…= tevac6 = 5 min), and venting to ambient pressure level.

Production step 5: confectioning.—The separation of anode and
cathode was performed by laser cutting with a cutting speed of
0.3 m min−1 and a laser power of 100 W. The used laser cutting
module is a pulsed fiber laser (IGP Photonics, USA) with a
wavelength of 1064 nm, a pulse width of 30 ns and a pulse frequency
of 500 kHz.33 The footprint of the anode coating of a thus cut
electrode sheet is 104 mm ∙ 76 mm (≡79.04 cm2 anode coating) with
a remaining uncoated current collector foil area of 67 mm ∙ 15 mm
(≡10.05 cm2) for current conduction. The footprint of the cathode
coating is 101 mm ∙ 73 mm (≡73.73 cm2 cathode coating), with the
same size of uncoated substrate foil (≡10.05 cm2) for current
conduction.

Production step 6: stacking.—Both cell configurations (LMR-
NCM/graphite and NCA/graphite) were stacked by z-folding with a
configuration of 17 double-sided anode electrodes and 16 double-
sided cathode electrodes using a celgard 2500 separator (Celgard
LLC, USA) to obtain large-format multilayer pouch cells with an
initial capacity at C/10 of 6.9 Ah for LMR-NCM (based on 27.6 g
LMR-NCM in the cell and a nominal capacity of 250 mAh g−1) and
6.1 Ah for NCA (based on 30.7 g NCA in the cell and a nominal
capacity of 200 mAh g−1). This results in a nominal cell energy of
24 Wh (LMR-NCM) and 23 Wh (NCA) based on averaged dis-
charge voltages of 3.5 V for LMR-NCM cells and 3.7 V, for NCA
cells respectively. The z-folding system was developed in coopera-
tion with Manz Automation in a previous research project.33

Production step 7: contacting.—The substrate foils were initially
contacted by ultrasonic welding in two steps with a Branson
Ultraweld L20 system. For the LMR-NCM cathodes, the substrate
foils were first contacted with an amplitude of 16 μm, welding
energy of 180 J, and a clamping force of 124.11 kPa. Subsequently,
the conductor tabs were joined to the welded substrate foils with the
same parameters. For the NCA cathodes, the substrate foils were
initially contacted with an amplitude of 16 μm, welding energy of
200 J, and a clamping force of 124.11 kPa. For contacting the tabs,
the welding energy was reduced to 180 J.

For the anodes, both contacting steps were carried out with an
amplitude of 20 μm, welding energy of 450 J, and a clamping force
of 172.37 kPa.

Production step 8: packaging.—The cell stacks were packaged
into a flexible pouch bag with a deep-drawn pocket. Three sides of
the pouch foil were sealed with a linear sealing module (HH - 4424
003 from Harro Höflinger, Germany) using impulse sealing bars
with the following parameters: 3 s sealing time, 3.50 bar sealing
pressure, 195 °C sealing temperature, and a residence time of 1 s.
One side of the pouch cell was left open for electrolyte filling.

Production step 9: vacuum drying (cell stack).—Prior to filling, the
cells were dried in the same vacuum oven as in production step 4. The
drying process was composed of four cycles with a drying tempera-
ture of 60 °C and includes six steps. Each cycle begins at ambient
pressure in the dry room (dew point −40 °C) and includes the
following evacuation sequence: pev-1 = 400 mbar, pev-2 = 200 mbar,

pev-3 = 100 mbar, pev-4 = 50 mbar, pev-5 = 30 mbar, and pev-6 =

20 mbar; the dwell time at each pressure setting was 30 min for the
first step and 5 min for all subsequent steps, while in between each
cycle the cell was vented to ambient pressure.

Production step 10: electrolyte filling.—For the LMR-NCM/
graphite cells, a 1 M LiPF6 electrolyte with 12 vol% FEC, 64 vol%
DEC, 24 vol% of a proprietary co-solvent, and 2 wt% of a
proprietary stabilizing additive was obtained from BASF. The
proprietary additive improves full-cell cycle stability and has a
similar effect as the one described in Guéguen et al.54 The total
amount of electrolyte added to LMR-NCM/graphite cells (Velectrolyte)
was set to correspond to 1.5 times the total pore volume of electrodes
and separator in the cell (Vpores); a value of ≈1.4–1.6 for this so-
called volumetric factor (Velectrolyte/Vpores) was found to yield the
highest capacity retention for NCM111/graphite multilayer pouch
cells.25 The thus calculated amount of electrolyte was 24.0 ml (or
31.2 g based on its density of 1.3 g ml−1), corresponding to a
masselectrolyte/massCAM of 1.1/1. Due to this small amount of
electrolyte when compared to the void volume between the flexible
pouch foil and the cell stack, a single electrolyte dosing step was
selected. Therefore, the filling process was composed of six steps:
flushing with inert gas, evacuation, dosing, sealing, venting, and
wetting. The process was implemented by an automated filling
station from Manz (Germany), whereby the 24.0 ml of electrolyte
were dosed in a vacuum chamber at an absolute pressure of 80 mbar.
The closing pressure of the sealing bars was set to 3 bar for 3 s, with
a sealing temperature of 195 °C. After venting the vacuum chamber,
the cells were left to wet for 4 h at 40 °C in a temperature chamber
(LabEvent T7210/40/3, Vötsch, Germany) before formation.

For the NCA cells, the same volumetric factor of Velectrolyte/Vpores=

1.5 and the same filling process was used as for the LMR-NCM cells.
Here, however, a different electrolyte was used, namely 1 M LiPF6 in a
mixture of ethylene carbonate (EC) and diethyl carbonate (DEC) with
a weight ratio of EC:DEC 3:7 plus 2 wt% vinylene carbonate (VC)
(LP472, 1.2 g ml−1, BASF). Thus, 23.0 ml of electrolyte (or 27.6 g
based on its density of 1.2 g ml−1) were added, corresponding to
masselectrolyte/massCAM = 0.9/1.

After electrolyte filling and the final sealing of the cells, the mass
of added electrolyte was also evaluated by determining the differ-
ences between the weight of the sealed cells and that of the cells
prior to electrolyte filling. The thus determined electrolyte mass was
lower by 10 ± 5% for the LMR-NCM/graphite cells and lower by
11 ± 1% for the NCA/graphite cells. This electrolyte mass deviation
of ≈10% is likely caused by a system specific offset as well as
electrolyte evaporation during the electrolyte filling at 80 mbar and
the sealing process.

Production step 11: formation and degassing.—The formation of
the cells was conducted after a 4 h rest period to allow for complete
wetting of the electrodes and the separator. Cell cycling was
conducted using a BaSyTec CTS system.

The LMR-NCM/graphite cells were initially charged in constant
current (CC) mode with C/15 (referenced to a nominal capacity of
250 mAh/gCAM) to 4.0 V at 40 °C. At 4.0 V, the cells were
disconnected and degassed in the electrolyte filling station at
19 °C. For this purpose, the cells were opened by an automated
knife (the size of the applied cut was 17 mm by 3 mm). Then the
vacuum chamber was flushed with nitrogen and subsequently
evacuated to 100 mbar, at which pressure the cells were resealed.
After venting the system, the cells were electrically reconnected to
the cell test system in the temperature chamber. After this first
degassing step, the LMR-NCM/graphite cells were further charged
at 40 °C in CC mode with C/15 to 4.7 V (0.1 V higher in this first
activation cycle compared to the subsequent charge-discharge
cycles, as is required for LMR-NCMs23,55) and then discharged in
CC mode with C/15 to 4.0 V. At this point, a second degassing step
was conducted, following the above given procedure. After this
initial formation cycle at 40 °C, the cells were placed in a cell holder
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geometrical information for the multilayer pouch cells prepared here
are listed.

Production step 1: mixing.—The slurry for cathode electrode
preparation consists of 92.5 wt% cathode active material, i.e., either
LMR-NCM (Li1.14[Ni0.26Co0.14Mn0.60]0.86O2, which can as well be
written as 0.33 Li2MnO3 ∙ 0.67 LiNi0.38Co0.21Mn0.41O2 done by
Teufl et al.,10 BASF, Germany) or NCA (LiNi0.81Co0.15Al0.04O2,

BASF, Germany) with bulk densities (ρCAM) of 4.35 g cm−3 and
4.65 g cm−3, respectively, 4 wt% conductive carbon black (Super-
C65, Timcal, Switzerland, with a bulk density of ρCB = 2.0 g cm−3),
and 3.5 wt% polyvinylidene-fluoride binder (PVdF, Solef 5130,
Solvay, Belgium, with a bulk density of ρPVdF = 1.76 g cm−3). In
the context of this work, an electrode is defined as the electrode layer
composed of active material, binder, and conductive carbon blacks
coated onto the current collector foil), i.e., a cathode consists of an
aluminum foil, cathode active material, binder, and conductive
carbon blacks. The mixing process was carried out with a
Speedmixer DAC 3000.1 HP (Hauschild & Co, Germany), whereby
the detailed mixing parameters are listed in the Appendix (Fig. A·1).
First, the cathode active materials (CAMs) were dry mixed;
subsequently, the solids content was reduced sequentially by adding
aliquots of anhydrous N-methyl-2-pyrrolidone (NMP) (Sigma-
Aldrich, USA). For LMR-NCM based cathodes, the final solids
content was set to 58 wt% (Fig. A·1), whereas for NCA a solids
content of 70 wt% was used. The lower solids content for LMR-
NCM slurries was required due to its a larger Brunauer-Emmet-
Teller (BET) specific surface area and its smaller secondary
agglomerate diameter determined by laser scattering (BET =

4.35 m2 g−1, d50 = 10 ± 1 μm diameter) compared to NCA (BET =

0.26 m2 g−1, d50 = 15 ± 1 μm). The rheological properties of the
slurries were determined with the MCR 302 rheometer (Anton Paar,
Austria) using a plate-plate configuration (with a diameter of 25 mm
and a gap of 250 μm) and a test procedure that measured the
viscosity vs. the shear rate. At a shear rate of 100 1/s, the viscosity of
the LMR-NCM slurry was 3.5 Pa∙s and that of the NCA slurry was
10.9 Pa∙s. The recommended cathode viscosity in the literature is
5 Pa∙s at a shear rate of 100 1/s.53 Based on our experience, cathode
slurries with viscosities between ≈3–12 Pa∙s at 100 1/s are coatable
with the doctor blade.

The slurry for anode preparation (for mixing parameters see
Appendix, Fig. A·1) consists of 97 wt% graphite (SGL Carbon SE,
Germany, with a bulk density of ρG = 2.26 g cm−3), 1.5 wt%
styrene-butadiene rubber (SBR, Zeon Europe GmbH, Japan, with a
bulk density of ρSBR = 1.04 g cm−3), and 1.5 wt% carboxymethyl
cellulose (CMC Sunrose MAC200, NPI, Japan, with a bulk density
of ρCMC = 1.6 g cm−3). Deionized water was premixed with CMC
(4.43 wt% solids content), then graphite was added to that solution
(to an initial solids content of 75 wt%) and further mixed by
sequentially adding deionized water to obtain a final solids content
of 57 wt%. Finally, the SBR water mixture (40 wt% solids content)
was added and mixed for 5 min at 400 rpm. At a shear rate of 100
1/s, the viscosity of the final anode slurry was ≈6–7 Pa∙s.

Production step 2: coating and drying.—The cathodes were
coated onto both sides of the aluminum current collector foil (15 μm;
type 1050 A from Korff, Switzerland) at a speed of 1 m min−1. For
the LMR-NCM cathode active material, the average CAM loading
per side is 11.7 ± 0.2 mg cm−2 (corresponding to ≈2.9 mAh cm−2

based on a nominal specific capacity of 250 mAh g−1), resulting in
an uncalendered dry electrode thickness of ≈160 μm (this corre-
sponds to the thickness of two cathode coatings and one aluminum
current collector); the average weight fraction of the aluminum
(wt%alu) of the double-sided LMR-NCM electrodes is 13.8%. The
constant temperatures for the three dryers were set to 85 °C, 105 °C,
and 125 °C. The graphite anodes for the LMR-NCM/graphite cells
were coated at a speed of 0.5 m min−1 onto both sides of a 11 μm
thick copper current collector foil (Cu-PHC, hard rolled blank, with

a nominal thickness of 12 μm, Schlenk, Germany). The average
anode active material (AAM) loading per side is 9.5 ± 0.6 mg cm−2

(corresponding to ≈3.4 mAh cm−2 based on a nominal specific
capacity of 355 mAh g−1), resulting in an uncalendered electrode
thickness of ≈208 μm (corresponding to the thickness of two anode
coatings and one copper current collector) after drying (a tempera-
ture of 50 °C was set for all three infrared dryers).

The NCA slurry was also coated double-sided at 1 m min−1 onto
the same 15 μm thick aluminum foil. The average CAM loading per
side is 13.0 ± 0.4 mg cm−2 (corresponding to ≈2.6 mAh cm−2 based
on a nominal specific capacity of 200 mAh g−1), resulting in an
uncalendered electrode thickness of ≈142 μm after drying, whereby
the three dryers were set to 55 °C, 70 °C, and 85 °C. The average
weight fraction of the aluminum (wt%alu) of the double-sided NCA
electrodes is 12.6%. The NCA loading was chosen to yield the same
cathode areal capacity of ≈2.3 mAh cm−2 at 1C as that which was
achieved with the above specified LMR-NCM cathodes. The anodes
were also coated double-sided at 0.5 m min−1 onto the same copper
current collector foil. The average loading per side of the anodes
used for the NCA/graphite cells is 10.2 ± 0.5 mg cm−2 (corre-
sponding to ≈3.6 mAh cm−2), resulting in an uncalendered electrode
thickness of ≈222 μm for the anode electrodes dried as specified
above.

Production step 3: calendaring.—The calender used for compac-
tion was the EA 102 (Coatema, Germany) with a roll diameter of
400 mm and a maximum line-load of 1000 N mm−1, at a constant
roller speed of 0.5 m min−1 in all cases.41 The thickness of the
electrodes before and after calendering was measured with a tactile
dial gauge (40 EWRi, Mahr, Germany). The electrode coating
porosity (εcoating) is 1 minus the ratio of the bulk volume of the
electrode components (Vsolid) over the volume of the coating
(Vcoating); the letter is determined by summing up the individual
bulk volumes of the electrode components based on their bulk
material density (ρi) and their relative weight fraction (wt%i) and
dividing it by the coating area (Acoating) and the measured thickness
of the coating (dcoating = delectrode—dcurrent-collector) and finally
multiplying this term by the total mass of the coating on both sides
(mcoating):
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Since preliminary tests showed that calendering of the LMR-
NCM cathodes turned out to be challenging (discussed in detail
later), the influence of the process parameters roll pressure,
compaction rate, and temperature of the calendering rolls were
investigated. Based on an initial porosity of 56% (ρcoating =

1.74g cm−3), the roller temperatures of 25 °C, 40 °C, 60 °C,
90 °C, and 120 °C were investigated in a full factorial Design of
Experiments (DoE) for the two targeted coating porosity values of
42% (ρcoating = 2.30 g cm−3), and 32% (ρcoating = 2.69 g cm−3).
Based on laboratory coin cell tests and the achievable and
processable densities of the electrodes, the final target porosity
was set to 42% porosity (ρcoating = 2.30 g cm−3), resulting in a
compaction rate of ≈22% (from 167 μm to 131 μm thickness of the
electrodes including two cathode coatings and one 15 μm aluminum
foil). This was achieved by heating the calendering rolls to 120 °C to
compact LMR-NCM electrodes for use in multilayer pouch cells.

The anodes were calendered from a pristine porosity of 55%
(ρcoating = 1.00 g cm−3) to a porosity of 30% (ρcoating =

1.55 g cm−3) at 25 °C. This corresponds to a compaction rate of
almost ≈35% (from 206 μm to 137 μm thickness of the electrodes
including two anode coatings and one 11 μm copper foil).

Since preliminary tests have shown that calendering of the NCA
electrodes is possible without heating the calendering rolls, NCA
electrode calendering was performed based on the as-coated porosity
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where they are kept under a compression of ≈0.2 MPa (discussed in
more detail in Part II of the paper52). Thereafter, the cells were
placed in a temperature chamber controlled at 25 °C and discharged
in CC mode with C/15 to 2.0 V; this was followed by two
stabilization cycles in CC mode at C/10 between 2.0 V and 4.6 V.

The formation and degassing of the NCA/graphite cells was
performed at 25 °C, Initially, the cells were charged at C/15
(referenced to a nominal capacity of 200 mAh/gCAM) to an upper
cut-off voltage of 4.3 V and then discharged to 4.0 V. At this point,
the cells were degassed and re-sealed according to the above
described procedure. Since there is very little gassing that originates
from the NCA CAM compared to the LRM-NCM CAM (further
details are provided in the Results and Discussion section), a single
degassing step was sufficient for the NCA/graphite cells.
Subsequently, the cells were placed in a cell holder where they
were kept under a compression of ≈0.2 MPa and further discharged
to 3.0 V at C/15. This was followed by two stabilization cycles at
C/10 between 3.0 V and 4.3 V (all at 25 °C).

Preparation of coin cell based half-cells.—Electrode prepara-
tion.—The electrodes were produced using the same materials and
electrode compositions as for the double-sided coated electrodes for
the multilayer pouch cells. The electrode materials were mixed in a
planetary mixer (Thinky Corp., USA) using the same sequential
dilution procedure as described for the pouch cell electrodes, except
that the solids contents of the final slurries were ≈4% lower. The
slurries were coated onto the rough side of an aluminum current
collector foil (15 μm thick, MTI, USA) with a box-type coating bar
(Erichsen, Hemer, Germany), using an automated coater (RK
PrintCoat Instruments, United Kingdom). Subsequently, they were
dried in a convection oven at 50 °C for 5 h. The electrode coating
loadings were varied by the gap size of the coater bar (120–400 μm
wet film thickness) to achieve loadings between 6–21 mgCAM cm−2

after the drying step. The electrodes were calendered with a lab
calender (Typ GK 300 L, Saueressig, Germany) to 42% or 32%
electrode coating porosity.

Coin cell assembly.—For the coin cells, cathodes with 14 mm
diameter were punched out from the single-side coated electrode
sheets. Prior to cell assembly, the cathodes were dried in a glass
oven (Büchi, Switzerland) under a dynamic vacuum at 120 °C for
12 h and then transferred into an argon-filled glove box (MBraun,
Germany) without exposure to ambient atmosphere. The coin cells
were assembled with two glass fiber separators (17 mm diameter,
glass microfiber filter 691, VWR, Germany) that were wetted with
100 μl of the same electrolytes as those used for the pouch cells (i.e.,
the FEC based electrolyte for coin cells with LMR-NCM and the
LP472 electrolyte for those with NCA). For all coin cell tests, the
counter-electrode was a lithium metal disk (15 mm diameter,
450 μm thick, 99.9%, Rockwood Lithium).

Coin cell cycling.—All coin cell tests were performed with a
Maccor cycler (series 4000, USA) and with the cells placed in a
temperature-controlled chamber at 25 °C.

The lower cut-off potential for the LMR-NCM/lithium half-cells
were set to 2.0 V. The upper cut-off potential is set to 4.8 V in the
first activation cycle (i.e., 0.1 V higher than in the case of LMR-
NCM/graphite cells to obtain the same upper cut-off value for the
cathode electrode) that was conducted in CC mode at C/15
(referenced to 250 mAh/gCAM); different from the pouch cells, the
activation cycle for LMR-NCM/lithium coin cells was conducted at
25 °C (as discussed later, the 40 °C activation was only necessary for
pouch cell to address the strong gassing in the activation cycle). The
two following stabilization cycles were conducted at C/10 (CC)
between 2.0 V and 4.7 V.

The NCA/lithium cells were cycled at 25 °C between 3.0 and
4.4 V. The first formation cycle was performed in CC mode at C/15
(referenced to 200 mAh/gCAM). The following two stabilization
cycles were carried out at C/10 between the same voltage limits.

After cell formation/stabilization, discharge rate capability tests
were conducted. In these tests, the cells were always charged at C/2
followed by a CV (constant voltage) phase until the current
decreased to below C/20. The following discharge rates were applied
in CC mode: C/2 (3 cycles), 1C (5 cycles), 3 C (10 cycles), and
finally C/2 again (8 cycles).

Ex-situ and operando characterization methods.—Mercury

intrusion.—PoroTec GmbH performed the Mercury porosimetry
measurements with the Mercury intrusion porosimeters Pascal 140
and Pascal 440 from ThermoFisher Scientific. The measurements
were performed with a penetrometer of 7.4 ml bulb volume and
0.5 ml stem volume. In order to examine a representative sample
volume, a sample weight of ≈1–1.5 g (=15–25 pieces of
≈2–2.5 cm2 double-side coated electrode pieces) was added to the
penetrometer. To obtain statistically significant results, three in-
dependent measurements each were taken for the as-coated LMR-
NCM (porosity of 56%) and NCA (porosity of 47%) cathodes, as
well as for the calendered LMR-NCM and NCA cathodes with
porosities of 42% and 32%. By averaging at least three measured
values and indicating the standard deviation, it can be ensured that
for each porosity level a representative section of the electrode is
evaluated by mercury porosimetry. The measured pore diameter (D)
correlates with the pressure (P) required for intrusion of mercury
through the Washburn equation (Eq. 2):
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Data analysis was based on a constant contact angle (q) of 140°
and constant surface tension (g) of 0.48 N m−1 for mercury. The
data were measured within a pressure range of 0–400 MPa,
corresponding to pores down to a diameter of ≈3 nm. The
measurements were corrected by a blank measurement of the empty
penetrometer, and the compressibility of the individual electrode
materials was considered negligible.

For the contribution of the conductive carbon black additive,
supplementary measurements were performed with the MicroActive
AutoPore V 9600, using a contact angle of 140 °. To evaluate the
carbon black (CB) contribution, CB-only electrodes (66.7/33.3 wt%
CB/PVdF and a CB loading of ≈2.5 mg cm−2) and electrodes
consisting of NCA without CB (96.5/3.5 wt% NCA/PVdF with an
NCA loading of ≈18 mg cm−2) were measured both uncalendered
and calendered. A penetrometer with a 5.0 ml bulb and 0.4 ml stem
volume was used for these samples. A sample mass of about 0.8 g
was used for the NCA coatings without CB to obtain a constant ratio
of sample mass to bulb volume of ≈0.2 g ml−1, using ≈25 pieces of
≈1.0 cm ∙ 1.5 cm single-side coated electrodes. For the CB-only
coating the same number of single-side coated pieces (≈25) as for
the NCA coating without carbon black was used.

Nitrogen physisorption analysis.—Surface area and pore volume
measurements were performed on a gas sorption analyzer (Autosorb-
iQ, Quantachrome, USA) at −196.15 °C using nitrogen as adsorbent.
Beforehand, the pristine powders were degassed under vacuum at
120 °C for 12 h. The specific surface area was determined from
adsorption isotherms in the relative pressure range of 0.008 < p/p0 <
0.25 according to the Brunauer-Emmet-Teller (BET) theory. The
specific total pore volume of adsorbed nitrogen can be determined at
the limiting pressure p/p0 ⩾ 0.986 of the adsorption branch and therefore
includes pore volumes up to ≈ 140 nm. The pore volume (Vpore) can be
calculated with the volume of nitrogen adsorbed (Vads) using Eq. 3:

V
P V V
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where P is the pressure,Vm the molar volume of nitrogen at−196.15 °C
(i.e., 34.7 cm3 mol−1), R the universal gas constant, and T the
temperature.
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Particle size determination.—The size of the secondary agglom-
erates were determined by dispersing the particles in ethanol and
then using laser scattering (LA-950V2, Horiba, Japan); the data were
analyzed by means of the Mie scattering theory.

SEM cross-sectional imaging.—The electrodes were placed
between a z-folded carbon paper (H1410–14, Freudenberg,
Germany) that was compressed between two aluminum plates
(1.0 cm ∙ 1.0 cm ∙ 0.1 cm). The electrodes were then imbibed by a
liquid epoxy resin (EpoThin 2, Buehler, Switzerland): with the resin
still liquid, the sample stack was placed into a desiccator, which was
then evacuated to ensure complete filling of the pores by the resin.
After the resin had hardened, the sample stack was polished with SiC
paper (CarbiMet S, P320, Buehler, Switzerland) until the electrode
cross-section was fully exposed. Afterward, the electrode was
polished using a finer SiC paper (CarbiMetS, P1200, Buehler,
Switzerland) and a diamond based polishing suspension
(MetaDiSupreme, Polycrystalline Diamond Suspension, 9 μm,
Buehler, Switzerland). The final polishing step was performed using
a 50 nm Al2O3 agent (MasterPrep Alumina Suspension, Buehler,
Switzerland) on a micro cloth (ChemoMet, Buehler, Switzerland).
The scanning electron microscopy (SEM) images were acquired
using a Jeol JSM-7500F field emission SEM at 1 kV with an LEI
detector and a magnification of 1000.

OEMS measurements.—The LMR-NCM slurry to prepare elec-
trodes for on-line electrochemical mass spectrometry (OEMS) was
prepared as described above (92.5/4/3.5 wt% CAM/CB/PVdF) and
coated with a wet film thickness of 20 μm onto a stainless-steel mesh
(SS316, aperture 26 μm, wire diameter 25 μm, The Mesh Company,
UK), yielding a LMR-NCM loading of 12–14 mg cm−2 (3–3.5 mAh
cm−2 based on 250 mAh/gCAM). In this case, the electrodes for were
punched out with a diameter of 15 mm and compressed for 20 s with
2 t to yield a porosity of ≈45%. For the anode side, the same
graphite electrode sheet as prepared for the pouch cells was used and
punched out with a diameter of 17 mm. The electrodes were dried
together with a glass fiber separator of 24 mm diameter in a glass
oven (Büchi, Switzerland) under a dynamic vacuum at 120 °C for
12 h and then transferred into an argon-filled glove box without
exposure to the atmosphere.

For OEMS measurements, a custom-made cell was used; the
specific cell design as well as the OEMS setup were previously
published.50 OEMS cells were assembled with the graphite anode
placed onto the bottom part of the OEMS cell, followed by the glass
fiber separator soaked with 300 μl of the FEC/DEC based LMR-
NCM electrolyte that was used for the coin and multilayer pouch
cells. The mesh-supported LMR-NCM cathode was placed on top of
the separator and is thus located just below the flow-restricting
capillary that leads to the mass spectrometer. The cells were
connected to the mass spectrometer, held for 4 h at OCV (open
circuit voltage), and were then charged to 4.7 V at a C/12 rate with a
final CV phase until a cut-off current of C/24, followed by a
discharge to 2.0 V at C/12. After this first activation cycle, the cells
were flushed for 2 min with argon to re-pressurize the cell (over the
≈24 h long activation cycle, ≈1.5 ml of the 11 ml gas head-space of
the OEMS cell are leaked into vacuum through the flow-restricting
capillary with a specified leak rate of ≈1 μl min−1). The cell was
then stabilized for 4 h at OCV, followed by three cycles at C/4
between 2.0–4.6 V with a CV phase at 4.6 V until a cut-off current of
C/8.

To quantify the mass spectrometer signals, a calibration gas
containing H2, O2, CO2, and CO (each 2000 ppm) in argon (Linde
AG, Germany) was used. All mass spectrometer signals were
normalized to the signal at a mass-to-charge ratio m/z = 36
(corresponding to the 36 Ar isotope) to correct for minor variations
in cell pressure and temperature. Afterward, the signals at m/z = 44
(CO2), m/z = 32 (O2), m/z = 2 (H2), and m/z = 28 (CO) were
converted into a gas concentration using the ideal gas law, taking a

gas head-space volume of the OEMS cell of roughly 11 ml into
consideration.

Large-format cell energy density projections from coin cell
data.—The measured half-cell performance in coin cells with the
different cathode active materials was utilized to project the
performance of large-format multilayer pouch cells with a cell stack
configuration of 17/16 double-side coated anode/cathode sheets. The
cell configuration tool (see Excel file in the supporting information)
considers the weight of all inactive cell components (current
collector foils and tabs, pouch cell foil), the geometrical overlap of
the anodes, the weight of the electrolyte based on the volumetric
factor of Velectrolyte/Vpores (1.5 for the multilayer pouch cells built
here), and the separator. The Excel-based tool is designed to project
the full-cell multilayer pouch cell energy density based on half-cell
coin cell data. For this, the half-cell data are corrected by the 0.1 V
lower upper cut-off voltage in CAM/graphite full-cells compared to
CAM/lithium half-cells as well as by the smaller capacity of full-
cells due to the first-cycle irreversible capacity loss. This loss is
either dominated by the SEI loss of the anode or by the cathode first-
cycle efficiency (most often the case for NCM based cathodes). The
first-cycle efficiency is slightly reduced for the CAM/graphite full-
cells compared to CAM/lithium half-cells (by ≈9 mAh/gCAM),
because in this work the lower voltage cut-off in full-cells was
chosen to be the same as for half-cells, so that the CAM is slightly
less discharged in the full-cells as in the corresponding half-cells.

Results and Discussion

LMR-NCM electrode design based on LMR-NCM/Lithium
half-cells.— Loading dependent discharge rate capability.—To the
best of our knowledge, there is only one study in the literature on the
rate capability of LMR-NCM cathodes as a function of loading.56

Since this relation strongly depends on the individual LMR-NCM
material composition and morphology, preliminary investigations
were performed with LMR-NCM/lithium half-cells at the coin cell
level (Fig. 2). For this purpose, LMR-NCM cathodes with four
different loadings were prepared on a laboratory scale, calendered to
42% porosity, and subjected to a rate capability test (see
Experimental section).

Already at the two stabilization cycles at C/10 (cycles 2 and 3),
the electrodes with the highest LMR-NCM loading of
≈21.1 mg cm−2 (≡5.3 mAh cm−2 based on a nominal capacity of
250 mAh/gCAM) show a significantly lower specific discharge
capacity than the electrodes with the lower LRM-NCM loadings of
≈15.3 mg cm−2 (≡3.8 mAh cm−2), of ≈11.4 mg cm−2 (≡2.9 mAh
cm−2), and of ≈6.9 mg cm−2 (≡1.7 mAh cm−2) which all reach
about the same specific capacity of ≈250 mAh/gCAM (see Fig. 2).
This effect is even more apparent at a discharge rate of C/2 (cycles
4–6) and 1C (cycles 7–11), where the three lower loadings still yield
essentially identical discharge capacities (e.g., ≈200 mAh/gCAM at
1C), which are much higher than those observed for the LMR-NCM
electrodes with the highest loading of ≈21.1 mg cm−2 (e.g., only
≈125 mAh/gCAM at 1C). At 3C (cycles 12–21), the specific
discharge capacity not only decreases significantly for all LRM-
NCM loadings, but now also shows a clear trend of decreasing
specific discharge capacity with increasing loading. In the C/2 cycles
after the ten cycles at 3C (i.e., cycles 22–29), the specific discharge
capacity of all the cells is essentially identical with that recorded in
the initial C/2 cycles (cycles 4–6), with ≈225 mAh/gCAM for the
three lowest loadings and ≈180 mAh/gCAM for the highest loading.
This retention of the capacity shows that the capacity loss at high C-
rates must have been caused mainly by the high concentration
overpotentials at high C-rates, which are more pronounced for the
high-loaded cathodes, as they are both thicker and are operated at
higher geometric current densities (at 3C, e.g., the geometric current
densities increase from ≈5.1 mA cm−2 for the ≈6.9 mg cm−2

electrodes with a thickness of ≈33 μm to ≈15.9 mA cm−2 for the
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≈21.1 mg cm−2 electrodes with a thickness of ≈107 μm). While for
the electrodes with an LRM-NCM loading of ≈21.1 mg cm−2 some
capacity fading appears to occur toward the end of this rate
capability test at C/2 (cycles 22–28), this must not necessarily
reflect a degradation of the cathode active material but may be due to
a degradation of the metallic lithium anode at the high current
densities required for electrodes with such high areal capacities.
Thus, meaningful CAM cycle-life tests must be conducted in full-
cells rather than half-cells,57 and LMR-NCM/graphite cycle-life
tests with multilayer pouch cells with a nominal areal capacity of
≈2.9 mAh cm−2 are presented in Part II of this work.52

As discussed in the literature, the energy density of large-format
battery cells is primarily a function of the active material loadings
and also of the electrode thickness, whereas the rate capability in
general decreases for higher active material loadings.58 Therefore,
there is a sweet spot for maximizing the energy density of large-
format cells for a given C-rate requirement. For small-scale
laboratory cells, energy density is generally not considered and to
obtain the best C-rate performance when testing new cathode active
materials, rather low CAM loadings are usually used, as is the case
for many studies with LMR-NCM cathode active materials.10,19–22,46

However, as we will demonstrate in the following, small-scale half-
cell tests with different CAM loadings can be used to project the
performance and energy density of large-format full-cells.

Table I lists the specific discharge (DCH) capacities, the
corresponding discharge voltages, and CAM based energy densities
obtained from the LMR-NCM/lithium coin cell experiments at C/10,
1C, and 3C for the four different LMR-NCM loadings shown in
Fig. 2. These LMR-NCM performance characteristics determined in
half-cells cells were then used to project the performance and energy
density of large-format cells with a cell stack configuration of 17/16
double-side coated anode/cathode sheets that were used to construct
≈6.9 Ah (at C/10) multilayer pouch cells, considering the mass of all
inactive components (current collector foils and tabs, pouch cell
foil), the electrolyte (for Velectrolyte/Vpores = 1.5), and the separator,
as specified in the Excel-based calculation tool (see cell configura-
tion tool in the supporting information). To project the large-format
multilayer pouch cell energy densities, the mean discharge voltages
from the half-cell measurements were reduced by 0.1 V, accounting
for the higher potential of the graphite anodes used in a full cell
setup. Furthermore we reduced the half-cell capacity according to

the first cycle irreversible losses (i.e., by 9 mAh/gCAM; see
Experimental section).

As can be seen in Table I, the measured specific energy densities
on the CAM level (in units of mWh/gCAM and referenced to the
lithium potential) decrease with increasing LRM-NCM loadings,
independent of the applied C-rate. Since the smaller loadings have
only a slightly higher discharge capacity and voltage for C/10, the
energy density at the cell level rises with increasing LMR-NCM
loadings from 168 Wh/kgcell (for ≈6.9 mg cm−2) to 222 Wh/kgcell
(for ≈21.1 mg cm−2). In contrast, the strong decrease in capacity
and discharge voltage drop at 3C for high LMR-NCM loadings
results in higher energy densities on the cell level for the smaller
loadings. For a C-rate of 1C, the highest energy density on the cell
level can be found for the intermediate loadings of ≈11.4 and
≈15.3 mg cm−2, reaching 159–162 Wh/kgcell. In Table I, the LMR-
NCM loadings that yield the highest cell level energy density at a
given C-rate are highlighted (15.3 and 21.1 mg cm-2 for C/10, 11.4
and 15.3 mg cm-2 for 1C and 6.9 mg cm-2 for 3C). As the multilayer
pouch cells produced within this work are targeted to operate up to a
maximum C-rate of 1C, an LMR-NCM loading of ≈12 mg cm−2

was chosen for the multilayer pouch cells.

Porosity dependent discharge rate capability.—Based on the
above findings, the loading of ≈12 mg cm−2 for LMR-NCM/lithium
coin cells (corresponding to a nominal areal capacity of ≈3.0 mAh
cm−2 at 0.1C) was selected to investigate different coating densities
in the next step. For comparison, NCA/lithium coin cells with a
similar areal capacity of ≈2.7 mAh cm−2 (≈13.5 mg cm−2 NCA
loading) were examined also. To determine the influence of
calendering on the C-rate performance, the LMR-NCM, as well as
the NCA cathodes, were calendered to two porosity levels (42% and
32%) from the as-coated (uncalendered) porosities of 56% and 47%,
respectively. The results of the rate capability test conducted in the
same way as that described in Fig. 2 is shown in Fig. 3.

The results of the discharge rate capability test with different
cathode porosity levels (Fig. 3) show that, except for 3C, the cathode
coating porosity within the considered range (i.e., from 56% to 32%
for the LMR-NCM cathodes and from 47% to 32% for the NCA
cathodes) has a negligible influence on the C-rate performance.
Thus, it can be concluded that the cathode porosity does not have a
large impact on the achievable capacity until rather high C-rates for

Figure 2. Discharge rate capability test at 25 °C of LMR-NCM/lithium coin cells with different LMR-NCM loadings (calendered to a porosity of 42%) after a
first-cycle activation at C/15 (CC) between 2.0 V and 4.8 V (referred to as F for formation) and two CC stabilization cycles between 2.0 V and 4.7 V at C/10 (C-
rates are referenced to a nominal specific capacity of 250 mAh/gCAM). The subsequent cycles are conducted between 2.0 V and 4.7 V at different discharge rates
(C/2, 1C, 3C, and C/2, all in CC mode) and with a CC charge at C/2 followed by a CV phase until the current decreased to below C/20. The CAM loadings
indicated in the figure represent the average and the standard deviation of three individual cells (except for the ≈15 mg cm−2 electrodes, for which only two cells
were tested). The capacity data for each CAM loading series were averaged over three independent cells (two in case of the ≈15 mg cm−2 electrodes), with the
standard deviation as error bars. The FEC/DEC based electrolyte specified in the Experimental section was used.
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moderately low porosities of 32%. However, as illustrated in
Table II, cathode porosity has a significant impact on the gravimetric
and volumetric energy density on a cell level. While the volumetric
density change is obvious and follows directly from the decrease of
electrode thickness with decreasing cathode porosity, the gravimetric
cell energy densities also decrease with decreasing porosity on
account of the thus reduced electrolyte volume and mass when
maintaining the volumetric factor at Velectrolyte/Vpores = 1.5.

The energy densities in Table II show that low LMR-NCM
cathode porosities work well on the materials level. The predicted
performance at the cell level (done with the cell configuration tool in

the supporting information), illustrates the importance of calendering
on the cell level specific and volumetric energy density, while
having a rather negligible effect on the rate capability up to 1C (see
Fig. 3): the cell level specific energy density increases by up to 13%,
while the gravimetric energy density increases by up to 18%
(actually projected values are given for 0.1C in Table II, but the
percentage increase is valid up to 1C).

As will be shown in the next section, calendering of large-scale
LMR-NCM cathode coatings to porosities of 32% is not feasible, so
that a porosity of 42% was targeted for the final large-scale
production of LMR-NCM electrodes and thus for the production

Table I. Impact of cathodes with different CAM loadings (calendered to a porosity of 42%) based on the LRM-NCM/lithium coin cell data in Fig. 2

(always using the 2nd cycle for each C-rate) on the materials level LMR-NCM performance characteristics and on the projected energy density for

multilayer pouch cells with a nominal capacity of ≈6.9 Ah (at 0.1C). The latter is based on the Excel-based projection tool provided in the supporting
information (referred to as cell configuration tool). The given values are averaged over three individual coin cells for each LMR-NCM loading (two

in case of the 15.3 mg cm−2 loading).

Coin cell data & energy density C-rate
CAM loading in mg cm−2/areal capacity at 0.1C inmAh cm−2

6.9 ± 0.1/≈1.7 11.4 ± 0.3/≈2.9 15.3 ± 0.2/≈3.8 21.1 ± 0.4/≈5.3

DCH capacity in mAh/gCAM C/10 251 ± 4 250 ± 1 245 ± 1 238 ± 3
avg. half-cell DCH voltage in V C/10 3.640 ± 0.004 3.638 ± 0.002 3.633 ± 0.003 3.56 ± 0.01
CAM spec. energy in mWh/gCAM C/10 914 ± 1 908 ± 1 891 ± 1 848 ± 3
cell spec. energy in Wh/kgcell

a) C/10 168 202 216 222

DCH capacity in mAh/gCAM 1C 212 ± 1 211 ± 2 203 ± 3 120 ± 7
avg. half-cell DCH voltage in V 1C 3.50 ± 0.01 3.42 ± 0.04 3.33 ± 0.02 2.83 ± 0.08
CAM spec. energy in mWh/gCAM 1C 743 ± 1 723 ± 2 676 ± 3 341 ± 7
cell spec. energy in Wh/kgcell

a) 1C 135 159 162 85
DCH capacity in mAh/gCAM 3C 166 ± 7 114 ± 9 50 ± 4 3 ± 5
avg. half-cell DCH voltage in V 3C 3.30 ± 0.03 3.1 ± 0.1 2.93 ± 0.06 2.2 ± 0.1
CAM spec. energy in mWh/gCAM 3C 552 ± 7 353 ± 9 145 ± 4 7 ± 5
cell spec. energy in Wh/kgcell

a) 3C 98 75 30 n.a.

a) Calculated with the Excel-based projection tool (see cell configuration tool in the supporting information) using the here listed performance characteristics
of LMR-NCM/lithium coin cells with different LMR-NCM loadings (using the average loading values). The essential assumptions are: i) 17/16 double-side
coated anode/cathode sheets (89.09/83.78 cm2 for anode/cathode sheet); ii) anode coating porosity of 30%; iii) anode/cathode active areas of
79.04/73.73 cm2; with an areal capacity ratio of 1.2/1; iv) Al/Cu current collector thickness of 15/11 μm; v) Celgard 2500 separator (25 μm thick, 55%
porosity); vi) electrolyte volume determined by Velectrolyte/Vpores = 1.5; vii) LMR-NCM/graphite full-cell voltages are assumed to be 0.1 V lower than the
here listed half-cell voltages and 9 mAh g−1 lower than the here listed half-cell capacities. All further specifications like current collector tab size/mass, pouch
foil mass, etc., are specified in the Excel-based configuration tool.

Figure 3. Discharge rate capability test at 25 °C of LMR-NCM/lithium and NCA/lithium coin cells with different cathode coating porosities, either as-coated,
resulting in 56% and 47% porosity for LMR-NCM and NCA, respectively, or calendered to 42% and 32% (porosities are calculated based on Eq. 1 and are within
an accuracy of ±2 percentage points). For LMR-NCM/lithium cells, the formation, stabilization, and further cycling were conducted as described in Fig. 2 (C-
rates referenced to 250 mAh/gCAM); NCA/lithium coin cells were cycled between 3.0 V and 4.4 V (C-rates referenced to 200 mAh/gCAM), but otherwise followed
the same procedure. The NCA loadings are 13.5 ± 0.5 mg cm−2 (≡2.7 mAh cm−2 at 0.1C) and the LMR-NCM loadings are 12 ± 0.5 mg cm−2 (≡3 mAh cm−2 at
0.1C). The shown data points are averaged over three independent cells per porosity (only two for the cells with the 32% porosity LMR-NCM coating), with the
standard deviation as error bars.
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of large-format multilayer LMR-NCM/graphite pouch cells. In order
to provide a meaningful comparison between LMR-NCM/graphite
and NCA/graphite large-format cells, the NCA cathode coatings
were also calendered to a porosity of 42%, even though the large-
scale production of NCA cathode coatings with the lower porosity of
32% would be possible without problems.

Effect of the CAM morphology on the calendering process.—
Calendering process.—The LMR-NCM coating was initially calen-
dered to 42% porosity, a compaction degree that is usually
unproblematic for cathode active materials. Figure 4a shows a side
view of the calendered electrode (with calendering rolls at 25 °C)
coated double-sided with LMR-NCM cathodes before rewinding the
electrode to the coil, and Fig. 4b provides a zoomed-in view as well
as a representative top view of this electrode. The clearly apparent
embossing of the aluminum foil at the coating edge42was unexpected
for this still rather high porosity of 42% and is not observed for
electrodes coated on both sides with NCA cathodes that were also
calendered to the same final porosity of 42% with calendering rolls
at 25 °C (see Fig. 4c). As will be shown later, this effect is due to
the different morphology of the LMR-NCM CAM compared to the
NCA CAM. To minimize the embossing of the aluminum foil in the
case of the LMR-NCM electrodes, the calendering rolls were heated,
which allowed a lowering of the calendering line-load,41 and thus
reduced the extent and number of electrode defects.42

Despite calendering to a moderate porosity of 42%, the LMR-
NCM electrodes have a pronounced bowl-shape geometry and show
strong aluminum foil embossing for the standard calendering
procedure (a rolling speed of 0.5 m min−1, and calendering rolls at
25 °C, as was used for NCA electrodes), which by GÜNTHER et al.42

is ascribed to embrittlement for highly compressed cathode mate-
rials. Any further processing in the pilot scale production line of
electrodes with these severe defects is not possible, because
automatic processes for example electrode transport and alignment
with vacuum grippers or exact laser cutting require flat and uniform
surfaces. A hypothesis to explain this behavior is that the LMR-
NCM cathode must have little elastic deformation and is thus also
sensitive to current collector foil tears during further processing. The
best calendering results for the LMR-NCM electrodes could be
achieved with calendering rolls heated to 120 °C (please note that
the images shown in Figs. 4a and 4b are for the non-optimized
calendering process with calendering rolls at 25 °C).

On the other hand, the NCA electrodes proved to be less sensitive
to calendering to 42% porosity and any subsequent processing steps

were unproblematic, so that the standard calendering procedures
with calendering rolls at 25 °C could be used.

Cross-sectional SEM image analysis.—LMR-NCM (Figs. 5a–5c)
and NCA (Figs. 5d–5f) electrodes compacted to the different
porosity levels (calculated according to Eq. 1) are shown by cross-
sectional SEM images. In addition to the different coating thick-
nesses from which the porosities were calculated (Eq. 1), these
images show the respective agglomerate packing densities and
morphologies of the LMR-NCM and NCA electrode coatings.

Comparing the SEM images of the uncalendered LMR-NCM
(Fig. 5a) and NCA cathodes (Fig. 5d) cathodes, the packing density
of the particles appears comparable, even though the overall cathode
porosity of these uncalendered electrodes varies from 47% for the
NCA to 56% for the LMR-NCM cathodes. On the other hand, after
calendering the LMR-NCM and NCA electrodes to the same overall
cathode porosity of either 42% or 32% (calculated according to
Eq. 1), the individual LMR-NCM particles appear more densely
packed (see Figs. 5b and 5c) compared to the NCA particles (see
Figs. 5e and 5f). The porosity values determined by measuring the
electrode thickness with a tactile dial gauge agree within 2
percentage points with the porosity determined by measuring the
cathode thickness from the SEM images, confirming that the here
specified overall porosity values are reliable. Nevertheless, a visual
comparison of the cross-sections of the two different cathodes
calendered to the same porosity (either 42% or 32%) indicates a
larger apparent pore volume in the NCA cathodes compared to the
LMR-NCM cathodes. This suggests that there must be an additional
internal, optically “hidden” porosity within the here imaged LMR-
NCM particles, i.e., within the secondary agglomerates of the LMR-
NCM particles.

More detailed SEM images reveal that the large secondary
agglomerates are composed of primary particles, as was already
shown in the literature for NCA59,60 and LMR-NCM20,61 CAMs. For
the here used materials, the primary particles of LMR-NCM are
much smaller (≈0.05–0.2 μm) than the primary particles of NCA
(≈0.2–2 μm). Furthermore, laser scattering analysis shows that the
secondary agglomerates of the LMR-NCM material have a smaller
d50 diameter of ≈10 μm compared to ≈15 μm sized secondary
agglomerates of the NCA material, which is in qualitative agreement
with the SEM cross-sections shown in Figs. 5a and 5d. Since the
targeted overall porosity for the calendering process based on Eq. 1
does not distinguish between porosity between secondary agglom-
erates and within secondary agglomerates, the secondary particles of

Table II. Impact of the cathode porosities on the performance of LMR-NCM/lithium coin cells at C/10 (using the 2nd C/10 cycle of the discharge rate

capability test shown in Fig. 3) on the materials level LMR-NCM performance characteristics and on the predicted energy densities (based on the

cell configuration tool given in the supporting information) for a nominal 6.9 Ah pouch cells. Here, the LMR-NCM loadings are 12 ± 0.5 mg cm−2

(≡3 mAh cm−2 at 0.1C), the given values are averaged over three individual coin cells for each LMR-NCM cathode porosity (only two in case of the

32% porosity), stating the average values and their standard deviations. The values for an NCA cathode calendered to 42% porosity and based on

the NCA/lithium coin cell data shown in Fig. 3 are given for comparison (for NCA loadings of 13.5 ± 0.5 mg cm−2, corresponding to ≡2.7 mAh cm−2

at 0.1C).

Coin cell data & energy density at C/10
Cathode porosity

LMR-NCM 56% LMR-NCM 42% LMR-NCM 32% NCA 42%

DCH capacity in mAh/gCAM 242 ± 1 250 ± 1 247 ± 1 197.1 ± 0.5
DCH half-cell voltage in V 3.637 ± 0.001 3.638 ± 0.002 3.636 ± 0.001 3.827 ± 0.001
CAM spec. energy in mWh/gCAM 880 ± 1 (≡100%) 909 ± 1 (=103%) 898 ± 1 (=102%) 754.3 ± 0.5
cell spec. energy in Wh/kgcell

a) 186 (≡100%) 206 (111%) 210 (=113%) 193
cell grav. energy density in Wh/lcell

a) 402 (≡100%) 459 (=114%) 475 (=118%) 433

a) Calculated with the Excel-based projection tool (see cell configuration tool in the supporting information) using the here listed performance characteristics
of LMR-NCM/lithium and NCA/lithium coin cells (using the average loading values). The essential assumptions are: i) 17/16 double-side coated anode/
cathode sheets (89.09/83.78 cm2 for anode/cathode sheet); ii) anode coating porosity of 30%; iii) anode/cathode active areas of 79.04/73.73 cm2; with an areal
capacity ratio of 1.2/1; iv) Al/Cu current collector thickness of 15/11 μm; v) Celgard C2500 separator (25 μm thick, 55% porosity); vi) electrolyte volume
determined by Velectrolyte/Vpores = 1.5; vii) LMR-NCM/graphite full-cell voltages are assumed to be 0.1 V lower than the here listed half-cell voltages. All
further specifications like current collector tab size/mass, pouch foil mass, etc., are specified in the Excel-based configuration tool.
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Figure 4. (a) Side view of an electrode coated on both sides with LMR-NCM cathodes after calendering to a porosity of 42% (2.32 g cm−3); (b) zoomed-in side
view as well as top view. (c) Zoomed-in side view as well as top view of an electrode coated on both sides with NCA cathodes after calendering to 42% porosity
(2.45 g cm−3). Both electrodes were calendered with the calender EA 102 from Coatema, with a roll diameter of 400 mm and a roller temperature of 25 °C. The
depicted side views show the electrodes after the first deflection-roll downstream from the calender gap and in front of the winder.

Figure 5. SEM cross-sectional images of as-coated and calendered electrodes (for preparation of the cross-sections see SEM cross-sectional imaging in the
Experimental section). First row: LMR-NCM cathodes (a) uncalendered (with 56% porosity) or calendered to (b) 42% porosity or (c) 32% porosity. Second row:
NCA cathodes (d) uncalendered (with 47% porosity) or calendered to (e) 42% porosity or (f) 32% porosity. The loading of the LMR-NCM cathodes is ≈12 ±
1 mg cm−2 and that of the NCA cathodes 13.5 ± 0.5 mg cm−2. The porosities are determined from the electrode thicknesses measured by a tactile dial gauge
using Eq. 1.
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CAMs without internal porosity (as is usually the case for
NCAs58,59) would appear less densely packed than the secondary
particles of CAMs with significant porosity within the secondary
particles, as is hypothesized to be the case for the here examined
LMR-NCM material. This argument assumes that there is no
significant particle cracking, which indeed has not been observed
even when calendering the electrodes to 32% porosity (see Figs. 5c
and 5f).

Mercury porosimetry.—To quantitatively investigate the qualita-
tively observed phenomenon of different pore volume fractions in
the SEM images (Fig. 5), three mercury intrusion measurements
were carried out for the different uncalendered and calendered
porosities (Fig. 6) to determine the respective pore size distributions
within the cathode coatings. To compare the porosity measured by
mercury porosimetry with the overall porosity determined by coating
thickness measurements (via Eq. 1), the electrode sample mass
normalized pore volume (Vpore/msample, where msample is the mass of
the two electrode coatings and the current collector foil) obtained by
mercury porosimetry has to be corrected by the mass fraction of the
aluminum current collector in the electrode (13.8 wt%alu for the
LMR-NCM and 12.6 wt%alu for the NCA coatings) according to
Eq. 4, yielding the pore volume per mass of coating (Vpore/mcoating).
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Equation 5 can then be used to calculate the cathode porosity,
using the average bulk density of the coating (Vcoating/mcoating):
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where ρbulk,sample is the measured mass of the electrode sheet
samples in the measurement bulb divided by the sample volume,
determined from the bulb volume minus the measured mercury
volume at a low pressure of 0.029 MPa (where pores < 50 μm pore
diameter are not filled with mercury).

In the literature, the coating porosities deduced from mercury
porosimetry data are either calculated via the measured packing
density of the coating (Eq. 5), as described by FROBOESE et al.,62 or
by adding the measured pore volumes to the calculated solid
volumes using materials bulk densities, as done by SIMON et al.63

The analysis in this paper is based on Eq. 5, as it has a wider
application range (otherwise the exact electrode composition and the
precise materials bulk densities must be known). However, the
porosities calculated according to SIMON et al.,63 are within 2
percentage points of the values calculated with Eq. 5. The small
variation is a result of the different treatment of Hg-inaccessible
pores by the two methods. While this porosity is simply neglected by
the method of SIMON et al.,63 Eq. 5 normalizes the measured porosity
by a bulk density where the inaccessible pores are also neglected.
For both calculation methods, a uniform mass loading needs to be
assumed and therefore accuracy in porosity calculation is expected
to be not higher than ±2 percentage points anyways (estimated by
the variation of porosities calculated by Eq. 1 when measuring the
coating thickness with the tactile dial gauge).

Figure 6 shows the logarithmic differential pore volume intrusion
(dVol/dlogR) vs the pore diameter that is plotted on a logarithmic
scale, so that the areas under the curves in Fig. 6 are proportional to
the intruded volume. Based on the analysis outlined below, it is
proposed that the pore size distributions in Fig. 6 can be partitioned
into three characteristic pore size regions for further evaluation: i) a
region with small pores (<240 nm pore diameter), shown by the
yellow shaded areas; ii) a region with intermediate pore sizes (light
gray areas) with pores between 240 nm up to 8 μm for LMR-NCM
coatings and up to 16 μm for NCA coatings; and, iii) a region
extending from the intermediate pore size region all the way up to

50 μm (dark gray areas), which includes effects from the coating
surface roughness and is thus referred to as “extra porosity” from
thereon.

A porous sample composed of (secondary) aggregates of
particles frequently shows a pore size distribution with multiple
characteristic peaks,64 whereby such multimodal pore size distribu-
tions vary depending on the material.65 It should be noted that the
characteristic pore radius that is obtained by mercury porosimetry
represents the opening width distribution of the pores. Therefore,
mercury porosimetry always measures the largest entry diameter into
a given pore and not the actual pore size.65 In general, mercury
porosimetry can be used to investigate the pore opening width of
porous materials between ≈500 μm and 3 nm as well as the pore
volume distribution.63

In the case of the here conducted measurements on electrodes, for
which ≈1–1.5 g electrode pieces (cut to ≈2–2.5 cm2) had to be
placed into the measurement bulb in order to obtain a sufficient
accuracy, there is the additional complication of creating “pore
volume” between the various electrode pieces, which needs to be
distinguished from the pore volume of the electrode coatings. In a
first step to avoid a significant contribution of pore volume arising
from filling the gap between the electrode sheets in the measurement
bulb, pores above 50 μm will be neglected, as they are in the range
of the thickness of the electrode coating and thus cannot represent
pores within the electrode coating. To further reduce this upper cut-
off diameter is unfortunately not possible, since both of the
investigated uncalendered cathodes have a defined pore volume
distribution in this area. We believe that these rather large pore sizes
are mainly an effect of the surface roughness of the electrodes, as it
vanishes for the LMR-NCM coatings calendered to ≈42% and
≈32% as well as for the NCA coatings calendered to ≈32%. It
should be noted that these surface roughness effects will also affect
the porosities calculated by Eq. 1, where the measured thickness of
the coating is used. Unfortunately, there is no common under-
standing in the literature on how to deal with the challenge of
potentially overlapping pore regions. SIMON et al.62 did not consider
pore sizes beyond 10 μm when analyzing their mercury porosimetry
data, but also had no defined peaks at larger pore diameters.
FROBOESE et al.61 claim that pore diameters exceeding the d90
diameter (d90, LMR-NCM = 15 μm, d90, NCA = 23 μm) of the electrode
materials are associated with the volume between the electrode
pieces in the measurement bulb. This would exclude the above
described pore volumes between 23–50 μm pores. However, since
for practical electrode applications, electrodes are calendered quite
strongly, the different data treatment approaches in the large pore
size region would not yield very different results, as there is no
porosity above 20 μm for strongly calendered electrodes, i.e., for
electrodes with substantially lower final porosities compared to their
as-coated porosity (in this case, this applies to the LMR-NCM
electrodes with ≈42% and ≈32% porosity and to the NCA
electrodes with ≈32% porosity).

The remaining contribution of the gap volume between the
measured electrode sheets to the electrode coating pore volume
below 50 μm is estimated by measuring uncoated aluminum current
collector sheets with the same setup (Fig. A·2 in the Appendix). The
contribution of the gap between the aluminum sheets that is
proportional to the sample mass for a given electrode loading
depends on the overall coating properties and contributes ≈2–6
percentage points to the overall porosity (≈6% for calendered
samples with the lowest porosities and ≈2% for uncalendered
electrodes with high porosity), a value which is subtracted from
the pore volume in the pore size range between 8-50 μm (for more
details see the explanation for Fig. A·2 in the Appendix). The total
pore volumes (porosities) and their fraction for each pore size area
(Table III) are corrected by these inter aluminum sheet pore
contributions.

Next we will discuss the pore sizes and the pore volumes that we
ascribe to the pores between the secondary agglomerates of the
cathode active materials in the electrode, marked by the light gray
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areas in Fig. 6. For the LMR-NCM coatings (Fig. 6a), this region
ranges between ≈0.24 μm and 8 μm, while it extends up to ≈16 μm
for the NCA coatings (Fig. 6b). The assumption that the pores in the
light gray region represent the pore volume between the secondary
CAM agglomerates is supported by a simple estimation of the pore
diameter of a close packing of spherical particles with tetrahedral
voids (dvoid = 0.255∙dparticle) and octahedral voids (dvoid =

0.414∙dparticle): this predicts pore diameters of ≈2.5–4 μm for the
LMR-NCM particles based on their d50 value of ≈10 μm, which is
in reasonable agreement with the pore size maxima ranging between
0.5–2.6 μm shown in Fig. 6a; furthermore, larger pore diameters of
≈4–6.5 μm are predicted for NCA particles based on their d50 value
of ≈15 μm, which again is in reasonable agreement with the

3.9–4.8 μm pore size maxima shown in Fig. 6b. The pore volume
as well as the average pore diameter is shifted to smaller values by
compression and hence represents the reduction of the space
between the secondary agglomerates.

Last we will consider the volume in pores below ≈240 nm
(yellow region in Fig. 6), which so far were mostly considered as a
contribution of the conductive carbon black matrix.66 To differ-
entiate the pore contributions of the electrode components, an NCA
electrode without carbon black and a pure carbon black coating were
measured, both uncalendered and calendered (Fig. A·3). Based on
these measurements, it can be stated that the small peak at ≈130 nm
of the uncalendered LMR-NCM electrodes (dark blue triangles in
Fig. 6a) arises from carbon black contributions. Therefore, the peak

Figure 6. Mercury porosimetry based pore size distributions of uncalendered and calendered LRM-NCM and NCA electrode sheets, based on three independent
repeat measurements for each electrode type (the standard deviations are marked by error bars): (a) for LMR-NCM coatings; (b) for NCA coatings; (c)
comparing the pore size distribution for LMR-NCM and NCA cathodes with an overall porosity of 40%–42%.
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Table III. Mercury porosimetry derived pore volumes (Vpore, in mm3/gcoating) and porosities (εcoating (Hg) via Eq. 5) of LMR-NCM (abbreviated as LMR) and NCA electrodes divided into three regions,

marking: i) the inner porosity of the secondary CAM agglomerates and contributions by the carbon black (yellow area in Fig. 6); ii) the porosity between the secondary CAM agglomerates (light gray

area in Fig. 6); and, iii) the ‘extra pores due to surface roughness of the coating (dark gray area in Fig. 6). The summed-up porosities/volumes measured by mercury porosimetry in the last column can

be compared with the porosities calculated from thickness measurements via Eq. 1 (1st column). The pore volume contribution obtained with uncoated aluminum (see Fig. A·2 in the Appendix) was
subtracted.

Overall εcoating via Eq. 1 Hg Vpore & εcoating (Hg) via Eq. 5

Pores within second. aggl. &
carbon black

Pores between second.
aggl.

“Extra” pores between
second. aggl.

Vpore, overall & εcoating (Hg) via Hg
porosimetry

3−240 nm 0.24–8/16 μm 8/16–50 μm 3 nm−50 μm

LMR/NCA LMR NCA LMR NCA LMR NCA LMR NCA
56/47% vol. in mm3/gcoating 81 35 156 100 47 62 284 ± 12 198 ± 9

εcoating (Hg) 16% 8% 30% 23% 8% 14% 54% 45%

42% vol. in mm3/gcoating 82 23 100 86 16 55 199 ± 3 164 ± 3

εcoating (Hg) 17% 6% 21% 22% 4% 13% 42% 40%

32% vol. in mm3/gcoating 76 15 50 88 18 17 143 ± 7 121 ± 6

εcoating (Hg) 16% 4% 10% 24% 5% 4% 31% 31%
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at ≈55 nm is considered as porosity within the secondary LMR-
NCM agglomerates, consistent with the observation that upon
calendering this peak does not shift to smaller pore diameters and,
more importantly, that the pore volume associated with this peak
does not change significantly upon calendering (decreasing only
from 81 to 76 mm3/gcoating, as shown later on in Table III). On the
other hand, for the NCA electrodes (Fig. 6b) there is no peak in this
area that is independent of calendering. Instead, the uncalendered
NCA electrode shows a peak at also ≈130 nm that upon calendering
shifts towards smaller pore sizes with smaller associated pore
volumes (decreasing from 35 to 15 mm3/gcoating, as shown later on in
Table III). As this follows the behavior of the pure carbon black
coating (see Fig. A·3) and as the NCA coating without carbon black
(see Fig. A·3) also shows no defined porosity in this pore size region,
the porosity of the carbon black containing NCA electrode in the
yellow region of Fig. 6b (i.e. below ≈240 nm) can clearly and solely
be assigned to the contribution from the carbon black.

A direct comparison of LMR-NCM and NCA electrodes calen-
dered to a mercury porosimetry based porosity of 40–42% (Fig. 6c)
illustrates the difference in the pore size distribution of the two
materials. In the light gray region that marks the pores between the
secondary CAM agglomerates, both CAMs appear to have very
similar pore volumes (note that the area under the curves in this plot
is proportional to the pore volume). On the other hand, in the yellow
region that marks the pore volume due to the carbon black
contribution for both electrodes in addition to the pore volume
within the secondary CAM agglomerates, the pore volume of the
LMR–NCM electrode is substantially larger than that of the NCA
electrode, which as discussed above is due to its significant porosity
within the secondary agglomerates (note that the same mass ratio of
carbon black was used in both electrodes).

For a more quantitative comparison of the pore volumes in the
different pore size regions of uncalendered and calendered LMR-
NCM and NCA electrodes, Table III provides the Mercury porosi-
metry based pore volume (Vpore, in mm3/gcoating) and porosity
(εcoating (Hg), via Eq. 5) contribution to each pore size region; these
are summed up in the last column to the total mercury porosimetry
based Vpore and εcoating (Hg). The overall coating porosity determined
by Eq. 1 (εcoating) that is given in the first column agrees within 1–2
percentage points with that determined by mercury porosimetry. On
average, the porosity determined from mercury porosimetry (last
column) is always slightly lower than that determined from tactile
gauge measurements and bulk material densities (first column),
which may be due to the fact that pores below 3 nm are not accessed
in mercury porosimetry measurements and that occluded void
volumes in the CAM materials result in a lower bulk material
density compared to the crystalline density, which would lead to an
overestimate of the porosity when determined by Eq. 1. Despite
these minor differences, the overall porosities obtained by these two
methods are in quite good quantitative agreement (i.e., within a
relative difference of <5%).

Next we will examine the Mercury porosimetry based pore
volumes (Vpore) and porosity contributions (εcoating (Hg)) for un-
calendered and calendered electrodes in the lowest pore size region
(highlighted in yellow in Fig. 6), which we associate with the
volume of the pores inside the secondary agglomerates and/or within
the carbon black agglomerates. In case of the NCA electrodes, the
relative contribution of Vpore in this region to the overall pore
volume (i.e., Vpore/Vpore, overall) decreases from ≈18% for uncalen-
dered electrodes to ≈14% and ≈12% for electrodes calendered to
≈42% and ≈32% porosity, respectively. As shown by the experi-
ments with NCA electrodes without carbon black and with pure
carbon black electrodes (see Fig. A·2 in the Appendix), the pore
volume of NCA electrodes in this low pore size region can clearly be
attributed to the pore volume contributions by the carbon black
additive. Thus, for calendered NCA electrodes, the pore volume in
the low pore size region and its contribution to the overall pore
volume is rather small (namely <12% with respect to the overall
porosity as decreasing electrode porosity above 32% can be

attributed to the CB porosity). On the other hand, for the LMR-
NCM electrodes, Vpore in this region decreases very little upon
calendering (from 81 to 76 mm3/gcoating), so that Vpore/Vpore, overall in
the low pore size region increases from ≈29% for uncalendered
electrodes to ≈41% and ≈53% for electrodes calendered to ≈42%
and ≈32% porosity, respectively. This large fraction of pores within
the secondary LMR-NCM agglomerates explains why the calen-
dering of LMR-NCM electrodes to ≈32% porosity leads to
aluminum foil embossing (see Fig. 4b), as ≈53% of the pore
volume at the overall porosity of ≈32% is contained within pores of
the secondary LMR-NCM agglomerates that do not break under
these calendering conditions (see Fig. 5c).

The intermediate pore size region (≈0.24−8/16 μm, pores
between secondary agglomerates in Table III and marked by the
light gray area in Fig. 6) is associated with the pores between the
secondary CAM agglomerates. For the NCA electrodes,
Vpore/Vpore, overall in this region is ≈51%–52% for uncalendered
(≈47% porosity) and for lightly calendered electrodes (≈42%
porosity), and then increases to ≈73% upon strong calendering to
≈32% porosity. This delayed response of Vpore/Vpore, overall upon
calendering is attributed to the fact that the first calendering step
only reduces the NCA porosity by very little, contrary to the second
calendering step, where the porosity is decreased substantially. On
the other hand, for LMR-NCM electrodes, Vpore/Vpore, overall in the
intermediate pore size region decreases from ≈55% for the
uncalendered electrodes to ≈50% and ≈35% for the electrodes
calendered to ≈42% and ≈32% overall porosity, respectively. This
is accompanied by a strong shift of the average pore size from
≈2.6 μm to ≈0.5 μm (see Fig. 6a).

Summarizing the above findings for the strongly calendered
electrodes (≈32% porosity), the majority of the pore volume for the
NCA electrodes is in the intermediate pore size region (≈73%),
while it is in the low pore size region for the LMR-NCM electrodes
(≈35%). At the same time, Vpore/Vpore, overall in the large size pores
(“extra” pores between secondary agglomerates in Table III and dark
gray area in Fig. 6) for both LMR-NCM and NCA electrodes
calendered to ≈32% porosity has decreased to only ≈13%–14%.

Formation and degassing of multilayer pouch cells.—The
challenges of the extensive gas release during the first-cycle
activation of LMR-NCM cathodes have already been extensively
discussed from a mechanistic point of view in the literature.10,23,67–69

In this work, we instead address this aspect from an engineering
point of view, as the amount of gas released from LMR-NCM
cathodes in large-format cells can be quite substantial and can pose a
serious problem during their formation. This is perhaps less critical
for hardcase cells that undergo formation in an open state (under
protective atmosphere) and are only sealed after the complete
formation procedure, in addition to having over-pressure safety
devices.70 For pouch cells, however, the formation process is
executed in a temporarily sealed state without external pressure on
the pouch cell and with a gas pocket provided as space for the gas
generated during formation; after formation, the gas generated
during formation is eliminated by removing the gas pocket and
then tightly re-sealing the pouch cells under vacuum (≈80 mbar).49

As NCM or NCA based cells operate at maximum delithiation
degrees of < 80%, the cathode active materials show little gassing,71

so that most of the gas released in the formation cycle is due to SEI
formation on the anode.72 However, LMR-NCM requires a first-
cycle activation to 4.7 V and a subsequent upper cut-off voltage of
4.6 V, which particularly in the first cycle leads to oxygen release
from the CAM lattice and concomitant electrolyte oxidation that is
accompanied by substantial gas evolution.17,66 This oxygen release
was also shown to require EC free electrolytes for cells with LMR-
NCM cathodes in order to avoid rapid electrolyte degradation,23 so
that FEC based electrolytes are commonly used, despite the poorer
thermal stability of FEC at operating temperatures above 45 °C.73–75

To better understand the amount of gas released during the initial
cycles of LMR-NCM/graphite cells, OEMS measurements were
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conducted to quantify the amount of released gas (CO2, CO, H2, and
O2) during the first-cycle formation (Fig. 7a) and the following three
cycles (Fig. 7b) of LMR-NCM/graphite cells. The amount of
released gas (in units of μmol/gCAM) is given in Fig. 7c for the
first activation cycle (left-most bars) conducted either at 25 °C
(orange) or 45 °C (red), for the subsequent 3 cycles (cycles 2–4;
middle bars) conducted at 25 °C following activation at 25 °C
(orange) or 45 °C (red), and summed up for all 4 cycles (right-most
bars). The lower dotted area in the left-most bars marks the total gas
formation during the very initial charging of the cells to 4 V, which
closely represent the gases released by anode SEI formation, as
LMR-NCM cathode active materials do not show any gassing below
≈4.2 V vs Li+/Li, i.e., below ≈4.1 V vs graphite.10,17 Thus, the gas
evolution due to SEI formation is ≈90 μmol/gCAM at 25 °C and
slightly more at 45 °C (≈105 μmol/gCAM); based on this, the
expected evolved gas volume (referenced to 25 °C and 1 bar) in our
multilayer pouch cells with 27.6 g LMR-NCM would amount to
≈62 ml and ≈72 ml, respectively (shown on the right-hand axis of
Fig. 7c).

The gas evolved during the first-charge in the segment between
4 V during charge and 4 V during discharge is marked by the striped
segments of the left-most bars in Fig. 7c. This is mostly due to gas
evolved from the LMR-NCM cathodes (including cross-talk reac-
tions with the anode), as the gas evolution due to anode SEI
formation becomes very small once the graphite potential is below
≈0.2 V Li+/Li76 (as is the case once the cell potential is>4 V for the
LMR-NCM cells). This amounts to ≈110 μmol/gCAM for the

activation at 25 °C, corresponding to a projected volume of
≈75 ml for our large-format pouch cells; the former is reasonably
close to the ≈150 μmol/gCAM that TEUFL et al.10 obtained within the
same voltage limits for a similar LMR-NCM material and an FEC/
DEC electrolyte without co-solvents and additives. When con-
ducting the activation at 45 °C, ≈150 μmol/gCAM are evolved
(striped segment in the left-most red bar), corresponding to a
projected volume of ≈103 ml for our large-format pouch cells.
Finally, in the last segment of the first activation cycle, namely
between 4 V and 2 V during discharge, a rather small additional
amount of gas is evolved from the LMR-NCM cathodes, as is
indicated by the top segment of the left-most bars in Fig. 7c (this is
consistent with the study by TEUFL et al.10).

Based on this analysis, the larger fraction of the gas evolved
during the first-cycle activation of LMR-NCM/graphite cells is
caused by the extensive gassing of LMR-NCM cathodes.
Furthermore, the major amount of cathode derived gas is formed
between 4 V during charge and 4 V during discharge and could be
removed with a second degassing step at 4 V during the discharge
process. The unmarked area in the formation cycle in Fig. 7c (after
4 V while discharging) is most likely delayed cathode gassing. The
cell formation procedure adopted here for large-format LMR-NCM/
graphite cells aimed to shift the gassing after the first formation
cycle (i.e., from cycles 2–4 in Fig. 7c) into the formation cycle, so
that the gas can be vented prior to the final sealing of the cells. This
can be accomplished by conducting the first formation cycle at 45 °C
rather than at 25 °C, leading to a ≈52% reduction of the gas that is

Figure 7. OEMS measurements with LMR-NCM working electrodes and graphite counter electrodes using the FEC/DEC based LMR-NCM electrolyte that was
used for the coin and multilayer pouch cells. (a) Cell voltage profile vs time during a formation cycle at 25 °C (orange) or 45 °C (red) with a C-rate of C/12 and a
CV step at 4.7 V till C/24. (b) Cell voltage profile vs time for three cycles at 25 °C with C/4 and a CV step at 4.6 V till C/8, following the first-cycle activation at
25 °C (orange) or 45 °C (after a 4 h rest period at OCV). (c) Total amount of released gas (i.e., sum of CO2, CO, H2, and O2 in units of μmol/gCAM) over the first-
cycle activation, over cycles 2–4, and summed up for all cycles 1–4. The lower dotted area in the bars for the first-cycle formation shows the gas release up to 4 V
during the first charge, the striped areas represent the released gas in the first-cycle between 4 V during charge and 4 V during discharges, while the non-marked
upper region of the bars indicates the gas released between 4 V and 2 V during the first-cycle discharge. The right axis corresponds to the gas volume (evaluated
at 25 °C and 1 bar) that would be generated in the here produced multilayer pouch cells with 27.6 g LMR-NCM (corresponding to ≈6.9 Ah at 0.1C).
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released in cycles 2–4 (see middle bars in Fig. 7c), namely from
≈85 ml to ≈41 ml projected for the here used large-format pouch
cells. We found that our large-format LMR-NCM/graphite pouch
cells (≈6.9 Ah at 0.1C) would burst open after several cycles due to
excessive internal gas pressure when activated at 25 °C, while this
did not occur until ≈250 cycles when activated at elevated
temperature.

The formation strategy for LMR-NCM/graphite pouch cells
developed for this work, therefore, dealt with the additional gassing
from the cathode side by conducting a slow formation at 40 °C with
two degassing steps, as shown in Fig. 8a. These two steps were
incorporated to avoid the accumulation of the anode and the cathode
derived gas over the course of the first cycle in order to: i) avoid a
further reaction of the evolved gasses with the electrolyte and the
electrode interfaces, and ii) to reduce the total amount of gas that
might block parts of the anode from contact to the electrolyte,
thereby reducing the area of the anode accessible for a homogeneous
lithiation. A formation temperature of 40 °C (instead of the 45 °C
used for the OEMS study) was selected for the multilayer LMR-
NCM pouch cells to assure that, even in the presence of the expected
temperature gradients across the thickness of the cell, the tempera-
ture would not exceed at any location the critical 45 °C for an FEC
based electrolyte. Fig. 8a shows exemplarily the finally chosen
formation and stabilization cycles for one of the LMR-NCM
multilayer pouch cells. For comparison, the regular formation
procedure applied for the NCA pouch cells, with only one degassing
step in the first discharge at 4 V, is shown in Fig. 8b.

Particularly in the production of large-format pouch cells, a
compromise must be found between a fast removal of the gas and
cost-effective processing: since the cells have to be opened and
closed for each degassing step, additional degassing steps require
more cell packaging material. In each degassing step, the cell is
pierced and sealed in the subsequent step, whereby the affected zone
moves closer to the cell stack with each repetition. Furthermore, it
has to be considered that cell opening and sealing at high SOC poses
a significant safety risk, as the energy released in the event of a short
circuit scales directly with SOC. Therefore, from a production safety
perspective, degassing at low SOCs is desirable to perform the fully
automated process, which is of course in contrast to the economic
point of view that aims to close the formation process as soon as
possible.

Specifications and initial performance of large-format multi-
layer pouch cells.—The LMR-NCM/graphite and the NCA/graphite
large-format multilayer pouch cell specifications were determined on
the basis of the coin half-cell data at 0.1C (shown in Table II, based
on the 3rd cycle in Fig. 3). After formation of the pouch cells, their
initial performance at 0.1C (exemplarily shown for one set of cells in
Fig. 8) was then compared with the performance characteristics

projected in Table II in combination with the Excel-based cell

configuration tool given in the supporting information. A summary
of the targeted pouch cell specifications and the projected pouch cell
performance vs that of the actually produced cells is shown in
Table IV.

The actually achieved/measured values for the large-format
multilayer pouch cells are based on the mean value of 16 LMR-
NCM/graphite pouch cells and of 16 NCA/graphite pouch cells.
Generally, the projected values for the LMR-NCM cells were
accurate and match very well with the actually measured values.
A smaller deviation, however, can be observed for the cell mass that
is ≈2.3% lower than targeted, which we believe is due to electrolyte
evaporation during filling and during the two degassing steps. For
the NCA/graphite pouch cells, the CAM based capacity matches
quite well with the projections, but the cell specific capacity shows a
discrepancy of 2.7%. This deviation can simply be explained by a
loading overbalancing on the anode electrode, whose actual loading
was slightly too high (10.2 mg cm−2 instead of the desired 8.8 mg
cm−2), leading to an areal capacity overbalancing of anode to
cathode of 1.4/1 instead of the desired 1.2/1. The unused anode leads
to a negligible change in cell performance (max. 1.8% capacity loss
due to additional SEI losses), but to a higher than projected cell
mass, and thus to a lower than projected cell energy density.

The cell data based on the 3rd formation cycle of the LMR-NCM/
graphite multilayer pouch cells show promising results, since a higher
energy density was achieved with a potentially lower cost CAM
(owing to a high manganese content). However, while the specific
capacity of the LMR-NCM pouch cells is≈30% higher in comparison
to the NCA pouch cells, the lower mean discharge voltage of the
LMR-NCM cells results in only ≈10% higher energy density on the
cell level. The first-cycle coulombic efficiency (CE) of the LMR-
NCM cells was 83.9 ± 1.9%, quite comparable with the CE of the
NCA cells of 84.9 ± 0.3%. The larger standard deviation of the CE of
the LMR-NCM cells can be explained by the fact that the cells
experienced a cell temperature change during the first cycle (40 °C
until the second degassing step, followed by 25 °C until the end of the
first cycle).

In summary, scale-up projections on the basis of coin half-cell
data have been shown to predict the initial performance of large-
format cells quite accurately. This is of course only valid, as long as
aging effects and cell setup dependent temperature effects can be
neglected. Further cell characteristics, such as rate capability, long-
term cycling, as well as thermal behavior are discussed in Part II of
this work.52

Conclusions

To the best of our knowledge, this work examines for the first
time the various challenges encountered during the production and
formation of large-format multilayer pouch cells with a lithium- and

Figure 8. Formation cycle followed by two stabilization cycles of LMR-NCM (a) and NCA (b) pouch cells, indicating the degassing steps at 4.0 V in the
formation cycle. The cells were cycled without external compression until the last degassing step and afterward compressed in a cell holder with 0.2 MPa.52
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Table IV. Targeted specifications and 0.1C performance projections for large-format multilayer LMR-NCM/graphite and NCA/graphite pouch cells, based on the coin half-cell data (given in Table II,

based on the 3rd cycle in Fig. 3) and the cell configuration tool given in the supporting information. This is compared with the specifications of the actually produced pouch cells calendered to a porosity
of ≈42% and their performance characteristics (averaged over 16 LMR-NCM and 16 NCA pouch cells, with the ± values marking the standard deviation of the averages).

Type
CAM massa) in

gCAM
Cell massb) in

gcel)
CAM spec. DCH capa.c) in

mAh/gCAM
Cell spec. DCH capa.c)

in Ah
Mean disch.
voltagec) in V

Cell energy densityc) in
Wh/kgcell

LMR-NCM
targeted/projectedd)

28 115 241 6.6 3.54 204

actual LMR-NCM pouch
cell data

27.6 ± 0.5 112 ± 3 236 ± 4 6.5 ± 0.1 3.486 ± 0.009 202 ± 4

NCA targeted/projectedd) 31 113 188 5.8 3.73 190
actual NCA pouch cell

data
30.8 ± 0.8 116 ± 1 188 ± 4 5.8 ± 0.2 3.695 ± 0.009 185 ± 6

a) determined by weighing the cathodes before stacking. b) determined by weighing the cells after formation. c) mean discharge value of the 2nd cycle at 0.1C after the first formation cycle. d) Calculated with the
cell configuration tool in the supporting information, using the cell performance data according to Table II (3rd cycle of the cells with ≈42% porosity) and the loading and material specifications according to the
pouch cell setup described in the experimental part.
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manganese-rich NCM (LMR-NCM) cathode active material (CAM)
and graphite anodes, using a pilot scale production line. The
performance and energy density of these LMR-NCM/graphite cells
with a nominal capacity of ≈6.9 Ah at 0.1C (based on a nominal
specific capacity of 250 mAh/gCAM) is compared to that of
analogously produced large-format NCA/graphite cells with a
similar nominal capacity of ≈6.1 Ah (based on a nominal specific
capacity of 200 mAh/gCAM). The pouch cell specifications were
established using an Excel-based cell configuration tool in combina-
tion with initial performance data from LMR-NCM/lithium and
NCA/lithium coin cells.

Coin half-cell tests investigating the rate capability of LRM-
NCM cathodes as a function of CAM loading and degree of
calendering (i.e., of cathode porosity) show, as expected, that the
CAM specific performance is best for low loadings in combination
with a high porosity. In contrast, with regards to the projected
specific energy density for large-format cells (i.e., in Wh/kgcell), the
optimum values for C-rates up to 1C are obtained with LMR-NCM
loadings of ≈12 mg cm−2 (corresponding to ≈3.0 mAh cm−2 at
0.1C) and with cathode coating porosities of ≈42%.

Calendering experiments with large-scale electrodes reveal a
remarkably different behavior between LMR-NCM and NCA
cathode coatings. While the latter can be calendered without
difficulties to ≈32% coating porosity (as is the case for NCMs),
LMR-NCM coatings cannot be calendered to this porosity without
substantial aluminum foil embossing that prevents their use in large-
format cells. This phenomenon is examined by a detailed analysis of
the structure of the cathode coatings calendered to different
porosities by means of SEM cross-sectional analysis and of mercury
intrusion porosimetry based pore size distribution measurements.
For electrodes calendered to ≈32% coating porosity, the latter
reveals that the fractional pore volume contained in pores of less
than ≈240 nm (representative of pores either within the secondary
CAM agglomerates or contributed by the carbon black additive) is
rather small for NCA coatings (≈11%), while it amounts to ≈50%
for LMR-NCM coatings due to a large pore volume within the
secondary LMR-NCM agglomerates. Therefore, without the unde-
sired breakage of secondary agglomerates, porosities of ≈32%
cannot be achieved for LMR-NCM coatings without extensive
aluminum foil embossing effects.

Another critical aspect is the different formation requirement for
large-format high-capacity pouch cells with NCA (or NCM) vs those
with LMR-NCM cathode active materials. This is due to the
extensive gassing of LMR-NCMs in the first few cycles, which
necessitates a modification of the formation procedure in order to
shift most of the CAM related gassing into the first cycle, i.e., before
the final sealing of the cells. By means of on-line electrochemical
mass spectrometry (OEMS) it was found that a first-cycle formation
at elevated temperature is able to shift more than 50% of the CAM
related gassing in the three cycles after the formation cycle into the
formation cycle. This, combined with two degassing steps in the
formation cycle for the LMR-NCM cells (instead of one for NCA) is
shown to strongly reduce internal cell pressure build-up after the
final sealing of the cells and thus enable long-term cycling stability.

To conclude, 16 LMR-NCM and NCA large-format pouch cells
with a measured capacity at C/10 of 6.5 ± 0.1 Ah for LMR-NCM
and 5.8 ± 0.2 Ah for NCA were produced at the pilot scale
production line at the Technical University of Munich. The average
CAM specific capacity at C/10 after formation is 236 ± 4 mAh/gCAM
for the LMR-NCM and 188 ± 4mAh/gCAM for the NCA cells, close
to their nominal specific capacities of 250 mAh/gCAM and 200
mAh/gCAM, respectively. This results in a ≈30% higher capacity of
the LMR-NCM/graphite pouch cells. However, due to their lower
average discharge voltage, the cell level energy density of 203 ±
4 Wh/kgcell for LMR-NCM/graphite large-format cells is only ≈10%
larger than that for the NCA/graphite cells (185 ± 6 Wh/kgcell).
While this difference is rather small, the lower CAM material costs

for the manganese-rich LMR-NCM compared to nickel-rich NCA is
a significant advantage of LMR-NCM based CAMs.

The rate capability, long-term cycling stability, and thermal
behavior of the LMR-NCM/graphite and NCA/graphite large-format
cells produced here is presented in Part II of this study.51
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Appendix

Mixing.—The mixing parameters solid content and mixing speed
are plotted in Fig. A·1 vs the mixing time for the three materials
used: LMR-NCM, NCA and graphite. One challenge in upscaling,
for example, is the heat generated during the mixing process.

For highly viscous media, the heat generated during the mixing
process has to be dissipated in order to avoid excessive heating of
the slurry. Assuming a constant heat generation per volume, for
larger batches the heat transfer via the vessel wall per volume is
smaller due to the comparatively smaller surface of the slurry.77 To
avoid a temperature increase of the slurry with larger batch
quantities, either the supplied mixing power must be reduced or
the relatively smaller surface area must be compensated by a higher
cooling rate. The latter approach is limited by the performance of the
cooling system, while the first approach requires a reduced mixing
intensity, leading to a longer mixing time. Both, elevated tempera-
ture and longer mixing times favor the occurrence of slurry gelation.
This is particularly critical for nickel-rich cathode materials,78 as
they contain significant amounts of LiOH and Li2CO3 surface
impurities, at part formed in their synthesis79 and at part from brief
exposure to ambient air,80–82 which promote slurry gelation.82 As
cooling of the here used Speedmixer is not possible during the
process, the cooling was carried out externally in a cooled water
tank.

Mercury porosimetry.—To estimate the error due to the spacing
between the electrode sheets that yields an apparent porosity at high
pore diameter, the pore size distribution of uncoated aluminum
sheets (the same number as that was used in the measurements with
actual electrodes) was measured and is scaled in terms of
mm3/gcoating by taking into the weight fraction of aluminum in the
electrodes (black dots in Fig. A·2). In comparison with an
uncalendered NCA coating (green triangles in Fig. A·2), the pore
volume contribution from the aluminum sheets is only significant at
high pore diameters, i.e. above ≈10 μm (black dots). Although the
here used aluminum foil has of course no real porosity, the
porosimetry measurements show a porosity of 28 ± 1% that
corresponds to 9% porosity after adjusting the weight normalization
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to the NCA coating (because 25 pieces without coating is for a pore
range up to 112 μm. To avoid the significant contribution of the
aluminum foil, the data in Fig. 6 are only analyzed up to a pore size
of 50 μm, as we cannot see any defined pore areas above and also

pore diameters in the range of the coating thickness are not
considered to contribute to the actual porosity of the coating. The
remaining contribution of aluminum up to 50 μm to the coating
porosity is 50 mm3/galu and contributes ≈2–6 percentage points in
porosity (6% for samples with low porosities, e.g. the NCA coating
at 32% porosity, and 2% for uncalendered electrode coatings with
high porosity). This contribution (50 mm3/galu) is subtracted from
the porosity in the "extra" pores between secondary agglomerates in
Table III by multiplying it with the measured sample mass and the
weight fraction of aluminum (13.8% in case of LMR-NCM and
12.6% in case of NCA).

To estimate the contribution of carbon black to the overall
coating porosity, the pore size distribution of an NCA coating
without carbon black and a pure carbon black coating are shown in
Fig. A·3 both uncalendered and calendered. The pore size maximum
of the non-calendered carbon black coating appears at a pore
diameter of ≈180 nm and shifts to ≈60 nm and a lower overall
pore volume upon calendering. There is no defined peak at >10 μm,
which confirms our previous assumption that in the case of the NCA
and LMR-NCM coatings the peak in this region is due to surface
roughness of the coating that would be expected to be on the order of
the secondary agglomerate size (≈10–15 μm for the CAMs and on
the order of 0.5–1 μm for the carbon black). On the other hand, an
NCA coating without carbon black shows almost no porosity in the
yellow area, therefore the porosity in Fig. 6b below 240 nm is
mainly due to the carbon black in the electrode and not due to pores
within the secondary agglomerates of the NCA material. This
observation is in good agreement with nitrogen physisorption
analysis, where the pores up to 150 nm could be quantified: for
the pure NCA active material powder, a total pore volume in ⩽

150 nm pores of 1.13 ± 8 mm3/gCAM was determined, whereas the
same measurement on scratched-off NCA electrode material
(scratched off with a scalpel from a regular, i.e. carbon black
containing NCA coating) is ≈20-fold larger (≈20–25 mm3/gcoating).
At the same time, the pore size maxima for the NCA electrode
without carbon black (light gray area Fig. A·3) show the same
behavior as the regular carbon black containing NCA electrode (see
Fig. 6b) and can be attributed to pores in the coating between the
secondary agglomerates of the cathode active material. The black
arrows indicate the tendency of the pores between the secondary
agglomerates to shift to smaller pore diameters and pore volumes

Figure A·1. Mixing process sequence for the LMR-NCM, NCA, and
graphite slurries. The blue dotted line shows the solids content of the slurry
over the mixing time. The orange line shows the mixing speed over the
mixing time.

Figure A·2. Mercury porosimetry of uncoated aluminum sheets in comparison with the uncalendered NCA electrode sheet that is also shown in Fig. 6b. The
deviation of the introduced volume for the indicated pore size is plotted. The uncoated aluminum weight is normalized by the weight fraction of the aluminum
sheets (12.6 wt%) in the NCA electrodes. The yellow shaded area marks the porosity within the secondary agglomerates and carbon black pores, the light gray
shows the porosity between the secondary NCA agglomerates, and the dark gray area refers to extra pores between the secondary agglomerates.
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upon calendering, which is also accompanied by a loss of porosity at
>10 μm.
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4.2 Performance and Cycle Live of Multilayer-Pouch 

Cells with LMR-NCM Cathodes 

This section continues with the presentation of the article “Comparative Evaluation 

of LMR-NCM and NCA Cathode Active Materials in Multilayer Lithium-Ion Pouch 

Cells: Part II. Rate Capability, Long-Term Stability, and Thermal Behaviour”. The 

manuscript was submitted in January 2021 and published in February 2021 as a 

peer-reviewed publication in the Journal of the Electrochemical Society. It is 

available as an “open access” article and distributed under the terms of the Creative 

Commons Attribution 4.0 License (CC BY). Ludwig Kraft presented parts of this 

work at the Batterieforum 2020 in Berlin and Tanja Zünd presented some of the cell 

lifetime data at the 235th Meeting of the Electrochemical Society (2019) in Dallas, 

USA. The permanent web link to this article can be found under: 

https://iopscience.iop.org/article/10.1149/1945-7111/abe5e6  

In this article, the cell performance and cycle life of the multilayer pouch cells built 

in the first part of this work (Section 4.1) were evaluated. A comparative analysis of 

LMR-NCM and NCA based multilayer pouch cells was conducted for the different 

cell tests. At the beginning, the energy efficiency (EE) of the cells at C/10 was 

determined. While NCA showed an EE of ≈98%, LMR-NCM cells reached only ≈87%. 

By using intermittent OCV cycling, the energy loss of the LMR-NCM cathodes could 

be split into an expected overpotential driven, current-dependent part (≈60%) and 

an additional current independent OCV-hysteresis related part (≈40%). The OCV-

hysteresis phenomenon is an interesting and complex material property, explained 

in more detail in Section 2.3.3, and studied in Section 4.2 and Section 4.4. The 

consequences of the low EE were highlighted by comparing the temperature rise 

during the discharge rate capability test of the two cell types. The lost energy is 

released as heat and therefore LMR-NCM based cells heated up to >50° C at a 

discharge rate of 3C while NCA cells stayed below 35° C. The multilayer pouch cell 

tests at C/2 showed around 30% higher specific capacities for LMR-NCM based cells 

than for NCA based cells, with both being very comparable to the coin half-cell 

results. However, because of the lower mean discharge voltage of the LMR-NCM 

cells, the energy density on the cell level was only ≈ 11% higher. 
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In the long-term cycling analysis, LMR-NCM cells faded faster (0.17 mAh/(g cycle) 

vs. 0.06 mAh/(g cycle)) and their testing had to be stopped after 250 cycles due to 

gassing issues. Check-up cycles with slow and fast discharge cycles as well as an 

DCIR pulse allowed a rough aging analysis to be made. The cell resistance increased 

linearly in both cell types but around 60% faster in the case of the LMR-NCM cells. 

However, the almost parallel and linear capacity fading of the C/10 and 1C check-

up cycles indicates for both cell chemistries an aging mechanism that is dominated 

by a loss of cyclable lithium rather than by an impedance growth. The NCA cells 

reached an 80% state of health (SOH) of their initial energy density after 710 cycles, 

whereas the LMR-NCM crossed this boundary after only 230 cycles. The initial 

higher energy density of the LMR-NCM cells due to the higher capacity of the LMR-

NCM material was reduced to being the same as that of the NCA cells after 200 

cycles, mainly due to increased capacity loss in combination with a faster voltage 

fading of the LMR-NCM cells. In future investigations, attempts will be made to try 

to find solutions for the challenging electrolyte/cathode interface at high potentials 

in order to reduce the loss of cyclable lithium. 
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A lithium- and manganese-rich layered transition metal oxide-based cathode active material (LMR-NCM) with a reversible
capacity of 250 mAh g−1 vs graphite is compared to an established NCA/graphite combination in multilayer lithium-ion pouch
cells with a capacity of 5.5 Ah at a 1C discharge rate. The production of the cells, the electrode characterization as well as the
formation is described in Part I of this study. In Part II, the two cell types are evaluated for their rate capability and their long-term
stability. The specific capacity of the LMR-NCM pouch cells is≈30% higher in comparison to the NCA pouch cells. However, due
to the lower mean discharge voltage of LMR-NCM, the energy density on the cell level is only 11% higher. At higher discharge
currents, a pronounced heat generation of the LMR-NCM pouch cells was observed, which is ascribed to the LMR-NCM voltage
hysteresis and is only detectable in large-format cells. The cycling stability of the LMR-NCM cells is somewhat inferior due to
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The demand for lithium-ion batteries with a higher capacity and
energy density is rising, especially driven by mobile applications
like electric vehicles (EVs).1–4 As a consequence, the specific
capacity of the active materials must increase. State-of-the-art
cathode active materials (CAMs) are lithium-nickel-cobalt-manga-
nese-oxides (NCMs) or lithium-nickel-cobalt-aluminum-oxides
(NCAs). The capacity of NCMs can be increased by a higher Ni
content, e.g., from NCM-111 with 150 mAh g−1 up to 200 mAh g−1

for NCM-811 for comparable upper cutoff voltages.1,2,5 The
Ni-rich NCA materials exhibit a similar specific capacity of around
200 mAh g−1.6,7 A promising not yet commercialized CAM that
offers a higher capacity is Li- and Mn-rich NCM (LMR-NCM) with
a reversible capacity of around 250 mAh g−1.8–12

Material costs account for 45%–75% of the total manufacturing
costs on the cell level, and the CAMs have the biggest share of the
material costs with 39%–54%.13–16 This makes Mn-rich materials
more cost effective compared to Ni-rich materials. In February 2021,
the price of the commodity Ni (21 USD kg−1 17) was an order of
magnitude higher than that of Mn (2 USD kg−1 18). While currently
used NCA and NCM CAMs still contain Co, ongoing research aims
toward reducing or eliminating Co.19–21 Similarly, it has also been
shown that Co can be eliminated from LMR-NCM CAMs.22 Based on
the stoichiometry of the two CAMs that are investigated in our work,
up to 34% can be saved in raw material costs comparing a LMR-NCM
(Li Ni Co Mn O1.14 0.26 0.14 0.60 0.86 2[ ] ) to an NCA (LiNi Co Al O0.81 0.15 0.04 2)
with commodity prices of Co (45 USD kg−1 23), Li (10 USD kg−1 24),
and Al (2 USD kg−1 25). Therefore, the high specific capacity
combined with the lower material costs render LMR-NCM to a
promising CAM for future lithium-ion batteries.4,11,26,27

There is a wide variety of lithium-ion cells exhibiting different cell
formats, designs, and materials. Reported energy densities of various
cells and cell formats range from 83Wh kg−1 for high power cells to
267Wh kg−1 for high energy cells.28–31 The energy density on the cell
level can be enhanced by thicker and less porous electrodes, by

electrode compositions with a higher active material share, or by the
use of active materials with a higher specific capacity, while reducing
the share of passive parts like separators, current collectors, tab
connectors, or the housing.1,32 Up-to-date, high energy cells that reach
>250Wh kg−1 often use a Ni-rich CAM, either NCM-811 or NCA,
and a graphite anode that contains a small amount of silicon.29–31,33

Ding et al.30 reported energy densities of cylindrical cells used by
Tesla in EVs of 236Wh kg−1 for an NCA/graphite cell and
260Wh kg−1 for an NCA/silicon-graphite cell.

In this work, a LMR-NCM material is evaluated and compared to
a commercially available NCA material that serves as a benchmark.
Based on our scale-up experiments with laboratory-scale coin cells
with LMR-NCM, this CAM was used to design multilayer pouch
cells, which were produced on the pilot scale production line at the
Technical University of Munich,34 as described in Part I of this
study.35 To appropriately assess the performance of the LMR-NCM
pouch cells, NCA pouch cells with the same electrode and cell
configuration were produced on the same line. The cells were
standardized by adjusting the loading of the electrode sheets,
delivering an areal capacity of 2.3 mAh cm−2 or a total capacity of
5.5 Ah at a 1C discharge rate. For both cell types, graphite was used
as anode material. For simplicity, the LMR-NCM/graphite and
NCA/graphite pouch cells will further on be referred to as LMR-
NCM and NCA pouch cells, respectively.

The production of the cells, the electrode characterization, as well
as their formation is described in Part I of this study.35 In Part II, the
characteristics of both cell types were evaluated by discharge rate
capability tests and by an aging study, in which we compare their
capacity, mean discharge voltage, and energy density fading, their
internal resistance buildup, as well as their self-heating at high
discharge rates. While previous publications on LMR-NCM were
carried out with small-scale laboratory cells (e.g., coin cells), stating
energy densities up to 1000Wh kg−1 at the material level,11,12,26 to the
best of our knowledge, there is no published research on large-format
LMR-NCM cells that would allow a rigorous assessment of the energy
densities achieved on the cell level. Especially the evaluation of self-
heating effects at high C-rates and gassing effects during formation
and extended aging is only feasible with large-format cells, so that the
here presented study with large-format multilayer pouch cells will
provide new insights with regards to these aspects.zE-mail: ludwig.kraft@tum.de
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Experimental

The large-format multilayer pouch cells were produced on the
semi-automatic manufacturing pilot line at the Technical University
of Munich.34 To compare the performance of the two CAMs, both
pouch cell types were designed to have a similar areal capacity of
2.3 mAh cm−2 at a 1C discharge, amounting to a total capacity of
around 5.5 Ah at 1C. A target capacity of 5.5 Ah at 1C results in an
energy of 17.6 Wh for the LMR-NCM and 19.8 Wh for the NCA
pouch cells (based on averaged discharge voltages at 1C of 3.2 V for
the LMR-NCM and 3.6 V for the NCA cells). The here used
multilayer pouch cell design was based on small-scale laboratory
coin cell measurements that were conducted in Part I of this study.35

Details on the electrode production as well as the pouch cell
assembly and formation are also provided in Part I of this study.35

Electrode specifications.—In this study, a LMR-NCM CAM
with a stoichiometry of Li Ni Co Mn O1.14 0.26 0.14 0.60 0.86 2[ ] (BASF,
Germany), which can as well be written as 0.33 Li MnO2 3 · 0.67

LiNi Co Mn O0.38 0.21 0.41 2 and was also investigated by Teufl et al.,36

and an NCA with a stoichiometry of LiNi Co Al O0.81 0.15 0.04 2 (BASF,
Germany) were used. The cathodes consisted of 92.5 wt% CAM (LMR-
NCM or NCA), 4 wt% conductive carbon (Super-C65, Timcal,
Switzerland), 3.5 wt% polyvinylidene-fluoride binder (PVdF, Solef
5130, Solvay, Belgium), and were coated double-sided on a 15 μm
aluminum substrate foil (1055 A, Korff, Switzerland). The CAM loading
was set to 11.7 mg cm−2 (≡2.9 mAh cm−2 at C/10, based on a nominal

capacity of 250mAh g
CAM
1- ) and 13.0 mg cm−2 (≡2.6 mAh cm−2 at

C/10, based on a nominal capacity of 200mAh g
CAM
1- ) for the LMR-

NCM and NCA electrode sheets, respectively. The nominal capacities of
both CAMs relate to LMR-NCM/Li cells in a voltage range of 2.0–4.7 V

(250mAh g
CAM
1- ) and NCA/Li cells in a voltage range of 3.0–4.5 V

(200mAh g
CAM
1- ), and were used for the calculation of the nominal cell

capacities as stated in Table I. The cathodes were calendered to an
electrode coating porosity of 42%.

The anodes consisted of 97 wt% graphite (SGL Carbon, Germany),
1.5 wt% carboxymethyl cellulose binder (CMC Sunrose MAC200, NPI,
Japan), 1.5 wt% styrene-butadiene rubber binder (SBR, Zeon, Japan),
and were coated on a 11 μm copper substrate foil (Cu-PHC, hard rolled
blank, with a nominal thickness of 12 μm Schlenk, Germany). The
graphite electrode loadings were set to 9.5 mg cm−2 (≡3.4 mAh cm−2

at C/10, based on a nominal capacity of 355mAh g
graphite
1- ) for LMR-

NCM and 10.2 mg cm−2 (≡3.6 mAh cm−2 at C/10, based on a nominal

capacity of 355mAh g
graphite
1- ) for NCA based pouch cells. The anodes

were calendered to an electrode coating porosity of 30%. The resulting
areal capacity ratios of negative/positive electrode (N/P ratio) were 1.17
for the LMR-NCM and 1.38 for the NCA pouch cells.

Pouch cell assembly.—Both cell types contained 16 double-
coated cathodes and 17 double-coated anodes. The electrodes were
alternately stacked with a z-folded monolayer polypropylene (PP)
separator (Celgard 2500, France) with a thickness of 25 μm. An
FEC:DEC based electrolyte (1 M LiPF6 in a 12:64:24 (by volume)
mixture of FEC:DEC:co-solvent and 2 wt% of a proprietary ad-
ditive, BASF, Germany) was used for the LMR-NCM cells, while an

EC:DEC based electrolyte (1 M LiPF6 in a 3:7 (by weight) mixture
of EC:DEC and 2 wt% vinylene carbonate (VC), BASF, Germany)
was used for the NCA cells. The proprietary additive improves full-
cell cycle stability and has a similar effect as the one described
in Ref. 37.

The individual cell specifications are listed in Table I. The CAM
mass was determined by weighing the electrode sheets before the
assembling process, while the finally determined mass of the cell
after the electrolyte filling, the degassing after formation, and the
final cell sealing process includes the current collectors, the welded-
on tabs, and the pouch foil. For comparison of the cells, the specific
capacity used in the later studies was related to the CAM mass. The
gravimetric energy density, however, was related to the total pouch
cell mass. On account of an error in the production process, the
loading of the graphite anodes for the NCA pouch cells was slightly
too high, resulting in an N/P ratio of 1.38 instead of the originally
intended N/P ratio of 1.2. Assuming a N/P ratio of 1.17 for the NCA
pouch cells (as is the case with the LMR-NCM cells), the total cell
mass would be reduced by ≈4.4 g (due to a reduced anode loading
by 1.6 mg cm-2 with an active material ratio of 97 wt% and a total
anode area of 2687 cm2), resulting in 4% higher gravimetric energy
density values. Nevertheless, the stated gravimetric energy densities
were calculated with the actual cell mass of the NCA pouch cells.
For the evaluation of the volumetric energy density, a volume of
≈51.6 cm3 for the LMR-NCM and ≈49.7 cm3 for the NCA pouch
cells was used (based on the cell thicknesses and the length and
width of the deep-drawn pocket of the pouch bag). Unless stated
otherwise, the term energy density refers to the gravimetric energy
density. Based on a nominal reversible capacity at C/10 of
250 mAh g−1 for LMR-NCM and 200 mAh g−1 for NCA, the
nominal cell capacity was calculated according to the CAM mass.
In all later measurements, the C-rates for the charging and dischar-
ging procedures were referred to the nominal cell capacity at C/10 of
each cell, as stated in Table I. For a detailed overview of the
production and formation process of the LMR-NCM pouch cells, the
reader is referred to Part I of this study.35

Coin cell specifications.—As a reference, experiments with both
the LMR-NCM and the NCA cathodes with graphite anodes were
also conducted with laboratory 2032-type coin cells. Cathodes with
14 mm diameter and anodes with 15 mm diameter were punched out
from a single side coated part of the electrodes used for the pouch
cells as described above, i.e., with the same areal capacities as
specified above. The electrodes were dried in a glass oven (Büchi,
Switzerland) under dynamic vacuum at 120 °C for 12 h. The coin
cells were assembled in an argon filled glove box (O2, H2O <

0.1 ppm, MBraun, Germany) with a separator of 17 mm in diameter
and 50 μL of electrolyte. The separator and the electrolyte for the
corresponding CAMs were the same for the coin and pouch cells.

Electrochemical measurements.—Cell formation and mounting.—

A formation procedure with a first constant current (CC) C/15 cycle
including degassing steps, followed by two CC C/10 cycles was carried
out. The LMR-NCM cells were charged to 4.7 V in their first formation
cycle to activate the material;10 in all subsequent cycles, the upper
cutoff voltage was set to 4.6 V. A more detailed description of the
formation procedure is given in Part I of this study.35 The LMR-NCM

Table I. Specifications of the LMR-NCM/graphite and NCA/graphite pouch cells with an identical CAM-based areal capacity of ≈2.3 mAh cm−2 at

1C. Note that the here used pouch cells represent a subset of the pouch cells presented in Part I of this study.35

Cell type Number of cells CAMa) mass Cell massb) Nominal cell capacityc)

LMR-NCM 5 27.64 ± 0.32 g 111.6 ± 1.6 g 6.91 ± 0.08 Ah

NCA 6 31.34 ± 0.41 g 115.8 ± 2.0 g 6.27 ± 0.08 Ah

a) CAM—cathode active material. b) Determined by weighing the cells after formation, degassing, and final sealing of the cells. c) Based on the nominal
specific CAM capacity at C/10 (LMR-NCM: 250 mAh g−1, NCA: 200 mAh g−1).
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cells were cycled between 2.0 V and 4.6 V and the NCA cells between
3.0 V and 4.3 V. Note that all C-rates are referenced to the nominal
specific CAM capacity of 250 mAh g−1 for LMR-NCM cells and of
200 mAh g−1 for NCA cells.

The pouch cells were mounted in custom-built cell holders as
depicted in Fig. 1. Both the bottom and top part of the cell holder
consisted of a thermoplastic polyoxymethylene (POM) frame with
an aluminum insert. Via the screw/spring combination a pressure of
0.2 MPa was applied to the pouch cells. Cellulose sheets (Pacopads
5500, Pacothane Technologies, USA) were put between the cell and
the aluminum inserts to obtain a homogeneous compressive force
across the active area. An integrated negative temperature coefficient
(NTC) temperature sensor was attached to measure the temperature
on the surface of the pouch cells with a precision of ±1 K. All pouch
cell measurements were performed with an XCTS battery test
system (BaSyTec, Germany) in a controlled climate chamber
(WT3-600/40-S, Weiss Umwelttechnik, Germany) at 25 °C. The
coin cells were cycled with a Maccor battery tester (series 4000,
USA) in a controlled climate chamber (Binder, Germany) at 25 °C.
A detailed overview of all measurement procedures is listed in
Table II, the tests were consecutively performed in the stated order
for each of the cells.

Initial C/10 cycle and open circuit voltage curve.—After forma-
tion, the cells were charged and discharged with a CC C/10 cycle. In
a subsequent CC C/10 cycle, a pause of 1 h was included after each
hour, which sums up to ten 1 h pauses during the charge and ten 1 h
pauses during the discharge. While pausing, the relaxation of the
open circuit voltage (OCV) was measured.

Discharge rate capability test.—Next, the discharge rate cap-
ability test was carried out with CC discharging with C/10, C/5, and
C/2. The preceding charging C-rate was set to the discharging
C-rate. The CC charging phase was followed by a constant voltage
(CV) phase until a cutoff current of C/20 was reached. For two cells
of each cell type, an extended discharge rate capability test was
carried out with also 1C, 2C, and 3C discharge rates, whereby the
charging current in the CC phase was limited to C/2 (with a CV

phase terminated at C/20) for each discharge rate. The specific
capacity was related to the mass of the corresponding CAM, whereas
the energy density was related to the total cell mass as stated in
Table I. The values for each cycle were averaged over all cells of the
corresponding cell type and plotted with the corresponding standard
deviation. If the measurement procedure only consisted of two
samples, their mean value was plotted with the minimum and
maximum value, indicated by the error bars.

Aging study.—In the final aging test, the cells were repeatedly
cycled with a C/2 CCCV charge (with a cutoff current of C/20) and a
C/2 CC discharge. Every 25 cycles, a checkup procedure was carried
out. In the checkup procedure, the cells were initially charged with
C/10 to a voltage of 3.7 V, which corresponds to a state-of-charge
(SOC) of approximately 40% for both cell types, followed by a 1 h
resting period at OCV. Then the cell resistance was determined with
the direct current internal resistance (DCIR) method by applying a
C/2 CC discharge pulse for 10 s and measuring the cell voltage. The
resistance is calculated by Ohm’s law and the total voltage drop and
referenced to the cathode area (73.73 cm2 per layer). After the DCIR
test, the cells were first discharged with C/10 to their lower cutoff
voltage, and then, the cell capacity was assessed by a full C/10
charge/discharge cycle. Only the four cells (2x LMR-NCM, 2x
NCA) that were stressed with the extended rate capability test were
additionally discharged with three 1C CC cycles in each checkup.

Results and Discussion

The comparative evaluation of the performance of the large-
format multilayer LMR-NCM and NCA pouch cells is divided into
two parts: the rate capability behavior, and the aging behavior of the
cells in the long-term cycling study.

Rate capability behavior.—The results of the discharge rate
capability test, depicting the C-rate dependence of the specific CAM
capacity, the charge averaged mean cell discharge voltage, and the
gravimetric cell energy density are displayed in Fig. 2; the
corresponding values normalized to those at C/10 are stated in
Table III.

For low C-rates, i.e., C/10 and C/5, the discharge capacity stayed
almost constant for both materials, and the LMR-NCM cells
delivered around 30% higher specific capacities. With increasing
rates, less capacity can be discharged from the cells, especially for
the high C-rates of 2C and 3C. At a 2C discharge, only 88% can be
discharged from the LMR-NCM cells and 77% from the NCA cells,
when referenced to their capacity at C/10. At a 3C discharge, the
LMR-NCM cells delivered 77%, while the NCA cells dropped to
59%. Previous studies with NCA38,39 and LMR-NCM10,40,41 showed
that the capacity loss at high C-rates is largely due to the poor charge
transfer kinetics and/or the slow solid-state diffusion at low SOC.
However, it is noteworthy that the capacity loss with increasing
C-rate was much more pronounced for LMR-NCM/lithium coin
cells that were investigated in Part I of this study35: at the same
loading (≈12 mg cm−2) and cathode porosity (≈42%), the capacity

at 3C was only ≈120mAh g
CAM
1- (see Fig. 2 in Ref. 35), compared to

the ≈180mAh g
CAM
1- obtained here for the LMR-NCM/graphite

pouch cells (red symbols in Fig. 2a). As will be shown later, this
was most likely linked to the strong cell temperature rise of the
LMR-NCM pouch cells at high C-rates.

The mean discharge voltage at C/10 shown in Fig. 2b of the
LMR-NCM cells was at 3.5 V, while it was at 3.7 V for the NCA
cells. At a 3C rate, the mean discharge voltage of the LMR-NCM
cells decreased by ≈660 mV, which was more than double com-
pared to the ≈310 mV drop of the NCA cells, revealing the strong
rate dependency of the LMR-NCM CAM.

The gravimetric energy density of the pouch cells, displayed in
Fig. 2c, is a product of the discharge capacity and the mean
discharge voltage, referenced to the total mass of the pouch cells.

Figure 1. Schematic CAD drawing of the cell holder including the pouch
cell. The 5.4 mm thickness of the depicted pouch cell represents a mean
value of the thicknesses of the LMR-NCM (5.5 mm) and NCA (5.3 mm)
cells.
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At low discharge rates the energy density was around 200 Wh kg−1

(≈433 Wh l−1) for the LMR-NCM and 180 Wh kg−1 (≈419 Wh l−1)
for the NCA pouch cells. In contrast to the 30% increase in specific
capacity, the benefit in gravimetric energy density was only 11%. An
adjusted N/P ratio of 1.17 for the NCA pouch cells (rather than the
here used N/P ratio of 1.38) would result in 4% higher energy
densities, reducing the energy density advantage of the LMR-NCM
cells to 7%. One reason for the lower gain in energy density
compared to the gain in capacity of the LMR-NCM cells was their
lower mean discharge voltage. Nevertheless, in this study, the LMR-
NCM pouch cells maintained a higher energy density of ≈11%
compared to the NCA pouch cells for C-rates up to 1C; this
advantage became even more pronounced at higher rates of 2C
(+16%) and 3C (+29%), which, as described later, is related to the
substantial LMR-NCM cell temperature rise.

Both pouch cell types described in this work were not designed for
a specific application or optimized with regards to their energy
density. High energy cells use thinner current collectors and separators
as well as lower electrode porosities, which requires less
electrolyte.29,33 All these measures save weight and volume and
thereby increase the gravimetric and volumetric energy density on the
cell level. Based on the cylindrical cells for EVs reported by Ding
et al.30 with 236Wh kg−1 (NCA/graphite) and 260Wh kg−1 (NCA/
silicon-graphite), by switching the CAM from NCA to LMR-NCM
and assuming a gravimetric energy density increase of 7% compared

to the properly balanced NCA/graphite or NCA/silicon-graphite cells,
253Wh kg−1 (LMR-NCM/graphite) and 278Wh kg−1 (LMR-NCM/
silicon-graphite) could be reached.

The performance of the laboratory coin cells served as a
comparison for the large-format multilayer pouch cells. As already
mentioned above with regards to the discharge rate capability test,
the LMR-NCM/graphite coin cells (as well as the LMR-NCM/
lithium coin cells measured in Part I35) showed a specific capacity
that was ≈34% lower than that of the corresponding pouch cells for
a 3C discharge (see Fig. 3a). In contrast, the specific capacity of the
NCA laboratory coin cells was in good agreement for all C-rates
with the NCA pouch cells (see solid gray squares and open gray
triangles in Fig. 3a). Just for clarification, for the 2C and 3C
discharge in Fig. 3a, the open gray triangles indicating the specific
capacity of the NCA coin cells are superposed by the open red
triangles for the LMR-NCA coin cells.

While the coin cells can be considered isothermal at an ambient
temperature of 25 °C during operation due to their low energy
content and high thermal mass, this is not the case for large-format
pouch cells. The maximum temperature of the pouch cells was
reached at the end of each discharge and is depicted in Fig. 3b. As
described in the experimental section, the temperature was measured
on the surface of the pouch cells within the cell holder (see Fig. 1).
The cell holder, consisting partly of aluminum and the thermoplastic
POM, influenced the heat dissipation of the cells. As there were no

Table II. Sequence of the measurement procedures applied to the LMR-NCM/graphite and NCA/graphite pouch and coin cells.

Cycling procedure Cycles Charge Stop condition Discharge Stop condition

C/10 cycle 1 CC @ C/10 U Umax CC @ C/10 U Umin

C/10 relax cycle 1 CC @ C/10 t 1 h or CC @ C/10 t 1 h or

(initial OCV curve) U Umax U Umin
Pause t 1 h Pause t 1 h

Rate capability test 3 CC @ C/10 U Umax CC @ C/10 U Umin
CV @ Umax I C/20

3 CC @ C/5 U Umax CC @ C/5 U Umin
CV @ Umax I C/20

5 CC @ C/2 U Umax CC @ C/2 U Umin
CV @ Umax I C/20

Extended 5 CC @ C/2 U Umax CC @ 1C U Umin
rate capability testa) CV @ Umax I C/20

5 CC @ C/2 U Umax CC @ 2C U Umin
CV @ Umax I C/20

5 CC @ C/2 U Umax CC @ 3C U Umin
CV @ Umax I C/20

Aging cycles 25 CC @ C/2 U Umax CC @ C/2 U Umin
CV @ Umax I C/20

Checkup procedure Cycles Procedure Stop condition

Initialization 1 CC charge @ C/10 U Upulse
Pause t 1 h

Pulse Test 1 CC discharge @ C/2 t 10 s

C/10 cycle 1 CC discharge @ C/10 U Umin
CC charge @ C/10 U Umax
CC discharge @ C/10 U Umin

1C cyclea) 3 CC charge @ C/2 U Umax
CV charge @ Umax I C/20

CC discharge @ 1C U Umin

Before the first stated C/10 cycle, the cells underwent a formation procedure consisting of one C/15 and two C/10 cycles. The C-rates refer to the nominal cell
capacities listed in Table I. All measurements were performed at an ambient temperature of 25 °C. CC—constant current, CV—constant voltage. LMR-
NCM: U U U4.6 V, 2.0 V, 3.7 Vpulsemax min= = = . NCA:U U U4.3 V, 3.0 V, 3.7 Vpulsemax min= = = .a) Two cells each were discharged with the
extended rate capability test and the 1C checkup cycles.
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rest periods at the end of discharge during the rate capability test, the
cells could not cool down to the 25 °C ambient temperature of the
climate chamber and had an initial temperature of around 27.5 °C at
the beginning of the rate capability test (see Fig. 3b). The
temperature of the LMR-NCM cells strongly increased with
increasing C-rates, reaching a temperature of 53 °C for the 3C
discharge, while the NCA cells only reached 33 °C.

Figure 3c displays the round-trip energy efficiencies of both the
LMR-NCM and NCA pouch and coin cells. The generated heat in a
cell can be correlated to the energy that is irreversibly lost between

charge and discharge. After formation, this energy inefficiency is
mainly caused by a voltage hysteresis between charge and discharge
and therefore pronounced in LMR-NCM cells.42 During the 3C
discharge (following a C/2 CCCV charge, see Table II), the energy
loss of the LMR-NCM pouch cells was above 6 Wh (corresponding
to an energy efficiency of ≈70%), while the NCA pouch cells only
lost around 2 Wh (corresponding to an energy efficiency of ≈85%).
Table IV lists the mean charge (ECH) and discharge (EDCH) energies
of the LMR-NCM and NCA pouch cells vs discharge rate (DCH
C-rate) as well as the resulting round-trip energy efficiencies (η),
defined as

E

E
100% 1DCH

CH

· [ ]h =

It also lists the overall dissipated energy per cycle ( EtotD )

E E E 2tot CH DCH [ ]D = -

Meister et al.42 classified different anode and cathode materials
according to their round-trip energy efficiency for a 1C charge/
discharge cycle at an ambient temperature of 20 °C. In their study,
graphite had a round-trip energy efficiency of ≈94%, their LMR-
NCM (0.5 Li2MnO3 · 0.5 LiNi Mn Co O0.4 0.4 0.2 2) had a round-trip
energy efficiency of ≈85%, while NCA was not investigated. Their
LMR-NCM/graphite combination would result in a round-trip
energy efficiency of ≈80%. This round-trip energy efficiency at a
1C rate reflects the results for the LMR-NCM/graphite pouch cells
obtained in our study (≈81% at 1C). Note that these values were
measured at an ambient temperature of 20 °C, while our measure-
ments were performed at an ambient temperature of 25 °C.

To further evaluate the difference in round-trip energy efficiency
of both cell types, the charge and discharge voltage profiles of each
cell type have to be closer examined. The total energy loss related to

voltage hysteresis can be split into a resistive part ERD , due to cell
polarization during operation, and into a current-independent part

EOCVD , originating from the intrinsic active material voltage
hysteresis that is particularly pronounced for LMR-NCMs.26,42

E E E 3tot R OCV [ ]D = D + D

The additional energy that is lost due to parasitic side reactions was
neglected in our estimation of the energy losses, as they are minor
for the high coulombic efficiencies >99.9% for both cell types in our
study. The reversible heat (entropy) during a full charge/discharge
cycle is considered close to zero (under the assumption that no net
entropy can be generated in a reversibly cyclable cell) and therefore
insignificant for the total energy loss.

For the evaluation of the energy losses, a C/10 charge/discharge
cycle with and without intermittent 1 h OCV rest periods was carried
out. The LMR-NCM pouch cells were cycled in a voltage range of
2.0–4.6 V and the NCA pouch cells in a voltage range of 3.0–4.3 V,
the results are displayed in Fig. 4. Clearly visible is the pronounced
hysteresis of the voltage profile of the LMR-NCM cells. When OCV
rest periods are added to the C/10 cycling, represented by the red
lines, the purely resistive part is omitted. The cell voltage is allowed

Figure 2. Discharge rate capability of the LMR-NCM and NCA pouch cells
(as specified in Table I), depicting the C-rate dependence of (a) the specific
capacity related to the CAM mass, (b) the mean cell discharge voltage, and
(c) the energy density with respect to the total mass of the cell. The cells
were discharged with a CC procedure at an ambient temperature of 25 °C in
the voltage windows 4.6–2.0 V for LMR-NCM and 4.3–3.0 V for NCA,
respectively (see Table II). The error bars for the rates of C/10, C/5, and C/2
represent the standard deviation between 5 LMR-NCM and 6 NCA cells; for
the rates of 1C, 2C, and 3C, the error bars mark the minimum/maximum
values of 2 cells of each type.

Table III. Specific CAM capacity, mean cell discharge voltage, and gravimetric cell-level energy density of the LMR-NCM and NCA pouch cells.

The values for the C-rates were referenced to their mean C/10 value and the corresponding standard deviation, based on the data shown in Fig. 2.

Cell type C/5 C/2 1C 2C 3C

Specific capacity LMR-NCM 100.4 ± 2.9 % 97.6 ± 2.8 % 93.5 ± 2.7 % 87.8 ± 2.5 % 77.3 ± 2.2 %

NCA 97.9 ± 1.1 % 94.4 ± 1.1 % 89.6 ± 1.0 % 76.7 ± 0.9 % 58.8 ± 0.7 %

Mean dis. voltage LMR-NCM 98.5 ± 0.2 % 95.5 ± 0.2 % 91.8 ± 0.2 % 85.9 ± 0.2 % 81.1 ± 0.2 %

NCA 99.7 ± 0.1 % 98.6 ± 0.1 % 96.8 ± 0.1 % 93.9 ± 0.1 % 91.6 ± 0.1 %

Energy density LMR-NCM 99.1 ± 5.1 % 93.3 ± 4.8 % 87.0 ± 4.5 % 76.7 ± 4.0 % 63.7 ± 3.3 %

NCA 97.7 ± 3.2 % 93.1 ± 3.0 % 88.0 ± 2.8 % 73.0 ± 2.4 % 54.6 ± 1.8 %
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to relax and the tips of the red curve mark the OCV profile after 1 h
rest periods. A connection of these tips leave the gray shaded area
that indicates the energy lost due to the LMR-NCM material
hysteresis. The voltage profile of the NCA cells showed a minor

hysteresis, which almost vanished completely when OCV rest
periods were added to the cycling procedure. For this reason, the
gray area in Fig. 4b is quasi not visible and appears as the dotted
gray line. Via integration of the C/10 charge/discharge cycle, the

energy loss EtotD can be derived.26

E I V td 4tot ∮ [ ]D =

Here, I and V refer to the cell current and voltage, respectively. An

integration of the gray shaded areas in Fig. 4 yields EOCVD . ERD is

then calculated using Eq. 3 and EtotD determined from the black
dashed lines in Fig. 4, using Eq. 4. The results are listed in Table V.
These energy values, obtained by integration of the voltage curve of
a single pouch cell of each type, are in good agreement with the
measured C/10 round-trip efficiencies during the rate capability test,
as stated in Table IV (87.5% ± 2.2% for the LMR-NCM and
98.1% ± 1.1% for the NCA pouch cells).

The total energy EtotD that was lost over one C/10 charge/discharge
cycle was substantially less for the NCA pouch cell, accounting for
2.3% of the charge energy ECH. In contrast, the LMR-NCM cell lost
13.5% of the charge energy. More than a third of the total losses in the
LMR-NCM cells at C/10 could be attributed to the intrinsic LMR-

NCM material OCV hysteresis, whereas the ratio E EOCV totD D was
only 7% for the NCA cells. The NCA voltage hysteresis was almost

only generated by overpotential contributions ( ERD ).
The energy lost due to the OCV hysteresis of the LMR-NCM

pouch cells caused the pronounced temperature rise visible in
Fig. 3b. For lower discharge currents, there was enough time to
dissipate the excess heat to the cell holders and the ambient air. If the
same energy is released in a short time period, it cannot dissipate fast
enough, resulting in an increasing cell temperature. The OCV
voltage hysteresis of LMR-NCM and the resulting energy ineffi-
ciency are major drawbacks for commercialization and are thus in
the focus of current research.26 Regarding the discharge capacities
and the round-trip energy efficiencies in the rate capability test,
LMR-NCM is rather suited for high energy than high power
applications.

Cycling behavior.—In the aging study (see Figs. 5 and 6), the
large-format LMR-NCM and NCA pouch cells were evaluated with
regards to their cycling behavior, using diagnostic checkups every
25 cycles. The dashed lines in Figs. 5a and 5c mark the 80% state-of-
health (SOH) thresholds for the specific capacity and energy density,
referenced to 80% of the initial capacity and cell energy density
during the C/2 discharge in the rate capability test (i.e., 80% of the
values in cycle 7 shown in Figs. 2a and 2c). With ongoing cycling,
both the LMR-NCM and the NCA cells showed a gradual decline in
their specific capacity.

Figure 3. (a) Specific capacity related to the CAM mass of the LMR-NCM
and NCA pouch cells in comparison to the laboratory coin cell measurements
(all with graphite anodes), (b) maximum temperature measured on the
surface of the pouch cells within the cell holder, and (c) round-trip energy
efficiency calculated from the ratio of charge and discharge energy in a given
cycle (note that the first cycle for each new C-rate setting is omitted). The
pouch cell data correspond to those depicted in Fig. 2. The error bars for the
coin cell measurements (barely visible) represent the standard deviation
between 3 individual coin cells of each type.

Table IV. Mean round-trip energy efficiencies η of the LMR-NCM and NCA pouch cells (data shown in Figs. 2 and 3), listed here for the third cycle

of each discharge C-rate. The details of the discharge rate capability test are given in Table II.

Type DCH C-rate ECH EDCH EtotD η

LMR-NCM C/10 26.6 Wh 23.3 Wh 3.33 Wh 87.5% ± 2.2%

C/5 26.2 Wh 22.7 Wh 3.46 Wh 86.8% ± 1.0%

C/2 25.5 Wh 21.2 Wh 4.31 Wh 83.1% ± 0.6%

1C 24.2 Wh 19.5 Wh 4.64 Wh 80.8% ± 0.5%

2C 22.7 Wh 17.1 Wh 5.62 Wh 75.3% ± 0.3%

3C 20.3 Wh 14.2 Wh 6.10 Wh 70.0% ± 0.1%

NCA C/10 21.9 Wh 21.5 Wh 0.42 Wh 98.1% ± 1.1%

C/5 21.4 Wh 20.8 Wh 0.62 Wh 97.1% ± 0.7%

C/2 20.9 Wh 19.8 Wh 1.17 Wh 94.4% ± 0.4%

1C 20.0 Wh 18.5 Wh 1.51 Wh 92.4% ± 0.2%

2C 17.3 Wh 15.3 Wh 1.94 Wh 88.7% ± 0.3%

3C 13.5 Wh 11.5 Wh 1.96 Wh 85.4% ± 0.3%

CH—charge, DCH—discharge, tot—total.
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After approximately 250 cycles, too much gas was generated in
the LMR-NCM pouch cells, which caused a rupture of the pouch
foil. The strong gassing of the LMR-NCM cells likely derives from
two effects: i) the oxidative decomposition of the electrolyte due to
its reaction with released lattice oxygen at the very high degrees of
delithiation of the LMR-NCM at 100% SOC43; ii) the gradual
thermal decomposition of FEC,44 which is particularly problematic
for electrolytes with high FEC content. While we did not determine
the gas composition, the literature suggests the evolution of mostly
CO2 at room temperature and over a few cycles with FEC based
electrolytes,36,45 whereas at elevated temperatures and over extended
cycling in FEC/DEC (2:8 by volume) electrolyte also substantial
amounts of H2 were observed.46 Even though the electrochemical
behavior of the cells was still stable, the tests were stopped for safety
reasons.

The NCA cells showed a more stable cycling behavior. For a
better comparison of the two active materials, the NCA cell data are
only plotted up to 300 cycles in Fig. 5; an overview of all the data up
to 1600 cycles for the NCA pouch cells and up to 1000 cycles for the
NCA coin cells is given in the Appendix in Fig. A·2, indicating the
state-of-the-art performance of the large-format multilayer pouch
cells. While the upscaling from coin to pouch cells for a state-of-the-
art reference material is adequate, effects related to temperature and

gas evolution that occur in LMR-NCM cells can clearly not be
appropriately predicted from coin cell data, as they are operated
isothermally and do not capture cell rupture effects from extensive
gassing. Furthermore, small-scale laboratory cells generally have a
higher electrolyte to active material ratio35 that affects the aging
behavior, which likely explains the slightly better capacity retention
of the NCA coin vs NCA pouch cells (see Fig. A·2).

The specific capacity of the LMR-NCM pouch cells decreased
faster, but remained higher than for the NCA pouch cells as shown in
Fig. 5a. An extrapolation of the specific capacity of the LMR-NCM
cells projects a crossover with the 80% threshold at approximately
350 cycles, as seen in Fig. A·1 in the Appendix. The NCA cells
reached this point after 980 cycles (see Fig. A·2), as is also listed in
Table VI. The aging behavior of both cell types is in good agreement

Table V. Energy losses derived from integrating the C/10 cycling curves. The total energy loss is divided into the hysteresis ( EOCVD ) and the

overpotential ( ERD ) driven part.

Cell type EtotD EOCVD ERD EOCVD : ERD η EtotD /ECH

LMR-NCM 3.54 Wh 1.31 Wh 2.23 Wh 37 : 63 86.5% 13.5%

NCA 0.50 Wh 0.04 Wh 0.46 Wh 7 : 93 97.7% 2.3%

Figure 5. Cycle stability of the LMR-NCM and NCA pouch cells with
regards to their (a) specific capacity related to the CAM mass, (b) mean cell
discharge voltage, and (c) energy density related to the total mass of the cell.
The cells were charged and discharged with a C/2 CC procedure including a
CV phase at the end of charge at an ambient temperature of 25 °C in the
voltage windows 2.0–4.6 V for LMR-NCM and 3.0–4.3 V for NCA,
respectively (see Table II). Shown are the average values from 6 LMR-
NCM and 5 NCA pouch cells, with error bars representing the standard
deviation. The 80% initial capacity and energy density values marked by the
dashed horizontal lines are referenced to the respective values in cycle 7
shown in Figs. 2a and 2c.

Figure 4. C/10 cycle procedures with and without 1 h OCV rest periods (see
Table II) of an (a) LMR-NCM (2.0–4.6 V) and a (b) NCA (3.0–4.3 V) pouch
cell at an ambient temperature of 25 °C.
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with published data on core-shell or surface-coated LMR-NCM in
LMR-NCM/graphite cells11,12 and of NCA in NCA/graphite
cells.6,47–49

In Fig. 5b, the mean discharge voltage of the NCA cells showed a
decrease of 59 mV after 255 cycles, which was less pronounced than
the loss of 155 mV of the LMR-NCM cells. Voltage fading during
prolonged cycling is a known issue of LMR-NCM and is caused by
structural reordering from a layered to a spinel-like structure.11,12,27,50–53

This has an additional, negative impact on the energy density decay
displayed in Fig. 5c. In the beginning of the cycle-life test, the LMR-
NCM cells offered a 11% higher cell energy density, but due to their
faster degradation, their cell energy density became the same as that of
the NCA cells at cycle 210. After 230 cycles, the LMR-NCM cells
reached their 80% SOH criterion (red dashed line in Fig. 5c), whereas
the NCA cells could be cycled 710 times until they reached 80% SOH
(gray dashed line in Fig. 5c). The number of cycles up to 80% SOH
with regards to their specific capacity and energy density for the two
cell types are summarized in Table VI. Note that the LMR-NCM cells
were charged to 4.6 V while the NCA cells were only charged to 4.3 V.
At such high voltages, the electrolyte stability plays an important role
and determines the aging behavior of these cells. Electrolyte oxidation
at the cathode was probably one cause for an accelerated aging.36,43,45

While higher temperatures also lead to an accelerated aging of lithium-
ion cells,47,54–57 this would not explain the comparatively faster
degradation of the LMR-NCM cells since their average surface
temperature during this aging test at C/2 of 29 °C (max. 31 °C) was
similar to the 27 °C of that of the NCA cells (max. 28 °C).

During the checkup cycles, the remaining capacity was assessed
by a C/10 cycle, displayed in Fig. 6a. By applying a lower current,
the cell polarization due to internal resistances, e.g., caused by
growing passive layers or contact losses, is less. The influence of the
internal resistance buildup on the capacity was evaluated with an
additional 1C discharge, as seen in Fig. 6b. As described in the
experimental section, only two pouch cells of each type were
stressed with the 1C cycling procedure and therefore smaller error
bars appear in Fig. 6b. By comparing the capacity of the C/10 with
the 1C discharge, the capacity fading of the LMR-NCM cells is
essentially independent of the C-rate, which suggests that the main
degradation mechanism is the loss of cyclable lithium (e.g., via
electrolyte oxidation) rather than an impedance buildup, at least for
discharge C-rates up to 1C. For the NCA cells, the capacity fading at
1C is only ≈20% faster than at C/10, again suggesting that this
decrease is not dominated by an impedance buildup.

The DCIR method was used to determine the internal cell
resistance, employing a discharge pulse after a relaxation time of
1 h at 3.7 V (see Table II), which corresponded to a SOC of about
40% for both cell types. The first checkup of the LMR-NCM cells
before the aging study was measured at a different voltage and was
therefore left out. Here it should be noted, however, that the cell
resistance is a strong function of SOC and thus cell voltage for both
LMR-NCM10 and for NCA6 with a minimum resistance at mid-
range SOCs. Based on the cathode-resolved impedance of
NCM-811,58 this resistance versus SOC behavior reflects that of
the CAM. Moreover, because of the strong voltage hysteresis for
LMR-NCM, the resistance also depends on whether the cell was
charged or discharged before applying a DCIR pulse.10 While the
LMR-NCM cells exhibited »2-fold higher resistances, the resis-
tances of both cell types rose equally by ≈40% between the 50th and
the 250th cycle.

Therefore, the faster capacity and cell energy density degradation
of the LMR-NCM cells compared to the NCA cells is unlikely due to
polarization effects. Instead, based on the similar capacity fading
rates of C/10 and 1C for both cell types (Figs. 6a and 6b), the
performance degradation seems to be due to a loss of cyclable
lithium. That the latter would be more pronounced at the higher
cathode potentials of the LMR-NCM cells is not surprising,
enhanced by the reaction of the electrolyte with lattice oxygen at
the high degrees of delithiation at 100% SOC for this material.43

Therefore, a more stable electrolyte system is still required for LMR-
NCM CAMs, particularly for elevated temperatures due to the
thermal instabilities of FEC in combination with LiPF6.

44,46

Moreover, surface modifications of LMR-NCM materials could
also reduce detrimental side reactions and improve the overall
cycling stability.11,12

Conclusions

In this study, the LMR-NCM cathode active material, offering a
high reversible capacity of 250 mAh g−1, was employed with
graphite anodes in large-format multilayer pouch cells, which were
produced on a pilot scale production line. Comparable NCA/graphite
pouch cells were produced and served as a reference for an
evaluation of the performance of the LMR-NCM cells. The two
pouch cell types were standardized to deliver an areal capacity of
2.3 mAh cm−2 or a total capacity of 5.5 Ah at a 1C discharge rate.

Figure 6. Checkup cycles (see Table II) of the LMR-NCM and NCA pouch
cell tests shown in Fig. 5 with regards to their (a) specific C/10 discharge
capacity related to the CAM mass, (b) specific 1C discharge capacity related
to the CAM mass, and (c) DCIR for a 10 s C/2 discharge after charging the
cells to a voltage of 3.7 V. The dashed lines indicate a linear regression of the
mean values of the data points. In (a) and (c), average values from 6 LMR-
NCM and 5 NCA pouch cells are shown, and the error bars represent the
standard deviation. In (b), only average values of 2 cells of each type are
shown, with the error bars representing their minimum/maximum values.

Table VI. C/2 cycling stability defined by the 80% SOH criterion of

the LMR-NCM and NCA pouch cells based on the data shown in

Fig. 5.

80% SOH LMR-NCM NCA

Specific capacity 350 cyclesa) 980 cycles

Energy density 230 cycles 710 cycles

a) extrapolation, see Fig. A·1 in the Appendix.
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The characteristics of both cell types were compared against each
other in a discharge rate capability test and an aging test.

Distinct differences between the two cell types were the wider
voltage window of the LMR-NCM cells with a lower cutoff voltage
of 2.0 V and an upper cutoff voltage of 4.6 V as well as the
hysteresis of the voltage profile between charge and discharge even
at C/10, while the NCA cells were cycled between 3.0–4.3 V and
showed almost no voltage hysteresis. The LMR-NCM cells ex-
hibited a specific capacity of 235 mAh g−1 for low discharge
currents C/5, which amounted to a 30% increase compared to the
180 mAh g−1 of the NCA cells. However, because of the voltage
hysteresis and the lower mean discharge voltage, the energy density
of the LMR-NCM pouch cells was only ≈11% higher in comparison
to the NCA cells.

The aging behavior was evaluated with a C/2 cycling test and
initially showed a better performance of the LMR-NCM cells.
However, both the specific capacity and the energy density showed
a faster degradation, so that the LMR-NCM pouch cells were
projected to reach their 80% SOH criterion with respect to the
specific capacity after approximately 350 cycles, whereas the 80% of
the initial energy density was reached after already 230 cycles, due
to a faster voltage fading. On the other hand, these 80% SOH criteria
were reached after 980 cycles and 710 cycles, respectively for the
NCA cells. Checkup cycles including the measured cell resistances
showed that the increasing cell resistance was not dominating the
overall capacity decay, and that instead the performance degradation
of both the LMR-NCM and the NCA cells is rather due to a loss of
cyclable lithium. The overall cycle life of the LMR-NCM pouch
cells was limited to 250» cycles due to cell rupture caused by the
strong gassing of the LMR-NCM cells.

In conclusion, LMR-NCM proved to be a high capacitive CAM,
which is comparatively cheap because of its high manganese share
compared to cobalt and nickel. Long-term stability issues still have
to be addressed, e.g., a surface treatment of LMR-NCM could bring
improvements on the material level, and should be examined in
combination with an adequate electrolyte system. Because of the
heat accumulation for discharge rates above C/2, an application of
LMR-NCM in large-format cells should be critically assessed
together with the accompanying cooling system. This issue will be
addressed in our future research. Generally, the material is more
suited for high energy than high power applications.
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Appendix

The measured cycling data of the LMR-NCM pouch cells was
limited to approximately 250 cycles due to gassing induced rupture of
the cells. To have an assessment of the 80% SOH criterion regarding
the specific capacity of the cells, an extrapolation was carried out,
yielding a projected crossover after approximately 350 cycles (see

Fig. A·1). The following fitting function (R 0.99862 = ) was used for
this extrapolation (see black line in Fig. A·1), with x representing the

cycle number and y the specific capacity in mAh g CAM
1- :

Figure A·1. Extrapolation of the specific capacity related to the mass of the
active material during C/2 cycling of the LMR-NCM pouch cells.

Figure A·2. Cycle stability including all cycles and checkups of the NCA
pouch and coin cells. (a) Specific capacity related to the mass of the active
material and (b) energy density related to the total mass of the cell during C/2
cycling (only displayed for the NCA pouch cells). (c) Specific C/10
discharge capacity and (d) specific 1C discharge capacity related to the
mass of the active material during the checkups every 25 C/2 cycles. The
cells were charged with a C/2 CC procedure including a CV phase at the end
of charge at an ambient temperature of 25 °C in the voltage window
3.0–4.3 V (see Table II).
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To allow for a more clear comparison between the LMR-NCM and
the NCA cells, Fig. 5 only shows the initial 300 cycles for the NCA
cells. The total cycling stability of the NCA pouch cells including the
laboratory NCA coin cells is displayed in Fig. A·2. The coin cells were
cycled up to 1000 cycles while the pouch cell aging test was carried
out for over 1600 cycles. The energy density in Fig. A·2b is only
displayed for the pouch cells, because this value is related to the total
cell mass, which is not representative for coin cells.
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4.3 Investigations on the Origin of the LMR-NCM 

OCV-Hysteresis 

The paper with the title “Correlating the Voltage Hysteresis in Li- and Mn-Rich 

Layered Oxides to Reversible Structural Changes by Using X-Ray and Neutron 

Powder Diffraction” is presented in this section. The manuscript was submitted in 

October 2021 and published in February 2022 as a peer-reviewed publication in 

the Journal of the Electrochemical Society. It is available as an “open access” article 

and distributed under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 License 

(CC BY). The main findings of this study were presented by Benjamin Strehle at the 

236th Meeting of the Electrochemical Society (2019) in Atlanta, USA and by Tanja 

Zünd at the Battery Gordon Research Conference (2020) in Ventura, USA. The 

permanent web link to this article can be found under: 

https://iopscience.iop.org/article/10.1149/1945-7111/ac4540/meta 

In Section 0, the pronounced voltage hysteresis was addressed between the charge 

and discharge reaction. The state of charge (SOC) was found to differ by up to one 

third of the overall capacity at the same measured voltage and has to be considered 

when addressing the energy efficiency and the thermal management of LMR-NCM 

cells. This voltage hysteresis is largely independent of the applied current and is 

maintained under open circuit voltage (OCV) conditions and is therefore also called 

OCV-hysteresis.116 In the literature, the origin of this hysteresis phenomenon is 

mainly ascribed to (i) the reversible migration of transition metals between the TM-

and the Li layer,72 (ii) the oxygen redox,117 or (iii) the combination of both 

processes.62,118  

In situ laboratory X-ray powder diffraction (L-XPD) was applied to monitor the 

lattice parameter evolution within the initial three charge/discharge cycles. It was 

found, that the unit cell volume vs. SOC showed an analogous hysteresis behaviour 

between the charge and discharge direction as the OCV. Furthermore, by dividing 

the unit cell volume into the lattice parameter a (along the layer) and c (across the 

layers) it was found that they follow the expected dependence of the cationic and 

anionic redox processes, as known from stoichiometric NCMs.119,121 By varying the 

degree of over-lithiation of LMR-NCMs and by performing window-opening 

experiments, it was found that the extent of OCV-and the hysteresis of the lattice 
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parameters increases with the passed-through SOC window. By correlating the 

lattice parameters to their corresponding OCV instead of the SOC, the hysteresis 

was found to vanish and a linear volume to OCV relationship of ‒2 Å3/V uniquely 

describes the three LMR-NCM materials that only differ in their degree of over-

lithiation. By Rietveld refinements of ex situ LMR-NCM samples of electrodes cycled 

to different SOCs, it was hoped to be able to explain the above described hysteresis 

phenomena, by finding a correlation of the lattice parameter hysteresis with TM 

migration. In a first step, the lattice parameter c was divided into its TM 

environment hTM and its Li environment hLI. While hTM followed the behaviour of a, 

hLi dominated the c lattice parameter and showed an almost inverse behaviour. The 

observation confirmed that the lattice hysteresis evolves uniformly around the TM 

layer. However, the quantification of all TMs (i.e., Ni, Co, and Mn) and Li on two 

layers with just one dataset is not recommended, as the sum of all scattering factors 

is used and therefore the analysis would suffer from many inter-dependencies. By 

allowing just one TM and Li to migrate at the same time, the data from both, X-ray 

and neutron powder diffraction (NPD) were fitted simultaneously. The Rietveld 

refinements revealed several pitfalls, for example that the overall scattering 

intensity of the TM layer in comparison to the Li and O layers was quite low in NPD 

as the stoichiometric summation of the negative and positive scattering lengths of 

the TMs resulted in a near-zero value. Moreover, the XPD is biased by the choice of 

the atomic form factors, which would require knowing the exact oxidation states of 

the elements that are not known when considering the possibility of anionic redox. 

In the article, this and several other challenges were critically discussed, and 

different structural models and refinement strategies were compared. By 

ultimately refining the Ni amount on the Li layer at four different SOCs within the 

second cycle, a maximum of 2.4% Ni migration was found that however, did not 

correlate with the unit cell volume or voltage hysteresis. At the same time, the 

uncertainty of the evaluated structural parameters was rather high. Therefore, it 

had to be concluded that there is either no correlation between the Ni migration 

and the voltage hysteresis or that the Ni migration needed to explain the hysteresis 

would be < 2.5%; in the latter case a more precise quantification of the SOC-

dependent Ni migration would be required. 
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Li- and Mn-rich layered oxides (LMR-NCMs) are promising cathode active materials (CAMs) in future lithium-ion batteries
(LIBs) due to their high energy density. However, the material undergoes a unique open circuit voltage (OCV) hysteresis between
charge and discharge after activation, which compromises its roundtrip energy efficiency and affects the thermal management
requirements for a LIB system. The hysteresis is believed to be caused by transition metal (TM) migration and/or by oxygen redox
activities. Using in-situ X-ray powder diffraction (XPD), we monitor the lattice parameters of over-lithiated NCMs during the
initial cycles and show that also the lattice parameters feature a distinct path dependence. When correlated to the OCV instead of
the state of charge (SOC), this hysteresis vanishes for the unit cell volume and gives a linear correlation that is identical for
different degrees of over-lithiation. We further aimed at elucidating the role of TM migration on the hysteresis phenomena by
applying joint Rietveld refinements to a series of ex-situ XPD and neutron powder diffraction (NPD) samples. We critically discuss
the limitations of this approach and compare the results with DFT simulations, showing that the quantification of TM migration in
LMR-NCMs by diffraction is not as straightforward as often believed.
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Driven by mobile applications like electric vehicles (EVs),1–3 the
demand for affordable lithium-ion batteries with a higher energy
density is rising. Targets of 100 $/kWh are necessary to achieve
comparable vehicle costs at acceptable driving ranges.4,5 The only
way to reach these ambitious goals is an increase of battery energy
density by increasing the specific capacity of the active materials and
by using abundant and inexpensive materials. On the cathode side,
lithium-and manganese-rich layered oxides, often abbreviated as
LMR-NCMs, provide high specific capacities of up to 250 mAh g−1

at low material costs that are achieved by replacing a major part of
the conventionally used nickel with inexpensive manganese.6,7 The
specific capacity increase of the so-called “over-lithiated” NCMs
compared to conventional NCMs originates from a slight rearrange-
ment of the layered structure, Li[LiδTM1−δ]O2 (with TM = Mn, Ni,
and Co), in the pristine cathode active materials (CAMs).
Stoichiometric NCMs with δ being close to 0 offer a theoretical
specific capacity of around 277 mAh g−1, but due to their structural
instabilities at lithium contents of xLi < 0.2 that are caused by the
release of lattice oxygen and due to their first cycle efficiency of
maximum 90%, their practically usable specific capacity remains
limited to approximately 200 mAh g−1.8,9 On the other hand, in
LMR-NCMs, a part of the transition metals (TMs) in the TM layer is
replaced by lithium,10–12 leading to an over-lithiated structure with
theoretical specific capacities of 346–377 mAh g−1 for δ =

0.14–0.20.13 In contrast to stoichiometric NCMs, the over-lithiated
structure can be reversibly cycled beyond the onset of oxygen
release down to xLi ≈ 0.1 and delivers first charge capacities of
≈320–340 mAh g−1.13 Even though not all of the removed lithium
from the first activation charge can be re-intercalated, the material
delivers a reversible specific capacity of around 250 mAh g−1, 25%
more than stoichiometric NCMs can reach under practical cycling

conditions. Despite their high specific capacity and low material
costs, issues such as oxygen evolution and the associated stability
problems,13–15 the low electrode densities of the first generation of
LMR-NCMs,16 the comparably high impedances,17 and the well-
known voltage fading phenomenon18 still hamper the commerciali-
zation of LMR-NCMs. Amongst these issues, voltage fading over
cycle-life is often discussed as one of the most detrimental
challenges, but Kraft et al. have shown that the voltage fading
over 250 cycles in large-format LMR-NCM/graphite full-cells is in
the range of ≈155 mV (compared to ≈60 mV for NCA/graphite
cells), and therefore reduces the energy density by less than 5%.19

With regards to actual applications, they further show that the well-
known open circuit voltage (OCV) hysteresis LMR-NCMs does lead
to lower energy efficiencies compared to stoichiometric NCAs even
at low C-rates (e.g., 88% for LMR-NCM/graphite vs 98% NCA/
graphite at C/10), resulting in a more pronounced temperature
increase when operating large-format cells at high C-rates. One
last point to consider with LMR-NCM based cells is that current
battery management systems would have to be adapted, as they
typically determine the state of charge (SOC) from the measured cell
voltage.20,21 For materials with a significant voltage hysteresis like
LMR-NCMs and silicon, however, the SOC at a given cell voltage
can differ substantially depending on the cycling history of the cell.

The voltage hysteresis of over-lithiated NCMs is well-known
since their early days after invention.22 The fact that the charge and
discharge curves after activation remain separated by up to several
hundreds of mV, even under OCV conditions of a few hours, shows
that the voltage hysteresis is an intrinsic bulk property of
LMR-NCMs.23 It is thus not surprising that over time a variety of
other properties of LMR-NCMs were also found to be path-
dependent, such as its resistance (determined by the direct current
internal resistance (DCIR) method)17 and, more explicitly, the
charge-transfer resistance (from EIS measurements) and the lithium
diffusion coefficient (from GITT experiments).24 On the atomic
level, there are several publications about the charge/discharge
hysteresis of the oxidation states, both for the transition metals24,25zE-mail: tanja.zuend@tum.de
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and oxygen24 as well as of the TM-O bond distances (from EXAFS
analysis).26 Even though X-ray powder diffraction (XPD) is
frequently applied to analyze the structural changes of CAMs during
lithiation/delithiation, Konishi et al. were the only ones who reported
on the lattice parameter hysteresis (in the rhombohedral representa-
tion) of LMR-NCMs, but without diving deeply into possible
reasons for their observations.25 However, the evolution of the
lattice parameters upon lithiation/delithiation, especially when
measured under in-situ or operando conditions in a battery cell,
can be a powerful tool to gain an understanding about the underlying
mechanism(s) of the observed hysteresis phenomena. There is a
lively discussion in the literature, which assigns the hysteresis in
LMR-NCMs either to a path dependence of the transition metal
(TM) migration,23,27–29 the anionic redox,24 or a combination of
both.30 TM migration typically means that transitions metals, which
originally reside in the TM layer (TMTM), move upon cycling (ir)
reversibly into the lithium layer (TMLi), whereas anionic redox
refers to the O2−/On− couple (n < 2), which occurs independently or
in conjunction with the cationic redox in over-lithiated CAMs.
Alternatively, a recently published study considers the anionic redox
as the reversible formation of molecular O2 trapped in voids within
the particles, which is induced by the in-plane TMTM disordering
after the removal of LiTM during the activation charge.31

As known from the intensively studied stoichiometric
NCMs,32–35 both the redox processes and the TM distribution are
important descriptors of the lattice dimensions, because they affect
the attractive and repulsive interactions of the two metal layers
inside the oxide lattice. This renders diffraction methods to be very
promising for elucidating the origin of the voltage hysteresis in
LMR-NCMs. Beyond that, Rietveld refinements of high-quality (ex-
situ) diffraction data enable the quantification of migrated TMs upon
cycling.29,30,36 Since the literature considers the distribution of
typically Li, Ni, and Mn in LMR-NCMs on either octahedral and/
or tetrahedral sites, it is not possible to perform the refinement solely
based on XPD data, as this would result in severe correlations
between all of the refined parameters. Therefore, it is beneficial to
rely for such complex systems on complementary diffraction
datasets, e.g., XPD and neutron powder diffraction (NPD), and to
perform joint Rietveld refinements.37–39

In the present study, we applied in-situ XPD on our laboratory
diffractometer to monitor the lattice parameter evolution of an over-
lithiated CAM over the course of the initial charge/discharge cycles.
The in-situ approach makes it possible to correlate the lattice
dimensions to the SOC, which is equivalent to the overall lithium
content in the material, but also to the OCV at which the
diffractograms were recorded during intermittent rest phases.
Further in-situ experiments were conducted to shed light on the
lattice parameter dependence on the degree of over-lithiation and on
the cycling conditions, varying the effective SOC window.
Subsequently, ex-situ diffraction data were collected again on the
laboratory diffractometer (L-XPD) as well as at a synchrotron (S-
XPD) and a neutron source (NPD), which were analyzed by Rietveld
refinements. Here, we are especially interested into the quantification
of migrating TMs by applying a joint refinement approach. By
evaluating different structural models and looking at several
influencing factors during the refinement, we critically discuss the
meaningfulness of the refinement results, and, in combination with
DFT simulations, the role of TM migration on the hysteresis in Li-
and Mn-rich layered oxides.

Experimental

Materials and electrode preparation.—As in our previous gassing
study,13 we used three different Li- and Mn-rich layered oxides with
varying degrees of over-lithiation. Following the Li[LiδTM1−δ]O2

notation for the pristine CAMs, BASF SE (Germany) provided a
low- (δ = 0.14), mid- (δ = 0.17), and high-lithium material (δ = 0.20),
which in an alternative notation correspond to the compositions 0.33
Li2MnO3 · 0.67 LiTMO2, 0.42 Li2MnO3 · 0.58 LiTMO2, and 0.50

Li2MnO3 · 0.50 LiTMO2 that were examined by Teufl et al.13 The high-
lithium material is the same as in our previous work, whereas the other
two CAMs are follow-up batches with similar composition and
properties. Since the main work in the present study was done with
the mid-lithium material, its precise composition was determined at the
Mikroanalytisches Labor Pascher (Remagen, Germany). After dissol-
ving the CAM by pressurized acid digestion in aqua regia, the (metal)
composition was determined as Li[Li0.17Ni0.19Co0.10Mn0.54]O2 by
means of inductively coupled plasma atomic emission spectroscopy
(ICP-AES). Here, we included surface impurities into the calculation,
from which a total of ≈1 wt% could be identified mainly as carbonates.
In order to assign the residual mass stoichiometrically to lattice oxygen
(assuming no oxygen vacancies in the pristine material, as confirmed by
Csernica et al.40), there has to be another total amount of ≈2 wt% of
impurities. This corresponds to a theoretical specific capacity of
350 mAh g−1CAM for complete lithium extraction (compared to 361
mAh g−1NCM for the pure LMR-NCM in the absence of the≈3 wt% of
impurities). Please note that capacity values are normalized to the mass
of the as-received CAM powder (i.e., 350 mAh g−1

CAM) and that we
used the Li[LiδTM1−δ]O2 notation throughout our work.

LMR-NCM cathode coatings were prepared by mixing 94 wt%
of CAM powder, 3 wt% of Super C65 conductive carbon (Timcal,
Switzerland), and 3 wt% of polyvinylidene fluoride binder (PVDF,
either Kynar HSV 900, Arkema, France or Solef 5130, Solvay,
Belgium) with N-methyl-2-pyrrolidone (NMP, anhydrous, 99.5%,
Sigma-Aldrich, Germany) at a solids content of 62 wt% in a
planetary orbital mixer (Thinky, USA) in several steps. The final
slurry was cast onto an aluminum foil (thickness 15 μm, MTI, USA)
using a 200 μm four-edge blade. The coated foil was dried overnight
in a convection oven at 50 °C. This procedure results in relatively
high loadings of ≈14–20 mgCAM cm−2, which improves the signal-
to-background ratio for the in-situ L-XPD experiments. In order to
obtain enough cycled CAM powder for the ex-situ NPD measure-
ments, we also prepared double-sided cathode sheets by coating the
backside of the Al foil after the first drying step. The cathode sheets
were calendered (GK 300-L, Saueressig, Germany) to a porosity of
around 45%. For coin cells, disk-shaped electrodes with a diameter
of 14 mm were punched out from the single-sided sheets and then
dried overnight in a vacuum oven (Büchi, Switzerland) at 120 °C,
before transferring them inertly into an argon-filled glove box
(<1 ppm O2 and H2O, MBraun, Germany). For single- and multi-
layer pouch cells, quadratic-shaped electrodes with a coated area of
9 cm2 were cut out and then dried overnight in the oven chamber of
the glove box at 90 °C under dynamic vacuum.

X-ray powder diffraction.—X-ray powder diffraction (XPD)
experiments were mainly conducted at our in-house STOE STADI
P diffractometer (STOE, Germany) in Debye–Scherrer geometry,
using Mo-Kα1 radiation (0.7093 Å), a Ge(111) monochromator, and
a Mythen 1 K detector, and taking one data point every 0.015°/2θ.
These will further on be referred to as “L-XPD” measurements,
which were used (i) to monitor the evolution of lattice parameters
during the first cycles from in-situ single-layer pouch cell data and
(ii) to obtain structural information from ex-situ capillary data.

The in-situ L-XPD data were recorded in a similar fashion as in
our previous publication.41 The 9 cm2 single-sided cathode was
assembled with an over-sized lithium counter-electrode (10.9 cm2,
thickness 450 μm, Albemarle, USA), a glass-fiber separator (14.4
cm2, glass microfiber filter 691, VWR, Germany), and 400 μl of
LP57 electrolyte (1 M LIPF6 in EC:EMC = 3:7 by weight, BASF
SE) in a relatively thin pouch foil (12 μm-thick Al layer, Gruber-
Folien, Germany). The pouch cell was fixed without external
compression between two metal plates (with a 15 mm hole in the
center of the battery stack) and then connected to the diffractometer
as well as a potentiostat (SP200, Biologic, France), as shown in
Fig. S1 (available online in the Supporting Information at stacks.iop.
org/JES/169/020554/mmedia). The cell was aligned in the direction
of the X-ray beam on the basis of the most intense (003) reflection of
the pristine CAM. Electrochemical cycling was done at a C-rate of
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C/10 (based on a nominal specific capacity of 300 mAh g−1 used
throughout this study) in the cell voltage window between 2.0 and
4.8 V. The room temperature remained within 24 ± 2 °C.
Diffractograms were recorded every 25 mAh g−1 (15 mAh g−1

when studying smaller voltage windows) during intermittent OCV
periods of 50 min in the 2θ range of 6°–48° (Q range 0.9–7.2 Å−1,
acquisition time ≈40 min, start after the first ≈5 min of the OCV
break). The XPD patterns were collected at fixed SOCs of 0, 25,
50 mAh g−1, etc. for all succeeding cycles (plus additional
diffractograms after running into the cut-off voltages).

Ex-situ L-XPD measurements of cycled cathode electrodes were
conducted in 0.3 mm Lindemann glass or borosilicate glass capil-
laries (both from Hilgenberg, Germany) in the 2θ range of 3°–60° (Q
range 0.5–8.9 Å−1, acquisition time ≈14 h). For this, 2325-type coin
cells with a cathode electrode (14 mm diameter), a lithium metal
anode (15 mm diameter), two glass-fiber separators (16 mm dia-
meter), and 80 μl of LP57 electrolyte were cycled at C/10 and 25 °C
in the cell voltage window of 2.0–4.8 V to the desired SOC either
during charge or discharge of the second cycle (Series 4000 battery
cycler, Maccor, USA). The coin cells were opened in the glove box
to harvest the cathode electrodes, and the scratched-off cathode
electrode material, without any prior washing, was loaded and air-
tightly sealed into the capillaries.

Some additional capillaries were sent to the Material Science
beamline MS-X04SA of the Swiss Light Source (Paul Scherrer
Institute, Villigen, Switzerland), where they were stored for ≈5
months prior to the measurements.42 X-ray diffractograms were
measured at ambient temperature in Debye–Scherrer geometry using
synchrotron radiation at 22 keV (0.5646 Å; equipped with a Si(111)
double-crystal monochromator and Mythen II microstrip detector) in
the 2θ range of 1°–90° (Q range 0.2–15.7 Å−1, exposure time 4 min
sample, one data point every 0.0036°/2θ), which will further on be
abbreviated as ex-situ “S-XPD” measurements.

Neutron powder diffraction.—Since the ex-situ NPD measure-
ments require (cycled) CAM in the gram scale, we assembled hand-
made multi-layer pouch cells in our laboratory, which consisted of
two single-sided and two double-sided cathode sheets (i.e., in total
six cathode layers at 9 cm2 each). Their loading deviation was set to
be less than 0.5 mgCAM cm−2 per layer and the absolute capacity of
the pouch cells amounted to ≈260 ± 50 mAh (based on a nominal
specific capacity of 300 mAh g−1). Three over-sized lithium metal
anodes (10.9 cm2) were placed between the cathode sheets, alter-
nating within total six glass-fiber separators (14.4 cm2) and packed
in a battery pouch foil (40 μm-thick Al layer, DNP, Japan) with
2.4 ml of LP57 electrolyte. As done above for the coin cells, the
pouch cells were cycled at C/10 and 25 °C in the voltage window of
2.0–4.8 V (and fixed in a cell holder with a homogeneous compres-
sion of ≈2 bar). After reaching the desired SOC in either charge or
discharge direction within the first two cycles, the cells were opened
in the glove box to harvest the cathode electrodes. For this, the
cathode electrodes were scratched off the Al foil with a scalpel,
hand-mixed in a mortar using the material from three nominally
identical cells, and dried overnight in a vacuum oven at room
temperature. The samples were loaded in thin-walled 6 mm vana-
dium cans (thickness 0.15 mm), which were metal-sealed using an
indium wire (loading ≈1.7 ± 0.1 gCAM; for the pristine CAM
powder, a 10 mm vanadium can was used). A tiny fraction of the
cathode electrode material was filled in X-ray capillaries for ex-situ
L-XPD measurements.

The samples were prepared within two weeks prior to the high-
resolution neutron powder diffraction (NPD) measurements at the
SPODI beamline of the research reactor FRM II (Garching,
Germany), which operates in Debye–Scherrer geometry with
thermal neutrons at a constant wavelength of 1.5481 Å by using a
Ge(551) monochromator and a 3He multidetector system.43 The
NPD patterns were collected at ambient temperature for constantly
rotating samples in the 2θ range of 1°–152° (Q range 0.1–7.9 Å−1,
acquisition time ≈5 h sample, one data point every 0.05°/2θ) and

afterwards corrected for geometrical aberrations and detector non-
linearities, as described by Hoelzel et al.43 To perform a joint
refinement of L-XPD and NPD data, X-ray diffractograms of the
same samples were recorded in parallel at our in-house instrument.

Analysis of diffraction data.—The structural complexity of Li-
and Mn-rich layered oxides first raises the question about the proper
structural model if it comes to the analysis of diffraction data.10,12

The incorporation of additional lithium in the TM layer causes an in-
plane Li/TM ordering of the pristine LMR-NCM materials, which
becomes visible as small, typically very broad superstructure peaks
in the powder diffraction patterns.10,44 In the literature, the authors
choose most commonly between three different models: (i) the
rhombohedral model (R−3m) known from conventional layered
oxides, which neglects the in-plane ordering and distributes all ions
randomly in the TM layer;22,36,40 (ii) the monoclinic model (C2/m),
which takes the ordering into account by dividing each layer into
two crystallographic sites at a ratio of 1/2;30,44 and, (iii) a composite
model comprising a rhombohedral and monoclinic phase, which are
typically assigned to the LiTMO2 and Li2MnO3 composition,
respectively.25,44 As none of our diffractograms show a clear
splitting of the main reflections (e.g., of the (003) peak, as was
observed by Konishi et al.25), not even a shoulder, which would
justify the application of the composite model, we do not use it in
this work. Furthermore, it is well-known that the superstructure
peaks gradually vanish within the first battery cycle(s),45,46 which
puts the monoclinic model in question. The monoclinic model also
has more than double the amount of refinement parameters than the
rhombohedral model, which involves the danger of severe correla-
tions between interdependent (structural) parameters. All these
considerations make the rhombohedral model the main approach
to analyze diffraction data in the course of this work, as was done
previously by Kleiner et al.36

Standard reference materials (i.e., silicon and at the synchrotron
also NAC (Na2Ca3Al2F14)) were measured before each set of
samples. Silicon was used to perform an angle correction of the L-
XPD raw data with the WinXPOW software47 and to determine the
accurate wavelength of the X-ray and neutron beamline. In addition,
silicon and NAC were used to determine the instrumental peak
broadening with the Thompson-Cox-Hastings pseudo-Voigt func-
tion, whose parameters were fixed during the subsequent refinement
of the samples. The diffraction data were all refined with the
software package TOPAS.48

The in-situ L-XPD data are used to monitor the lattice parameters
during the initial cycles. Here, the rhombohedral model is the
common approach in the literature.23,49,50 To extract the lattice
parameters a and c as well as the unit cell volume V, the LMR-NCM
phase was refined with a structure-independent Pawley fit. The
multi-pattern datasets were analyzed by means of sequential refine-
ments, which also include the Al reflections in the diffractograms.
The error of the extracted lattice parameters is on the order of
≈0.01%–0.05% (based on their estimated standard deviations
relative to the refined values), which is deemed to be sufficiently
precise, as the lattice parameters change by a few percent during a
charge/discharge cycle. For the mid-lithium material (δ = 0.17), the
state of charge of each diffraction pattern was converted into the
overall lithium content, xLi, by considering its theoretical specific
capacity (350 mAh g−1, using the above described results from
elemental analysis) and its total lithium content (i.e., 1 + δ = 1.17
based on the Li[LiδTM1−δ]O2 notation):

=
− [ ]

· [ ]
− −

−
x

350 mAh g SOC mAh g

350 mAh g
1.17 1Li

1 1

1

Here, it is assumed that the electrochemically measured capacity
solely originates from lithium insertion/extraction into the LMR-
NCM material and that the extent of parasitic reactions is negligible.
The OCV value of each diffractogram was averaged from the last
minute of the 50 min OCV step used for data collection, where the
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remaining voltage relaxation, dV/dt, was in the range of ≈5–25 mV
h−1 (depending on SOC and charge/discharge; for OCV holds of
10 h, it was <1 mV h−1). According to Croy et al., this approach
closely represents the OCV function of the CAM at the time scales
of interest.23

All ex-situ data of the mid-lithium material were processed by
Rietveld refinements. Here, the site occupancy factors are of
particular interest, since they might provide insights into the lithium
de-/intercalation mechanism and the migration of transition metals
into the lithium layer. Important refinement details are given in
paragraph S3 of the Supporting Information. Regarding the joint
refinement of L-XPD and NPD data, some parameters (viz., back-
ground, zero shift, absorption, peak broadening, and scale factor)
were refined on a local level independent for each dataset, whereas
the lattice parameters and structural parameters (viz., fractional
coordinates, atomic displacement parameters, and site occupancy
factors) were optimized on a global level together for both datasets.
We used three different structural models, which will be introduced
as the extended rhombohedral model 1, the simplified rhombohedral
model 2, and the monoclinic model 3 in the Results and Discussion
section (together with the corresponding refinement results).

Beyond the Supporting Information, we also attached the diffraction
raw data of the ex-situ L-XPD and NPD samples (.xy and .xye file types)
as well as the input files for the TOPAS refinement program (.inp file
type) as supplementary data to this work (see attached .zip folder which
comprises all above files). With the LMR-NCM_Pawley_Refinement.inp

input file, the lattice parameters and the sample broadening can be
optimized in a first step by means of an independent Pawley fit for each
dataset, while LMR-NCM_Rombohedral_Refinement.inp and LMR-
NCM_Monoclinic_Refinement.inp allow for testing the (joint) Rietveld
refinement of the here presented structural models (and beyond).

DFT simulation.—Spin-polarized calculations in the framework
of DFT have been performed using the Vienna Ab-initio Simulation
Package (VASP)51–54 with projector augmented wave
pseudopotentials.55,56 The exchange-correlation functional of choice
is the strongly constrained and appropriately normed (SCAN) meta-
generalized gradient approximation supplemented with the long-
range van der Waals interaction from rVV10, the revised Vydrov-
Van Voorhis nonlocal correlation functional, which performs very
well on layered compounds.57 Within a 4 × 5 × 1 supercell of the
conventional rhombohedral cell, all structures have been fully
relaxed until the forces were lower than 10−2 eV·Å−1 with a cut-
off energy of 600 eV at the Γ-point only, which is justified by the
large dimensions of the supercell. In selected cases, a pre-relaxation
by means of short molecular dynamics at 300 K helped to find a
better local minimum. Because VASP cannot handle partial occu-
pancies, structures with integer occupancies compatible with the
experimental site occupancy factors have been generated with the
combinatorial approach implemented in the supercell software.58

The material with the mid-lithium composition,
Li[Li0.17Ni0.19Co0.10Mn0.54]O2, has been simulated with a 4 × 5 ×
1 supercell of the conventional rhombohedral cell and thus contains
60 formula units. The supercell contains 72 Li (60 in the Li layer and
12 in the TM layer), 12 Ni, 6 Co, 30 Mn and 120 O that corresponds
to the formula unit (f.u.) Li1.2Ni0.2Co0.1Mn0.5O2 of the model
composition (which represents the over-lithiation degree of the
high-lithium material, since simulating the precise lithium content
of the mid-lithium material would have required an excessively large
supercell). With a supercell of this size, the sheer number of possible
ways to distribute the cations into the Li and TM sub-lattices is
astronomical. A good structural candidate has been determined by
letting the combinatorial calculator supercell find the cation dis-
tribution with the lowest electrostatic energy within a point-charge
approximation based on given oxidation states (viz., Li+, Ni2+,
Co3+, Mn4+, and O2−). The key features associated with the
progressive delithiation of the material are analyzed by investigating
structural models at different Li contents and comparing their

Figure 1. Lattice parameter evolution of the mid-lithium LMR-NCM (δ =

0.17) during the initial cycles, as obtained from two independent in-situ L-
XPD experiments in a half-cell configuration (i.e., with a lithium metal
anode). “Cycle 1–3” were measured at C/10 in the full voltage window of
2.0–4.8 V, whereas the curve labeled “no activation” shows the first cycle in
the smaller window of 2.0–4.2 V. The diffractograms were collected during
OCV breaks every 25 and 15 mAh g−1, respectively. The panels show from
top to bottom (a) the voltage curves, (b) the lattice parameter a, (c) the lattice
parameter c, and (d) the unit cell volume V as a function of the overall
lithium content, xLi (lower x-axis), which was calculated according to the
respective SOC (upper x-axis, see Eq. 1). In panel (a), the OCV share of the
total voltage hysteresis is shown for cycle 3 by the green shaded area. The
right y-axes illustrate the lattice parameter changes in percentage terms
relative to the pristine state.
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thermodynamic stability at each composition. Already at this point,
it is important to reiterate that the extremely large configurational
space renders it virtually impossible to determine with certainty the
true ground state for a given composition (bar the construction of an
exhaustive compositional phase diagram, which falls beyond the
scope of this work). Calculation of the voltage profile also requires
the knowledge of the compositional convex hull. Therefore, we will
not report on voltages but rather compare the total energies of
structures with the same composition.

Results and Discussion

SOC dependence of lattice parameters.—Most of our previous
work on Li- and Mn-rich layered oxides, including studies about their
gassing behavior,59 resistance build-up,17 and the irreversible TM
migration during long-term cycling,36 used exclusively materials with
a medium degree of over-lithiation (δ= 0.17). Here, the work of Teufl
et al. revealed a path-dependent resistance hysteresis of this particular
LMR-NCM within a charge/discharge cycle.17 It is thus reasonable to
focus first on a very similar CAM to monitor its lattice parameters
during the first battery cycles and to look for any structural hysteresis
behavior. Figure 1 shows the results from two in-situ L-XPD
measurements of the mid-lithium material, whose pristine composi-
tion was determined to be Li[Li0.17Ni0.19Co0.10Mn0.54]O2 by ele-
mental analysis. The voltage curves obtained in a half-cell (i.e., with a
lithium metal anode) and the lattice parameters (i.e., a, c, and the unit
cell volume V; as based on the rhombohedral model) are plotted vs the
exchanged capacity (upper x-axis) and the lithium content, xLi (lower
x-axis), of the CAM, which are equivalent measures of the state of
charge (see Eq. 1). Three consecutive cycles (the first cycle in black
and the 2nd and 3rd cycle in blue and green, respectively) of one cell
operated at C/10 in the full voltage window of 2.0–4.8 V are
compared to the first cycle (in red) of another cell, that was reversed
at 4.2 V, just before reaching the activation plateau. The electro-
chemistry matches our previous work and is not affected by the
simplified pouch cell setup or X-radiation, with the expected
capacities of ≈313 mAh g−1 for the first activation charge and
≈276–264 mAh g−1 for the following discharge cycles. The vertical
spikes in the voltage curves indicate the intermittent OCV periods
used for XPD data collection. Connecting the final OCV values at
each SOC, as exemplarily done for cycle 3 in Fig. 1a, makes it
obvious that the main part of the voltage hysteresis, especially in the
mid-SOC regime, is maintained during OCV and reaches almost up to
≈400 mV.

Let us now turn towards the lattice parameters. We directly discuss
the refinement results, because the raw data do not contribute any
additional information. For the sake of completeness, paragraph S1 of
the Supporting Information (SI) shows a contour plot of the in-situ L-
XPD patterns of “Cycle 1–3” and two Pawley fits in the discharged
and charged state, respectively (see Figs. S2 and S3). At a first glance,
the lattice parameters a and c in Fig. 1 seem to resemble the voltage
characteristics: the first-cycle charge curve that differs from the
subsequent charge curves (Fig. 1a) is reflected in the behavior of a
(Fig. 1b) and c (Fig. 1c) that also show different functionalities in the
first compared to the subsequent cycles. The first-cycle activation
charge (upper black line in Fig. 1a) can be divided into a sloping
region until ≈4.4 V (corresponding to 1.17 > xLi > 0.76) and an
extended voltage plateau at ≈4.5 V (0.76 > xLi > 0.23). In a similar
manner, the lattice parameters change monotonically in the sloping
region (lower black lines in Figs. 1b and 1c), then remain approxi-
mately constant during the voltage plateau, and move (slightly) back
at the end of the first charge. Following the activation, there is a
drastic change of the lattice parameters, which also feature a
pronounced hysteretic behavior during charge and discharge.
Former in-situ XPD studies have seen similar lattice parameter trends
within the initial cycles, e.g., for Li[Li0.20Ni0.15Co0.10Mn0.55]O2 by
Mohanty et al.50 and for Li[Li0.20Ni0.20Mn0.60]O2 by Croy et al.,

23 but
the hysteresis in the evolution of the lattice parameters over a charge/
discharge cycle was not so obvious there, as in the former study the

lattice parameters were only plotted vs time while in the latter study
there were too few data points over a charge/discharge cycle. To the
best of our knowledge, only Konishi et al. reported a clear lattice
parameter hysteresis for Li[Li0.20Ni0.13Co0.13Mn0.54]O2, whereby the
hysteresis was assigned to the LiTMO2-like phase in their 2-phase
refinement with a composite model comprising a rhombohedral
(LiTMO2-like) and monoclinic (Li2MnO3-like) phase.

25

Since Li- and Mn-rich layered oxides are closely related to
conventional NCM materials, most authors apply the same structural
and electronic considerations to explain the change of the lattice
parameters. The lattice parameter a reflects the intra-layer nearest-
neighbor distances, which are all the same for Li-Li in the Li layer,
TM-TM in the TM layer, and O-O in the O layer, respectively. As
the transition metals decrease their ionic radii upon oxidation, the
contraction of the lattice parameter a during charging is however
dominated by the TM-TM distance.32,60 As shown in Fig. 1b (lower
black line), the lattice parameter a decreases by ≈0.8% from ≈2.854
to ≈2.831 Å during the sloping region of the first charge and remains
almost constant afterwards. This result fits to several spectroscopic
studies,24,30,61 which have shown that the TM oxidation only occurs
during the first part of the activation. Assuming that all TMs get
oxidized to their 4+ state, starting from Ni2+, Co3+, and Mn4+ in the
pristine material, the TM redox can theoretically compensate for
144 mAh g−1 (ΔxLi = 0.48), what is reasonably close the exchanged
capacity of ≈123 mAh g−1 (ΔxLi ≈ 0.41) until the end of the
sloping voltage region at 4.4 V. If the cycling is restricted to this
region, i.e., if the charge is stopped prior to reaching the subsequent
voltage plateau at ≈4.5 V, the lattice parameters move reversibly
back (see red lines labeled “no activation” in Fig. 1). Such a “non-
activated” LMR-NCM shows no voltage fade over extended cycling
and thus may be considered as a conventional layered oxide.17 On
the other hand, after a full activation charge to 4.8 V, the lattice
parameter a changes afterwards between ≈2.874 and ≈2.834 Å
(Δa/apristine ≈ 1.4%) in a hysteresis loop (see upper black as well as
green and blue lines in Fig. 1b). It thus exceeds its value in the
pristine material by ≈0.02 Å (≈0.7%) at the end of discharge. This
could be explained by the additional activation of the Mn3+/Mn4+

redox couple, as was evidenced through HAXPES measurements by
Assat et al. (≈10% Mn3+ in the discharged state).24,62

The lattice parameter c is a measure of the inter-layer distances.
Due to the alternating stacking of O-Li-O and O–TM–O layers, c can
be separated into a lithium, hLi, and TM layer height, hTM,
respectively.33 De Biasi et al. have investigated many regular
NCM materials, ranging from NCM-111 to NCM-851005, by
operando XPD.32 In their study, the lattice parameter c increases
by ≈1.5% until the delithiation reaches xLi values of ≈0.4–0.5, what
is explained by the increasing Coulomb repulsion of O2− anions
facing each other in the depleting Li layers (and thus referring to the
hLi component). Upon further delithiation, c falls back and even
below the value in the discharged (lithiated) state, reaching up to
minus 4.7% for NCM-851005 (at xLi ≈ 0.1). The repulsive
interactions get diminished through an increasing covalent bond
character between the transition metals (especially Ni) and oxygen,
which in turn reduces the effective negative charge of the O
atoms.32,34,63 Thus, oxygen is involved into the charge compensation
of regular layered oxides, but its participation is confined to the
standard TM-O hybridization model. This model is not sufficient for
Li- and Mn-rich layered oxides, which experience a TM-independent
anionic redox during cycling (typically expressed as O2−/On− redox,
n < 2).24,30,61 According to these spectroscopic studies, the anionic
redox gets activated during the voltage plateau at ≈4.5 V in the first
charge and stays present in the following cycles. In general, the
lattice parameter c of the mid-lithium LMR-NCM resembles the
trends known from regular NCMs, with c increasing until a
delithiation level of xLi ≈ 0.4 and then decreasing again (see
Fig. 1c). The magnitude of this change in c is however significantly
smaller. The maximum difference Δc/cpristine amounts to less than
1% within one cycle. This damping effect could be rationalized by
the O2−/On− redox, which distributes over the entire SOC range
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after activation.24,62 Assuming that the anionic redox scales approxi-
mately linearly with the extent of delithiation, it reduces the
Coulomb repulsion at high xLi values (i.e., low SOCs), what in
turn diminishes the c increase at xLi > 0.4. For xLi < 0.4 (i.e., high
SOCs), the anionic redox might compete with the TM–O
hybridization,64 thus damping the subsequent decrease of c. Please
note that the Ni–O bonding (important for Ni-rich stoichiometric
oxides) tends towards stronger covalency than the Mn–O bonding
(important for Mn-rich over-lithiated oxides), which has a more
ionic nature.65 Assat et al. report that the O2−/On− redox is not
evenly distributed during charge and discharge.24 This could explain
the hysteretic behavior of c, which does not manifest as a simple
hysteresis loop. In contrast to the lattice parameter a, the charge and
discharge curves of c intersect at ≈0.67 and ≈0.40. Furthermore,
their maxima are shifted on the xLi axis (viz., at ≈0.42 during charge
and at ≈0.33 during discharge; as highlighted by the grey bars in
Fig. 1c). At this point, we have to call to mind that the lattice
parameter c consists of two individual layer heights, hLi and hTM,
which might evolve quite differently compared to their summed-up
value of c. Their calculation however requires the z-coordinate of
oxygen from Rietveld refinements, what will be done later.

Let us examine once again the first activation charge. As
discussed above, the Li- and Mn-rich layered oxide can be regarded
as a regular NCM material in the sloping region, i.e., a decreases due
to TM oxidation and c increases due to Coulomb repulsion of the
O2− anions. During the voltage plateau, where the lattice parameters
remain almost constant, the anionic redox comes into play. Another
not yet considered aspect is the lithium extraction, which includes
both the lithium ions from the Li layer (LiLi) and from the TM layer
(LiTM). Liu et al. investigated the delithiation process of
Li[Li0.20Ni0.15Co0.10Mn0.55]O2 by operando NPD.66 They deter-
mined the LiLi/LiTM extraction ratio to be ≈24/1 in the sloping
region and ≈2.6/1 in the plateau region at ≈4.5 V, and also found
out that LiTM cannot be re-intercalated during the subsequent
discharge. Hence, the lithium ions in the TM layer get predominantly
and permanently removed in the voltage plateau region during the
first charge. It is however difficult to estimate the consequences for
the lattice parameters, because the LiTM removal goes along with the
depopulation of LiLi-O-LiTM configurations64 and the loss of in-
plane ordering in the TM layer.31,46 Both processes connect the LiTM
removal to the anionic redox, as they make it energetically favorable.
Even though most lithium ions in the TM layer are extracted during
the activation charge, NMR measurements by Jiang et al. have
shown that their complete removal might require up to ≈10 cycles.46

This possibly explains why the lattice parameters increase irrever-
sibly from cycle to cycle in Fig. 1 (e.g., when comparing the
discharge curves of the lattice parameters). Here, the difference of
the discharge curves between cycle 2 and 3 is smaller than between
cycle 1 and 2. We also want to mention that the first three lattice
parameter values of the first discharge (0.33 < xLi < 0.17) are
shifted towards lower values compared to the preceding charge,

probably due to a temporary misalignment of the pouch cell resulting
from CAM gassing at the end of the activation charge (which also
continues during OCV).59 The comparison with a second in-situ L-
XPD measurement (cell #2 in Fig. S4 of the SI) however shows that
this artefact does not affect the progression of the lattice parameters.

The unit cell volume V (see Fig. 1d) represents the net response
of the crystal lattice upon lithium insertion/extraction. Its behavior is
similar to that of the lattice parameter a, also showing a hysteresis
loop after the first activation cycle. This resemblance is reasonable
because a affects the unit cell volume to the second power

(according to = · ·V a c3 2 2 ) and the relative changes of a are
larger than for c. The unit cell volume is an important measure for
the tendency of a CAM particle to crack during cycling. The larger
the volume change, the larger the mechanical stress of the particles
due to (i) the anisotropic change of the lattice parameters a and c and
(ii) the different orientation of the primary particles inside the

Table I. Comparison of lattice parameter changes in regular NCMs and in the mid-lithium LMR-NCM. The NCM data were taken from the
operando XPD study of de Biasi et al. and present the therein investigated NCM materials with the lowest (NCM-111, 33%Ni on TM basis) and
highest Ni content (NCM-851005, 85%Ni), respectively.

32 As in our work, the CAMs were cycled in half-cells at C/10, but in the voltage window of
3.0–4.6 V. The lattice parameter changes are given as the difference between the completely discharged (lithiated, xLi,dis) and charged (delithiated,
xLi,cha) state of the respective charge cycle and are normalized to the starting value (in a given particular cycle). For the unit cell volume V, this
procedure always yields the maximum difference within a cycle, whereas a and c might run through minima and maxima, respectively. The ΔxLi
range is calculated according to Δ = −x x x .Li Li,dis Li,cha

Material Cycle xLi,dis [−] xLi,cha [−] ΔxLi [−] Δa/a0 [%] Δc/c0 [%] ΔV/V0 [%]

Regular NCMs32

NCM-111 4 (reversible) 0.94 0.21 0.73 ‒1.2 ±0.0 ‒2.3
NCM-851005 4 (reversible) 0.89 0.09 0.80 ‒1.7 ‒4.7 ‒8.0
Over-lithiated NCMs
Mid-lithium LMR-NCM 1 (activation) 1.17 0.13 1.04 ‒0.7 +0.3 ‒1.1
Mid-lithium LMR-NCM 2 + 3 (reversible) 1.04 0.13 0.91 ‒1.3 ‒0.3 ‒3.0

Figure 2. Charge window opening experiment at C/10 with the fully
activated mid-lithium LMR-NCM (after 2 activation cycles between 2.0–-
4.8 V), where the upper cut-off voltage is stepwise increased from 3.7 to 4.1
to 4.8 V (lower cut-off voltage fixed to 2.0 V, what is also the starting point).
As a function of the lithium content, panel (a) shows the open circuit voltage,
at which the diffractograms were measured every 15 mAh g−1, and panel (b)
depicts the unit cell volume from the corresponding Pawley fits.
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secondary agglomerates of a typical polycrystalline CAM.63,67 In
Table I, we compare the relative lattice parameter changes of the
over-lithiated NCM in Fig. 1 with two regular NCMs from the study
of de Biasi et al.32 In their work, NCM-111 and NCM-851005 are
the end members with respect to the range of Ni content (33%Ni vs
85%Ni on TM basis). It is well-known in the literature that the degree
of cracking increases with the Ni content63,67 and with the upper cut-
off potential.68,69 Since increasing both parameters yields higher
delithiation levels (i.e., lower xLi,cha values), this trend can be
explained in good approximation by the steep volume contraction at
xLi values smaller than ≈0.3.32,70 The overall volume contraction of
the mid-lithium LMR-NCM (amounting to ‒1.1% during activation
and ‒3.0% reversibly in the following cycles) is much closer to
NCM-111 (‒2.3%) than to NCM-851005 (‒8.0%), even though its
delithiation level (xLi,cha = 0.13) resembles the latter one (0.09). This
discrepancy is largely driven by the smaller change of the lattice
parameter c, whereas the reversible change of a is rather similar
among the different CAMs. Despite the broader SOC range of Li-
and Mn-rich layered oxides, we thus hypothesize that they are less
prone to particle cracking and its detrimental consequences (such as

CAM loss, TM dissolution, and surface reconstruction) than their
Ni-rich (polycrystalline) competitors.

The “no activation” dataset in Fig. 1 revealed that the structural
hysteresis observed in cycle 2 and onwards is directly connected to
the activation plateau at ≈4.5 V. This raises the question if there is
any chance to re-establish the pre-activated state without hysteresis
even after passing this plateau. Therefore, we performed a charge
window opening experiment.24,25 After two cycles in the full voltage
window of 2.0–4.8 V to activate the mid-lithium LMR-NCM
material, Fig. 2 shows three consecutive cycles, where the upper
cut-off voltage during charge was stepwise increased from 3.7 to 4.1
to 4.8 V, while always going back to 2.0 V during discharge. The
extent of OCV hysteresis (see Fig. 2a) and lattice parameter
hysteresis (exemplary shown for the unit cell volume in Fig. 2b)
depends on the SOC range (equivalent to ΔxLi) that the CAM has
passed through in every single cycle. Konishi et al. made the same
observation for the OCV as well as the lattice parameters a and c of
the LiTMO2-like phase in their 2-phase refinement.25 For the
smallest SOC window of ≈74 mAh g−1 (ΔxLi ≈ 0.25) measured
until 3.7 V (black lines in Fig. 2), the charge/discharge values of
the unit cell volume agree within the error of measurement, while the
OCV differs by a maximum of ≈60 mV (at xLi ≈ 0.92). Since the
voltage relaxation is not completed after 50 min resting (dV/dt ≈
5 mV h−1), this difference would get even smaller during a
prolonged OCV step. Hence, the fully activated LMR-NCM exhibits
almost no path dependence when cycled under this condition, but the
hysteresis grows strongly when charged further (blue and green
lines). As already described for the voltage by Assat et al.,24 the in-
situ L-XPD data also show on a structural level that the hysteresis
raises mainly at the end of charge and stays open until the end of the
discharge. Furthermore, the voltage and lattice parameter hysteresis
must have the same driving force. In Fig. S5 in paragraph S2 of the
SI, this measurement is contrasted with a discharge window opening
experiment.

OCV dependence of lattice parameters.—Since the diffracto-
grams were measured under open circuit voltage conditions, the
lattice parameters of the mid-lithium material in Fig. 1 are re-plotted
in Fig. 3 vs the OCV value averaged over the last minute of the
50 min rest phase. Here, we directly see a completely different
dependency than when plotted vs the state of charge as was done in
Fig. 1: When plotted vs OCV, the lattice parameter a exhibits almost
no hysteresis between charge and discharge after the first activation
charge (see Fig. 3a). Only upon closer inspection, it can be noticed
that the a values during charge are slightly higher than during
discharge (directions marked by arrows) for OCVs smaller than
≈4.0 V, where both curves intersect (this subtle difference was not
be resolved in the study by Konishi et al.25). Interestingly, the “no
activation” data (red lines) coincide perfectly with the charge curve.
In the previous paragraph, we assigned any changes of a as to mainly
originating from TM redox activities, which are initially restricted to
the potential range of ≈3.6–4.2 V, but expand to lower potentials
after activation (probably due to Mn3+/Mn4+ redox). As the
hysteresis of a when plotted vs OCV is negligibly small (Fig. 3a)
compared to when it is plotted vs SOC (Fig. 1b), the TM redox
seems to be uniquely associated with the thermodynamic state of the
CAM that is marked by the OCV, whereas there seems to be no
causal relationship to the lithium content. In contrast, the lattice
parameter c still shows a hysteretic behavior even when plotted vs
OCV (as shown in Fig. 3b). Due to the large voltage drop after
current reversal at the upper cut-off, the maximum of the charge
curve, that was at a lower SOC than during discharge (see Fig. 1c), is
now at a higher OCV than the discharge curve (viz., at ≈4.15 Vcharge

vs ≈3.95 Vdischarge, as highlighted by the grey bars).
The most interesting observation is the behavior of the unit cell

volume V (see Fig. 3c) which, within the accuracy of the in-situ L-
XPD measurements, exhibits no hysteresis after the first activation
charge, with V changing linearly with OCV by about ‒2 Å3 V−1. As

Figure 3. Lattice parameter data (taken from Fig. 1) for the mid-lithium
LMR-NCM shown as a function of OCV at which the diffractograms were
collected during the in-situ L-XPD experiments. (a), (b) Evolution of the
lattice parameters a and b during the first three cycles at C/10. (c) Evolution
of the corresponding unit cell volume, whereby the linear regression of the
“cycle 2+3” data results in V = 109.0(1) Å3

‒ 2.03(4) Å3/V · OCV, with
R2

= 0.985.
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for any given OCV, the lithium content (xLi) is different between the
charge and the discharge reaction by up to ΔxLi ≈ 0.33 (see blue/
green lines in Fig. 1a). The linear and direction-independent
relationship between V and OCV in turn means that very different
lithium contents can yield the same unit cell volume: for example,
[Li0.75TM0.83O2]charge and [Li0.42TM0.83O2]discharge both have an
OCV of ≈3.80 V and a unit cell volume of ≈101.3 Å3 within the
second cycle. Such a behavior is quite remarkable and completely
unknown for regular NCMs that exhibit no charge/discharge
hysteresis and for which the lattice parameters uniquely scale both
with the SOC and OCV.41 The red lines in Figs. 1 and 3 show that
the same is true for LMR-NCMs if they are not cycled into their
activation plateau (labeled as “no activation”), contrary to the
irreversible changes induced by cycling into the activation plateau.

So far, we only discussed the mid-lithium material, but it is also
interesting to examine the lattice parameter changes for different
degrees of over-lithiation. Figure 4 compares their OCV dependence

during the second cycle for the already introduced mid-lithium
material (δ = 0.17 in Li[LiδTM1−δ]O2, same data as in Fig. 3) as
well as for a low- (δ = 0.14) and high-lithium material (δ = 0.20).
Beyond that, the Mn-rich over-lithiated CAMs are contrasted with
the Ni-rich stoichiometric NCM-811. A zoomed-in view of the data
for only the LMR-NCMs is given in Fig. S6 in paragraph S2 of the
SI.

Starting again with the lattice parameter a, Fig. 4a shows that a
decreases as the OCV increases from ≈3.6 to 4.2 V (i.e., in the
region that is ascribed to the Ni2+/Ni3+/Ni4+ and Co3+/Co4+ redox).
The decrease is the higher the lower the degree of over-lithiation,
with a decreasing to only ≈2.840 Å for the high-lithium material
while decreasing to ≈2.833 and ≈2.830 Å for the mid- and low-
lithium material, respectively. The lower the degree of over-
lithiation, the more transition metals are present in the transition
metal layer and the lower is their average oxidation state (i.e., 3.33+,
3.41+, and 3.50+ in the pristine LMR-NCMs with low-, mid-, and
high-lithium content, respectively; according to (3−δ)/(1−δ)).
Consequently, for lower over-lithiation, more charge can be com-
pensated by the classical TM redox until their formal 4+ state,
apparently resulting in the observed larger a parameter changes. The
lattice parameter a of NCM-811 varies exactly in the same voltage
window, but its change is ≈2–3 times stronger (note that the average
TM oxidation state is 3+ in pristine stoichiometric NCMs, because δ
is essentially 0). The rise of a at potentials below ≈3.6 V (better
visible in Fig. S6), which only occurs after activation and is not
present in NCM-811, increases with increasing over-lithiation. It is
reaching both lower OCV values (viz., from ≈3.20 Vlow to ≈2.97
Vhigh at the end of the second discharge) and higher a values (viz.,
from ≈2.869 Ålow to ≈2.877 Åhigh; same data points). This trend
could be explained by an increasing Mn3+/Mn4+ redox fraction,24,62

which is a concomitant feature of the anionic redox. To the best of
our knowledge, there is no spectroscopic comparison of several Li-
and Mn-rich layered oxides in one single publication, but the strong
increase of irreversible O2 loss (at the end of the activation charge;
as was studied by Teufl et al.13) suggests that its reversible O2−/On−

redox counterpart also grows with increasing over-lithiation. This
argument is in line with the increasing damping effect of the lattice
parameter c (as shown in Fig. 4b). Both the initial rise (due to
Coulomb repulsion) and the following drop (due to TM-O hybridi-
zation) get reduced with increasing over-lithiation and are much
smaller compared to NCM-811, because the anionic redox most
likely competes with the afore-mentioned electrostatic effects.

Despite the shifting ratio of cationic and anionic redox, which
becomes visible in the individual lattice parameters a and c, the unit
cell volume V vs OCV is essentially identical among the investigated
LMR-NCMs, with a uniform slope of about ‒2 Å3 V−1 (see Fig. 4).
This indicates that the V = f(OCV) representation is some kind of
universal curve, as it uniquely describes all three LMR-NCMs
independent of their degree of over-lithiation. There is obviously a
close relationship between the crystal lattice dimensions and the
open circuit voltage, but we do not yet know which structural and/or
electronic parameter(s) command them.

As already noted above, the overall relative volume change of
ΔV/V0 ≈ 2.5%–3.0% in the second cycle over an SOC range of
ΔSOC ≈ 240–270 mAh g−1

CAM for all of the here examined LMR-
NCMs, almost independent of their degree of over-lithiation (δ =

0.14–0.20), is much smaller than that of NCM-811 that exhibits
ΔV/V0 ≈ 6.3% for ΔSOC ≈ 220 mAh g−1

CAM. Based on this, one
would expect that the tendency for CAM particle cracking should be
reduced for LMR-NCMs compared to Ni-rich NCMs.

Determination of the lithium and transition metal layer
heights.—Before discussing possible reasons of the observed
hysteresis phenomena, let us first deconvolute the lattice parameter
c. This requires a determination of the z-coordinate of oxygen, z6c,O,
in order to calculate the lithium, hLi, and TM layer heights, hTM,
according to60

Figure 4. Evolution of the lattice parameters of three different LMR-NCMs
during the second cycle (i.e., after activation) vs OCV, as determined from
in-situ L-XPD experiments at C/10 in the voltage window of 2.0–4.8 V. The
CAMs differ with respect to the degree of over-lithiation, ranging from a
low-lithium (δ = 0.14) over a mid-lithium (δ = 0.17, same data as in Fig. 3)
to a high-lithium material (δ = 0.20). They are additionally contrasted with
stoichiometric NCM-811 (δ = 0.01), which was investigated at C/7.5
between 3.0–4.6 V (data taken from Fig. S6 in the SI of Friedrich et al.,41

published by ECS, licensed as CC BY 4.0). In panel (c), the linear regression
of all three LMR-NCMs results in V = 108.9(1) Å3

‒ 1.98(4) Å3/V · OCV,
with R

2
= 0.977.
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= · ( − ) · [ ]h z c3a site: 2 1 3 2OLi 6c,

= · ( − ) · = · − [ ]h z c c h3b site: 2 1 6 1 3 3OTM 6c, Li

Please note that the definition of the 3a/3b sites as Li/TM layers
might also be opposite to that which is used in some instances in the
literature.

The layer heights are a good starting point for Rietveld refine-
ments. Liu et al. have shown in a detailed study about the sensitivity
of the analysis of diffraction data (with stoichiometric NCA as a test
case) that z6c,O is barely correlated to any other structural
parameter.39 It is thus the structural parameter that can be deter-
mined most accurately from X-ray powder diffraction data. Since in-
situ data are usually biased due to overlapping reflections from other
cell components (e.g., Al)41 and have low counting statistics (in
particular at laboratory diffractometers), which makes the detailed
evaluation of structural parameters (other than lattice parameters)
really challenging, we decided to rely just on ex-situ data for
Rietveld refinements. Here, the cathode was cycled to the desired
SOC, then the CAM powder was scratched off and air-tightly sealed
in capillaries (see Experimental section for more details). Focusing
on the quasi-reversible hysteresis after activation, Fig. 5 shows the
Rietveld refinement results of the mid-lithium material within the
second cycle, where ex-situ L-XPD measurements were conducted
every ≈50 mAh g−1 during charge/discharge (blue circles/lines).
Additionally, we sent some samples to the Swiss Light Source to
obtain high-quality ex-situ S-XPD data (green triangles). The two
upper panels of Fig. 5 compare the lattice parameters to the in-situ
L-XPD data from V 1 (black squares/lines), while the layer heights,
hLi and hTM, derived from the ex-situ XPD data are depicted in the
two lower panels.

The lattice parameters a and c derived from ex-situ L-XPD data
are in good agreement with those derived from in-situ L-XPD data
and show the same characteristic hysteresis features. For the lattice
parameter a in Fig. 5a, the ex-situ determined hysteresis loop (blue
circles/line) is however slightly smaller, as the data points lie
consistently in between the in-situ determined values (black
squares/line). This might be due to a continued relaxation of the
material within the first hours and days after transitioning into the
OCV condition. In contrast, the lattice parameter c (see Fig. 5b) is
shifted upwards for most of the ex-situ derived data, especially at xLi
values smaller than ≈0.8. Even though the shifts of a and c are not
all in the same direction, the observed differences could be at least
partially explained by a small misalignment of the in-situ pouch cell
(see also Fig. S4 of the SI). Whatever the reason for these relatively
small differences might be, a comparison of the ex-situ L-XPD
derived lattice parameters that were measured within a few days
after cell disassembly (blue circles) and those obtained by ex-situ S-
XPD that were measured only after ≈5 months (green triangles) are
in excellent agreement. This proves that the extended storage in the
glass capillaries does not affect the harvested electrode samples (in
call cases, the samples were sealed into the glass capillaries
immediately after harvesting the electrodes), which is an important
prerequisite for the much more time-consuming NPD experiments
presented later. Furthermore, we can conclude here that the ex-situ
approach is suitable for the quantification of detailed structural
parameters under defined state of charge conditions.

The individual components hLi and hTM of the lattice parameter c
are derived from ex-situ XPD data and presented in Figs. 5c and 5d,
respectively. Surprisingly, their hysteresis behavior is much simpler
than that of c (see Fig. 5b), because the charge branch is permanently
higher than the discharge branch for hLi or vice versa for hTM. The
general evolution of c over the charge/discharge cycle is dominated
by the hLi component (since its changes are typically higher than the
changes of hTM),

33,63 which is why any changes of c are typically
explained with respect to this component (as we also did in the
previous paragraphs). On the other hand, the evolution of the hTM
component resembles that of the lattice parameter a (see Fig. 5a).
This means that the contraction/expansion of the TM-O6 octahedra
in the TM layer is fairly isotropic, as they respond uniformly in the
ab plane (seen in a) and along the c direction (seen in hTM) to the
actual oxidation state (and ionic radius) of the TMs.63

Let us shortly comment on the accuracy of the quantification of
the layer heights. Their relative error of 0.10%–0.25% (based on the
estimated standard deviation given by the refinement program and

Figure 5. Determination of structural parameters over the course of the
second charge/discharge cycle of the mid-lithium LMR-NCM material based
on ex-situ XPD data from harvested electrodes, either acquired at the
laboratory diffractometer (L-XPD; blue circles, with blue lines connecting
their average values) or at the synchrotron (S-XPD; green triangles, labeled
with numbers: 1/2/3 on the charge branch and 4/5 on the discharge branch).
(a), (b) Lattice parameters a and c derived from ex-situ L-XPD and S-XPD
data, including a comparison with the in-situ L-XPD derived data shown in
Fig. 1. (c), (d) Determination of the lithium layer height, hLi, and of the
transition metal layer height, hTM, via Rietveld refinements using the
following rhombohedral model: [Lix−uNiv]3a[LiuTM0.83−v]3b[Ow]6c with
uLi = 0 (except for the completely discharged samples with xLi > 1, so
that the occupation of the Li layer would be mistakenly greater than 1) and
wO = 1. The error bars correspond to the estimated standard deviation (e.s.d.)
of each sample, as given out by the refinement program. Please note that
some points of the ex-situ L-XPD dataset were measured twice with two
independent samples.
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marked by the error bars in Figs. 5c, 5d) is roughly one order of
magnitude higher than that of the lattice parameter c. The reprodu-
cibility among two nominally identical data points is fairly good,
even though some other structural parameters might differ strongly
(especially vNi/NiLi and b3a,Li). This underlines the weak interde-
pendence of z6c,O with other structural parameters.39 Comparing the
L-XPD to the S-XPD data, they coincide nicely on the charge branch
(S-XPD data points 1, 2 and 3), but there are deviations on the
discharge branch (points 4 and 5; note that the high-SOC point 4
appears to be on the charge branch). Taking all this into considera-
tion, we believe that the ex-situ XPD data correctly describe the
separation of the charge/discharge curves, but that the actual values
of the layer heights and thus the extent of hysteresis have some
uncertainty.

Origin of the reversible structural changes.—In the literature,
hysteresis phenomena in Li- and Mn-rich layered oxides are usually
ascribed to a path dependence of TM migration,28,29,36,71 which was
first proposed by the Argonne National Laboratory.18,23,27 This
migration process might involve both Ni and/or Mn moving from
their native spot in the TM layer into tetrahedral and/or octahedral
sites in the Li layer. As long as this process is reversible, it is
believed that it causes the voltage hysteresis during charge/discharge
cycling, whereas the irreversible capture of TMs in the Li layer
would lead to voltage fade during long-term cycling. Assat et al.
reported instead that the anionic redox is the real cause for hysteresis
phenomena and that any structural rearrangements are just a
consequence of that.24 On the other hand, Gent et al. proposed a
coupled {O2−

+ TM} → {O−

+ TMmig} + e− process, where
TMmig indicates a migrated TM into the Li layer, thus combining
both afore-mentioned theories.30 House et al. showed a link between
the superstructure ordering and the anionic redox. Both in alkali-rich
Nax[LiδMn1−δ]O2 compounds72 and in Li1.20Ni0.13Co0.13Mn0.54O2,

31

they showed that molecular O2 is reversibly formed and trapped in
the bulk, which would connect the voltage hysteresis to the in-plane
TM migration in the TM layer (after LiTM removal).72 Recently,
Csernica et al. proposed an oxygen vacancy model, where the
oxygen deficiency penetrates into the bulk of the material by a
diffusion process, while maintaining the native layered phase.40 An
oxygen vacancy leads to an undercoordinated transition metal,
which promotes its migration into the Li layer. Csernica’s model

provides an atomistic link between cation disordering and oxygen
release, both of which occur progressively upon cycling and could
thus explain together the voltage fade.40

Assat et al. and Gent et al. are one of the few publications who
quantified the extent of anionic redox and/or TM migration within
one cycle and visualized their path dependence as a function of SOC
(as we have done for the lattice dimensions in Figs. 1 and 5). Their
results are however not identical. Assat et al. have shown by
HAXPES measurements for Li1.20Ni0.13Co0.13Mn0.54O2 within the
first two cycles that the fraction of oxidized lattice oxygen, % On−, is
consistently higher during charge than during discharge (see Fig. 2
in their paper).24 In contrast, Gent et al. reported for
Li1.17Ni0.21Co0.08Mn0.54O2 within the first activation cycle that %
On− (measured by STXM-XAS) and % TMLi (measured by S-XPD)
are smaller during charge than during discharge (see Fig. 6 in their
paper).30 Even though Assat et al. mention that their result conflicts
with the hysteresis loop of the Ni oxidation state (which shows the
same trend, but should be opposite for charge balancing), there is
obviously not a general consensus yet in the literature—at least when
attempting to quantify these sensitive parameters which are appar-
ently difficult to determine.

The structural parameters determined in the present study might
help to qualitatively track the path dependence during charge/
discharge. Assuming a significant fraction of % On− and/or %
TMLi, the O-O repulsion in the Li layer gets reduced compared to 0%
On− and/or TMLi, what leads to smaller hLi values. On the other hand,
the TM-O attraction in the TM layer might get reduced as well, what
in turn increases a and hTM. According to the observed trends in Fig. 5
(hLi: charge > discharge; a and hTM: charge < discharge), these
considerations support the findings by Gent et al.30 In a simplified
picture, the anionic redox and/or TM migration mainly occur at high
SOCs during charge, but revert at low SOCs during discharge, i.e., the
hysteresis is maximized in the mid-SOC regime (what is actually true
for the OCV and lattice dimensions; see Figs. 1 and 5). It is however
not really clear where the (energetic) penalty for such a huge delay
comes from Refs. 23, 27, 73. An alternative explanation for the
analogous hysteresis of a and hTM is the path dependence of the
cationic redox, which is spectroscopically easier to access than the
anionic redox and which basically follows the OCV hysteresis.24,25

The large number of (potentially) hysteretic parameters, including the
open circuit voltage, lattice parameters, TM migration, cationic and
anionic redox, raises the fundamental question about their “true”
causal chain, which is lively discussed in the literature. Since there are
so many different perspectives at the moment, it is difficult, if not
impossible, to unequivocally assign the lattice parameter hysteresis to
one particular parameter.

To break complexity down, we want to focus on TM migration in
the following. The distribution of transition metals in Li- and Mn-
rich layered oxides is usually investigated by (i) diffraction, using
either XPD30,45,74–76 or NPD data,29,44 and (ii) a combination of
microscopy techniques such as HAADF-STEM, EELS, and electron
diffraction.77–79 While microscopy is a local probe, which often
resolves changes of the TM arrangement close to the particle
surface, diffraction is a bulk method, which allows quantifying the
TM distribution by the use of proper structural models to obtain
average information for the entire CAM particle. There are single
examples of other techniques such as X-ray diffraction spectroscopy
(XDS),71,80 atomic resolution STEM-EDS mapping,81 and 6Li MAS
NMR spectroscopy,28 but they are not used on a routine basis.
Despite being the main technique, diffraction is full of pitfalls,
especially due to the possible correlation of interdependent (struc-
tural) parameters, which hampers their precise quantification.39 This
problem can be minimized by the joint Rietveld refinement of
complementary diffraction datasets, typically XPD and NPD,82–84

but there are also a few examples in the battery field about the
additional use of resonant X-ray diffraction (at energies close to the
K edge of the transition metals).37,38,85 As the scattering power of
the elements varies among these different datasets, the joint

Figure 6. Selection of data points for the joint Rietveld refinement of ex-situ
L-XPD and NPD data from the mid-lithium LMR-NCM, illustrated via the
OCV vs SOC curves for the first (in black) and second charge/discharge
cycle (in blue). The curves were extracted from the data shown in Fig. 1,
which were recorded at C/10 with intermittent OCV periods. Using a
nomenclature that specifies the cycle number (#), whether it is a charge or
discharge step (CHA or DIS), and the measured SOC (in mAh g−1), the
points marked in the figure, given in chronological order, correspond to: ①
pristine, ② #1-CHA-100, ③ #1-CHA-200, ④ #2-CHA-100, ⑤ #2-CHA-200, ⑥
#2-DIS-260, and ⑦ #2-DIS-200.
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refinement approach allows refining more elements on a single
crystallographic site than only one dataset could do. This is in
particular advantageous for Li- and Mn-rich layered oxides, because
(i) Li can be extracted from two layers (LiLi vs LiTM), and (ii) both
Ni and Mn are considered to migrate into the Li layer (NiLi vs MnLi).
In contrast to XPD, where the X-ray atomic form factor scales with
the number of electrons in the atom, NPD is sensitive to light
elements (such as Li and O) and to elements with similar atomic
numbers (such as Ni and Mn), as the neutron scattering length varies
irregularly with atomic number and isotope.39

Figure 6 shows the OCV curve of the mid-lithium LMR-NCM
plotted vs the lithium content for the first and second cycle, marking
the selected samples of harvested cathodes for the combined
refinement of ex-situ L-XPD and NPD data. Here, NPD needs
CAM powder in the gram scale, which was prepared in multi-layer
pouch cells (see Experimental section for more details). Apart from
the pristine LMR-NCM (sample ①), we chose two samples from the
first charge (②+③), two from the second charge (④+⑤), and two
from the second discharge (⑥+⑦). During the first activation charge
(in black), sample ② is at the end of the sloping region, whereas ③
resides in the middle of the voltage plateau. Their comparison might
allow discerning the lithium extraction mechanism (LiLi vs LiTM).
For the quasi-reversible hysteresis of the second cycle (in blue), we
selected charge/discharge samples with either the same SOC or
lithium content (i.e., ⑤↔⑦ in Fig. 6) or with the same OCV (and
thus the same unit cell volume, i.e., ④↔⑦ and ⑤↔⑥), analogous to
what was done by Mohanty et al.29 Even though the number of data
points is too little to resolve any hypothetical hysteresis loop of TM
migration, their comparison might help to answer the question
whether the amount of migrated TMs is similar at a given SOC or at
a given OCV and hence whether there is any correlation to the lattice
dimensions.

L-XPD and NPD diffractograms.—Before moving on to the
Rietveld refinement results, it is worth to have a look on the
diffractograms. Figure 7 shows the L-XPD and NPD diffractograms
of the pristine mid-lithium LMR-NCM, which was measured as pure
powder. We used a rhombohedral model for the combined refine-
ment, as will be discussed later in detail. Both datasets cover a
similar Q range and have comparable intensities, thus contributing
equally to the refinement.

The in-plane Li/TM ordering in the TM layer is typically
discussed on the basis of the small superstructure reflections
following the intense (003) peak in the L-XPD pattern (at
≈1.4–2.0 Å−1, marked by the left arrow in Fig. 7a). Interestingly,
there are several peaks at ≈2.9,44,86 ≈ 3.9, ≈6.4,86 and ≈7.3 Å−1 in
the NPD pattern (as highlighted by the arrows in Fig. 7b), which are
also not included in the rhombohedral model. They are only
described by the monoclinic model and are thus another indicator
for Li/TM ordering (see monoclinic refinement in Fig. S7 in
paragraph S3 of the SI). As the ordering is not perfect, both in c

direction (due to the presence of stacking faults) and in the ab plane
(due to the off-stoichiometric Li/TM ratio), the superstructure peaks
are quite broad and have a low intensity.82,86,87 The peak at
≈3.9 Å−1 in the NPD profile also appears in the L-XPD pattern
(better visible on a logarithmic intensity scale).

To qualitatively estimate the cation mixing in pristine layered
oxides, it is common to compute the integrated intensity ratio of the
(003) and (104) reflections from XPD data (higher ratios point
towards less migrated TMs).60,88 While these two reflections are the
most intense peaks in the L-XPD pattern, they are relatively weak in
the NPD pattern (see yellow highlighted regions in Fig. 7). This
discrepancy raises the question about the sensitivity of the NPD
dataset with regard to the quantification of TM migration. Here, it is
useful to apply the “diffraction parameter space” concept introduced
by Yin et al.,89 which allows calculating the zero-angle scattering
power, ⁎f ,i of each crystallographic site i according to

∑
* =

· ∑ ·

· ∑ ·
[ ]f

m c f

m c f
4

i

i

all atoms j on site i j j

all sites i
i all atoms j on site i j j

where mi is the multiplicity, cj the fractional occupancy, and fj the
scattering power of each atom j residing at the site i. This term is
normalized by the sum over all sites. Consequently, *f i is the
fractional contribution of the scattering power from each crystal-
lographic site i relative to the total scattering power of the compound
at 2θ = 0, with ∑= =⁎F f 1.000

all sites i i As described in more detail

Figure 7. Joint Rietveld refinement of the pristine mid-lithium LMR-NCM
powder, using (a) the L-XPD and (b) the NPD dataset with the rhombohedral
model 2 (described later in detail). The observed (black points), calculated
(blue lines), and difference diffraction profiles (black lines) are shown together
with the position of the Bragg peaks (black ticks) as a function ofQ (in order to
compensate for different wavelengths; π λ θ π= / · = /Q d4 sin 2 ). The insets
show a magnification of the high-Q range. The arrows indicate superstructure
peaks due to in-plane ordering in the TM layer, which are not described by the
rhombohedral model. The green highlighted regions mark the (003) and (104)
reflections.

Table II. Fractional contribution of the scattering power from each
crystallographic site relative to the total scattering power of the
compound at 2θ = 0, ⁎f ,

i
as described by Yin et al.89 The calculation is

done for the ideal composition of the pristine mid-lithium LMR-
NCM, [Li]3a[Li0.17Ni0.19Co0.10Mn0.54]3b[O]6c, using X-ray form fac-
tors of neutral atoms (fLi = 3, fNi = 28, fCo = 27, fMn = 25, and fO = 8;
all in number of electrons) and neutron scattering lengths as
implemented in Topas (fLi = ‒1.9, fNi = 10.3, fCo = 2.49, fMn = ‒3.73,
fO = 5.803; all in fm).48

Crystallographic site
Fractional scattering power

XPD NPD

3a (Li layer) ⁎f
3a,Li

0.073 0.139

3b (TM layer) ⁎f
b3 ,TM

0.537 0.010

6c (O layer) ⁎f
c O6 ,

0.390 0.851
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in the original publication by Yin et al.,89 this concept is based on
the simplified scenario for the hypothetical F000 reflection, where the
phase factor ωi of the site i is 1, and therefore the net scattering
power of the m atoms comprising on this site is equal to m times the
scattering power of a single one of these atoms. The individual
scattering power of each atom, fj, either corresponds to the X-ray
atomic form factor or the neutron coherent scattering length.

In the rhombohedral model, there are three octahedral sites: 3a
(Li layer), 3b (TM layer), and 6c (O layer). Table II summarizes
their fractional scattering power, ⁎f ,i for the “ideal” pristine mid-
lithium LMR-NCM (without any cation mixing) in both datasets. In
the XPD pattern, the TM layer has the strongest scattering power
amounting to ≈54% due to the high number of electrons, whereas
the O and Li layer amount to ≈39% and ≈7%, respectively. Thus,
all sites have a measurable contribution to the diffractogram. This is
in stark contrast with the NPD pattern, which is dominated by the O
layer with a share of ≈85%, whereas the TM layer contributes only
with ≈1% to the total scattering power. The unfavorable combina-
tion of Ni (medium abundance and high positive scattering length,
see caption of Table II) and Mn (high abundance and negative
scattering length, see caption of Table II) effectively cancels out the
scattering power of this site. The domination of the O layer is not
altered by lithium extraction (in cycled samples) or by the
incorporation of occupancy defects such as TM migration (e.g.,

NiLi and MnLi) and oxygen vacancies (considering that the expected
extent of these defects is less than 10%). We conclude that the
sensitivity of the recorded NPD patterns for the quantification of site
occupancy factors in this particular compound is not as high as
typically believed in the literature.

Figure 8 illustrates the diffractograms of the cycled sample ⑤ #2-
CHA-200 (see also Fig. 6). All harvested electrode samples have in
common that the NPD background is substantially increased
compared to the pristine LMR-NCM powder (compare Figs. 8b
with 7b), probably due to the presence of hydrogen in the PVDF
binder and electrolyte residuals (hydrogen has a large incoherent
neutron scattering cross-section).29,90 Furthermore, there are several
foreign reflections in the Q range of 1–2 Å−1. According to the
simple mixture of conductive carbon and PVDF binder (at a mass
ratio of 1/1) in Fig. 8c, these reflections could be mainly assigned to
the two electrode additives. As hydrogen and carbon are relatively
strong neutron scatterers, the electrode additives are much more
visible in the NPD profile than in the L-XPD pattern. Consequently,
the weak (003) reflection in the NPD pattern had to be omitted from
the joint refinement of harvested electrode samples (Qmin

NPD
= 2.1 Å−1

for the samples ②–⑦ in Fig. 6). On the other hand, the superstructure
peaks (expected positions indicated by the arrows in Fig. 8) are
either superimposed by stronger reflections of the LMR-NCM phase
and the electrode additives or they are difficult to distinguish from
the background. This applies to all other harvested electrode samples
as well, which is why we decided to additionally exclude the first
superstructure region in the L-XPD pattern from any monoclinic
refinement (1.4 <

‐Q L
excluded

XPD
< 2.3 Å−1), because the electrode

additives’ peaks might falsify the refinement results. For the sake
of comparability and due to their poor description without any extra
broadening, these peaks were also excluded from the monoclinic
refinement of the pristine LMR-NCM powder sample.

Results of the joint Rietveld refinement.—In the literature, there
are numerous structural models used for the Rietveld refinement of
diffraction data from Li- and Mn-rich layered oxides, which reach from
rhombohedral to monoclinic all the way to composite models with
increasing complexity. In Table SV in paragraph S4 of the SI, we tried
to give an overview of structural models by comparing 15 publications
from different research groups (i.e., with respect to the investigated
CAM, the type of diffraction data, and the number of refined structural
parameters). Here, we made the following observations: (i) In some
publications, it is not clear how all of the structural parameters are
actually treated during the refinement (especially atomic displacement
parameters, ADPs). This makes it difficult for the reader to evaluate the
quality of the applied model. (ii) Even for the same base model, the
amount of refined (or constrained) structural parameters might differ
significantly (especially site occupancy factors, SOFs). A high number
of refined parameters potentially causes severe correlations and thus
restricts their validity. (iii) Finally, the application of composite models
is in our opinion mostly not well justified on the basis of the raw data, e.
g., by the occurrence of peak splitting. It is further not always clear how
the overall composition is maintained when the phase fractions are
freely refined (without adapting, e.g., the TM distribution among the
two phases).

Since the literature reports are largely different, we want to start
the joint Rietveld refinement with a simple rhombohedral model for
the X-ray and neutron diffraction data of the mid-lithium LMR-
NCM material (with the sample specifications given in Fig. 6). This
model referred to as model 1 looks as follows in the crystallographic
notation: [Lix−uNiv]3a[LiuTM0.83−v]3b[Ow]6c (corresponding to
Lix−uNiv[LiuTM0.83−v]O2w in the formula unit notation). Here, the
three most common fractional occupancies are freely refined: (i) the
Li distribution in the Li/TM layers, which finds expression in
the parameter uLi (equivalent to LiTM), (ii) the migrated Ni into
the Li layer (vNi, equivalent to NiLi), and (iii) the oxygen vacancies
(wO, equivalent to O). The overall lithium content, xLi, is determined
by the SOC of the cycled samples according to Eq. 1. Since the 3a/

Figure 8. Joint Rietveld refinement of the harvested electrode sample ⑤ #2-
CHA-200 (specified in Fig. 6), using (a) the L-XPD and (b) the NPD dataset
with the rhombohedral model 2. As for all harvested electrode samples
(②–⑥), the minimum Q value for fitting the NPD pattern, Q ,min

NPD was set to
2.1 Å−1. The arrows indicate the expected positions of the superstructure
peaks. Panel (c) shows the diffractograms of a 1/1 g/g mixture of conductive
carbon (Super C65) and PVDF binder (Solef 5130) on an arbitrary intensity
scale.
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3b metal sites are fully occupied in the pristine state, uLi and vNi are
constrained with respect to each other (uLi = 0.17 + vNi at xLi =
1.17). This reduces the number of freely refined site occupancy
factors (SOFs) to two. The calculated values of LiTM, NiLi, and O,
which represent the afore-mentioned SOFs in percentage terms, are
summarized in Fig. 9 for all seven samples (together with their unit
cell volume and OCV).

Starting with LiTM (see black data points for model 1 in Fig. 9b),
the lithium occupation in the transition metal layer stays at its
pristine value of ≈20% until the end of the sloping region (sample
②), but drops to ≈2% in the middle of the first charge plateau (③)
and reaches even negative values in the second cycle (⑤–⑦), which
are physically meaningless, but mathematically possible in the least
squares refinement (without applying any constraints with respect to
the SOFs). This result is qualitatively in line with the operando NPD
study of Liu et al.,66 who reported that the delithiation mechanism
operates solely through the extraction of lithium from the lithium
layer (LiLi) in the sloping region, but involves the extraction of
lithium from the transition metal layer (LiTM) during the activation
plateau, whereby the latter cannot be re-intercalated within the first
discharge (constant level of ≈6%–7% in their study). We observe
≈6% LiTM for sample ④ at the beginning of the second charge (#2-
CHA-100). Since the SOC provides a lower limit of the actual
lithium content due to the possibility of parasitic reactions at high
voltages,39,84 xLi is definitely greater than 1 in the discharged state
(xLi ≈ 1.05 at the end of the first discharge, see lower x-axis in
Fig. 6), what in turn imposes the partial occupation of LiTM after
activation.

Approaching the delithiation process by DFT simulation of the
model material, Li60[Li12Ni12Co6Mn30]O120, Table SVI in para-
graph S5 of the SI shows that the potential energy surface for these
systems exhibits a multitude of nearly degenerate local minima for
each delithiation step. We start the analysis considering the removal
of 13 Li (xLi = 0.98). Among the calculated structures, it is
energetically more favorable to remove Li from the Li layer only,
leaving the 12 Li in the TM layer intact. The layered structure is
retained; of the 47 Li in the Li layer, only one in the central layer
seems to have changed its coordination to tetrahedral. Further
delithiation of in total 42 Li (xLi = 0.50) brings us experimentally
to the middle of the voltage plateau in the first charge. By DFT, we
found that the most stable structure was achieved by removing all Li
from the TM layer, while maintaining the layered structure. An
alternative model where 6 Li still reside in the TM layer has been
found to be 18 meV/atom higher in energy. To sum up, the DFT
results qualitatively agree with the experimental data of the first
activation charge. Hence, we are confident that the CAM activation
follows the energetically favorable delithiation pathway.

The oxygen content of model 1 in Fig. 9c changes from almost
+10% to ‒10% upon progressive cycling. Former gassing studies of
the mid-lithium material suggest the oxygen release to be on the
order of ≈3% within the first two cycles, originating from the near-
surface region of the primary particles.13,59 Despite the presence of
intragranular nanopores in pristine CAMs and further intragranular
cracking upon cycling, which inject oxygen vacancies also into the
bulk lattice,68,91,92 the refined level seems to be unlikely. Recently,
Csernica et al. estimated the oxygen release, including bulk oxygen
vacancies, for a similar LMR-NCM material (δ = 0.18) on the basis
of XAS data.40 They reported ≈3.3% lost oxygen after the first
cycle, which is consistent with the gassing studies.13,59 After 500
cycles, the oxygen release amounted to ≈6.5% and is thus far below
the here refined changes of almost 20% within the first two cycles.
This variation also exceeds the maximum of ≈10% of reversibly
trapped lattice oxygen in the form of molecular O2, as was reported
by House et al.31 Beyond that, O values greater than 100% are again
physically meaningless and the parameter wO is strongly correlated
to the NPD scale factor (≈70%–80%), which can be explained by
the overwhelming scattering power from the O layer in the NPD
pattern (see Table II). This makes the neutron data insensitive to the
oxygen occupancy, as was also observed by Csernica et al.40 In view
of these findings, it seems to be reasonable to neglect oxygen
vacancies from refinements of LMR-NCM samples within the initial
cycles.

The refined amount of Ni migrated into the lithium layer, NiLi,
lies in the range of ≈1.6% to ≈5.0% for all of the examined samples
(see Fig. 9d). Gent et al. determined comparable TMLi values from
≈2.6% in their pristine LMR-NCM until ≈7.5% at the end of the

Figure 9. Summary of the combined L-XPD and NPD Rietveld refinement
for the seven mid-level LMR-NCM samples described in Fig. 6. (a) Refined
unit cell volume (in the rhombohedral representation; left y-axis) and open
circuit voltage after 2 h (right y-axis). The following panels show the refined
(or fixed) amount of (b) lithium in the TM layer ( = ·uLi 100%TM Li ), (c)
oxygen in the O layer ( = ·wO 100%O ), and (d) nickel in the Li layer
( = ·vNi 100%Li Ni ) according to three different structural models: (i) the
extended rhombohedral model 1 with [Lix−uNiv]3a[LiuTM0.83−v]3b[Ow]6c, (ii)
the simplified rhombohedral model 2 (uLi ⩾ 0, wO = 1), and (iii) its
monoclinic counterpart, model 3, which also accounts for the in-plane Li/TM
ordering in the TM layer. The overall lithium content, xLi, is determined by
the state of charge (see Eq. 1). For further refinement results see Tables SII-
SIV in paragraph S3 of the SI. The gray highlighted area marks the
refinement results for the electrode samples harvested in the second cycle.
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first charge. Please note that their reported % TMLi values are
divided by the total TM stoichiometry, % TMLi (as used by Gent
et al.) = TMLi (as used in this work)/(1−δ) with δ = 0.17.30 Since
NPD could help to differentiate the migrating TM species due the
sign of their neutron scattering length (Ni and Co positive, Mn
negative), we also tried joint Rietveld fits with MnLi instead of NiLi.
However, the refinements gave unreliable LiTM values of up to
≈40% for the cycled samples. As Li and Mn have both negative
neutron scattering lengths, they are highly correlated (≈80%) and it
is thus not viable to refine their distribution in the metal layers
simultaneously (analogous to the difficulty to differentiate the
transition metals from XPD data). Refining simultaneously Li, Ni,
and Mn would lead to a 100% correlation among the three
parameters. In this context, we should recall that diffraction probes
the scattering power of crystallographic sites, but not of their
individual constituents. This restricts the number of simultaneously
refined SOFs on a single site to the available number of comple-
mentary diffraction datasets. The combination of L-XPD and NPD,
as used in this work, enables a maximum of two SOFs on the same
site(s). If the scattering power of two elements is however
unfavorably close in one of the datasets (e.g., Li and Mn in NPD,
Ni and Mn in regular XPD), their simultaneous refinement might
lead to severe correlations and hence to erroneous results.

Since model 1 led, in part, to physically meaningless results, we
explored another rhombohedral model, referred to as model 2, in
which the lower limit for LiTM is set to 0% (uLi ⩾ 0) and which
assumes that there are no oxygen vacancies (wO = 1; see blue data
points in Fig. 9). These constraints change the refined NiLi values by
a maximum of 0.5% (absolute) for the samples ② and ⑥ compared to
model 1, which is mainly driven by excluding oxygen vacancies (vNi
and wO are inversely proportional). In a former publication, we also
refined the migrated Ni amount into the tetrahedral sites of the Li
layer, Ni ,Li

tet for the completely charged state (at 4.6 V).36 Including
NiLi

tet to the mid/high-SOC samples ⑥ and ⑦ however leads to small
values of ≈1%, in contrast to a constantly high level of ≈8%–9%
over 100 cycles in the previous study (since NiLi

tet resides on a 6c site,
its amount is calculated according to = · ( ) ·Ni 2 SOF 6c 100%Li

tet to
enable direct comparability with the 3a/3b metal sites). We therefore
did not include tetrahedral sites in any of the refinements. Replacing
NiLi again by MnLi, while constraining LiTM to remain constant,
shows the same trend for the migrating TM. MnLi (≈2.1%–6.0%) is
up to ≈0.6% higher than NiLi (≈2.0%–4.5%); only for sample ⑥

MnLi is higher by ≈1.5% (see full comparison in Fig. S8 of the SI).
Even though it is difficult to identify the migrating TM species by
this comparison, NiLi is the preferred choice for the further analysis,
because Ni can be simultaneously refined with Li, but Mn cannot.

Lastly, we also tested a monoclinic model, referred to as model 3
(see green data points in Fig. 9), where the superstructure region in
the L-XPD pattern was excluded from the refinement (1.4 < ‐Q L

excluded
XPD

< 2.3 Å−1, as discussed in the context of Fig. 8). This approach does
not only consider the inter-layer Li/TM arrangement, but it also
accounts for their in-plane ordering by dividing each layer into two
crystallographic sites (Li layer: 2c/4h, TM layer: 2b/4g, O layer: 4i/
8j). Due to the different multiplicities, special care must be taken to
maintain the overall stoichiometry. The monoclinic model 3 has the
following crystallographic notation: [Lix−uNiv]2c,4h[Li3uNioMnp]2b
[Ni0.285−o/2−3v/2Co0.15Mn0.81−p/2]4g[Ow]4i,8j, which translates into
the formula unit Lix−uNiv[(LiuNio/3Mnp/3)

2b(Ni0.19−o/3−vCo0.10
Mn0.54−p/3)

4g]O2w. Since the in-plane Li/TM ordering matters
mainly for the TM layer, the Li and O layer were not split into
two parts (i.e., the distribution in these layers is homogenous).
Beyond the known parameters uLi, vNi and wO from the rhombohe-
dral models, oNi and pMn describe the distribution of Ni and Mn in
the TM layer, respectively. Please note that LiTM was only put on
the 2b site, as it is also the case in the archetypal Li2MnO3

(= Li[(Li1/3)
2b(Mn2/3)

4g]O2).
93 Limiting LiTM again to greater or

equal than 0% (uLi ⩾ 0) and also neglecting oxygen vacancies (wO =

1), there is a maximum amount of four refined SOFs (viz., uLi, vNi,

oNi, and pMn). This number reduces to three for most of the cycled
samples due to constraints (3uLi + oNi + pMn ⩽ 1 at the 2b site for
the samples ② and ④, uLi ⩾ 0 for ⑤–⑦) and further to two for the
pristine sample ① due to full occupation (uLi = 0.17 + vNi and pMn =

0.49 – 3vNi – oNi). The results are pretty close to the rhombohedral
counterpart, model 2. LiTM agrees within ±3% and NiLi differs at the
maximum by ≈0.4% (for the samples ② and ⑥) and ≈0.9% (for the
pristine sample ①). Furthermore, oNi and pMn confirm the expected
TM distribution in the TM layer (see Table SIV in the SI). Due to the
similar ionic radii of Li+ and Ni2+, Ni resides mainly on the 2b site
(2b/4 g ratio ≈2/1 in the f.u. notation),44 but Mn accumulates on the
4g site (2b/4g ratio not greater than ≈1/3).

Comparison of the migrated NiLi amount.—Overall, the refined
amount of Ni migrated into the Li layer follows the same trends
among the three tested structural models (see Fig. 9d). The quality
factors of the Rietveld fit (viz., Rwp, Rbragg, and χ2) typically
improve from model 2 to model 1 to model 3 (see Tables SII–SIV
of the SI), which can be explained by the increasing amount of freely
refined parameters (see comparison in Table SV of the SI). Since the
results from model 1 were in some cases not physically sound and
since the monoclinic extension of model 3 aims primarily at the in-
plane Li/TM ordering (which further might get lost within the first
cycles45,46), we think that the rhombohedral model 2 (with the
constraints uLi ⩾ 0 and wO = 1) is the simplest and most robust
approach to determine NiLi in this study. In the following, we want
to systematically compare the amount of migrated NiLi from model 2

in the second cycle (highlighted in gray in Fig. 9). After activation,
this cycle is characterized by a quasi-reversible hysteresis of the
OCV and the lattice parameters as a function of SOC. Table III
contrasts the results from the harvested electrodes of the second
cycle according to their SOC, OCV, unit cell volume V, and
migrated NiLi amount. As discussed in Fig. 6, the charge/discharge
pairs have either the same SOC (⑤↔⑦), essentially the same OCV
and unit cell volume V (④↔⑦ and ⑤↔⑥), or they differ for all of the
three parameters (④↔⑥). On the other hand, the NiLi amount
deviates by ≈0.5%–1.2% (absolute) for each pair (see last column in
Table III), which is quite a lot with regards to the maximally
observed difference of ≈2.4% (between the samples ② and ⑥; see
Fig. 9d). Consequently, we could not prove a causal relationship
between the extent of TM migration, in particular NiLi, to the
electrochemical (SOC, OCV) and lattice parameter data (for none of
the tested models), as we would have intuitively expected based on
the TMLi hysteresis reported by Mohanty et al.29 and Gent et al.30 in
comparison to the here examined hysteresis of the OCV and lattice
dimensions. Comparing all samples, we see an increase of the
average NiLi level in model 2 from the low/mid-SOC range of the
first charge (≈2.1%–2.8% for the samples ①–③) to the low/mid-SOC
range of the second charge (≈3.3%-3.9% for ④+⑤) to the mid/high-
SOC range of the second discharge (≈4.4%–4.5% for ⑥+⑦). This
trend is in line with the irreversible increase of TMLi, which is
frequently reported in other studies and amounts there to ΔTMLi

irrev
≈

1.3%–1.9% after the first activation cycle and to ≈2.8%–2.9% after
15-25 cycles (ΔTMLi

irrev analyzed as the difference of the discharged
state relative to the pristine material).30,36,40 On the other hand, our
data do not entirely contradict a partially reversible intra-cycle TM
migration within the second cycle; however, this hysteresis would be
significantly smaller than the ΔTMLi

rev
≈ 3.6% reported by Gent et al.

for the first activation cycle (ΔTMLi
rev analyzed as the difference

between the charged and discharged state).30 To prove such a small
tendency (probably smaller than the overall increase of 2.4% in this
study), one certainly needs more data points (including samples in
the completely discharged and charged state, which should represent
the limit values of NiLi within a cycle, and low-SOC samples during
the second discharge, where NiLi would have to go down again).

DFT simulations of the fully charged structure raise further
doubts on a correlation between the TM migration and the voltage
hysteresis. Although xLi in reality does not fall below 0.1 at the end
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of charge (see Fig. 6), we assume xLi = 0 for the DFT calculation (
i.e., Li0Ni12Co6Mn30O120), thereby removing the combinatorial
complexity due to the Li distribution and greatly reducing the
computational effort. A structure where 10 Mn moved to tetrahedral
positions in the TM layer (see 4th row from the bottom of Table SVI
in the SI) is 50 meV atom−1 more stable than a perfectly layered
model with every TM in octahedral sites (bottom row of Table SVI).
We found several structural candidates where the diffusion of Ni into
octahedral sites of the Li layer further lowered the total energy of the
system. In many instances we also observed the concomitant
formation of O-Oδ‒ dimers in the TM layer from which the diffusing
atom(s) originated (see second to last column in Table SVI).30 All
these structures for Li0Ni12Co6Mn30O120 are within 13 meV atom−1

(see last 9 rows in Table SVI), which is well below the value of kBT
at 300 K (25 meV atom−1), and at least 43 meV atom−1 lower in
energy than the perfectly layered structure without migrated TMs.
This result highlights the complexity of the potential energy surface,
where many local minima, even with very different structural
features, coexist within an energy range comparable with the thermal
energy at room temperature. Therefore, the completely delithiated
structure appears to be a very “fluxional” system where many
processes can happen at virtually no energetical cost.

We now raise the question of what happens when we reinsert Li
into the structure with migrated Ni. The expectation is that, after the
first charge, we should generally end up at lower voltages (i.e.,
energies) than before. Instead, every calculated structure containing
1–2 Ni in the lithium layer at xLi = 0.5 (i.e., for
Li30Ni12Co6Mn30O120) is consistently higher in energy (by 9–
27 meV atom−1; see Table SVI) than the counterpart where the
TMs reside solely in the TM layer. This contradicts our expectation
based on the lattice parameter results, where we learned that the
structural changes (e.g., TM migration) occur mainly at the end of
the charge process. Therefore, we would have expected that the
lower voltages/energies of the partially lithiated structure with a
lithium content of xLi = 0.5 that lies in the voltage plateau region
would correlate with a significant number of TMs migrated into the
lithium layer.

Based on our calculations, which however do not comprise an
exhaustive screening, we can say that TM migration is only at the
fully charged state energetically degenerated. The data do not
provide any hint for the lower voltages/energies between the charge
and discharge process caused by nickel migration because the TM
movements stays unfavorable with increasing lithium content. This
means that there is no driving force to energetically maintain a
possibly moved TM in the lithium layer after charging the material.

Finally, let us comment on the accuracy of the NiLi amount from
our joint Rietveld refinements. Using the example of model 2, all
correlations of NiLi are below ≈55% and thus minor for most of the
samples (①–④). The level of correlations rises with increasing SOC,
reaching up to ≈70% to the L-XPD scale factor and ≈60% to the
atomic displacement parameter of the Li layer, b3a,Li, for the high-

SOC sample ⑥. In general, the ADPs are in a reasonable range for
layered oxides (0.5 < b3a,Li < 2.1, 0.1 < b3b,TM < 0.3, 0.8 < b6c,O <

1.2, all in Å2; see Table SIII in the SI),39,89 but b3a,Li and b3b,TM run
into the lower limit of 0 for sample ⑥. Fixing them intentionally to
1.0 and 0.25 Å2, respectively, changes the NiLi amount in model 2
from 4.48(11)% to 4.90(9)%. This difference is undesirably large
and thus emphasizes the strong dependence of SOFs on ADPs. The
accurate determination of ADP values needs high-Q diffraction data
in the range of ≈10–20 Å−1, as they could be obtained from S-XPD
and time-of-flight NPD (TOF-NPD would be most qualified,
because the neutron scattering length does not fall off with
increasing Q).39,89

By applying high-quality S-XPD and TOF-NPD data separately
to a series of twelve pristine NCM materials, Yin et al. achieved an
absolute agreement of 0.1% for the paired anti-site NiLi/LiTM defect
between both Rietveld fits (with partially constrained ADP values).89

In a similar manner, we also tested model 2 individually against
every L-XPD, S-XPD, and NPD pattern of the seven co-refined
samples (by combining all available data from Figs. 5 and 9). The
comparison of the structural parameters in Fig. S9 of the SI shows
that z6c,O is fairly invariant among the different datasets,39 while NiLi
and b3a,Li have a significant scatter. The steady increase of NiLi over
the course of the two charge/discharge cycles is reflected, on
average, in all datasets, but the variation of the NiLi amount for a
given sample ranges from 0.2% to 3.8%. We thus think that an
accuracy of 0.1% is extremely difficult, if not impossible, to
accomplish in our work and related studies about Li- and Mn-rich
layered oxides. This type of CAMs is crystallographically more
challenging than regular NCMs without over-lithiation, because
lithium also resides in the TM layer, where it causes an (imperfect)
Li/TM ordering. Both the lithium occupation and the in-plane
ordering change upon electrochemical cycling. Furthermore, the
atoms of the layered oxides go through different oxidation states
during cycling, involving both cationic and anionic redox activities
in LMR-NCMs.

This electronic aspect raises the question about the proper choice
of X-ray atomic form factors. We applied neutral atoms because they
ensure charge neutrality for any (cycled) sample. Using ions, namely
Li+, Ni2+, Co3+, Mn4+, and O2−, would yield consistently lower
NiLi values by 0.5%–0.9% (see Fig. S10 of the SI). Yin et al.
proposed alternatively the combination of neutral metal species with
ionic O2−.89 As the oxidation states are different, but not exactly
known at any given SOC, they add an unavoidable bias to the refined
NiLi amount of cycled samples. For this reason, Liu et al. proposed
to exclude low-Q values from XPD refinements, because different
oxidation states have the biggest impact there.39 Following their
suggestion, we tested model 2 again with ‐Q L

min
XPD

= 2.9 Å−1, which
ignores the rhombohedral reflections (003), (101), (006), and (102).
The comparison of the refinements using atomic form factors with
either full or limited Q

L−XPD range is also provided in Fig. S10 of
the SI, yielding by 0.2%–1.1% smaller NiLi values for the latter.

Table III. Comparison of mid-lithium LMR-NCM electrode samples harvested in the second cycle (shown in blue in Fig. 6) with respect to their
SOC, OCV, unit cell volume V, and migrated NiLi amount (according to the rhombohedral model 2). The relation of the charge/discharge pairs is
either classified as identical (=), similar (≈), or different (≠). The respective difference is given as Δ = DIS—CHA. The maximum differences from
the completely discharged (2.0 V) to charged state (4.8 V) in the second cycle are: ΔSOC ≈ 270 mAh g−1, ΔOCV ≈ 1.5 V, and ΔV ≈ 3.1 Å3.
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Since these variations are within the magnitude which is often
discussed in the literature as a meaningful difference when analyzing
different CAMs, it is essential to report all these refinement details to
enable a minimum of comparability between different publications.

Even though the purpose of Rietveld refinements of diffraction
data from Li- and Mn-rich layered oxides is to determine NiLi and
site occupancy factors, their quantification is clearly subject to much
uncertainty. As there is no generally accepted agreement yet in the
literature about the proper choice of instrumentation (e.g., synchro-
tron vs laboratory diffractometer), X-ray atomic form factors, and
structural models, all these uncertainties clamor in our opinion for a
systematic study, as it was done for regular layered oxides by Liu
et al.39 and Yin et al.89 Comparing high-quality diffraction data,
preferably S-XPD and TOF-NPD, of over-lithiated CAMs at
different SOCs might show a path towards the precise quantification
of TM migration. The current efforts to synthesize Co-free
LMR-NCM6,94 would additionally reduce the compositional com-
plexity in diffraction experiments. We hope that this work can serve
as a starting point in this respect.

Conclusions

In this work, we investigated the well-known open circuit voltage
(OCV) hysteresis in Li- and Mn-rich layered oxides (LMR-NCMs,
i.e., Li[LiδTM1−δ]O2 with 0.1 < δ < 0.2 and TM = Ni, Co, Mn) on a
structural level, using a combination of diffraction techniques and
DFT simulations. In the first part, the lattice parameter evolution of a
mid-lithium LMR-NCM with δ = 0.17 was monitored within the
initial cycles by in-situ X-ray powder diffraction on a laboratory
instrument (L-XPD). After passing the activation voltage plateau
during the first charge, the lattice parameters a and c as well as the
unit cell volume V, from which c can be further divided into the
layer heights hLi and hTM, resemble the quasi-reversible hysteresis of
the OCV. Here, changes of a and hTM are determined by the cationic
redox of the transition metals, while hLi and the overall shape of c
are a measure of the anionic redox, O2−/On− with n < 2. These
assignments are derived from the literature about stoichiometric
NCMs with δ being close to 0, and could be further verified by the
comparison of three LMR-NCM with different extents of over-
lithiation (ranging from δ = 0.14 to 0.20) with a regular NCM-811.
The hysteresis does not occur when LMR-NCMs are cycled in their
pre-activated state before the first charge plateau at ≈4.5 V, but it
can also be diminished afterwards by narrowing the effective SOC
window, as was shown by window opening experiments. When
correlated to the OCV instead of the SOC, the path dependence of
the lattice parameters c remains for the activated LMR-NCMs, but
gets really small for the lattice parameter a. On the other hand, the
path dependence of the unit cell volume vanishes completely and
gives a linear correlation with OCV with a slope of ca. ‒2 Å3 V−1,
independent of the extent of over-lithiation. Therefore, the V-OCV
relationship can be seen as universal property, which applies to all
here investigated LMR-NCMs.

In the second part, we aimed at quantifying the amount of
migrating transition metals (TMs) in the bulk by a joint Rietveld
refinement approach of ex-situ L-XPD and neutron powder diffrac-
tion (NPD) data of the mid-lithium material. It is often believed in
the literature that the reversible TM migration between their
native TM layer, TMTM, and the Li layer, TMLi, causes the
reversible hysteresis phenomena in LMR-NCMs, whereas the
irreversible capture of TMs in the Li layer is attributed to the voltage
fade during long-term cycling.27,30 Due to limitations with regards to
the measurement time and the large amount of sample that is
required for NDP, we could only look at a few samples within the
first two cycles and could hence not resolve an intra-cycle hysteresis
loop of TMLi. Furthermore, with the four samples of the second
cycle, we could not observe any correlation of the refined NiLi
amount to the electrochemical and lattice parameter data. Using a
simplified rhombohedral model for which the amount of lithium in
the TM layer, LiTM, was constrained and that did not allow for

oxygen vacancies (referred to as model 2), the maximum difference
of NiLi was 2.4% (absolute) among the investigated samples. In view
of all the assumptions and uncertainties associated with the Rietveld
refinement of LMR-NCMs, it is in our opinion difficult and
speculative to discuss even smaller differences within a subgroup
of samples.

A huge variety of structural models is used in the literature,
spanning from rhombohedral to monoclinic to composite models,
from which we tested the first two under various assumptions. For
none of them we observed the hoped-for correlation between voltage
hysteresis and TM migration. The error of the refined NiLi values is
estimated to be on the order of ±0.5%. Since the maximum
difference between the four samples of the second cycle is less
than 2% for any of the tested models (using the joint Rietveld
refinement approach), we thus assume the reversible intra-cycle
ΔNLi to be smaller than 3%. Even though our DFT simulations did
also not find any hint that TM migration causes the observed OCV
hysteresis, it is actually not known in the literature how much
migrated NiLi would be needed to explain the separation of the
charge/discharge curves by hundreds of mV. If ⩽3% are indeed
sufficient, Rietveld refinements are in our opinion not fully
established yet to resolve TM migration in LMR-NCMs, but further
in-depth work might bring us to the point.
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4.4 SOC-dependent Heat Release Associated with 

the OCV-hysteresis 

The newest article is named “Classification of Heat Evolution Terms in Li-ion 

Batteries regarding the OCV Hysteresis in a Li- and Mn-Rich NCM Cathode Material 

in Comparison to NCA”. The manuscript was submitted in February 2022 and 

published in April 2022 as a peer-reviewed publication in the Journal of the 

Electrochemical Society. It is available as an “open access” article and distributed 

under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 License (CC BY-NC-ND). 

The permanent web link to this article can be found under: 

https://iopscience.iop.org/article/10.1149/1945-7111/ac6541/meta 

The hysteresis phenomena of LMR-NCMs were intensively studied regarding its 

origin and its correlation to the SOC and OCV. As already discussed in Section 4.2, 

the OCV-hysteresis is not only mechanistically interesting, but has also practical 

impact on battery operation. The energy round trip efficiency (ΔEDCHA/ΔECHA) at low 

C-rates is only ≈88% for LMR-NCM cells, significantly lower than for NCA cells with 

≈98%. For the design of battery systems and, in particular, their cooling unit, it is 

essential to know the overall amount of energy that is released as heat and, perhaps 

even more critical, to know the heat flux as a function of SOC. 

In this study, a comparison was made for LMR-NCM and NCA cells with regard to 

the heat fluxes during cycling using calorimetry. Here, NCA served as a reference 

cathode active material that does not exhibit an OCV-hysteresis (like all 

stoichiometric NMCs). In OCV-hysteresis-free materials (such as NCA), the SOC-

resolved heat release can be described adequately by the SOC dependence of the 

cell resistance; if therefore scales with the applied current and can be determined 

by intermittent cycling or impedance measurements. For LMR-NCMs that show a 

substantial OCV-hysteresis, however, the energy loss corresponding to the OCV-

hysteresis is up to 55% of the total energy loss and is current-independent, meaning 

it does not simply scale with the cell impedance. For this reason, the heat flux due 

to the OCV-hysteresis cannot be directly assigned to the charge or discharge 

process.  

In this work, it was suggested that the combination of calorimetry and resistance 

measurements is needed to accomplish a quantification of the heat flux caused by 
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the OCV-hysteresis. By isothermal micro-calorimetry, the SOC-resolved total energy 

loss at different C-rates in LMR-NCM and NCA cells was quantified. In combination 

with in situ techniques to determine the cell resistance, such as OCV-intermittent 

cycling and impedance spectroscopy, it was possible to differentiate between the 

generally observed heat release due to current-dependent overpotentials and the 

heat released by the OCV-hysteresis. The non-hysteresis generated heat as a 

function of SOC was further deconvoluted into the cathode charge transfer 

resistance, the low frequency resistance (LFR), and a residual kinetic resistance 

(corresponding to the difference of the resistance determined by intermittent 

cycling plus the high frequency resistance (HFR)).  

By measuring the heat release at different C-rates, it was possible to show the 

change from an OCV-hysteresis-dominated heat release (low C-rates) to an 

overpotential-dominated heat release (high C-rates). Reversible heat terms (due to 

entropy changes) were also included into the energetic considerations, and a 

quantitative overall comparison was shown. In the work it was shown that the 

individual, SOC-dependent heat terms differ significantly between the LMR-NCM 

and NCA-based cells. By considering also the very low heat fluxes in the case of NCA 

cells, the limitation of the method was critically discussed as well as the usually 

negligible contribution of parasitic reactions. The quantification of the SOC-

dependent heat release terms will enable the development of a thermal battery 

model for active materials that exhibit an OCV-hysteresis. Such a heat flux-based 

modelling was subsequently applied by several collaborators in order to simulate 

the thermal behaviour of batteries with different cell formats examining different 

cooling schemes and operation conditions.71 
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Lithium-ion batteries (LIB) for use in portable electronic devices
and in battery electric vehicles (BEVs) dominate the battery market.
For the latter application, high-energy density batteries are required
(> 350 Wh kgcell

−1),1 so that a significant challenge is to create a
suitable thermal management system, since the reduced surface area
to volume ratio in large batteries can result in insufficient heat
transfer from the cells to the surroundings.2 Thus, the design of large
batteries requires an accurate prediction of the heat flow rate from
the LIB for the current loads applied.

Heat is produced and absorbed through various processes during
electrochemical cycling of a battery. These processes generally
include reversible entropic heat, irreversible heat due to the effects
of polarization, heat from side reactions, and heat of mixing caused
by the effects of the relaxation of lithium ion concentration gradients
after interruption of the current. This study does not take into
account the heat generation from side reactions because after several
formation cycles and compared to the other sources of heat, it is
typically negligible for cells that can be reversibly cycled.3,4 Heat
evolution due to mixing was also neglected, since it is a diffusional
effect after current interruption, which is only significant for
electrodes with large active material particles and at high current
densities.5 In the isothermal calorimetric measurements applied here,
the heat absorbed by the cell remains close to zero, since the cell is
maintained at a constant temperature. This means that only entropic
and polarization effects contribute to the total heat generation.
Usually, the heat flow rate of a LIB is dominated by irreversible
heat at high current densities, while at lower currents, reversible heat
can make a significant contribution. A recently published study,
comparing the cycling behavior of 7 Ah pouch full-cells with Li- and
Mn-rich layered oxide (LMR-NCM) cathodes to that of NCA
cathodes, points out an additional significant heat evolution term
for LMR-NCM cathode active materials (CAMs) that is caused by
its large open-circuit voltage hysteresis (OCV hysteresis) and that
largely affects thermal management.6,7 Hence, apart from the
applied current, the heat generation is also closely related to the

cell chemistry and for active materials with a significant voltage
hysteresis like Li- and Mn-rich NCMs and silicon, an additional heat
term due to the OCV hysteresis needs to be considered. The thermal
properties of electrode active materials are therefore critical for the
design of large-scale high-energy density batteries. These thermo-
dynamic data are essential input parameters in the modeling and
development of thermal management systems.

The aim of the present study is therefore to enable a thorough
understanding of the heat generation processes taking place in cells
with an LMR-NCM (Li1.14(Ni0.26Co0.14Mn0.6)0.86O2) CAM that
exhibits a significant OCV hysteresis in comparison to cells with
NCA (LiNi0.81Co0.15Al0.04O2). We will compare these two CAMs
cycled in half-cells with a lithium anode, whereby NCA serves as a
reference CAM with a negligible OCV hysteresis that has been
commercialized by Tesla in its electric vehicles and is incorporated
in projections for grid-connected applications.8 The scientific focus
of this study is on LMR-NCM, which has a high gravimetric
capacity (≈250 mAh gCAM

−1) and a low material cost compared to
other state-of-the-art CAMs, as it has a high manganese content
instead of cobalt and nickel. However, issues such as oxygen
evolution, gradual voltage fade during cycling, and a large OCV
hysteresis still hamper the commercialization of LMR-NCM.9–11 As
mentioned by Kraft et al.,6 its OCV hysteresis, which is largely
independent of the applied current and thus a material-specific
property, negatively affects the round-trip efficiency of LMR-NCM
based cells when compared to NCA based cells. At low C-rates, the
energy round-trip efficiency for LMR-NCM/Li cells is ≈90%, while
it is ≈99% for NCA/Li cells. If this energy inefficiency is dissipated
as heat, it not only constitutes an additional source of heat in the
overall energy balance, but it is also a challenge for the development
of a thermal management system of such batteries. Hence, the
following questions need to be addressed for materials like LMR-
NCM that have a pronounced OCV hysteresis: (i) Is the energy loss
due to the OCV hysteresis dissipated as heat? (ii) In what
proportions is this heat dissipated in charge and discharge? (iii) At
what point during charge and discharge is the heat evolved? (iv)
What conclusions can be drawn from the heat evolution profiles with
regard to the underlying thermodynamic mechanisms behind voltage
hysteresis?zE-mail: franziska.friedrich@tum.de
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The current independent OCV hysteresis of LMR-NCM has
previously been studied from several perspectives. Literature reports
show correlations between OCV hysteresis, impedance response,12

lattice parameters,13 entropy,14 and oxygen redox behavior.15,16 Shi
et al. showed that the entropy and overpotential behavior of LMR-
NCM is unique compared to that of regular layered oxide
materials.17 Using only electrochemical methods, their study mainly
correlates the gradual voltage decay (shown to be ≈100 mV over
100 cycles by Kraft et al.6) with the entropy change within the
material, whereas we focus on the OCV hysteresis between the
charge and discharge voltage curve of a single cycle (≈up to
300 mV), which has a significant impact on the thermal behavior of
the cell. The application of isothermal micro-calorimetry (IMC) in
the precise thermal analysis of batteries was demonstrated long ago
with the measurement of parasitic reactions in LIBs.18 In a similar
approach to ours, Housel et al.19 analyzed the heat evolution of
silicon anodes by combining IMC with the measurement of
polarization induced and entropic heat flows. A recent study by
Assat et al.20 addressed some of our questions for an LMR-NCM
model system (viz., Li2Ru0.75Sn0.25O3) and showed how the thermal
characterization of a cathode active material with a pronounced
OCV hysteresis could be accomplished with the help of isothermal
micro-calorimetry (IMC). Chevrier et al.21 used IMC in a similar
manner to study silicon as an anode material, which also shows a
path dependent behavior and heat generation for zero-current
hysteresis.

The present study uses isothermal micro-calorimetry to analyze
the thermal behavior during cycling of NCA/Li and LMR-NCM/Li
half-cells at different C-rates. The data obtained relating to the
generated heat are complemented by measurements of reversible and
irreversible heat in order to quantify the different heat sources
measured by IMC. Reversible heat is determined by entropy
measurements,14 while irreversible heat is calculated using impe-
dance spectroscopy and overpotential data from an intermittent
cycling protocol (constant-current charge intervals followed by OCV
periods). In the case of LMR-NCM, the combination of all data sets
enables the quantification of the evolved heat due to OCV hysteresis
during charge and discharge, along with the calculation of a
respective heat evolution profile.

Theoretical Considerations

Derivation of total heat generation in a battery.—The heat flow

(Q̇) generated by an electrochemical cell is described by Eq. 1. The
interpretation of IMC data is based on the thermodynamics of a
battery. A detailed derivation of Eq. 1 is provided by Housel et al.19

in their Supporting Information.

̇ = ·( − ) + · ·
∂

∂
[ ]Q I E E T I

E

T
1load eq

eq

The first term on the right-hand side of Eq. 1 denotes irreversible

heat generation (Q̇irrev), which originates from the polarization

processes that cause the measured cell potential under load (Eload)
to deviate from the thermodynamic equilibrium potential (Eeq). The

difference between Eload and Eeq is generally called overpotential

(η). It is further illustrated in Fig. 3 (whereby EOC is used instead of

Eeq as explained below). Note here, that Eload is a function of the

applied current (I ). Q̇irrev is always exothermic. The second term is

the reversible heat generation (Q̇rev) caused by an entropic heat flow
arising from changes in entropy as a result of the electrochemical

reaction. Q̇rev can be calculated based on the change in Eeq with

temperature. Entropic heat flow is reversible, hence it has different
signs in the charge and discharge directions and should, by
definition, have a zero contribution if a complete charge/discharge
cycle is considered. In addition to these conventional heat flows,
another term might be added to Eq. 1 to describe the parasitic heat

flow (Q̇par) caused by any side or parasitic reactions, such as

electrolyte decomposition22 or SEI formation.19 Although the
contribution from parasitic heat flow is not equal to zero, it is not
further analyzed in the present study, because it can be assumed to
be small in comparison to the other sources of heat for a reversibly
cycling cell, as will be shown later. As outlined in the Experimental
section, a correction for minor parasitic heat flow is applied similar
to what is reported by Assat et al.20 Other non-Faradaic heat sources
include the heat of mixing and the heat absorbed by the cell from the
surroundings. As the measurements are conducted in an isothermal
environment, the latter heat term is considered to be close to zero.
The heat of mixing is reported to be only important at high current
densities (>2C) and for electrodes with large particles (d ≈ 40 μm),5

which is not the case in the present paper (max. 1C and particles
with d ≈ 10–15 μm).

However, particularly in the case of LMR-NCM, heat generation
is not adequately described by Eq. 1. This is due to the hysteresis of
the open-circuit voltage between charge and discharge. For a given
state-of-charge (SOC), a cell with an LMR-NCM cathode has
different OCVs upon charge and discharge, meaning that the OCV
is path-dependent. The OCV hysteresis thus translates into a yet
undescribed energy loss term. The whole situation thus becomes
more complicated, and Eq. 1 has to be extended. To adapt the
commonly used energy balance established above to a system with
an OCV hysteresis, the voltage measured under open-circuit condi-
tions will not be considered as a reversible equilibrium potential
(Eeq) but as E .OC Consequently, a similar situation to that of the

polarization effect is created by establishing a difference (ΔE)
between a (hypothetical) equilibrium potential (Eeq) without hyster-

esis and the measurable potential under open-circuit conditions
(EOC). To account for this conceptually, the first term in Eq. 1 can be
expanded into two separate terms, one describing nominally the heat

evolution term due to a current induced polarization (≡Q̇ ,irrev first
term in Eq. 2) and one describing nominally the heat evolution

induced by the OCV hysteresis (≡Q̇ ,hys first term in Eq. 2), whereby

the true reversible voltage (Eeq) is unknown:

̇ = ·( − ) + ·( − ) + · ·
∂

∂
= ̇ + ̇ + ̇ [ ]

Q I E E I E E T I
E
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Q Q Q 2

load OC OC eq
eq

irrev hys rev

We want to underline that, unlike in classical intercalation materials,
the position of Eeq cannot simply be assumed to be halfway between

the charge and discharge EOC because EOC is highly path-dependent.

The position of Eeq is thus not directly accessible by experimental

methods. Instead of the equilibrium potential, Assat et al.20 and
Chevrier et al.21 constructed the so-called enthalpy potential based
on calorimetric data. In the usual case with active materials that
show no OCV hysteresis, i.e., where =E EOC eq (as for NCA/Li

cells), Eq. 2 again simplifies to the form of Eq. 1. Note that there is

an important difference between the calculation of Q̇irrev and Q̇hys

although in both cases, the heat flow is based on the product of

current and a potential difference. However, Q̇irrev becomes very
small when the current is reduced because Eload is a function of the
applied current and approaches EOC for small currents, thus

Δ ( ) = ( ) − ≈E I E I E 0load OC for small I. In contrast, since both
EOC and Eeq are a material specific property, their potential

difference Δ = −E E EOC eq is independent of the applied current

and hence leads to a significant contribution even at low currents.
Strictly speaking, the entropic heat for LMR-NCM is also deter-
mined from the change in EOC with temperature, since the
(hypothetical) Eeq is not accessible. However, this is more of a

theoretical problem, and since the contributions from entropic heat
flow are minor in the case of LMR-NCM, it will not be discussed
further here. The interested reader is referred to a detailed discussion
of the entropy of LMR-NCM by Friedrich et al.14 The essential
conclusion from Eq. 2 is that the heat flow due to OCV hysteresis
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(Q̇hys) can be calculated from the difference between the total heat

flow Q̇ measured by IMC and the sum of the reversible (Q̇rev) and

irreversible heat flow terms (Q̇ ,irrev ).
We want to make clear that the current (I ) in Eq. 1 is defined to

be positive in the discharge direction (voluntary process, lithiation of
the cathode) and negative in the charge direction. By this definition,

a positive Q̇ represents heat absorbed by the cell (endothermic),

while a negative Q̇ means that heat is generated by the cell
(exothermic). It should be noted, however, that in contrast to this
thermodynamic definition, the sign convention used in this study is
based on the perspective of the calorimeter, as is common in the
literature. Thus, if the IMC measures heat generated by the cell
(exothermic reaction) the heat flow has a positive sign, while it takes
a negative value for heat absorbed by the cell (endothermic process).

Contributions to irreversible heat.—Irreversible heat arises from
the internal battery resistance and is calculated either as the current
multiplied by the polarization induced overpotential (η) or as the

product of the current squared and the total cell resistance (Rtot).

η̇ = ·( − ) = · = · [ ]Q I E E I I R 3irrev load OC tot
2

The full voltage relaxation during the applied intermittent cycling
protocol (constant-current charge intervals followed by OCV per-
iods; Experimental section) gives the polarization induced over-
potential η for each relaxation phase at this specific current (see

Fig. 3), from which the total irreversible heat flow (Q̇irrev) can be
calculated.

The contributions to the total cell resistance can be further
analyzed by impedance spectroscopy. As shown in Fig. 1, the
impedance spectra in this study were fitted with a simplified
transmission line model. The fitted equivalent circuit is described
by *+ ( + / )( )R TLM R R Q .pore CT CAM Hereby, *R represents the sum

of several contributions: (i) the high frequency resistance, which
includes the ionic resistance of the separator and the electrical
resistance of the external cell contacts; (ii) the resistance of the Li
anode; and, (iii) the contact resistance between the cathode and the
Al current collector. As can be seen from the example in Fig. 1, *R
is defined as being at the end of the high-frequency semi-circle. The
low-frequency semi-circle corresponds to a complex convolution of
the pore resistance due to the lithium ion conduction across the

porous cathode (Rpore) and the cathode charge transfer resistance

( ( )RCT CAM ). In case of the LMR-NCM/Li cells, the low-frequency

semi-circle was fitted by a transmission line model.23 The assign-
ment of the fitting parameters to the semi-circles is verified by
experiments with a micro-reference electrode (not shown here) and
by comparison to literature reports.12 In the case of NCA/Li cells,
the pore resistance could not be clearly distinguished. In this case,
the second semi-circle was fitted by a simplified RCAM /QCAM element
where RCAM includes ( )RCT CAM and R .pore More details on the

analysis and fitting of the impedance data can be found in the
Experimental section. Since Rpore is assumed to be constant and

independent of the SOC, we will focus on the analysis of and R .CT

However, to compare the results of the impedance analysis to those
of intermittent cycling, the low frequency resistance RLFR needs to
be calculated from the fitting parameters:23

= *+ + [ ]( )R R R R1 3 4LFR pore CT CAM

Equation 4 was applied for the impedance spectra of the LMR-
NCM/Li cells within its validity criteria.24 For NCA, RLFR is
calculated from the sum of and R .CAM Both, *R and R ,CAM are
only shown for NCA where they were clearly distinguishable (at
high and low SOC). The difference between RLFR and the total
resistance determined by the intermittent cycling (Rtot) is a result of
diffusion limitations. For a more advanced impedance analysis of
cells with LMR-NCM cathodes, the reader is referred to the work by
Teufl et al.12 However, the aim of this study is not to conduct a
detailed impedance analysis, but to deconvolute the different sources
of irreversible heat, in particular the contributions of the cathode,
which justifies the applied simplification.

Thermal energy per cycle.—So far, only heat flows, i.e., the
evolution of heat over time, have been discussed. However, the total
heat generated during a complete charge/discharge cycle, the thermal
energy per cycle, can be obtained from them. This parameter can be
accessed by various means: (i) as the sum of the integration of all
calculated heat flow terms over time; (ii) as the integration of the
voltage curve over a whole cycle; and, (iii) as the sum of the
integrated heat evolution during a charge/discharge cycle measured
by IMC. Therefore, the contributions of different heat sources can be
quantified by calculating (i) and (ii) and then comparing it to the
thermal energy measured by IMC (iii). An essential requirement for
the validity of this analysis is that the total thermal energy per cycle
calculated by all three methods is equal. This means that the
electrical energy lost according to the voltage curve is fully
converted into heat and that there are no other (non-Faradaic) heat
sources.

For calculation method (i), the heat generated during chargeQcha

(during discharge Qdis) is integrated from time t0, where the charge
(discharge) commenced, to tc (td), where the charge (discharge) half-
cycle ends. The sum of the heat generated during charge and
discharge gives the total heat generated per cycle, Q .cycle Since

reversible heat has opposite signs on charge and discharge, it cancels
out and thus does not contribute to the thermal energy per cycle.

∫ ∫= ̇ + ̇ = +

+ + [ ]

Q Q dt Q dt Q Q

Q Q 5

cycle
t

t

cha
t

t

dis irrev cha irrev dis

hys cha hys dis

, ,

, ,

c d

0 0

Thus, only the irreversible heat and the energy loss due to hysteresis
(in the case of LMR-NCM), both separated into their charge and
discharge components, contribute to the thermal energy per cycle.

Using calculation method (ii), the integration over the voltage
curve on load, only one value, which is the sum of all heat sources,
can be obtained:

Figure 1. Exemplary impedance spectrum of an LMR-NCM/Li cell at a
nominal SOC of ≈260 mAh/gCAM during a C/10 charge, with data depicted
as black circles and the applied fit as a blue line. Only the low-frequency semi-
circle was fitted by the equivalent circuit *+ ( + )( )R TLM R R Q .pore CT CAM

From this spectrum, the pore resistance of this cell was determined as 12.2 Ω

cm2. The arrows mark the parameters extracted from the fit: (i) *R , which
includes the high frequency resistance of the cell, contact resistances, and
contributions of the Li anode impedance; (ii) the charge transfer resistance of the
cathode, ( )RCT CAM , which was extracted from the transmission line model; and,
(iii) the low frequency resistance RLFR, as described above. The high frequency
semi-circle was not taken into account for fitting.
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However, when applying intermittent charging, the voltage under
load can be distinguished from that under open-circuit conditions.
This enables the quantification of individual contributions to the
thermal energy per cycle. The generated irreversible heat can be
calculated for the charge (Qirrev cha, ) and discharge (Qirrev dis, ). For

example, the energy loss caused by the effects of polarization during
charge is the integrated area between the upper voltage curve under
load and the upper OCV curve (analogously for the discharge):

∫= ·( − ) [ ]Q I E E dt 7irrev cha
t

t

cha load cha OC cha, , ,

c

0

The energy loss caused by OCV hysteresis is calculated by
integrating the area enclosed by the OCV points upon charge and
discharge. Only the sum of the charge and discharge contributions to
Qhys is accessible from integration of the OCV data.

∮= ·( − ) [ ]Q I E E dt 8hys

t

t

OC cha OC dis, ,

d

0

It is important to keep in mind that the integration over the whole
charge/discharge voltage curve is not a closed loop due to the
coulombic inefficiency of the cell. When Eq. 6 is thus strictly
applied, Qcycle is overestimated as compared to reconstructing Qcycle

according to Eq. 5 from Q ,irrev cha, Qirrev dis, and Qhys calculated

according to Eqs. 7 and 8. The resulting inaccuracy of the analysis
and how to best minimize it will be discussed later in the Results
section.

For method (iii), the heat flow signal measured by IMC is
integrated over time to give the total generated heat. When a
sufficiently long OCV phase is applied at the end of each charge/
discharge half-cycle, the total heat generated during charge can be
separated from that during discharge. The heat evolution is measured
by IMC both during current flow and the consecutive OCV phase, in
which the heat signal levels off while the cell cools down. When
comparing with calculated heat flows, only the signal during current
flow is considered, while for the calculation of the total heat
generation, the heat evolution at zero current also needs to be taken
into account. However, for this part of the IMC signal, the time delay
of the instrument needs to be taken into consideration, in order to
determine a reasonable time frame during which the IMC signal at
open-circuit conditions is included in the integration. The applied
method is explained in more detail in the Experimental section.

The combination of all three methods enables the differentiation
and identification of the different sources of heat contributing to the
experimental IMC data. In particular, when the irreversible heat
calculated by Eq. 7 is subtracted from the calorimetric data of the
respective half-cycle, Qhys can be determined for the charge and

discharge half-cycles. However, when calculating Qhys with this

method, the reversible heat, Q ,rev cannot be neglected, although the

fact thatQrev cancels out in Eq. 5 might give this impression. This is
because, unlike a whole cycle, the reversible heat during a half-
cycle, e.g., Qrev cha, during charge, contributes to the heat evolution

measured by IMC. However, when calculating the heat evolution of
a half-cycle by method (ii), the reversible heat is not included
because it cannot be calculated from the voltage data collected
during intermittent cycling. Thus, when comparing both values, the
inconsistency with regard to Qrev constitutes an error source for
determining the share of Qhys for individual half-cycles. Therefore,

we use the termQresidual instead ofQhys (see Fig. 10) to make it more

clear that what is determined by method (ii) is the residual heat for
each charge/discharge half-cycle. In other words, Qresidual only

equals Qhys if Qrev were zero. This will be discussed in more detail

in the Results section.

Experimental

Battery assembly and cycling.—LMR-NCM of the composition
Li1.14(Ni0.26Co0.14Mn0.6)0.86O2, which corresponds to the nomencla-
ture 0.33 Li2MnO3 · 0.67 LiNi0.38Co0.21Mn0.41O2 as used by Teufl
et al.9 and NCA of the composition LiNi0.81Co0.15Al0.04O2 were
obtained from BASF SE (Germany). For electrode preparation, inks
of the cathode active material (CAM) were prepared by mixing
92.5 wt% CAM (NCA or LMR-NCM), 3.5 wt% polyvinylidene-
fluoride binder (PVdF, Solef 5130, Solvay, Belgium), and 4 wt%
conductive carbon (Super-C65, Timcal, Switzerland) with N-methyl
pyrrolidine (NMP, anhydrous, Sigma-Aldrich, Germany). The dis-
persion was mixed in a planetary orbital mixer (solid content
≈58 wt%; Thinky, USA). The resulting ink was coated onto
aluminum foil (≈15 μm, MTI, USA) and the dried coatings were
calendered (GK 300 L, Saueressig, Germany) to a porosity of
≈42%–45%. For electrochemical testing, the electrodes were dried
for a minimum of 12 h at 120 °C under dynamic vacuum (Büchi,
Switzerland). The loading of the LMR-NCM electrodes was ≈12 mg
cm−2, which corresponds to ≈3 mAh cm−2, (based on a nominal
reversible capacity of 250 mAh gLMR-NCM

−1). The NCA electrode
loading was ≈13 mg cm−2, which corresponds to ≈2.6 mAh cm−2,
(based on a nominal reversible capacity of 200 mAh gNCA

−1).
Coin cells (type CR2032) were assembled in an argon-filled

glovebox (O2, H2O < 0.1 ppm, MBraun, Germany) with the
manufactured cathodes (14 mm diameter), two glass fiber separators
(17 mm diameter, glass microfiber #691, VWR, Germany), and a Li
counter electrode (15 mm diameter, 450 μm thickness, 99.9%,
Rockwood Lithium, USA). A volume of 100 μl of electrolyte was
added, composed of 1 M LiPF6 in a FEC:DEC-based (12:64 v:v)
solvent with 24 vol% of an additional fluorinated co-solvent (BASF
SE, Germany). Electrochemical testing was performed at 25 °C in a
temperature-controlled oven (Binder, Germany) using a potentiostat
(VMP300, Biologic, France). First, a formation cycle at a C-rate of
C/15 (voltage cutoffs for LMR-NCM were 2.0–4.8 V and for NCA
3.0–4.4 V; all voltages reported vs Li+/Li) and two stabilization
cycles at C/10 (2.0–4.7 V for LMR-NCM and 3.0–4.4 V for NCA)
were conducted. All C-rates reported here refer to the above stated
nominal capacities of the CAMs. The cells analyzed in this study can
be divided into two groups: (i) those used for the IMC measurements
(red box in Fig. 2); and (ii) those used to determine the irreversible
heat (blue box in Fig. 2).

Isothermal micro-calorimetry measurements.—Following the
initial formation cycles, which were conducted in-house, the
calorimeter cells were transferred to an isothermal micro-calorimeter
at the Helmholtz Institute Ulm to record the heat generation during
cycling. A TAM IV calorimeter equipped with a 20 ml micro-
calorimeter (stability ±50 μK, accuracy ± 300 nW, precision
±100 nW, TA Instruments, USA) was used for this purpose. All
measurements were performed at 25 °C under isothermal conditions,
following internal gain calibration. During the course of the
experiments, the baseline drift did not exceed 700 nW. The step
response of the heat flow is of second order, and the two
characteristic time constants are T1 = T2 = 158 ± 1 s. This results
in a time delay of ≈1050 s until 99% of the heat flow signal is
detected. Here, a positive sign in the observed heat flow indicates
that heat is generated by the cell.

The cells were cycled in a custom-made coin cell holder, which
was connected by Cu-P bronze wires (36 AWG, Lakeshore, USA) to
a potentiostat (VSP, BioLogic, France). Galvanostatic cycling was
conducted, as shown in the red box in Fig. 2, at a number of current
levels (C/10, C/5, C/2, 1C). For each C-rate, one first continuous
charge/discharge cycle was performed and ended by a 6 h equilibra-
tion phase in the discharged state under open-circuit conditions. This
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first cycle was intended for the purpose of adapting to a new C-rate,
and the heat generated during this process was not considered. The
heat flows were determined from the second cycle, commencing
with a constant-current charge to the respective upper cutoff voltage
(4.7 V for LMR-NCM and 4.4 V for NCA) at the particular C-rate,
followed by a further 6 h equilibration phase to enable separation of
the heat flow during charge and discharge, and finally discharging to
the respective lower cutoff voltage (2.0 V for LMR-NCM and 3.0 V

for NCA). The discharge was followed by a 6 h open-circuit phase
before the whole loop of two cycles was repeated for the next C-rate.
Two identical cells were measured for each CAM. A constant
baseline was used for integration of the data, which was determined
as the minimum heat flow at each C-rate section. By subtraction of
this constant background signal, a correction for minor parasitic heat
flows is achieved.20 However, it must be kept in mind this is not the
true value of the parasitic heat of this cell, which depends on
complex relationships among all cell components, the SOC and
voltage of the cell and its cycling history. This simplification is
acceptable for the scope of this study but it does not describe the
nature of the parasitic heat flow. Due to the time delay, the
integration of the heat flow of an individual charge or discharge
half-cycle includes not only the heat signal during current flow, but
also that during the subsequent relaxation phase. Of the applied 6 h
relaxation phase, we only included the first 1.5 h into the calculation,
which is sufficient to obtain most of the actual heat signal,
considering the time delay of ≈18 min (until 99% of the signal is
detected), while being short enough to minimize contributions from
parasitic heat flows.

Determination of irreversible heat by intermittent cycling and
impedance analysis.—As shown in Eq. 3, the irreversible heat

generation rate (Q̇irrev) is a function of the voltage difference η

between the voltage on load (Eload) and after relaxation at open-
circuit conditions (EOC). During intermittent cycling, η is determined

after a certain time t of the intermittent relaxation phase, as shown in
Fig. 3. The applied cycling protocol was similar to a galvanostatic
intermittent titration and included (dis)charging steps of ΔSOC =

10% followed by a relaxation phase of t = 1 h. This was repeated

Figure 2. Graphic representation of the cycling procedures used in this study, with the initial formation cycle at C/15 (2.0–4.8 V for LMR-NCM/Li and
3.0–4.4 V for NCA/Li) and two stabilization cycles at C/10 (2.0–4.7 V for LMR-NCM/Li and 3.0–4.4 V for NCA/Li) conducted in-house (black box, left). The
subsequent actual test protocols differ for the two types of experiments: (i) for the IMC measurements (red box), cells were cycled inside the calorimeter with a
loop of one stabilization cycle and one cycle with 6 h rest phases at the beginning and end of each half-cycle, repeated for each applied C-rate (C/10, C/5, C/2,
1C;); (ii) for the determination of the different sources of heat (blue box), an intermittent cycling protocol with 10% SOC steps and 1 h OCV phases was applied.
For each C-rate, two identical cells were cycled with the same protocol as the IMC cells but for the C-rate of interest, where the intermittent cycling was applied
(see example for C/10 and 1C in the blue box). The panel on the right presents a comparison of the data at 1C for a calorimeter cell and the cell with intermittent
cycling.

Figure 3. Application of intermittent cycling to determine the polarization
induced overpotential η = −E E .load OC The current (green) and voltage
(black) during a 1C discharge (ΔSOC = 10%) and a consecutive 1 h OCV
phase are shown. EOC is determined by averaging over the final 300 s of the
OCV phase (data marked in blue). After relaxation, a PEIS measurement is
conducted, whose duration is only shown schematically here (orange).
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until the upper (lower) voltage cutoff was reached. To determine η

for the first SOC point during charging, the method shown in Fig. 3
is not applicable, because there is no preceding voltage relaxation in
the charge direction. Therefore, for this data point, it was only
possible to determine the instantaneous voltage jump upon applying
the charging current. The same holds for the first point on discharge.
The underlying resistance to this instantaneous voltage change was
calculated using Ohm’s law, and it was observed that it agrees well
with the low-frequency resistance calculated from the impedance
analysis. Hence, for the first SOC point of each half-cycle, the
intermittent technique complies with the impedance and does not
include any effects of diffusion, as is the case if η can be determined

from full voltage relaxation.
The intermittent cycling, shown in the blue box in Fig. 2, was

conducted with identical cells, as used in the IMC measurement with
two cells for each C-rate. To ensure applicability of the herein
determined irreversible heat to the data obtained from IMC experi-
ments, the intermittent cycling protocol mimics the cycling protocol
for the IMC. This means that to determine η at a specific C-rate, the

cell first underwent the same loop of continuous cycling and
charging/discharging with a 6 h rest phase in between at each C-
rate preceding the C-rate of interest, such that the irreversible heat
data are from the exact same cycle with the same cycling history as
the heat data from the IMC (illustrated in the bottom panel of Fig. 2
for acquiring intermittent cycling data at 1C). Furthermore, the OCV
data shown in this paper were determined by a Matlab script
averaging over the final 300 s of the intermittent relaxation phase
(see data given in blue in Fig. 3).

In addition to determining the overpotential by intermittent
cycling, the cell resistance was further analyzed by means of
impedance spectroscopy. As marked in Fig. 3, an impedance
measurement (PEIS) was conducted at the end of each 1 h
intermittent relaxation phase of the protocol described above. A
potentiostat (VMP300, Biologic, France) was used in a frequency
range of 200 kHz to 100 mHz with an AC voltage perturbation of
10 mV (taking 20 data points per decade and 3 period repetitions).
As explained in the Theoretical Considerations above, data were
fitted by the equivalent circuit *+ ( + / )( )R TLM R R Q .pore CT CAM

Here, *R includes the high frequency resistance of the cell, the
impedance of the Li anode, and the contact resistance of the cathode.
The data of the high-frequency semi-circle was not taken into
account for the fit, and *R was set to the end of the first semi-circle,
as shown in Fig. 1. The low-frequency semi-circle was fitted by the
transmission line model, including contributions from the pore
resistance, R ,pore and the charge transfer resistance of the cathode,

( )R .CT CAM The pore resistance of the LMR-NCM/Li cells was

extracted from a fit of an impedance spectrum at high SOC during

charge, in which the characteristic 45° line23 was clearly observable
and kept constant for all other impedance fits of this cell. In the case
of NCA/Li cells, the pore resistance could not be clearly distin-
guished and is therefore a part of ( )R .CT CAM Furthermore, we only

show *R and the sum of ( )RCT CAM and Rpore for NCA where they

were clearly distinguishable (at high and low SOC) and otherwise
report R .LFR Due to the generally much smaller ( )RCT CAM of NCA/Li

cells compared to LMR-NCM/Li cells, the impedance contribution
of the lithium counter electrode in the mid-SOC region is of a similar
order as ( )R ,CT CAM which results in the two semi-circles merging.

Hence, for the respective spectra, ( )RCT CAM cannot be assigned

unambiguously.
Figure 1 shows an example of an impedance spectrum for an

LMR-NCM/Li cell. Unfortunately, we did not collect any data under
blocking conditions, as would usually be performed to determine
R .pore

23 The results for Rpore are 12.2 Ω cm2 and 10.1 Ω cm2 for the

two nominally identical LMR-NCM/Li cells at C/10. The charge
transfer resistance of the cathode was extracted from the transmis-
sion line model. It was verified by impedance experiments using a
gold wire micro-reference electrode (not shown here), which,
furthermore, correspond with the data in the literature.12 The
difference between the irreversible heat calculated from the polar-
ization induced overpotential η = −E Eload OC and that calculated

from the low-frequency resistance (RLFR) determined from the PEIS
data is due to the mass-transport limitations within the electrolyte
and the porous electrode, which are not captured by the PEIS
measurements in the applied frequency range.

Determination of reversible heat.—As shown in Eq. 2, rever-
sible heat is calculated as a product of the current, temperature and

temperature-dependent OCV value,
∂

∂
.

E

T

eq
The latter was measured as

a function of SOC after (dis)charging the cell to a certain SOC point
and allowing it to relax until the change in OCV over time was less

than 0.2 mV/h. After this relaxation,
∂

∂

E

T

eq
was determined by linearly

varying the temperature of the cell between 5 °C and 35 °C in an
Espec temperature chamber (LU114, Espec, Japan), while recording
the respective OCV variation (VMP300, Biologic, France). A
detailed description of the method applied is reported elsewhere.14

The obtained values for
∂

∂

E

T

eq
are shown in the appendix (Figure A·1).

Results and Discussion

Lost electrical energy.—Lost electrical energy is the difference
between the charge and the discharge energy of one cycle, and is
expected to dissipate as waste heat. The two cathode active materials

Figure 4. Voltage vs SOC charge/discharge curves of (a) LMR-NCM/Li and (b) NCA/Li in the 5th cycle at C/10 obtained during intermittent cycling with 1 h
OCV holds at every 10% SOC interval. The charge curve is shown as a black solid line and the OCV points are shown as black circles connected by a dashed
line. The integral of the whole curve is the total lost electrical energy, which can be separated into three parts: irreversible losses during charge (orange) and
discharge (green) due to polarization induced overpotential, and the lost energy due to OCV hysteresis (blue).
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of interest, LMR-NCM and NCA, exhibit considerably different
energy efficiencies. While an LMR-NCM/Li cell has an energy
efficiency of ≈90% in the 5th cycle at C/10, that of an NCA/Li cell
reaches ≈99%. Figure 4 shows a voltage vs SOC charge/discharge
curve for both cell types in a C/10 cycle. According to Eq. 6, the
total energy loss corresponds to the integration of the geometrical
area enclosed by the charge and discharge voltage curve (sum of
orange, blue, and green shaded areas in Fig. 4). This total energy loss
can be further separated into three parts: (i) the irreversible energy
loss during charge (Qirrev cha, ), i.e., the difference between the voltage

curve on load and the OCV curve during charge (orange shaded
area), as described by Eq. 7; (ii) the irreversible losses during
discharge (Q ;irrev dis, green shaded area); and, (iii) the energy loss due

to OCV hysteresis (Q ;hys blue shaded area), as described by Eq. 8.

Note here, that the coulombic inefficiency of the cell means that
the end of the discharge curve does not meet the start of the charge
curve. For clarity, the resulting “gap” is not colored in Fig. 4. The
deconvolution of these different energy loss terms as a function of
the C-rate is shown in Table I for LMR-NCM and NCA half-cells.
Thereby, the values for Qirrev for charge and discharge were

calculated by applying Eq. 7. The calculation of Qhys was based on

Eq. 8. However, the last EOC value upon discharge did not agree
with the first EOC on charge due to the coulombic inefficiency of the
cell. If Eq. 8 were exactly applied, this would lead to an obvious
overestimation of Qhys, which is physically not meaningful. In other

words, the blue area in Fig. 4 would extend down to zero volts
because there is no matching discharge voltage curve. Instead, we
applied a small correction, so that the last EOC dis, value agrees with

the first EOC cha, value. Qhys is thus calculated by integrating over a

closed OCV hysteresis curve. This assumption minimizes the error
of the coulombic inefficiency but does not exclude it all together.
The resulting implications will be discussed throughout this work.
For an absolutely accurate calculation the error introduced by the
coulombic inefficiency should be ruled out by the design of the
experiment using capacity limited cycling procedures (instead of
voltage limited), so that the discharge capacity is equal to the charge
capacity. This might be a starting point for future research activities
striving for the exact quantification of individual heat terms.

As outlined in the Theory section, irreversible energy losses due
to overpotential (Qirrev) are dependent on the applied current, while
the hysteresis of the OCV is expected to be independent of the C-
rate. As expected, the polarization induced overpotential losses in
Table I increase with increasing current for both cell chemistries. In
the case of LMR-NCM, the irreversible heat during discharge is
larger than during charge and becomes more and more dominant for
increasing current values, until it reaches 50% of total heat
generation at 1C. In Fig. 4a, it can be seen that the potential
difference between the voltage curve on load and the OCV curve
increases drastically at the end of the discharge (to a lesser degree
also at the end of the charge). Hence, the end of the lithiation process
of the cathode active material seems to be accompanied by
significant kinetic limitations, leading to high overpotentials and,
in turn, to high irreversible heat evolution. The asymmetry of the
LMR-NCM cathode resistance between the charge and discharge
direction was previously demonstrated by Teufl et al.12

Energy loss due to overpotential is significantly smaller for NCA,
as can be clearly seen in Fig. 4b and Table I. Still, the resistance
behavior of NCA at low SOC during discharge is similar to that of
LMR-NCM, with a steep increase at the end of the discharge. This
was attributed to an increase in the charge transfer resistance, as
reported by Weber et al.25 More important is the OCV hysteresis
comparison, since there is no significant contribution from this term
for NCA/Li cells and the determined contribution of the OCV
hysteresis to the overall energy loss of 0.1%–0.3% (see last row in
Table I) are most probably due to the fact that the EOC is not yet
exactly equal to Eeq after the 1 h rest phase. In contrast, the cells with

an LMR-NCM cathode suffer a considerable energy loss due to
OCV hysteresis of up to 55% of the total energy loss at C/10. At first
sight surprising is the observation that the energy loss due to the
OCV hysteresis of the LMR-NCM/Li cells decreases with increasing
C-rate. The reason for this is that the applied cycling protocol is
voltage-limited, meaning that a smaller overall SOC range is
accessed when cycling at higher C-rates, and therefore only a
smaller part of the OCV hysteresis is observable. We have shown
elsewhere (see Fig S6 (available online at stacks.iop.org/JES/169/
040547/mmedia) in Ref. 14) that when applying a capacity-limited
cycling procedure, the OCV hysteresis is independent of the C-rate.
The energy loss due to OCV hysteresis results in an undesirable
energy inefficiency, which is presumably dissipated as heat. To
clarify this, IMC measurements were conducted to analyze the
different sources of heat, particularly the heat due to OCV hysteresis
in such materials and to compare it to the thermal behavior of a
classical CAM such as NCA.

Accuracy of the isothermal micro-calorimeter.—In order to
establish a quantitative correlation between the lost electrical energy
calculated from the voltage vs SOC curve by method (ii), as
described in the Theory section, and the heat measured by IMC
(method (iii)), the accuracy of the calorimetric measurement first has
to be validated. For this purpose, the heat evolution from the IMC
data (pale, empty symbols) and that calculated from the respective
voltage curves (dark, filled symbols) are contrasted in Fig. 5. Ideally,
both data sets should show perfect agreement, which is indicated by
the dashed lines that represent linear regression lines through all the
data. For the LMR-NCM/Li cell, the deviation is between −2% and
−6%, with one outlier of −12% for the LMR-NCM/Li cell for one
of the two cells (cell number 1) at C/10. This means that
the measured heat by calorimetry is generally slightly below the
expected value, which may be due to instrument errors such as the
loss of heat through the cables connecting the coin cell holder with
the potentiostat. Also, it should be noted that if the integration of the
calorimeter heat signal in the 6 h OCV rest phase at the end of
discharge had been chosen to be longer than 1.5 h, the deviations
would become smaller. However, since the estimated time delay for
detection of 99% of the heat signal is ≈18 min, any extension of the

Figure 5. Comparison of the lost electrical energy calculated from the
voltage vs SOC curve (dark, filled symbols) and the heat measured by IMC
(pale, empty symbols) for two identical LMR-NCM/Li cells (blue) and NCA/
Li cells (green) for different mass-specific current densities (corresponding to
the C-rates indicated in the figure). The dashed lines represent a linear fit
through the average of all data points of one cell chemistry at each C rate.
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integration window would increase the risk of including contribu-
tions from non-faradaic heat (e.g., through parasitic side reactions).
In the case of NCA, the deviations are between+4% and+10%, i.e.,
the heat measured by calorimetry is more than that obtained by the
integration of the voltage vs SOC curves. One of the two NCA/Li
cells (cell number 2) showed an outlier of +45% at C/10, but since a
fluctuation in the applied electrical current was detected, we did not
include this data point in our calculations. Due to the much smaller
absolute amount of produced heat in case of the NCA/Li cell, any
contributions from undesired side reactions and parasitic heat terms
result in a much higher relative error, which might be the reason why
the integrated IMC signal is higher than expected. Nevertheless,
since the deviations between the expected and measured heat are
below ±10% (with the exception of the two above mentioned cases)
for both cell chemistries, our original assumption that the lost
electrical energy is converted into heat and that parasitic side
reactions play no major role is confirmed within the error of the
measurements. Another conclusion that can be drawn from Fig. 5 is
that the experiments are reproducible, since the energy losses for
both cells correspond fairly well (the deviation between two repeat
cells at the same C-rate is less than 6% in all cases, except for the
two instances mentioned above). For all further calculations, we
considered LMR-NCM/Li cell 2 and NCA/Li cell 1.

When comparing the total electrical energy loss/heat production
measured by the continuous constant-current (CC) cycling protocol
used in the calorimeter experiments (data in Fig. 5) with the total
electrical energy loss measured in the intermittent cycling protocol
(first row in Table I), it becomes apparent that there is a reasonably
good agreement at the low C-rate of C/10, with the intermittent
cycling yielding slightly lower energy losses, but that at higher C-
rates, this deviation increases substantially, so that at 1C the
intermittent cycling procedure results in a ≈25%–35% lower total
energy loss. This is mainly due to three factors. First, the CC-cycling
procedure, particularly at higher C-rates, leads to a higher overall
voltage polarization compared to the intermittent cycling procedure,
for which the intermittent OCV holds allow for a repeated relaxation
of the concentration gradients in the liquid and solid phase. This can
be seen by the comparison of the resulting voltage vs SOC curves
shown in the right-hand panel of Fig. 2. Thus, integrating a voltage
vs SOC curve from an intermittent cycling protocol always resulted
in a smaller value compared to that from a CC-cycling protocol,
meaning that the energy losses from intermittent cycling are slightly
lower (by ≈4%–7% for the LMR-NCM/Li cells and by up to ≈25%
for NCA/Li cells). The second reason is that the Coulombic
efficiency of each cycle is slightly less than 100%. This irreversible
capacity leads to a small ’gap’ between the charge and the discharge
voltage curves, so that the integration of the voltage vs SOC curve
cannot be performed 100% accurately. The calculation of total
electrical energy loss from the voltage vs SOC curves of the cells
tested in the calorimeter energy loss caused by the integration of the
gap. For the cells from the intermittent cycling, the electrical energy
loss is calculated based on Eq. 6. This mathematical approach,
however, does not include the integration of the “gap” since it can
neither be ascribed to Qirrev during charge or discharge, nor to Q .hys

Thus, the calculated electrical energy loss is lower in case of the
cells from intermittent cycling due to the integration of the voltage
vs SOC curve. The third reason is the slightly higher contact
resistance of the custom-made coin cell holder for the experiments
conducted in the calorimeter (≈9 Ω). As these three factors yield
reasonably small differences in the total lost electrical energy
determined from the voltage vs SOC curves obtained by the two
different cycling protocols at C/10, but yield increasingly large
differences at higher C-rates, the analysis in the following sections
for which both cycling protocols are required will be limited to C/10.

Although the limits of the applied IMC method become clear
from Fig. 5, it also provides an answer to the first question in the
introduction to this paper: the energy loss due to the OCV hysteresis
in LMR-NCM is indeed dissipated as heat (note that another, albeit
unlikely possibility would have been that the OCV hysteresis
presents a continuous chemical conversion of the bulk of the
LMR-NCM material). Moreover, there is an important difference
between the two cell chemistries, which is visualized in Fig. 5: the
y-axis intercepts of the linear relationship between lost electrical work
and measured heat vs mass-specific current density (dashed lines in
Fig. 5) is rather small for the NCA/Li cells (≈12.1 mWh gCAM

−1 and
≈12.4 mWh gCAM

−1 for cell 1), while it is quite large (≈93.1 mWh
gCAM

−1 and ≈88.9 mWh gCAM
−1 for cell 2) for the LMR-NCM/Li

cells, caused by the quasi-static OCV hysteresis, as discussed by Assat
et al.20 for the Li2Ru0.75Sn0.25O3 model compound. Chevrier et al.21

also report a significant heat production at zero current for silicon
anodes, and thereby correlate their observation to the current
independent nature of the voltage hysteresis. We conclude that even
at very low rates, there is significant hysteresis between the OCV
curve on charge and discharge, indicating that the underlying
processes are far from the thermodynamic equilibrium. The fact that
the intercept for the NCA/Li measurement results is not zero,
however, underlines the limits of the applied IMC method especially
at such small observable heat signals. One would have expected the
intercept to be zero because both contributions of reversible and
irreversible heat should ideally vanish to zero at infinitesimally small
currents. Apart from the accuracy of the method at such small heat

Figure 6. (a) Heat flow of an LMR-NCM/Li cell in charge at C/10 as a
function of SOC. The heat flow measured by IMC (black) for cell 2 is
compared to the calculated profiles of Q̇ ,irrev based on the polarization
induced overpotential (green, error bars from two measurements; the green
line representing a linear interpolation of the OCV data points), and Q̇ ,rev as
determined from entropy measurements (gray, error bars from the calcula-
tion). The sum of Q̇irrev and Q̇rev is shown in red. (b) OCV curve at C/10 of a
complete cycle (blue) and a cycle limited to a nominal capacity of 100 mAh
gCAM

−1 during charge (black). The yellow shaded area highlights the SOC
range in which no significant OCV hysteresis is expected (thus, Q̇hys ≈ 0).
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signal amplitudes, any assumptions and simplifications made during
the calculation (e.g. correction forQ ,par integrating the voltage curve

although the coulombic efficiency is less than 100%, etc.) are
possible error sources, which might lead to the observed deviation
from zero.

Conventional contributions to the heat flow profile.—In addi-
tion to the integration of the IMC heat signal to a total heat value, it
is also possible to analyze the heat flow profile as a function of the
SOC. This analysis involves calculating different heat sources, as
outlined in the Theory section of the paper. Figs. 6 and 7 show the
heat flow signal measured by IMC (black) together with various heat
flow profiles calculated as a function of SOC for LMR-NCM/Li and
NCA/Li, respectively. According to Eq. 2, three contributions to the

total heat flow can be identified: irreversible heat (Q̇irrev), reversible

heat (Q̇rev) and heat due to OCV hysteresis (Q̇hys); while the first two

terms can be observed for any electrode material, the latter is only
observable in materials with a pronounced OCV hysteresis, such as
LMR-NCM. The discussion in this section will focus on the

conventional sources of heat, Q̇irrev and Q̇ .rev

To compare the measured heat flow with the calculated values,
two assumptions have to be made: (i) only the heat signal during
current flow is analyzed, which means that heat dissipated after the
current is removed is disregarded; (ii) the time delay of the IMC is

assumed to be virtually negligible, so the heat flow profile measured
as a function of time can be directly translated to the SOC. Since
both the time resolution and the heat dissipation after switching off
the current increase with increasing C-rates, this heat flow analysis is
only reliable for low currents. For example, with a C-rate of 1C, a
time delay of ≈18 min already corresponds to a deviation of ≈30%
SOC, which substantially falsifies the translation of the time axis
into an SOC axis, whereas for a C-rate of C/10, this time delay only
represents a deviation of 3%. Furthermore, with a C-rate of C/10, the
heat evolved after switching off the current at the end of charge is
≈12% of the total heat measured for the charge half-cycle of an
LMR-NCM/Li cell (≈4% for NCA). In the discharge direction,
≈7% of the total heat is evolved at zero current for both cells. In
contrast, for the cycle at 1C, these terms increase to ≈19% for the
charge and ≈27% for the discharge in case of LMR-NCM/Li (≈11%
and ≈22% for NCA), which would clearly not lead to a meaningful
analysis. However, even with the slowest C-rate, it is important to
bear in mind that measured heat flow profiles are never completely
accurate.

Reversible heat contributions to the overall heat flow.—As
mentioned above, the reversible heat is included in the calorimetric
signal but cannot be calculated from the voltage curve. As shown in

Eq. 2, Q̇rev is determined on the basis of the variation of OCV with
temperature. These measurements were conducted with the same
cathode active material but the OCV was measured against a Li
reference electrode, which did not undergo any electrochemical
cycling as the Li counter electrode used in this study. Details of the
experiment and a discussion of the entropy profile of LMR-NCM are
reported elsewhere,14 but the results from the entropy measurements
of the two cathode active materials are plotted in the appendix. For
the present study, the most important aspect of our previous
publication is that the reversible heat of LMR-NCM/Li cells cannot
be calculated from the measured partial molar entropy data because
of the path dependence of the entropy curve as a function of SOC. Its
integration would include non-reversible pathways, as is generally
the case for material that shows a hysteresis in the partial molar

entropy vs SOC. This means that a theoretical Q̇rev curve calculated
from the entropy data would include an unknown contribution of
entropy production in the material. Hence, although mathematically
possible, this would not produce a physically meaningful result for
the reversible heat flow as a function of SOC. However, this means

that we cannot determine what share of the theoretical Q̇rev curve
corresponds to the heat term that is reversibly evolved as a function
of SOC.

Yet, with the IMC data we can estimate what effect neglecting

Q̇rev has on the total heat evolution within a limited SOC range. For

this purpose, Fig. 6 shows the IMC heat signal (Q̇ ,cal black) together
with the irreversible heat calculated from the difference between the

voltage vs SOC curve on load and under OCV conditions (Q̇ ,irrev

green) and the theoretical reversible heat, which was calculated from
the entropy data as explained in Eq. 2, although we already know
that this is physically not meaningful (gray). Nevertheless, we will
use these calculated data sets in our approach and focus on the heat
flow in the low SOC region (<100 mAh gCAM

−1) during charge.
There are two reasons why this SOC region is of special interest: (i)
the theoretically calculated reversible heat flow profile exhibits a
peak at around ≈60 mAh gCAM

−1 meaning that in the low SOC

region, the contribution of Q̇rev is expected to be most significant; (ii)

from cycling experiments it is known that when LMR-NCM is only
charged to ≈100 mAh gCAM

−1 and then discharged again, there is no
significant OCV hysteresis (see black data points in Fig. 6b), which
means that the heat measured by IMC is exclusively attributable to

Q̇irrev and Q̇ ,rev from which the first one can be easily determined.
Figure 6b shows the OCV curve of a cell charged to 100 mAh
gCAM

−1 together with an OCV curve that is obtained for a full
charge/discharge. As is also known from window-opening

Figure 7. (a) Heat flow of an NCA/Li cell in charge at C/10 as a function of
SOC. The heat flow measured by IMC (black) for cell 1 is compared to the
calculated profiles of Q̇ ,irrev based on the polarization induced overpotential
(green, error bars from two measurements), and Q̇rev as determined from
entropy measurements (gray, error bars from the calculation). The sum of
Q̇irrev and Q̇rev is shown in red. In panel (b) the same analysis is shown for the
discharge process.
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experiments in the literature,26 the OCV hysteresis of LMR-NCM is
not pronounced if the charge window is not opened up to higher

SOCs. Thus, Eq. 2 simplifies, since Q̇hys = 0. This means that any

difference between the heat flow measured by IMC and the
irreversible heat generation determined from the polarization in-

duced overpotential has to be caused by Q̇ .rev However, as shown in
Fig. 6a, the measured heat flow (black line) in the yellow shaded

region, for which Q̇hys = 0, corresponds very closely with the

irreversible heat generation (green line and symbols), indicating that

the contribution from Q̇rev is not significant. The only deviation
between the two heat signals is at the very beginning of charge,
when the calculated irreversible heat exceeds the measured signal.

This might be an artifact which comes from the fact that Q̇irrev is
determined by interpolating between the first and the second OCV
points whereby the first OCV point is obtained differently from the
subsequent OCV points, as outlined in the Experimental part. The
interpretation of this apparent overshoot should be considered
carefully. Another reason for the observed mismatch between

Q̇irrev and Q̇cal at the beginning of charge might be the above-
mentioned time lag of the IMC signal detection. Another possibility
is that at the beginning of charge, the endothermic reversible heat

indeed makes a contribution and hence partly compensates for the
irreversible heat. However, when the heat flow calculated from the
sum of the exothermic irreversible heat and the endothermic
reversible heat (red curve in Fig. 6a) is compared to the measured
data, no agreement is observed. This further underlines the conclu-
sion drawn by Friedrich et al.14 that the entropy measurements for
LMR-NCM cannot be directly translated into a heat flow curve. The
observation that the entropy does not significantly contribute to the
measured heat flow profile in the low SOC range, where its values
are maximum indicates that also for the rest of the cycle, its
contribution can be neglected. Further IMC studies are required to
quantify the reversible heat in this type of material. For the
investigation conducted here, the reversible heat flow was neglected.
Still, we want to emphasize that this simplification is a possible error

source regarding the quantification of Q̇ .hys What we report here as

Q̇hys hence includes an unknown but comparably small contribution

of the reversible heat.
The rather complicated discussion regarding the LMR-NCM

material becomes simpler with a regular cathode active material,

such as NCA, where no hysteresis is present and Q̇rev can be directly

calculated from the measurement of
∂

∂

E

T
,

eq
as explained in the Theory

and Experimental sections. Since there is virtually no heat due to

OCV hysteresis, Eq. 2 simplifies to ̇ = ̇ + ̇Q Q Q .irrev rev As discussed

above, neglecting the SOC dependence of Q̇par results in a rough

simplification of the energy balance for NCA. However, as can be
seen in Fig. 7, this simplification is acceptable for a semi-
quantitative analysis of heat flow as a function of SOC. In Fig. 7,
the IMC signal (black) is shown together with the irreversible heat
flow calculated from the intermittent cycling (green), the reversible
heat calculated from entropy measurements (grey), and the sum

̇ + ̇Q Qirrev rev (red). For the charge half-cycle in Fig. 7a, the
irreversible heat is slightly higher than the measured heat at low
SOC, while it is clearly smaller at a high SOC. By adding the
reversible and irreversible heat, the calculated curve (red) moves
closer to the measured one. However, there is still a gap, especially
at a high SOC, between the measured signal and the calculated heat
flow, which might be attributable to parasitic heat, or simply the
inaccuracy of calculating and scaling such small heat flows. For
the discharge direction, shown in Fig. 7b, the agreement of the
calculated and measured heat flow is similar to that of the charge
direction. However, it should be stressed that the absolute signal
amplitude is nearly seven times higher, especially at the end of
discharge, which makes a direct comparison of the two figure panels
difficult.

Based on the data discussed, we conclude that the effect of
reversible heat on total heat flow is a source of error, in particular for
NCA/Li cells. While it is acceptable to assume a minor contribution

of Q̇rev for the LMR-NCM/Li cell due to the comparably very high

contribution from the OCV hysteresis heat, Q̇rev has a more
significant effect on the overall heat flow for the NCA/Li cell, in
which the measurement uncertainties are of the same order of

magnitude as Q̇ .rev Nevertheless, we want to stress that the exact

contribution of Q̇rev was not quantified for either one of the two cells
in this study, meaning that it is still contained in the additional heat

term, Q̇ ,hys which will be discussed in the following. Since the

significance of Q̇rev was shown to be rather minor for LMR-NCM/Li

cells, its contribution to Q̇hys is not considered to be falsifying the

analysis.

Irreversible heat.—So far, only the irreversible heat calculated
from the potential drop during intermittent cycling has been shown.
However, the resistances due to overpotential induced polarization
can be further analyzed, using the impedances obtained by EIS
analysis. Figures 8a and 8b show the heat flow profiles measured by

Figure 8. Heat flow during (a) charge and (b) discharge of the LMR-NCM/
Li cell (number 2) at C/10 as a function of SOC. The heat flow measured by
IMC (black) is compared to calculated heat flow profiles based on data from
identical cells. Calculated heat flows are based on the voltage drop measured
during intermittent cycling (Q̇ ,irrev green triangles), and impedance measure-
ments including the LFR (orange), the ( )RCT CAM (blue) and the “ohmic”
resistance *R (light green). Error bars are shown for two measurements. The
line connecting the voltage drop points (green triangles) results from the
subtraction of the OCV curve from the voltage curve on load for the
respective half-cycle.
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IMC for the LMR-NCM/Li cell (black), together with those
calculated from the impedance data based on Eq. 3 but using RLFR
instead of Rtot (orange). Figure 8 also includes the heat flow curves
calculated from the individual components of RLFR, namely ( )RCT CAM

(blue) and *R (light green) as explained by Eq. 4 and the polarization
induced overpotentials (i.e., ( ) − ( )E load E OC ) determined by the

intermittent cycling protocol, using the first part of Eq. 3 (Q̇ ,irrev

green triangles).
In a first comparison of the calorimetric data (black), a clear

asymmetry between the charge and discharge heat flow profiles can
be observed (see Figs. 8a and 8b). At the beginning of charge cycle,
there is a peak in the heat evolution, with a maximum at ≈55 mAh
gCAM

−1, which levels off at around 100 mAh gCAM
−1, after which a

plateau is observed. At around 225 mAh gCAM
−1, the heat flow

increases again and reaches a maximum at the end of charge. For the
charge half-cycle, the heat flow values over most of the charge are in
a range of 1.3 mW gCAM

−1 to 8 mW gCAM
−1, while for the

discharge, these values are much larger, varying between 3 mW
gCAM

−1 and 36 mW gCAM
−1. Besides the absolute values, the profile

shape between charge and discharge also differs. During discharge,
the heat flow is constant in the high SOC region but starts to increase
when discharging below ≈170 mAh gCAM

−1. Following a steady
increase in heat flow in this lower SOC region, a sharp increase is
observed when discharging below ≈65 mAh gCAM

−1.

Irreversible heat flow can be calculated with Eq. 3 based on the
voltage drop occurring when the current is switched off during an
intermittent cycling, as indicated by the green triangles in Fig. 8. In
addition, the OCV curve of a charge/discharge half-cycle (linear
interpolation between OCV points) can be subtracted from the
respective voltage curve on load (green curve, which is identical
with that shown in Fig. 6a), which in principle should give the same
results as the data based on the potential drop after one hour of OCV.
As a matter of fact, both data sets agree except for the first point
during charge, at which the calculation of the voltage drop is based
on the instantaneous voltage jump upon connecting the current, as
described in the Experimental section. Thus, for the first 10% SOC
range, the subtraction line is a better measure for the irreversible
heat.

Since the generation of irreversible heat is based on the
resistances within a battery cell, impedance spectroscopy is a
complementary tool that can be used to further distinguish the
underlying resistive phenomena that cause irreversible heat flow.
The applied equivalent circuit model includes the charge transfer
resistance of the cathode ( ( )R ,CT CAM shown in blue in Fig. 8), the

low-frequency resistance (LFR, orange) and a so-called *R (light
green), which includes contributions from the high frequency
resistance, cathode contact resistance, and anode impedance, as
discussed in the Theory and Experimental sections. An example
impedance spectrum is shown in Fig. 1. These resistances were
translated into a heat flow with Eq. 3. As can be seen in Fig. 8, the

profile of the total irreversible heat flow Q̇irrev as determined from
the voltage drop agrees with the shape of that calculated from

impedance data, Q̇ .LFR Both exhibit a U-shape as a function of SOC
during charge, which is typical for this type of material.12

Furthermore, the impedance measurements prove that the domi-
nating contribution to the irreversible heat flow is the charge-transfer

resistance, ̇ ( )Q ,CT CAM while all other resistances, summarized as ̇
*Q ,R

make only minor contributions. The offset between the irreversible

heat calculated from the voltage drop (Q̇irrev) and the heat obtained

from the impedance data (Q̇LFR) is due to diffusion limitations,
which are not captured in the impedance experiment with a lower
frequency limit of 0.1 Hz but are included in the voltage drop. These
limitations include liquid and solid diffusion, which seem to be
rather constant in the middle of the SOC window, with increasing
values at low and high SOCs. The overall diffusion resistance can be
estimated from the difference of the two heat profiles by translating
the respective heat flow into an apparent resistance based on Eq. 3.
In the constant region, it is around ≈60 Ω cm2 while at high SOC
during charge, it increases to ≈140 Ω cm2 and at low SOC during
discharge up to≈215 Ω cm2, with an extremely high value at the end
of discharge in the kΩ-range.

We performed a similar analysis for the NCA/Li cells, shown in

Figs. 9a and 9b. The heat flow measured by IMC (Q̇ ,cal black)
displays some interesting differences to that of the LMR-NCM/Li
cells. Most strikingly, the overall measured heat flow (black curve) is
significantly lower. The curve of the IMC signal during charge has
its maximum of ≈1.2 mW gCAM

−1 at the beginning of charge, after
which the heat flow levels off until ≈75 mAh gCAM

−1 and gradually
increases again until the end of the half-cycle. Overall, the heat flow
curve during charge of the NCA/Li cell is rather flat compared to
that of the LMR-NCM/Li cell. The IMC signal of the NCA/Li cell
during discharge, shown in Fig. 9b, has a similarly flat shape as
during charge, and its absolute values are of the same order of
magnitude until the cell is discharged below ≈50 mAh gCAM

−1, at
which point the heat signal displays a steep increase up to ≈7 mW

gCAM
−1. The deviation between the irreversible heat flow (Q̇ ,irrev

green curve) and the measured signal (black curve), which is
especially prominent at the end of the charge process, was discussed
above and arises from a combination of reversible heat and
measurement inaccuracy. The diffusion limitations causing the

difference between Q̇irrev (green) and Q̇LFR (orange) cover ≈50%

Figure 9. Heat flow during (a) charge and (b) discharge of NCA/Li cells at
C/10 as a function of SOC. The heat flow measured by IMC (black) for cell 1
is compared to calculated profiles based on data from identical cells.
Calculated heat flows are based on the voltage drop (Q̇ ,irrev green), and
data calculated from impedance measurements including the LFR (orange),
the ( )RCT CAM (blue) and the “ohmic” resistance *R (light green). Error bars
are shown for two measurements. The line connecting the voltage drop points
(green triangles) results from the subtraction of the OCV curve from the
voltage curve on load for the respective half-cycle.
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of the irreversible heat flow. They translate into diffusion resistances
similar to those found for the LMR-NCM/Li cells of around
50 Ω cm2 in the mid-SOC region with increasing values at the end
of charge (120 Ω cm2) and discharge (>200 Ω cm2). The cathode
related resistance (RCAM) dominates the impedance response in the
lower SOC region, with values of up to 250 Ω cm2. In contrast to the
impedance spectra of the LMR-NCM/Li cells (see Fig. 1), the two
semi-circles of the NCA spectra, from which *R and RCAM were
determined, are merged together in the middle SOC range (40 mAh
gCAM

−1
< SOC < 200 mAh gCAM

−1). This means that the two
resistances could not be deconvoluted using the transmission line
model. This is why, in this SOC region, only the LFR was

determined from the impedance spectra of NCA. Another difference
to the impedance response of LMR-NCM is that, at the end of
charge, RCAM of NCA does not increase significantly, due to the
simple fact that the cut-off potential for the NCA cells is lower and a
larger amount of cyclable lithium is still available in the material at
the end of the charge process.

As outlined in Eq. 2, another heat generation term exists for
materials with an OCV hysteresis, such as LMR-NCM, which is

Q̇ ,hys i.e., the heat due to OCV hysteresis. This will be discussed in

more detail in the following.

Deconvolution of energy losses.—Valuable information on the
allocation of heat due to OCV hysteresis (Qhys) to a charge and

discharge half-cycle can be gained by comparing the heat measured
by IMC with the electrical energy loss terms. In Fig. 10, this analysis
is conducted for the lowest C-rate of C/10 with the integrated
calorimetric heat signal shown in the left-hand column (charge and
discharge heat stacked) and the electrical energy losses in the right-
hand column for both the LMR-NCM/Li and the NCA/Li cell. The
analysis is based on the combination of electrochemical and
calorimetric data visualized in Fig. 2. Thereby, the IMC signal is
integrated over the charge or discharge half-cycle including the first
1.5 h of the consecutive relaxation phase at zero current as described

above. In contrast to the heat flow data (Q̇cal in mW/gCAM) shown in
Figs. 6 to 9, the integration over time leads to the amount of evolved
heatQcal (in mWh/gCAM). For example, from IMC, the evolved heat

during charge (Qcal cha, ) is accessible, which is a sum of the following

terms:

= + + ∣ ∣ [ ]Q Q Q Q 9cal cha irrev cha hys cha rev cha, , , ,

Solving for Qhys cha, , this yields:

= − − ∣ ∣ [ ]Q Q Q Q 10hys cha cal cha irrev cha rev cha, , , ,

Qirrev cha, is calculated from the electrochemical measurements by

integrating over the voltage curve as shown in Fig. 4 and Table I. To
obtain values for Q ,hys cha, one has to assume that the contribution of

Qrev cha, is negligible since the moment Qrev cha, becomes comparable

Table I. Lost electrical energy for LMR-NCM and NCA half-cells calculated from the voltage vs SOC charge/discharge curve as a function of

C-rate, using an intermittent cycling protocol. The total energy loss is shown in absolute numbers and relative to the charge energy of the respective

cycle. The different energy terms as defined by Eqs. 7 and 8 are shown as absolute numbers and relative shares of Qtotal.

Figure 10. Allocation of different sources of heat according to the results
from intermittent cycling to the heat measured by IMC for the lowest C-rate
of C/10 for the LMR-NCM/Li cell (number 2) and for the NCA/Li cell
(number 1). For each cell, the left-hand column contains the stacked IMC
heat data from the charge (red) and discharge (green) half-cycle. The
expected electrical energy loss determined from intermittent cycling is
shown for each cell by the right-hand column. Thereby, the relative shares
for the polarization induced overpotential in charge (orange) and discharge
(light green) are shown (see Table I) together with the residual energy loss
(Qresidual, blue). In case of LMR-NCM/Li, this corresponds to the OCV
hysteresis. The orange line and relative numbers indicate its share in charge
and discharge.
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to any of the other heat terms, independent values forQhys cha, cannot

be obtained by this approach anymore. For the analysis shown in
Fig. 10, we therefore deliberately use the term Qresidual instead of
Qhys to make the difference between both values more clear. The

effect on the accuracy of the results will be discussed below. For the
discharge, an equivalent derivation can be made.

The results from the IMC measurements (Qcal cha, and Qcal dis, ) are

shown by the left-hand column for both the LMR-NCM/Li and the
NCA/Li cell. The right-hand column for each cell marks the
expected total electrical energy loss. To allocate the different sources
of heat, determined by intermittent cycling, to the heat measured by
IMC, the relative shares, as shown in Table I, were applied to the
calorimeter signal. Note that by this definition, the height of the
right-hand column agrees with that of the left-hand column since it
simply illustrates the relative distribution of heat sources. For
example, it is known from the intermittent cycling at C/10 that
18% of the total energy loss is attributable to Qirrev cha, and 27% to

Q .irrev dis, Hence, the remaining heat, which is measured by IMC

(Qresidual in Fig. 10), can be allocated to the OCV hysteresis and can
furthermore be separated into its shares during the charge and
discharge half-cycles, respectively. This is illustrated by the orange
line in Fig. 10 and the percentage values in the blue section.

The left part of Fig. 10 shows the allocation of the different
sources of heat to the IMC signal for the LMR-NCM/Li cell,
indicating that the heat measured by IMC during charge (red
column) is only about half of that measured during discharge (green
column). As can be seen in the right-hand column for the LMR-
NCM/Li cell in Fig. 10, the polarization induced overpotential losses
during discharge (Qirrev dis, , light green) are larger than during charge

(Q ,irrev cha, orange), which means that more irreversible heat is

evolved during discharge. The heat caused by these overpotential
losses is directly attributable to the respective charge and discharge
IMC heat signal. The additional heat, which is observed by IMC for
each half-cycle (Qresidual), is assigned to the OCV hysteresis. It can
be seen that the ratio between discharge and charge is around 70:30,
meaning that most of the heat due to OCV hysteresis is evolved in
the discharge process. Together with the higher irreversible heat

evolved during discharge, this leads to a considerable asymmetric
heat evolution between the two half-cycles.

As mentioned above, this analysis is somewhat compromised by
the reversible heat due to entropic changes, which is assumed to be
negligible for the construction of Qresidual in Fig. 10. It needs to be
noted, however, that any contribution of the reversible heat is
recorded by the calorimeter but cannot be observed in the voltage vs
SOC curve. Hence, this heat term contributes to the overall heat
observed by IMC (left-hand columns in 10) but is not considered for
the construction of the right-hand ones. As explained in the Theory
section, reversible heat has opposite signs on charge and discharge
and is therefore, by definition, equal to zero for a whole cycle. This
means that both the total heat measured by IMC and the electrical
energy loss have no net contribution from Q .rev However, Qrev

influences the respective half-cycles by adding another exothermic
heat source to one direction (discharge in the case of the
LMR-NCM)14 and an endothermic source to the other one (charge
for the LMR-NCM).14 The reversible heat can be determined from
entropy measurement. However, in the case of LMR-NCM, these
experiments revealed that the entropy is path-dependent between
charge and discharge, which suggests that the integration of Qrev

would include non-reversible pathways, and hence would not give a
meaningful value for Q .rev

14 Rather, we assume that the entropy
curve indicates that entropy production is being observed.14 For a
detailed discussion on the entropy and reversible heat in LMR-NCM
and the implications of non-reversible pathways, the interested
reader is referred to our previous work (in particular the discussion
of Eq. 17 in Friedrich et al.14). However, the effect of the reversible
heat can be analyzed when the heat flow is considered instead of the
total integrated heat. As is shown in Fig. 6, the reversible heat can be
assumed to be negligible in the case of the LMR-NCM/Li cell
investigated here, so that the analysis shown in Fig. 10 should be
reasonably accurate.

Figure 10 also shows the IMC results of the NCA/Li cell,
comparing them with the energy loss data expected from the
intermittent cycling (Table I and Fig. 5) in the same way as for
the LMR-NCM/Li cell. The generated heat of the NCA/Li cell is
clearly less than for the LMR-NCM/Li cell. For the results from

Figure 11. Heat flow during (a) charge and (b) discharge of the LMR-NCM/Li cell (cell number 2) at C/10 as a function of SOC. The heat flow measured by
IMC (black) is compared to the irreversible heat generation calculated from the difference between the voltage at load and the OCV curve obtained by the
intermittent cycling protocol (green line, error bars from two measurements). The shaded areas correspond to the irreversible heat in charge (orange) and
discharge (green) and the heat due to OCV hysteresis (blue). The heat flow of Q̇hys in (c) charge and (d) discharge is calculated by ̇ − ̇Q Qcal irrev (only exothermic
signal is shown).
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calorimetry, a symmetrical heat release between charge and dis-
charge is observed. The electrochemical data, however, suggest that
the irreversible heat in charge direction should be slightly smaller
than the heat determined by calorimetry, while for the discharge
direction it should be slightly larger. The mismatch between the heat
measured by IMC and the calculated heat in charge and discharge is
most likely attributable to the simplifications made with the
calculation of the different heat terms. As mentioned above, the
irreversible capacity loss results in a relatively large error when
calculating the total electrical energy loss in the case of NCA,
because of the rather small absolute heat flow signal. When the
relative shares of the energy terms calculated from the intermittent
cycling are then applied to deconvolute the different contributions to
the IMC signal, this additional heat term is evenly distributed
between Q ,irrev cha, Qirrev dis, and Q .residual However, it seems that by

doing so, Qirrev dis, is overestimated while Qirrev cha, is underestimated.

For materials with small absolute heat signals, such as NCA, neglect
of this energy loss term is not justified when aiming at a quantitative
analysis. We therefore recommend determining this heat term
separately so as to be able to allocate it to the charge or discharge
direction or analyze the heat flow signal as a function of SOC.

Heat evolution due to OCV hysteresis of LMR-NCM.—Figure 8
shows the various sources of irreversible heat, while Fig. 6
elucidates the rather minor contribution of reversible heat for
LMR-NCM. The lost electrical energy, which can be calculated by
integrating the OCV curve, as shown in Fig. 4a and Table I, is an
additional source of heat for cells with LMR-NCM compared to
normal cathodes like NCA. In Fig. 10, we discussed what share of
this heat is evolved in each charge and discharge half-cycle at C/10
of LMR-NCM/Li cells. Besides absolute numbers, another inter-
esting question, which we posed at the beginning of the paper, is

how Q̇hys is evolved as a function of the SOC. To answer it, we will

compare the heat evolution measured by IMC with the total
irreversible heat flow determined from the intermittent cycling
protocol, as shown in Figs. 11a and 11b. The data are the same as in
Fig. 8, but focus only on the two sources of heat that are essential for

determining Q̇ ,hys i.e., ignoring the minor contribution from rever-

sible heat. The difference between the measured heat flow (Q̇ ,cal

black curve) and the expected irreversible heat flow (Q̇ ,irrev green

curve) is a measure of the evolution of Q̇hys (blue shaded area). The

difference curve, ̇ − ̇Q Q ,cal irrev is shown in Figs. 11c and 11d for the
charge and discharge half-cycle, respectively.

As can be seen from the difference plot in Fig. 11c for the charge
half-cycle, the heat flow due to the OCV hysteresis is small up to an
SOC of ≈200 mAh gCAM

−1, after which it increases steadily. At the
beginning of charge, however, the irreversible heat flow is greater
than the measured signal. This apparent overshoot in the green curve

is most likely due to the way how Q̇irrev is constructed by linear
interpolation between the OCV points as mentioned above. This is
supported by the observation that the two first data points (green
triangles; direct result of taking the difference between Eload and at
this SOC) agree rather well with the IMC heat flow curve (black
line). Other sources of errors include the time delay of the
measurement setup and the inaccuracy in the determination of

Q̇ .irrev cha, Since this deviation is considered to be an artifact from

the calculation, no endothermic Q̇hys signal is shown in Fig. 11c. A

more detailed analysis of this lower SOC range, for instance with a
smallerΔSOC spacing in the intermittent cycling, could shed further
light on the thermal effects at the beginning of charge. During

discharge, Q̇hys is evolved over the whole SOC window with a

constant value of ≈2 mW gCAM
−1 during the initial discharge and an

increasing heat flow when the cell is discharged below ≈170 mAh
gCAM

−1; this forms a plateau at ≈5 mW gCAM
−1 towards the end of

discharge, where the irreversible heat strongly dominates the total
heat flow. A comparison with the total heat flow of NCA serves to

classify the magnitude of the evolution of Q̇ .hys While for the NCA/

Li cells the total measured IMC signal is between 0.5 mW gCAM
−1

and 2 mW gCAM
−1 for most of the SOC range, the heat evolution

only due to the OCV hysteresis for the LMR-NCM/Li cells is
between 0.5–5 mW gCAM

−1 in charge and between 2–5 mW gCAM
−1

in discharge. Hence, for LMR-NCM/Li cells, the material-specific

Q̇ ,hys is of the same order of magnitude (or even greater) as the total

heat flow of the reference material NCA.
The profile of the total heat evolution of LMR-NCM in charge is

dominated by the shape of the irreversible heat flow (up to ≈100

mAh gCAM
−1), while in the discharge direction, Q̇hys makes a

significant contribution to the heat flow profile, especially in the
SOC range between ≈250 mAh gCAM

−1 and ≈65 mAh gCAM
−1. The

SOC ranges at which Q̇hys is mainly evolved in charge and discharge

(see Figs. 11c and 11d) suggest that the underlying phenomena for
OCV hysteresis in LMR-NCM occur particularly at high SOC
during charge (>200 mAh gCAM

−1) and at low SOC during
discharge (<170 mAh gCAM

−1). From window-opening experi-
ments, it is known that the hysteresis of the OCV curve,26,27 the
lattice parameters,13 and the entropy profile14 grow gradually,
becoming more and more pronounced as the charge or discharge

window are continuously opened. The evolution of Q̇hys reflects the

behavior of these other properties and hence indicates that the
underlying processes leading to the reported hysteresis phenomena
cause waste heat, which is observed at high SOC in charge and at
low SOC during discharge. However, as discussed above, the
accuracy of this analysis method is limited due to the time-delay

of the calorimeter, and we can therefore only report a trend in Q̇hys

evolution as a function of SOC. In an extreme case, a pronounced
time lag would lead to a relative shift on the SOC axis, meaning that

the SOC for the Q̇hys evolution in charge is generally overestimated,

while in discharge it is underestimated. For the data shown in
Fig. 11, this potential error is rather small, as outlined above (i.e., the
time lag ≈18 min until 99% of the heat signal is detected
corresponds to a ΔSOC of ≈3%). However, as mentioned above,
there is still some heat flow present after removing the current, and
there is also an excess of irreversible heat at the beginning of charge.
This means that not all heat is detected at the moment of its
production. The heat evolution towards the end of each half-cycle
might therefore include some share of the heat produced at lower
SOC, leading to an overestimation of the heat flow at high SOC. As
mentioned above for Figs. 6 and 8, the heat signal after discon-
necting the current was also neglected in the analysis shown in
Fig. 11. Moreover, the heat flow observed by IMC might contain
contributions from parasitic heat sources, such as electrolyte

decomposition, leading to an overestimation of Q̇ .hys Probably the

most significant source of error is the unknown but evidentially

minor contribution of Q̇rev to the herein determined Q̇ ,hys which

might lead to an overestimation of Q̇hys in case of a exothermic Q̇rev

(and an underestimated for an endothermic Q̇rev). In conclusion, we
wish to emphasize that what is reported here is a semi-quantitative

trend in the evolution of Q̇hys in charge and discharge and that further

measurements are required for a more accurate quantitative analysis.

Conclusions

We conducted a comparative study comprising an investigation
of the heat release of LMR-NCM/Li and NCA/Li coin cells at
different C-rates using isothermal micro-calorimetry. Impedance
spectroscopy and an intermittent cycling protocol were applied as
complementary methods to analyze the various heat sources. The
focus of this study is on the LMR-NCM cathode active material
(CAM), which has a unique OCV hysteresis. The electrochemical
and calorimetric data sets were analyzed employing two different
approaches: (i) integrating the heat flow for an individual half-cycle
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to get the total generated heat for the respective charge or discharge
direction (in mWh gCAM

-1), and (ii) converting the heat flow over
time to a heat flow as a function of SOC (in mW gCAM

-1). Using the
first approach, we observed that the total heat generation for LMR-
NCM is much higher than for NCA (decreasing from a factor of 9 to
3 for increasing the C-rate from C/10 to 1C), leading to a lower
energy round-trip efficiency. For both CAMs, the overall released
heat shows a linear correlation with the applied C-rate. However,
while the heat release extrapolated to a zero C-rate is rather small for
the NCA/Li cells, it is significantly higher for the LMR-NCM/Li
cells due to the quasi-static OCV hysteresis being a material-specific
property present even under zero current conditions.

The OCV hysteresis was further analyzed by intermittent cycling,
in which a 1 h rest phase was applied after each 10% SOC step to
collect OCV points during charging and discharging at different C-
rates. These electrochemical measurements indicate that the OCV
hysteresis of the LMR-NCM material is responsible for up to 55% of
the total electrical energy loss of LMR-NCM/Li cells at C/10. The
irreversible heat generated during charge and discharge was also
calculated by this method. The share of the heat generation due to
OCV hysteresis was attributed to either the charge or discharge
direction on the basis of the calculated heat terms and the heat
measured by IMC for the individual half-cycles assuming that the
reversible heat due to entropy is negligible. We found that most of
the heat due to OCV hysteresis in the LMR-NCM/Li cells is
dissipated during discharge (72% for C/10).

Using approach (ii) above, we compared the measured heat flow
signal with the profile calculated from electrochemical data. For the
NCA/Li cells, the sum of the irreversible heat determined by
intermittent cycling and the reversible heat calculated from entropy
measurements corresponded well with the heat flow measured by
IMC. The heat flow is clearly dominated by irreversible heat while
the reversible heat serves more as a small correction for the
calculated curve. However, the very small absolute level of the
heat flow signal for the NCA material means that the limit of
the applied approach’s accuracy is reached, especially with regard to
the combination of the measurement results from different cells and
methods with an irreversible capacity leading to a source of error,
which is in the order of the measured data. In contrast, due to the
higher absolute signal for LMR-NCM/Li cells (≈4 times), the
analysis is more accurate in this case. Using impedance spectro-
scopy, the irreversible heat determined from intermittent cycling was
further differentiated into the underlying resistive phenomena, which
lead to the observed potential drop. We found that for both cathode
active materials, the charge transfer resistance of the cathode
dominates the irreversible heat flow curve. For LMR-NCM, the

( )RCT CAM shows a characteristic U-shape as a function of SOC and

further contributions from diffusional limitations are rather small.
For the NCA/Li cells, the diffusion resistances are very similar,
while the charge transfer resistance is generally much smaller and
covers only ≈50% of the overpotential losses. The contribution of
the Li anode is included in the fitting parameters but makes only a
minor contribution to the low frequency resistance at very low and
high SOC.

With LMR-NCM/Li cells, the analysis of the heat flow profiles
provides detailed information about the OCV hysteresis. The heat
evolution due to OCV hysteresis is determined as a function of SOC
by subtracting the calculated irreversible heat flow from the

measured heat signal. During charge, Q̇hys is mainly evolved at a

high SOC (>200 mAh gCAM
−1), while during discharge, it is

released over the whole SOC range at a constant evolution rate
until 170 mAh gCAM

−1 and an increasing rate below that. The heat
evolved due to OCV hysteresis in LMR-NCM is of the same order of
magnitude as the total heat release of the reference material NCA,
which underlines the importance of the analysis of this heat source.

To revisit the questions raised at the beginning of this paper, we
found that (i) the energy loss due to OCV hysteresis is fully
dissipated as heat and (ii) the majority is evolved during discharge.
The fact that (iii) the heat due to OCV hysteresis is mainly generated
at high SOC during charge and at low SOC during discharge
indicates that (iv) the underlying processes leading to the hysteresis
phenomena in LMR-NCM occur in these SOC ranges, which agrees
with observations from literature reports on parameters, such as the
LMR-NCM lattice parameters.
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Appendix

As shown in Eq. 2, reversible heat is calculated as a product of

the current, temperature and temperature-dependent OCV value,
∂

∂
.

E

T

eq

The latter was determined for both LMR-NCM/Li and NCA/Li cells
as described in the Experimental section. A detailed discussion of
the method and the results for LMR-NCM/Li cells is reported

elsewhere.14 The obtained
∂

∂

E

T

eq
values are shown in Figure A·1.

Figure A·1. Temperature-dependent OCV value,
∂

∂
,

E

T

eq
for (a) LMR-NCM/Li and (b) NCA/Li cells during charge and discharge as a function of specific capacity.

The variation of the OCV with temperature was measured as described above and discussed by Friedrich et al.14
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5 Conclusions and Outlook 

The overarching goal of this PhD thesis was to produce performance-optimized 

multilayer pouch cells with cathodes based on the promising next-generation 

lithium- and manganese-rich NCM cathode active material. This was done by first 

preparing and studying laboratory-scale coin half-cells to find the cathode electrode 

specifications (CAM loading, electrode porosity, electrode composition, etc.) that 

would yield the best compromise between rate capability and the projected energy 

density of multilayer pouch cells that were subsequently produced on a semi-

automatic pilot line. While in pure material-based research the focus is 

predominantly put on achieving high specific capacity (normalized to the cathode 

active material) at reasonable C-rates, this work tries to also include other aspects 

that are critical for large-scale cells, namely the energy efficiency, the volumetric 

and gravimetric energy densities (related to weight and volume of the inactive cell 

components), and the thermal behaviour of large-format cells. The challenges 

during the scale-up process were investigated and analysed with regard to the 

specific material properties. By comparing the cell performance of multilayer LMR-

NCM pouch cells with that of regular NCA cells, the difference in cell temperature at 

high C-rates was correlated with the poor energy efficiency and the voltage 

hysteresis of the LMR-NCM material. These findings led to in-depth studies of the 

structural origin of the voltage hysteresis by diffraction methods (X-ray and 

neutron powder diffraction) and a heat flow analysis by calorimetry. 

In Section 4.1, it was shown how half-cell based material performance data can be 

used to predict the performance of large-format cells. As part of the steps 

undertaken to validate these performance predictions, the challenges faced in the 

semi-automatic production of LMR-NCM cathode electrodes were shown. To 

distinguish between setup and scale-up related effects of the cell performance, as 

discussed in Section 3.1, it was explained how and when it was important to 

carefully choose the counter electrode, the electrolyte as well as the separator and 

cell format. Overall, it can be stated that it is a reasonable approach to utilize the 

data from easily prepared coin half-cells to project the achievable initial energy 
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density of large-format cells. By considering some of the obvious differences 

between half-cells and full-cells, a simple Excel based cell configuration tool was 

developed that predicts the cell performance of multilayer pouch cells based on the 

half-cell performance of previously measured coin half-cells. At the same time, 

some weaknesses of such projections (particularly at higher C-rates this is different 

for coin versus large-format cells) calculations were also revealed, such as for 

example the influence of cell temperature on rate capability and cell aging. 

Regarding the production steps for the multilayer pouch cells, two steps were found 

to be crucial when using the LMR-NCM material. One is the calendering of the 

electrode, which determines the final density as well as the ionic and electrical 

conductivity of the electrode. While the densification of the LMR-NCM cathode to a 

porosity of ≈30% could be easily achieved for coin cell electrodes, namely by 

compress small area electrodes in a press, the roll-to-roll processing with a 

calender could not achieve the same electrode densification. As no such problem 

was encountered for the NCA electrodes, this different behaviour of the LMR-NCM 

material was investigated in more detail. In this context, a direct correlation was 

found between the pore size distribution determined by Hg-porosimetry and the 

maximum densification that could be achieved by calendering. This finding enables 

a materials-based prediction for electrode densification of new materials. The other 

crucial step is related to the formation of large-format cells with LMR-NCM 

cathodes. Here, the extensive gassing of the LMR-NCM cathode active material was 

discussed for the first time from the perspective of conducting the formation of 

large-format cells. Based on OEMS-measurements, it was found that it was best to 

do the formation of LMR-NCM cells at elevated temperature and to add a second 

degassing to the formation process in order to minimize the build-up of internal cell 

pressure during the subsequent cycle life tests. 

In the second part (Section 0), the cell performance results of the LMR-NCM and 

NCA multilayer pouch cells are discussed and compared to coin full-cells. Driven by 

different cell temperatures, the energy efficiency of the two materials was 

compared regarding their overpotential as well as the so-called OCV-hysteresis 

related losses. The latter phenomena is negligible for regular NCMs and NCAs, but 

lowers the energy efficiency by 10-12% for the case of LMR-NCM cells. However, 

comparing the overall cell performance, LMR-NCM cells delivered an around 30% 
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higher specific capacity with regard to the active material. Despite the lower 

discharge potential of the LMR-NCM material, LMR-NCM cells still delivered an 

around 11 % higher energy density on the cell level. In the end, this energy density 

benefit of LMR-NCM vs. NCA cells is maintained for around 210 cycles, until the 

stronger capacity fading of the LMR-NCM cells results in an inferior energy density 

compared to the NCA cells. 

While in the previous sections strategies were suggested on how LMR-NCM based 

electrodes can be up-scaled to build multilayer pouch cells, the voltage hysteresis 

and the resulting energy inefficiency cause serious problems. This phenomenon has 

its origin in the LMR-NCM bulk structure and was thus studied by diffraction 

methods, as reported in Section 4.3. By using in situ laboratory XPD, the lattice 

parameters were monitored within the initial cycles as a function of SOC and OCV 

for three different over-lithiated LMR-NCM materials. When plotted versus the 

state of charge, the lattice parameters experienced an analogous hysteresis 

between the charge and discharge direction like the measured OCV. This suggests 

there to be a structural OCV path dependence of the underlying redox processes. 

Furthermore, the extent of the OCV and cell volume hysteresis depends on the SOC 

window. The hysteresis enclosed area in the OCV motile enlarges above 4.2 V and 

increases rapidly towards the end of the charging process. In the discharge process, 

the behaviour is inverse below 3.7 V. Surprisingly, the hysteresis of the unit cell 

vanishes when it is correlated to the OCV and results in a universal linear relation, 

regardless of the original lithium content of the material. By using ex situ XPD of 

cycled LMR-NCM material it was further possible to show that the hysteresis of the 

TM-TM distance correlates directly with the OCV-hysteresis of the material. As this 

finding does not allow to distinguish between the two commonly discussed 

mechanistic origins for the OCV- hysteresis, joint Rietveld refinements of ex situ XPD 

and NPD data were carried out to clarify the role of transition metal migration. As 

part of the critical discussion of the structural models used in the literature, it was 

decided to compare three different refinement models and discuss their 

implications. From the obtained data, no correlation could be revealed between the 

OCV-hysteresis and the Ni migration. However, a maximum difference of ≈2.4 % 

migrated Ni was found between the charge and discharge direction, what is close to 

the uncertainty range (1-2%). Therefore, it can only be stated that there is either no 
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correlation between Ni migration and the OCV-hysteresis or that already a very 

small amount of Ni migration (<2%) would result in the pronounced OCV-

hysteresis. 

In Section 4.4, an attempt was made to assign the different energy losses between 

the charge and discharge direction either to overpotential driven losses or to OCV-

hysteresis losses. In situ micro-calorimetry, impedance spectroscopy, and 

intermittent cycling were combined to verify that almost all energy inefficiency is 

released as heat. The analysis was carried out for different C-rates. For a low C-

rates, the major fraction of the LMR-NCM energy was found to be lost as OCV-

hysteresis heat during the discharge process (around 9 times the energy loss of 

NCA). On the other hand, at the higher rate of 1C, the overpotential driven heat 

release dominates for both materials, but generates still three times less heat for 

NCA based cells. 

In summary, starting with this research with the quite new and highly promising 

LMR-NCM material in 2017, different limitations of the material were encountered. 

The challenges faced when trying to calender LMR-NCM electrodes to commonly 

employed porosities of ≈30% could be ascribed to the substantial inner porosity of 

the secondary LMR-NCM particles. It can only be addressed by synthesizing LMR-

NCMs with a different morphology. Similarly, the extensive gassing of LMR-NCMs 

during the first cycle can be addressed by a modified cell formation process, a 

modification of the active material and/or the electrolyte should be pursued to 

reduce gassing. 

Over the course of the last few years, the LMR-NCM material development also 

advanced and the currently available materials have fewer intrinsic problems. A 

development in the direction of single crystals like for Ni-rich materials120,121 would 

probably be accompanied with less gassing thanks to the reduced specific surface. 

Moreover, electrode densities of > 3 g/cm3 would then be possible in the absence of 

inner particle porosities. The reactivity of singlet oxygen114 and surface impurities74 

at elevated voltages remains a difficult challenge. However, as shown in Section 2.5, 

there are already different approaches to handle the reactivity of the 

particle/electrolyte interface. This can be done either by substituting carbonate-

based electrolytes or by the use of proton-scavenging electrolyte additives. 
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Furthermore, the dependence of the performance of LMR-NCM cells on the 

separator was also investigated, and it cycle life improvements might be addressed 

by enhancing the HF-scavenging properties of the ceramic particles that are already 

used for safety reasons. In addition, the intensively pushed development of all-

solid-state batteries (ASSB) could open an interesting application for LMR-NCM 

material. If the issue of gassing, inner porosity, and electrolyte stability at the high 

upper cut-off potential of LMR-NCMs can be resolved, the relatively low volume 

change of LMR-NCM during the lithiation process compared to regular NCMs would 

be advantageous. In the end, the material remains exciting with all its peculiarities 

and a possible industrial application depends highly on the development of all other 

cell components.
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